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ON THE VERGE OF REACHING 30 YEARS OF CAREER THE DESTRUCTIVE
FORCE OF DARKENED DEATH METAL IMMOLATION RELEASE
THEIR TENTH FULL-LENGHT RECORD THAT NOT ONLY IS A
COMEBACK TO THEIR OLDER FORM BUT ALSO PROOVES WHY THEY
ARE CONSIDERED LEADERS ON THE EXTREME METAL SCENE.
BASSIST / VOCALIST ROSS DOLAN DISCLOSES “ATONEMENT” WITH
AN APPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE WORLD WE LIVE IN TODAY

OVERCOME ADVERSITIES

Along the same lines, would you agree that time and place
has everything to do with releasing an album? Is Immolation perhaps even more relevant than ever as our nation
moves from a long-running malaise to a more unknown and
untested direction?
“I would definitely agree with this and do feel time and place
has everything to do with releasing an album. We had numerous delays with this album due to circumstances beyond our
control. Originally, we were shooting for a late 2015 release, so
the writing process began back in early 2015. By the summer
we had three songs completed musically and then Bob hit a
creative wall and had to step away from the writing for some
time. Once the inspiration started flowing again and the writing
process started back up, our drummer Steve broke his right
ankle in three places. This required surgery and over 6 months
of rehabilitation to teach him how to use his right leg again, so
needless to say this was a huge setback for all of us, especially

" THE COMPLETE
FAILURE OF
GLOBALISM AND
THE SLOW RISE OF
EXTREMISM ALL
AROUND THE GLOBE"
By Ross Dolan

IN A PERIOD WHERE NATIONS
COLLIDE WITH EACH OTHER, IT
COULDN’T BE A BETTER TIME FOR
GERMAN THRASH METAL TITANS
SODOM TO RETURN FOR THEIR
15TH FULL-LENGTH.
AGAIN WITH A STRONG ANTI-WAR
MESSAGE, GUITARIST BERND

“BERNEMANN” KOST

REVEALS HOW “DECISION DAY”
WAS CREATED AND HIS ROLE 20
YEARS AFTER JOINING THE BAND

PROUDLY AMONG ONE OF THE BEST GERMAN METAL BANDS OF ALL TIMES, SODOM REMAINS
FAITHFUL TO THEIR INITIAL THRASH METAL CAUSE MORE THAN 35 YEARS LATER!
.. WORDS: ESTELLE MUSICIAN: BERND “BERNEMANN” KOST ( GUITAR ) ..

LED ZEPPELIN
All discography

“It’s probably my all-time favorite classic rock
band and I love all of their records, it’s hard to
pick just one. I have fond memories attached to
all of them, which is what I listened to obsessively
in my early teen years right up until today. They
really put out so much great stuff, so much
feeling and timeless. In the early metal years,
there would always be a good mix of all types of
metal (heavy, thrash and death) Led Zeppelin and
Black Sabbath of course. These bands were like
the soundtrack to my early teen years.”
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By Bernd “Bernemann” Kost

very strong one. Especially now with Makka [drummer
since 2010 - ed.] - I know him for a very long time, he’s
not only a drummer but also a friend. So we do have a good
relationship to each other, we work very hard and I guess
that’s what makes Sodom to have a very strong line-up
even today.”
Your new album, “Decision Day” came out via Steamhammer Records on August 2016. Could you select a
special song from the new record and share your vision
on it, or maybe explain the lyrics, refer to some instrumental parts or tell me about the creation of the track?
“I guess one of the last songs that I recorded was ‘Belligerence’. This song is my fave from the CD even though we all
have lots of favorites from the album. (laughs) We have a
big problem figuring out the songs we wanted to play from
the album because we just love all of them. This is not
always the case, but this time especially. So we are really
happy with all the material.
For me ‘Belligerence’ was an excellent song to record,
because there are some nice acoustic mixed with some very
fast parts, just a furious song. I remember I had the idea
for the opening riff; one day I was back here in my small
home-studio and was just jamming and as the idea for the
riff came I immediately got goosebumps. In the first moment
I thought I maybe remember this from another band because
I like it so much, and I was like “wow Berni this is just a cool
riff”. That riff is my highlight from the CD.”
Was it like that with the songwriting process of “Decision Day” as well that Tom wrote most of the lyrics or
did you guys collaborate as well?
“Usually, most of the time the song starts with the guitar.
I have an idea for the guitars and then I meet with Makka,
our drummer in the rehearsal room and we are working on
the basics. We collect all the ideas and make the structure
of the songs, we jam a little bit and then if we have the idea
for the song more or less ready, then we come to Tom and
play together in the rehearsal room and Tom thinks over the
lyrics. Tom is always doing the lyrics alone and he always
comes up with them after the song is done, so we always
start with the music.”

L

you will understand that we hate war. I guess that Tom wants to
remind people with his lyrics like in Ausgebombt: “don’t forget
about how violent and cruel war actually is”. Just never forget
it. And so in this meaning, I can live with it as we are not a
band that glorifies war or violence.”
What are you listening lately and what records you consider personal highlights?
“Today I am just listening to heavy metal but in the past I did
listen to other genres, I grew up for example with glam rock in
the 70s. I was always very impressed by music, I bought my
first vinyl when I was 9 years old: a very different music genre,
I guess it was from the glam band The Sweet in the 70s.
Later I loved Queen, they were very important for me being a
musician, and the record that especially impressed me was
The Day at the Races (1976). But since many years I’m only
listening to hard rock and heavy metal music. Of course Slayer
- “Reign in Blood” was a milestone for me and an also really
important favorite of mine is the record “Parallels” from Fates
Warning.”

BACK ON TRACK

You are in the band since “‘Til Death Do Us Unite” came
out. This particular album wasn’t the most popular one

among old school fans of Sodom - do you think this also
formed the picture in the fans’ heads about yourself?
“I was actually very happy with this CD. Of course when we
recorded “‘Til Death Do Us Unite”, the album was not sold
so successfully like “Agent Orange” or many others before in
the eighties. But before, after the years Sodom was calming
down a little bit with “Masquerade in Blood” or “Get What You
Deserve”. I guess with this, Sodom was on a very difficult path
and for me personally there were too many other influences this
time. They also lost some fans, especially when they released
“Masquerade in Blood”. And I know when Bobby [Konrad “Bobby” Schottkowski, drummer of Sodom 1996-2010 - ed.] and
me came into Sodom and recorded “‘Til Death Do Us Unite”,
slowly we had to build up the fan-base again. And I remember
very well that many people told me that after the release of the
album that they became interested in us again. So I was actually happy with “‘Til Death Do Us Unite”, even if I know it didn’t
sell that well. I guess it was a sign for the fans that Sodom is a
band again and now slowly we will come back.
Do you also feel that after this more difficult period that
you described you did manage to get back on track?
“Absolutely. Today as we are going to shows and walking to
the rehearsal room, I feel now Sodom is again a unit, and a

This sounds like Tom is leading the band and deciding
about a bunch of things. Have you ever thought of maybe
wanting to have more attention in the band regarding
the fact that Tom is getting the largest part of it?
“Thank god I don’t get most of it! (laughs) The point is,
Makka and me have regular jobs, I personally work in a
factory. If I had more attention I wouldn’t have the time to
pay attention to myself and all the things surrounding me.
Now that we are talking for example, I came back half an
hour ago from my work and now I am giving an interview.
If I could do all the interviews and all the promotion stuff
that Tom is doing, I wouldn’t have the time for myself. Tom
just lives from the music and so he does have enough time,
and he’s the face of the band since many years - I don’t
have a problem with that. I love to be the “man behind”
who is responsible for the guitars and I see myself also as
a songwriter. Even if I never wrote any of the lyrics this is
enough and absolutely okay for me, we never had a problem
about this in the band.”
That is also great to hear if there is a balance in the
band in connection with this question as well.
A bit of a different subject now: You collaborated with
famous German schlager singer/actor Roberto Blanco in
2011, making a commercial intended to raise awareness

of Alzheimer’s disease. As far as i know he also joined
you on stage at various gigs (including Wacken 2011) for
a metal rendition of his song ‘Ein bisschen Spaß muss
sein’. How did the idea of making the commercial come
and what is your opinion on it, looking back to it?
“First of all we were really surprised when the management
of the singer Roberto Blanco asked us if we want to work
together. (It’s funny, his name is Blanco then he’s black...
(laughs)) I know him since I was a child, he is very popular
in Germany so I was really surprised when we got this offer
to make this video clip together with him. We liked the idea
very much, we didn’t get anything for making the video so
this had nothing to do with the money, it was funny to do the
job and it was for good reason.
At this time my mom also got Alzheimer’s disease so I know
what it means if old people have this sickness. This was
also one of the reasons why I liked this idea, and especially
together with Blanco doing this funny clip, we enjoyed it
very much.”

LIFE'S INTRICACIES

Do you have any more fresh ideas in connection with
Sodom that have never been done or applied before but
you still keep them in mind?
“In general no, I was very happy with the way we were
working in the last years. We had a bit more time for writing
the songs, that was very important. Maybe we should pay a
bit more attention to the arrangement of the songs. Now we
are able with the modern recording equipment, so we can
prepare many many ideas at home and then simply meet in
the rehearsal room to play together. But sometimes in the
past I had so many ideas that I wasn’t able to record right
away so they got lost. In the last years everybody has got a
PC and is able to record right away if an idea comes - this
makes life a bit easier.
I hope that we can still find the time in the future for the
songwriting. I guess you cannot actually plan for the future
but the most important thing for me is to have good ideas,
to stay inspired, to have a good mood everywhere what’s
surrounding you, to have a good life with your family and
no problems with your job. My life is much more than only
making music, and if everything around me turns out good
then I am also able to write good songs. This is of course
wavering, in the last years I had many problems with losing
my job for example. But as long as you are in a good mood and that’s the secret - and are happy with your life, you can
keep on going further and writing songs that fans like. This is
my aim, to stay healthy and to keep my whole environment
positive and then everything will happen by itself.”
For the end, did you think about what would have been
becoming of you if you wouldn’t have started out with
playing music?
“One day after a live show of Sodom in Bulgaria someone
among my friends asked me this question and I told them
that I think I would be a really good tourmaker. And everybody was laughing “Oh Bernemann, sure, tourmaker” but
I am actually already a tourmaker, for sure not a full-time
musician. I would do that gladly.”
Thank you very much for your time Bernemann, I wish
you all the best with Sodom’s new album “Decision Day”
but especially with the tours you will be making! Have a
great time in Italy as well!
“Estelle, thank you very much, I appreciate it.” c
“Decision Day” available via Steamhammer [www.spv.de] /
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WALKING SWIFTLY TOWARDS
40 YEARS OF GERMANIC PIRATE
PILLAGE, RUNNING WILD
RETURN WITH THE SIXTEEN
FULL-LENGTH RECORD THAT
SHOWCASES A BAND EAGER AGAIN
TO SET SAIL ACROSS TUMULTUOUS
SEAS. THE TALKATIVE BRAVE
CAPTAIN & ALSO VOCALIST/
GUITARIST, ROLF KASPAREK,
SEEMS LIKE A PIRATE CHASING A
TREASURE CHEST AND UNVEILS
ARDENTLY “RAPID FORAY”. AN
ALBUM THAT SHOWS RENEWED
STRENGTH AND APPEASEMENT
WITH THE FANS

DECISION DAY

STEAMHAMMER / SPV
Consistency and perseverance! These are most likely
the two words that define perfectly Sodom’s 35 years
of musical career. Probably most of you weren’t born
when Tom Angelripper formed the band back in 1981
or even when the first album “Obsessed by Cruelty”
was released back in 1986. Nevertheless, it doesn’t
really matter what we think about the current state
of thrash metal or Sodom in particular, because the
fans are loyal to the Knarrenheinz’s troops and that’s
a given fact.
“Decision Day” is Sodom’s fifteen album and they
never cease to impress. Starting with the vicious
opener ‘In Retribution’, passing by the chorus driven
‘Caligula’ and ending with the demonic ‘Refused To
Die’, where Bernemann satiates his need for strong
riffing and nice guitar melodies, everything fits together perfectly without serious ambivalent emotions
throughout, especially from older “Persecution Mania”
or “Agent Orange” fans.
This time Tom Angelripper focused his lyrical attention towards different directions, it leads the listener
through the Normandy coast into battle against the
German troops on the D-Day, shares his opinion
regarding the always-present sense of imminent war
between nations, the terror that Roman emperor
Caligula spread in Europe or simply biblical themes.
Musically, it follows the line of previous album
“Epitome of Torture”, or Sodom’s contemporary line
so to say, without significant dissemblance from past
releases but having always the necessary level of
detail to keep each song distinctive and interesting.
In spite of this perception of continuity, I cannot help
feeling, that there is an ongoing sense of maturity
and intricacy in songs like the title track (with a
strong rhythmic part that explodes in a luscious long
guitar solo), ‘Caligula’ with its Motörhead-ish drive
and menacing bass or ‘Belligerence’ with its pulsating
mid-tempo passages that are systematically reaped
by fast riffs and drums until Bernemann slices it up
with a visceral solo. Towards the end of ‘Belligerence’
an unexpected turn is given and they inject an exotic
rhythmic pulse (bordering on tribal) that for some odd
reason and for a split of a second, Sepultura and Max
Cavalera crossed my mind.
The trio seems tighter than ever, Makka confirms
his status of being a tremendous drummer, while
Bernemann turns to dust his guitar frets and Tom
Angelripper… Well, he simply amazes! His voice has
sporadically that raw dark edge of older records which
is definitely a plus for older fans, not to mention his
pummelling bass that leads the way across the faster
and slower parts. All this wrapped with the seal of
quality from supreme artist Joe Petagno.
Despite its impressive longevity and around two hundred songs, Sodom is one of the, sadly, few examples
on how to keep a band faithful to their roots without
sounding forced, wearisome and always with an eye
on creating great memorable thrash metal songs full
of momentum and greatly dynamic. Just hear ‘Strange
Lost World’ and get back to me with your thoughts…

hich album do you think was the most
crucial or significant one in your career
and/or in the fans’ opinion?
“I would say “Death or Glory”, we had a lot better
conditions concerning distribution, that was the next
step for us as we sold pretty much more than we ever
sold before. It was a very big step forward for Running
Wild. And “Blazon Stone” was the next step, it was the
best sold album of my career. It was a truly important
album that made the status of Running Wild.”
You are the only so to say “old” member in the
current lineup of Running Wild. To what degree does
this affect the songwriting process?
“This time we had pretty much more time to write
and to collect the ideas than on previous albums. It
happened not intentionally, I just broke my shoulder so
I was “knocked out” from the world for one year and
that is why I could really make up my mind about the
cover and the lyrics; I really could collect everything
that was coming up to me. When I was doing the record
and writing the songs back then when my shoulder was
again movable and I could finally play guitar, it turned
out to be a great situation because I could pick out 11
songs from all these ideas (I had about 30-35 basic
song ideas) which are still all different from each other.
Every song should gain something to the album that the
others couldn’t, in order to have a wide range of style.
I had the time to work on the small bits of pieces and
the arrangement of the songs. “Rapid Foray” is more
complex in a way than the earlier albums by reason of
the basic ideas. Also, I haven’t used studio before we
started out with the record. It was a pretty much relaxed
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PIRATES VS. INDIANS

‘Last of the Mohicans’ is the biggest song on the
album with a running time of around 11 minutes and
influenced by the 19th century novel written by James
F. Cooper. Do you think it fits entirely into the Running
Wild pirate image you built up over the years?
“I always brought in different kinds of ideas on the
albums because I never felt myself forced just to write
about the pirate stuff as it could be too limitative musically. Also, if you only write about that kind of certain
topic just have certain melodies in your head and certain
musical ideas. Back on “Death or Glory” we had a song
called ‘Battle Waterloo’ which also was a part of history.
From time to time I’m just doing different stuff because
there were also some songs on the album just like
‘Victory of Guns’ which is just a normal rock ‘n’ roll song.
So I never felt myself forced to just go ahead for this kind

.. JOURNALIST: ESTELLE MUSICIAN: ROLF KASPAREK ( GUITAR ) ..

We can notice that the lyrics after your 1987 album “Under
Jolly Roger” were intensely researched. Where did you
get the inspiration and especially the information for the
lyrics? What does the whole pirate image mean to you and
how did you get yourself into it?
“Everything started with the song ‘Under Jolly Roger’. I was
watching TV when I came around with the idea of the song,
there was this advertisement for the movie called Pirates
(1986) written by Roman Polanski. And there was this scene
where the flag was rising up and I found it beautiful. “Wow
Under Jolly Roger, a great title for a track!” - It started with
that. I became especially interested in this stuff when I was
writing for “Port Royal”. And I just love books about that. Totally
different kinds of books about different pirates, about history,
about theories, about shit, about everything that had something
to do with the life in the 18th century. It was all about that
pirate stuff on the Caribbian. And I had a lot of books where I
could pick the stories from, stories that all come from reality.
Just as our song called ‘Calico Jack’.
And sometimes our songs are coming up with imagination
about the topic. If you have a look on the new album a song
like ‘Black Skies, Red Flag’ has nothing to do in the first case
with the reality, just has this kind of red flag as a symbol for
the pirates that they will show no mercy at all. We have the
real pirate flag in our minds with a skull and crossbones. But
actually every pirate had his own flag back then.
So there’s totally different stuff that comes from that. And
sometimes I’m coming back to that, I had all the ideas for the
new album and one of them turned out into a song called ‘Black
Bart’, which is a song about Bartholomew Roberts who was
the most famous and the most successful pirate of all time.
He was mentioned in the story of ‘Treasure Island’ and he was
real. It was not just imagination, he actually existed and was a
very strong character; there were a lot of different things in his
character that were not at all usual for that time. He was never
drinking alcohol, what a weird situation for a pirate (laughs)!
He was always sober, all the time. And he was gay, for the
18th century he was gay! He was very very open, he didn’t hide
it, he was never hiding. And it was very strange for the 18th
century to do that. The crew was really onto him, he was also
relentless, a really tough guy. And so that was the story I was
coming back to, I was just going for the books again and I found

a story about which I haven’t had a song written yet, I figured
he would be a great character to do a song about.”
“Rapid Foray” also brings back some of the memories from
the classic Running Wild period. Your previous two albums
(“Resilient”, but especially “Shadowmaker”) didn’t convince
entirely many older fans. Was this something you were
looking for this time, to make peace with the older fans?
“No, not really. When I was going through all the ideas I had for
the album, I figured out that there were some parts that had
some more trademarks from the late eighties-early nineties.
But I was not heading down when I was writing the songs,
when I was collecting the ideas. I never said to myself “you
have to write songs like back then” - that simply wouldn’t work.
If you try to do a copy of a song from 25 years ago, there would
not be coming any good song from that. If I got a great idea that
sounds like that and I got this feeling and I got this kind of spiritual thing going around what you feel about the pirate stuff or
the metal that you consider to be classic for Running Wild... It’s
great when it’s there. You really can rock on that and you can
go and work on the bits of pieces to make it to be a great track.
And that’s what I did. But I never said to myself that I had to
write songs like that. I don’t think that would really be ending
up as a great record. The record was just the way I was feeling
when I was writing and collecting the ideas and when I was
picking the songs for the album. I figured out very early when I
was working on the tracks themselves that a lot of songs had
trademarks from the classic stuff.”

live was on Wacken Open Air in 2015. Was it because your
last show in 2009 also happened to be on Wacken? Also,
do you plan to give concerts anywhere else seeing that so
many fans are kind of dying for you?
“I was just starting out working on the new album and we got
the idea from the Wacken guys to do a show there in 2015,
festival headlining. We felt like it was a great idea to do that but
we had to find 2 new members for the band as it was just P
Peter Jordan and me at the time. We figured it out but after that
I had to go back to the album to finish the recording.
About concerts, we are not doing touring but we played on a lot
of festivals. So we just get all the offers and we sit down and
consider all of them and see what we can do, what festival is
suitable for us concerning the fees and the possibilities.”
You guys are also really active on your Facebook-site when
it comes to marketing, for example you have an album
where you upload fans’ pictures with their Running Wild
tattoos and relics. What was the most surprising way of a
fan showing his respect towards Running Wild that you’ve
experienced?
“The fans are so loyal to Running Wild, even if we talk about 33
years now because it was in 1984 the first album which was
revealed for the public. I see so many people getting tattoos
from Running Wild, some of them even more than a dozen. It’s
a statement that Running Wild means a lot to them and it is a
big part of their lives and makes me proud. Also if you take a
look at how many musicians claim to be influenced by Running
Wild, even if they are fans you never came across with because
they are doing different music themselves. In Flames for
example, they have grown up with my music, they are making
totally different music themselves but are saying “you were
a milestone for us because you’re the reason we started out
making music”. It makes me proud to see the next generation
rising. Or Sabaton, they also claim to be great Running Wild
fans and have grown up with my music. Handing over the fire to
the next generation, I am really proud of that.”
About fans and about being proud of fans being so loyal:
Do you feel like you ever disappointed either your fans or
yourself with any of Running Wild’s records?
“The fans are a big part of Running Wild, we would be nothing
without them. That is for sure: they bought the records, they
bought the tickets... They made the band great and this is what
it’s all about. You always have to have the focus on that these
people were loyal to the band through the good and though the
bad times, and it makes me proud to be a part of their lives.
For example once we got a letter from an American soldier who
was fighting in Iraq and he said what brought him through all
these evil things going on there was to listen to Running Wild all
day long. And this means a lot to me to be the help for people
through situations, to feel better, to make it through.” c

film called the Hawkeye Movie and another one
was the Last of the Mohicans, which is one of the
stories of this book. I was really impressed by the
story because it was a battle on one hand, and on the
other hand it’s a very adventurous case. I must have
been around 9-10 years old when I saw it for the first
time and I was simply impressed. There were a lot of
movies coming up with the story but telling it from a
different kind of view, a different kind of perspective.
I wanted to do this song and I figured out that the
story is too complex to tell it in just in 5 verses or so.
I just had to figure out what was the main point to me
from the story and this is the loss of Chingachgook
[one of the three frontiersmen, among the main figures of the film – ed.]. He not only lost his son but he
lost his culture, he lost his present, he lost his future,
he lost everything. His pride... Everything that was
important to him that made up his life so far; he had
to start at a new point from then on.
And that was the point I had my focus on while writing the lyrics and telling the story. I also had to tell it
musically and that’s why it turned to be such a long
song because it’s such a complex story.”

CREATIVITY ASCENSION

I agree, you couldn’t simply copy a song from back then
because it wouldn’t work out the same way. As you also
mentioned earlier, you had more than 30 songs completed
for “Rapid Foray”. If I can ask do you sometimes use
portions or complete songs that were not featured on the
previous album(s)?
“This was the first time that I had so many ideas for an album.
If you have a look back into the early days, “Death or Glory”
etc., those were really the songs I had that I put on the album.
I couldn’t pick from such a big “pool” from which I have the
possibility to do that today. There were a lot of ideas I had to
put down because they didn’t fit to these 11 songs. But that
doesn’t mean they are not great songs. Meanwhile I was writing
the material and was working on the production itself, I had a
lot more ideas for the next album that I had to put down and
force myself to forget them. This is a kind of pool of creativity I
have in the last 2-3 years which I never had before in my life.
There are a lot of things going on, a lot of ideas are just coming
and I really can’t stop it (laughs). It’s totally different because
before, I put down Running Wild as it was really hard for me to
write the songs and get the proper ideas for a good track. It was
really hard work, but today it’s just coming like a river.
That’s for sure great for us fans to hear! About “putting
down” Running Wild as you said, the last time you played

“Rapid Foray” available via Steamhammer [www.spv.de] /
Running Wild [www.running-wild.net]

"JUDAS PRIEST IS A STARTING POINT FOR ME FOR HEAVY METAL IN REALITY. WHEN
"UNLEASHED IN THE EAST" CAME OUT, EVERYTHING STARTED AND ONE YEAR LATER
THE NWOBHM BEGUN. WE ARE CALLED SINCE THEN A HEAVY METAL BAND."

RAPID FORAY
STEAMHAMMER

Finally, they are back!! Running Wild
does not need introductions and if you
are reading this and are completely
unaware of how they sound, either you
are not a metalhead or you are suffering
from some sort of mental disorder. “Rapid

Foray” is what can be described as a
comeback album, it surely makes peace
with the older fans (no, not the ‘Gates to
Purgatory’ ones) after two, more or less,
failed attempts to reinvent themselves.
After almost 40 years of career and more
than 15 albums they sound with “Rapid
Foray” back on track, sailing bravely
again on deep waters and proudly hoisting the dreaded pirate flag. ‘Black Skies,
Red Flag’ opens the hostilities with a
typical strong Running Wild guitar riffing
and song structure that immediately sails
you back in time more than 25 years ago
until ‘Warmongers’ picks up with a steady

galloping pace and beer drinking type of
group chorus, in a typical Running Wild
way. At this point, it’s more than evident
that Captain Rolf is back in business.
Songs like the rock ’n’ rollish ‘Stick to
Your Guns’, the paced ‘By the Blood in
Your Heart’ or the inspiring instrumental
‘The Depth of the Sea (Nautilus)’ with its
melodic singular guitar lead and spicy
solo will please the most demanding fans
and show the reason why the instrumental ‘Final Gates’ (on “Port Royal”),
almost 30 years later, is still a memorable
moment on their discography. ‘Black Bart’
recovers the frightening pirate spirit with

its fast throughout pace even during soloing and ‘Into the West’ lifts the spirit of
anyone with its joyful riffing. The closer
‘Last of the Mohicans’, lyrically is quite
touching, unfortunately for the wrong
reasons… Opening with a short testimony
of a father that buried his son turning the
last of its kind.
“Rapid Foray” is everything that any real
Running Wild fan wished for on the past
years and probably even more, especially
after the previous albums. If you liked
them in the past, this is the record that
will play in your stereo for some time.
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A SOBER PIRATE...

DESPITE THE PRECEDING DRIFTING IN HIGH SEAS AND CONTRARY TO EXPECTATIONS, THEY HAVE
RAISED THE SHREDDED SKULL AND BONES FEARED FLAG AND RETURNED TO BATTLE

“It was a really important one mainly because of the
idea of doing a song about the novel from James
Fenimore Cooper. I already had the idea in 2000 while
writing the “Victory” album but it was not coming
down, it was not the quality I wanted to have and
that’s why I put it down again and again. And when
I started out with the “Shadowmaker” from 2012, I
had the idea to do the song again, but on the other
hand I had another song called ‘Dracula’ which finally
made it onto the album. On “Resilient” from 2013 it
happened in the same way, I had the idea to write
the ‘Last of the Mohicans’ but there, as the last song,
‘Bloody Island’ made it onto the album.
While writing “Rapid Foray” I finally did have the
time to do the song, I figured out very early a lot of
ideas for it concerning my working situation because
of my shoulder.
And the story it tells... I know the story since I was
a kid, had to see it in Germany, we had this kind of
tradition in the 60s and early 70s. Before Christmas we
had these 4-piece movies about a certain adventure
topic that was sold by German TV to French TV, so
different TV stations got this together. There was one
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of image stuff. The story of the ‘Last of the Mohicans’ takes
place in the 18th century, but the pirate stuff did too. So it fits
in that case as it is a part of the story and so it is a part of what
happened then. The Indians were pretty much in the same kind
of situation as the pirates were. They had to fight for their lives
and for the right and had to see how they pull through this. The
first place there was a war between England and France about
North America, they just wanted to keep their hand on that, so
that was the basic story back then.”

RoLF UNVEILS ‘Last of the Mohicans’

Sodom [www.sodomized.info]
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working situation even if it was hard work to achieve
all that we finally did with the album. But it was a great
situation for me to have the time to work out the bits of
pieces, the details of the songs.
You mentioned that you broke your shoulder and as
far as I know you also needed surgery from one of the
best German doctors to repair it. During that period,
have it ever crossed your mind that your career as a
guitarist could be in danger?
“No, because it was totally cured as I reached to the
point back then to play guitar in the proper way again. In
the first place it was the best doctor that I could get. It
was just a coincidence that I landed there in this hospital
but he was the best doctor to work on a shoulder in
whole Germany (laughs). And I just told him that I’m a
guitar player, I’m a musician and I need to use my shoulder. And he did a really great job then, the operation went
well. It took me about half a year just to get to working on
“Rapid Foray” again because of having to have a second
operation half a year later. I could already play guitar but
not in a proper way, I couldn’t work for hours: 3-4 hours
a day was not possible, in the beginning it was like half
an hour here and there... I simply worked on the ideas
and was picking out songs for the record.”
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Piece of Mind

“It was a toss-up between this or “Powerslave”,
but I think I will go with “Piece of Mind” since
that was always one of my all-time favorites
and Iron Maiden was always a favorite of mine
as well. I loved Iron Maiden since I first heard
them in the early/mid 1980’s. I can’t remember
which one of their older albums I got first, but
I owned all of their albums and singles at the
time and was a huge fan. Steve Harris was the
man who inspired me to play bass guitar. He
was the man that helped me understand the role
the bass played in metal music since his playing
was solid and colorful at the same time and
always was very prominent in the mix on any
Iron Maiden album. I saw them multiple times
over the years and they always crush it live.”
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PULLING THE STRINGS

ooking back at your career in Sodom since
1996, do you think you could have done anything
differently or in a better way?
“It’s a difficult question. I guess after so many years you will
find a couple of things that you maybe could have done better
but finally everything has happened as it has and with that I
am very happy today. I am satisfied with where we are right
now with the band and I guess I don’t want to think about what
I could have done better (laughs). I am happy with my life and
I guess next time I would also do everything in the same way.”
That is for sure great to hear. If you could describe it in
5 words what you would like to express with the general
image of Sodom especially regarding themes in connection
with war and aggressivity, what would you say?
“Tom is doing the lyrics and so he is mostly writing them
about war. It’s a very heavy subject for me: I was born in
this generation but my parents and grandparents lived and
survived during the war and in my family besides them many
people died who served as soldiers. When I was a child, I grew
up with stories about the war. My parents and grandparents
told me about everything that happened during the war time as
they were children. I was always very impressed - this doesn’t
mean that I like war though. If you read Tom’s lyrics, very quick

f
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thirty years of existence,
the forerunners of apocalyptic,
dark and technical death metal
prove once again why they are still
around and quite healthy judging
by the tenth album “Atonement”,
which is simply a sociological
and geopolitical exploration of
aspects of our world through the
fascinating rough vision of Ross
Dolan and company

"TODAY AS WE ARE GOING TO SHOWS AND WALKING
TO THE REHEARSAL ROOM, I FEEL NOW SODOM IS
AGAIN A UNIT, AND A VERY STRONG ONE"
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DEVOURER

Ricardo Azevedo,
the editor-in-chief

UNSEEN DARKNESS

Your albums tend to have ongoing themes. The early works
were examination of religion and the idea of Satan as an
ephemeral force of evil in the world, while your more
recent albums have been more sociological and even
geopolitical at times. Where does “Atonement” fall
into that spectrum?
“That’s really a spot on overview of where this band
started and where we have ventured since the beginning lyrically. Basically we have always focused on
that unseen darkness that permeates every aspect of
our lives, and whether it manifests itself through religion
or other aspects of our lives, I think the overwhelming
conclusion is that it all begins and ends with us. We explored
the darker and more oppressive side of religion on our earlier
albums as you mentioned, touching on everything from pedophilia in the church, the church’s role during the Second World
War and the very destructive side of religious fanaticism and
extremism. After 9/11, we began to stray into darker waters
lyrically, exploring more of the sociological and geopolitical aspects of our world, and our role in all of this as you accurately
mentioned above. It was always something we saw very clearly
around us, and something that obviously struck a chord with
us and resonated with all of our fans around the world as well.
We have always tried really hard not to cross that line into the
political realm since we have never been big fans of politics,
and I think many of our fans feel the same way. Trying to articulate some of the ideas and topics on our last few records and
delivering them in a dark way especially with the new album
has been a challenge. “Atonement” moves forward in that
same tradition, touching on all of these ideas we have talked
about and some new ones as well. We tried to explore some of
these unseen forces of darkness that unfortunately shape our
world and touch all of us at some point in our lives. The new
record really explores some of these more abstract ideas and
the divisiveness of these forces that pull at us every day.”
How easy is it to find something new to say or a way to say
it after being at this for almost 30 years?
“This is a really good question, and something we sometimes
discuss when writing the lyrics for some of the newer songs.
You would think we have said all we have to say about religion
for example, and then there is some new inspiration, or a
different perspective on something we have touched on in the
past that creeps into our heads demanding for us to elaborate on
it. It’s all in how you approach an idea or topic I would imagine,
and I understand the creative process is very different from
person to person, but sometimes expressing new feelings about
an old subject is fun in that you get to revisit these ideas from a
different perspective or point of view, depending on the subject
or from where you approach it. There is a fine line between
approaching something with a fresh perspective and just being
redundant, so this is why we are very selective these days with the
heavy religious themes, but only revisit them when we can offer
something new to the fans. It is very exciting for me to think of new
ideas or different things to write about with each new album cycle,4

Seven Churches
“I picked this album up when it came out after
hearing one of the songs on a local radio show
that had a metal program Saturday nights from
midnight to 5am. This album to me defined
what death metal was. It took thrash into a
whole new direction. It was darker, more savage,
had more feeling and the vocal style was what I
felt this music needed. It changed everything for
us, and in my opinion was the first death metal
album at a time when death metal didn’t really
exist. It was an extremely inspirational album
for people like us who were searching for music
that was much darker and more extreme than
what was out there at the time.”
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IMMOLATION
on the verge of completing

POSSESSED

1969 - 1982

PREPARE FOR THE ATONEMENT OF YOUR SINS... IMMOLATION RETURN TO GAZE YOU IN THE
EYES WITH THE WRETCHED CERTAIN THAT WE ARE LEADING INTO ULTIMATE DARKNESS

Steve. One thing positive that came out of all of the delays was
that it really gave us the time to fine tune all the songs and it gave
us all time to learn and understand the songs much better before
entering the studio. Despite his injury, Steve also benefitted from
this because he is usually the one fighting the clock trying to get
his parts written and done before the studio deadline, so the extra
time was helpful in the end. That being said, it really put us in a
good spot to have the time to sort out the art work and layout of
the release, and the fact that we have had so many positive things
coming together leading up to this release was also beneficial in
the scheme of things. Also, the fact that this album is coming out
during such an uncertain and unstable time in our history I think
makes the ideas and concepts on this album even more relevant
and important to our fans. It’s not only relevant to our fans here in
the US for reasons you mentioned, but for all our fans worldwide
who are seeing the complete failure of globalism and the slow rise
of extremism all around the globe. We see things slowly starting to
unravel around the world as a result of mankind’s obsession with
wealth and power, so for a lot of people this uncertainty moving
forward is unsettling to everyone.”
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et’s get right to current events. Immolation has a
new album, called “Atonement”, and there seems
to be a familiar return to form. You have what
looks to be an angel of destruction on the cover, and the
classic Immolation logo is front and center. Is this a knowing re-visitation of the band’s early presentation?
“Yes, it would seem this cover was a nod to our earlier years
but that really wasn’t our intent initially when we were coming
up with the concept. The song ‘Atonement’ is about religious
extremism and the very destructive and toxic shadow it has
cast upon humanity for thousands of years. We felt the title
really pointed out the absolute absurdity of this concept of
forgiveness or reconciliation, especially when applied to the
more extreme and literal interpretations of some religions and
the acts of violence and destruction that stem from these
beliefs. The cover concept came from a passage of lyrics from
this song: “Angel of hatred now spread your wings; Shower your
thorns down upon us; Anointing the pure holy water so red;
Taking away from us all that you can”.
These lines were the inspiration for the cover artwork and they
became the template on which we built the whole concept.
Once we sent Par Olofsson our ideas and horribly drawn
sketches, we started getting rough versions of the piece every
few days and saw the entire piece come to life, and with it,
the visual these four lines created in our mind’s eye became a
reality. Once the piece was finished, we loved the fact that it did
tie in those earlier covers, so it was really a happy accident that
it did bring us full circle. We once again used both the new and
old logos in the cover mock ups, however when we saw the old
logo on there, it was a no brainer for us. It really looked amazing
with this artwork and gave the piece a darker and more sinister
feel, so the decision to use it was unanimous. We knew our
fans, especially the old school fans, would appreciate this, but
we didn’t realize how positive the response would in fact be.”
Immolation has always commanded unfailing respect in the
underground, but there seems to be something about the
new album that really has people excited. Do you think it
has anything to do with the aforementioned style cues?
“I’m not sure really, it could be because of this or also because
our fans know that we usually take our time with our releases,
and since it’s been almost four years since “Kingdom of
Conspiracy” was released, they could just be excited to finally
get some new music from us. The fans know we are all about
quality over quantity, so I think they respect the fact that when
we release an album it will be something unique and special.
Either way, I do think, or at least hope the fans will enjoy this
one. It does seem that the fans feel the artwork and old logo
are signs that the new material will have some of the feel of
the earlier material. This album definitely has elements of
our entire catalog, focusing more on mood and feeling like the
earlier records while still including some of the more savage
and straight forward elements of our more recent albums. It’s a
good blend and each song in my opinion has all of the elements
that make Immolation special to our fans. Nuclear Blast has
really been putting a lot of time and effort into promoting this
album, so I think it’s been generating some nice hype and
anticipation for the release.”

HIGHLIGHTS BY ROSS DOLAN
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ncontrolled upheaval, is most likely how I can
perfectly describe the last months... We have dealt
with so many issues at different levels that a new
album by warmongers Immolation only reinforces our
need to channel our attention to some of the renowned
metal bands that still keep releasing great albums
despite the sinuosity and uncertainty of the music
business. In this new issue, we tried to gather some of
the names that had a primal role on the development of
the metal scene, Sodom and Running Wild in particular,
for an excursion through their latest works as well as a
look at the past. Nebiros from the Peruvian Mortem had
also an important testimony around the development of
the band back in mid-eighties as well as a direct role on
a poorly developed scene back then, while Ross Dolan
had an extensive chat with our contributor Jeff Tandy
about the impressive latest album, “Atonement”.
Despite the reinforcement that this new issue gives
us, in the sense that we are here to stay, and the
developments (some more noticeable than others) that
we tried to introduce I feel that we still have quite a few
things to develop in different areas. You have most likely
already noticed the sampler CD that accompanies this
issue, we feel extremely excited with it and look forward
for the new selection of “choice cuts” on the next issue.
This was one of the many improvements we wanted to
implement already in this issue, along the way a few
other ideas to enrich our content have been left behind,
nevertheless dear reader, you can rest assure that we
will try to improve in each issue. Feel free to get back to
me with any suggestions, opinions or simply chitchat.
We are always looking for passionate writers to increase
the staff of our magazine, get back to me if you like
metal as much as we do! The only needed requirements
are to have a critical sense and a solid metal
background, usually this comes up with either years of
metal listening or playing experience.
We have already a few line-up bands for the forthcoming
issue... For instance, one of our most hard-working
contributors, Estelle, have already interviewed a few top
quality acts, Jeff Tandy is a box of surprises and myself
have a few names already in mind. We are aiming
for the realistic goal of having three issues out per
year, let’s see what future unfolds for us.
Until the next issue... increase the volume of
your stereo and HORNS UP!
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IN A PERIOD WHERE NATIONS
COLLIDE WITH EACH OTHER, IT
COULDN’T BE A BETTER TIME FOR
GERMAN THRASH METAL TITANS
SODOM TO RETURN FOR THEIR
15TH FULL-LENGTH.
AGAIN WITH A STRONG ANTI-WAR
MESSAGE, GUITARIST BERND

“BERNEMANN” KOST

PROUDLY AMONG ONE OF THE BEST GERMAN METAL BANDS OF ALL TIMES, SODOM REMAINS
FAITHFUL TO THEIR INITIAL THRASH METAL CAUSE MORE THAN 35 YEARS LATER!
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ooking back at your career in Sodom since
1996, do you think you could have done anything
differently or in a better way?
“It’s a difficult question. I guess after so many years you will
find a couple of things that you maybe could have done better
but finally everything has happened as it has and with that I
am very happy today. I am satisfied with where we are right
now with the band and I guess I don’t want to think about what
I could have done better (laughs). I am happy with my life and
I guess next time I would also do everything in the same way.”
That is for sure great to hear. If you could describe it in
five words what you would like to express with the general
image of Sodom especially regarding themes in connection
with war and aggression, what would you say?
“Tom is doing the lyrics and so he is mostly writing them
about war. It’s a very heavy subject for me: I was born in
this generation but my parents and grandparents lived and
survived during the war and in my family besides them many
people died who served as soldiers. When I was a child, I grew
up with stories about the war. My parents and grandparents
told me about everything that happened during the war time as
they were children. I was always very impressed - this doesn’t
mean that I like war though. If you read Tom’s lyrics, very quick
4 METALEGION #2

you will understand that we hate war. I guess that Tom wants to
remind people with his lyrics like in Ausgebombt: “don’t forget
about how violent and cruel war actually is”. Just never forget
it. And so in this meaning, I can live with it as we are not a
band that glorifies war or violence.”
What are you listening lately and what records you consider personal highlights?
“Today I am just listening to heavy metal but in the past I did
listen to other genres, I grew up for example with glam rock in
the 70s. I was always very impressed by music, I bought my
first vinyl when I was 9 years old: a very different music genre,
I guess it was from the glam band The Sweet in the 70s.
Later I loved Queen, they were very important for me being a
musician, and the record that especially impressed me was
The Day at the Races (1976). But since many years I’m only
listening to hard rock and heavy metal music. Of course Slayer
- “Reign in Blood” was a milestone for me and an also really
important favorite of mine is the record “Parallels” from Fates
Warning.”

BACK ON TRACK

You are in the band since “‘Til Death Do Us Unite” came
out. This particular album wasn’t the most popular one

REVEALS HOW “DECISION DAY”
WAS CREATED AND HIS ROLE 20
YEARS AFTER JOINING THE BAND

among old school fans of Sodom - do you think this also
formed the picture in the fans’ heads about yourself?
“I was actually very happy with this CD. Of course when we
recorded “‘Til Death Do Us Unite”, the album was not sold
so successfully like “Agent Orange” or many others before in
the eighties. But before, after the years Sodom was calming
down a little bit with “Masquerade in Blood” or “Get What You
Deserve”. I guess with this, Sodom was on a very difficult path
and for me personally there were too many other influences this
time. They also lost some fans, especially when they released
“Masquerade in Blood”. And I know when Bobby [Konrad “Bobby” Schottkowski, drummer of Sodom 1996-2010 - ed.] and
me came into Sodom and recorded “‘Til Death Do Us Unite”,
slowly we had to build up the fan-base again. And I remember
very well that many people told me that after the release of the
album that they became interested in us again. So I was actually happy with “‘Til Death Do Us Unite”, even if I know it didn’t
sell that well. I guess it was a sign for the fans that Sodom is a
band again and now slowly we will come back.
Do you also feel that after this more difficult period that
you described you did manage to get back on track?
“Absolutely. Today as we are going to shows and walking to
the rehearsal room, I feel now Sodom is again a unit, and a

"TODAY AS WE ARE GOING TO SHOWS AND WALKING
TO THE REHEARSAL ROOM, I FEEL NOW SODOM IS
AGAIN A UNIT, AND A VERY STRONG ONE"
By Bernd “Bernemann” Kost

very strong one. Especially now with Makka [drummer
since 2010 - ed.] - I know him for a very long time, he’s
not only a drummer but also a friend. So we do have a good
relationship to each other, we work very hard and I guess
that’s what makes Sodom to have a very strong line-up
even today.”
Your new album, “Decision Day” came out via Steamhammer Records on August 2016. Could you select a
special song from the new record and share your vision
on it, or maybe explain the lyrics, refer to some instrumental parts or tell me about the creation of the track?
“I guess one of the last songs that I recorded was ‘Belligerence’. This song is my fave from the CD even though we all
have lots of favorites from the album. (laughs) We have a
big problem figuring out the songs we wanted to play from
the album because we just love all of them. This is not
always the case, but this time especially. So we are really
happy with all the material.
For me ‘Belligerence’ was an excellent song to record,
because there are some nice acoustic mixed with some very
fast parts, just a furious song. I remember I had the idea
for the opening riff; one day I was back here in my small
home-studio and was just jamming and as the idea for the
riff came I immediately got goosebumps. In the first moment
I thought I maybe remember this from another band because
I like it so much, and I was like “wow Berni this is just a cool
riff”. That riff is my highlight from the CD.”
Was it like that with the songwriting process of “Decision Day” as well that Tom wrote most of the lyrics or
did you guys collaborate as well?
“Usually, most of the time the song starts with the guitar.
I have an idea for the guitars and then I meet with Makka,
our drummer in the rehearsal room and we are working on
the basics. We collect all the ideas and make the structure
of the songs, we jam a little bit and then if we have the idea
for the song more or less ready, then we come to Tom and
play together in the rehearsal room and Tom thinks over the
lyrics. Tom is always doing the lyrics alone and he always
comes up with them after the song is done, so we always
start with the music.”

PULLING THE STRINGS

This sounds like Tom is leading the band and deciding
about a bunch of things. Have you ever thought of maybe
wanting to have more attention in the band regarding
the fact that Tom is getting the largest part of it?
“Thank god I don’t get most of it! (laughs) The point is,
Makka and me have regular jobs, I personally work in a
factory. If I had more attention I wouldn’t have the time to
pay attention to myself and all the things surrounding me.
Now that we are talking for example, I came back half an
hour ago from my work and now I am giving an interview.
If I could do all the interviews and all the promotion stuff
that Tom is doing, I wouldn’t have the time for myself. Tom
just lives from the music and so he does have enough time,
and he’s the face of the band since many years - I don’t
have a problem with that. I love to be the “man behind”
who is responsible for the guitars and I see myself also as
a songwriter. Even if I never wrote any of the lyrics this is
enough and absolutely okay for me, we never had a problem
about this in the band.”
That is also great to hear if there is a balance in the
band in connection with this question as well.
A bit of a different subject now: You collaborated with
famous German schlager singer/actor Roberto Blanco in
2011, making a commercial intended to raise awareness

of Alzheimer’s disease. As far as i know he also joined
you on stage at various gigs (including Wacken 2011) for
a metal rendition of his song ‘Ein bisschen Spaß muss
sein’. How did the idea of making the commercial come
and what is your opinion on it, looking back to it?
“First of all we were really surprised when the management
of the singer Roberto Blanco asked us if we want to work
together. (It’s funny, his name is Blanco then he’s black...
(laughs)) I know him since I was a child, he is very popular
in Germany so I was really surprised when we got this offer
to make this video clip together with him. We liked the idea
very much, we didn’t get anything for making the video so
this had nothing to do with the money, it was funny to do the
job and it was for good reason.
At this time my mom also got Alzheimer’s disease so I know
what it means if old people have this sickness. This was
also one of the reasons why I liked this idea, and especially
together with Blanco doing this funny clip, we enjoyed it
very much.”

LIFE'S INTRICACIES

Do you have any more fresh ideas in connection with
Sodom that have never been done or applied before but
you still keep them in mind?
“In general no, I was very happy with the way we were
working in the last years. We had a bit more time for writing
the songs, that was very important. Maybe we should pay a
bit more attention to the arrangement of the songs. Now we
are able with the modern recording equipment, so we can
prepare many many ideas at home and then simply meet in
the rehearsal room to play together. But sometimes in the
past I had so many ideas that I wasn’t able to record right
away so they got lost. In the last years everybody has got a
PC and is able to record right away if an idea comes - this
makes life a bit easier.
I hope that we can still find the time in the future for the
songwriting. I guess you cannot actually plan for the future
but the most important thing for me is to have good ideas,
to stay inspired, to have a good mood everywhere what’s
surrounding you, to have a good life with your family and
no problems with your job. My life is much more than only
making music, and if everything around me turns out good
then I am also able to write good songs. This is of course
wavering, in the last years I had many problems with losing
my job for example. But as long as you are in a good mood and that’s the secret - and are happy with your life, you can
keep on going further and writing songs that fans like. This is
my aim, to stay healthy and to keep my whole environment
positive and then everything will happen by itself.”
For the end, did you think about what would have been
becoming of you if you wouldn’t have started out with
playing music?
“One day after a live show of Sodom in Bulgaria someone
among my friends asked me this question and I told them
that I think I would be a really good tour maker. And everybody was laughing “Oh Bernemann, sure, tour maker” but
I am actually already a tour maker, for sure not a full-time
musician. I would do that gladly.”
Thank you very much for your time Bernemann, I wish
you all the best with Sodom’s new album “Decision Day”
but especially with the tours you will be making! Have a
great time in Italy as well!
“Estelle, thank you very much, I appreciate it.” c
“Decision Day” available via Steamhammer [www.spv.de] /

DECISION DAY

STEAMHAMMER / SPV
Consistency and perseverance! These are most likely
the two words that define perfectly Sodom’s 35 years
of musical career. Probably most of you weren’t born
when Tom Angelripper formed the band back in 1981
or even when the first album “Obsessed by Cruelty”
was released back in 1986. Nevertheless, it doesn’t
really matter what we think about the current state
of thrash metal or Sodom in particular, because the
fans are loyal to the Knarrenheinz’s troops and that’s
a given fact.
“Decision Day” is Sodom’s fifteen album and they
never cease to impress. Starting with the vicious
opener ‘In Retribution’, passing by the chorus driven
‘Caligula’ and ending with the demonic ‘Refused To
Die’, where Bernemann satiates his need for strong
riffing and nice guitar melodies, everything fits together perfectly without serious ambivalent emotions
throughout, especially from older “Persecution Mania”
or “Agent Orange” fans.
This time Tom Angelripper focused his lyrical attention towards different directions, it leads the listener
through the Normandy coast into battle against the
German troops on the D-Day, shares his opinion
regarding the always-present sense of imminent war
between nations, the terror that Roman emperor
Caligula spread in Europe or simply biblical themes.
Musically, it follows the line of previous album
“Epitome of Torture”, or Sodom’s contemporary line
so to say, without significant dissemblance from past
releases but having always the necessary level of
detail to keep each song distinctive and interesting.
In spite of this perception of continuity, I cannot help
feeling, that there is an ongoing sense of maturity
and intricacy in songs like the title track (with a
strong rhythmic part that explodes in a luscious long
guitar solo), ‘Caligula’ with its Motörhead-ish drive
and menacing bass or ‘Belligerence’ with its pulsating
mid-tempo passages that are systematically reaped
by fast riffs and drums until Bernemann slices it up
with a visceral solo. Towards the end of ‘Belligerence’
an unexpected turn is given and they inject an exotic
rhythmic pulse (bordering on tribal) that for some odd
reason and for a split of a second, Sepultura and Max
Cavalera crossed my mind.
The trio seems tighter than ever, Makka confirms
his status of being a tremendous drummer, while
Bernemann turns to dust his guitar frets and Tom
Angelripper… Well, he simply amazes! His voice has
sporadically that raw dark edge of older records which
is definitely a plus for older fans, not to mention his
pummelling bass that leads the way across the faster
and slower parts. All this wrapped with the seal of
quality from supreme artist Joe Petagno.
Despite its impressive longevity and around two hundred songs, Sodom is one of the, sadly, few examples
on how to keep a band faithful to their roots without
sounding forced, wearisome and always with an eye
on creating great memorable thrash metal songs full
of momentum and greatly dynamic. Just hear ‘Strange
Lost World’ and get back to me with your thoughts…

8.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO
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1984

VENOM

At War With Satan

CELTIC FROST

To Mega Therion

1979

“Perfect transition album between
raw and brutal reminiscence of
Hellhammer times and a more
sophisticated, refined approach of
Celtic Frost. Captures the absolute
best of both worlds. It opened
my eyes on a lot of things. To
this day I consider Tom Warrior
as one of the most influential
figures in shaping my taste for
music and beyond. UGH!”

MOTÖRHEAD
Overkill

“I chose “Overkill”, but I guess
any Motörhead album should fit
here. I swear I love ‘em all, I don’t
care if they’re small, I don’t care
if they’re tall, I love ‘em anyways.
But I digress. “Overkill” is here,
because it simply kicks ass. Be it
the dark and sinister ‘Capricorn’,
bluesy ‘Limb from Limb’ or the
nuclear warhead title track. It had
it all before extreme Metal came.
The raw energy, the heaviness, the
speed… Bow down to The King!”
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HIGHLIGHTS BY Heretik Hellstorm

1985

“I was having a serious issue if
“Black Metal” would be more suiting
here, but after giving it a second
thought I decided for this one, as
this album captures the Newcastle
Unholy Trinity at their absolute best.
Not as sloppy as the previous (and
utmost brilliant!!) opuses, still raw
and still dirty and still mean. The
title track is simply an astonishing
example of something that should
not work, yet it slays! If you do not
know this one, what makes you
think you ever had the right to call
yourself a Metalhead?”

OPENING AN ALBUM WITH A SONG
TITLED ‘FIRST WAVE BLACK METAL’ IS
UNDOUBTEDLY AN INDICATOR THAT
RAGEHAMMER ARE SERIOUS IN THEIR
ACTIONS, DEEDS AND POSITION. VOCALIST
HERETIK HELLSTORM CLARIFIES ALL
THIS AND HIS LORE IN POLISH POP MUSIC...

Y

ou’ve finally released your debut album. What does it
mean for you to finally have a full-length album to your
credit? With the exception of yourself (vocalist Heretik)
who have been active on several bands, this is if I’m not mistaken,
the debut album for the rest of the other members...
“Hail Metalegion! Yes, kind sir, you are correct with that. To the most of
my band-mates it is the first full-length effort they partake in, although
by no mean we are inexperienced in recording per se. “The Hammer
Doctrine” however is the fruit of 4 year long and hard work and as such
we are definitely satisfied that it’s finally unleashed, especially that the
label responsible for this, Pagan Records is among those we respect the
most due to Tomasz’ strictly underground and “sober” stance towards
bands he releases. The only thing that ever mattered for the man is his
personal taste and the golden rule of quality above quantity, therefore it
makes his label a perfect platform for us.”
Are you pleased with its reaction so far and with the final result?
“So far so good. We receive mainly supportive reaction, however I am
quite far from settling on the laurels. I am fully aware that the record is
not perfect, however I still listen to it with a great deal of satisfaction
and identify with every word and sound that it contains. It is definitely
the best representation of our mindset and attitude in the current
moment. I am glad that the audience resonated with it in these difficult
times where you need to take self-ridiculing stance towards Metal to
play it, instead of fully embracing it.”
How did you end up signed with the cult polish label Pagan
Records? Do you feel that being Polish also worked in your favour
on this matter or not really?
“I do not know if being Polish has much to do with this, although
majority of Pagan’s roster comes from Poland, so well... May well be
(laughs). From the beginning we were considering Pagan records as one
of the few top labels we hoped to get released in. This comes simply
from the fact that Pagan always released flawless material and never
strived to be too big to properly handle all its bands. Tomasz is as much
a Metal fanatic as we are, always digging in the underground, always
finding new and intriguing stuff, besides a lot of our personal favorites
were released or introduced to us via ordering from Pagan’s vast
catalogue throughout the years. The negotiations went smoothly and we
quickly reached an agreement. I have to thank Tomasz once again for
the incredible work he has done for us so far.”
The album title seems to have a link with the band’s name. Is the
doctrine of hammer... Rage? One of the undeniable characteristic
of your sonority is pure rage!
You debut once, don’t you? So we decided to make it with a bang and
made the album that serves as a statement of what we are and what
we stand for. The Doctrine of the Hammer is my personal concept of
mental/spiritual blitzkrieg and generally offensive stance. This completes with the music, as we prefer it to be raw and aggressive, having
the feeling that this is how Metal should sound.”
Do you have a favourite track? What makes it special for you?
“I won’t be too original to say that each and every one is on a way very
special for me. I spent four years making and perfecting the vocal and
lyrical side to them, so it is hard right now to decide which one would be

better than others in my eyes. At this point I guess ‘I Am the Tyrant’ encompasses the essence of the album, but I don’t want to sound like “It’s
better than others”. Just a viewpoint of this particular moment in time.”
Listening to the album it has a very heavy Sodom/Bathory/Celtic
Frost style feel to the tracks. Was this the sonority that you were
looking after and thus intentional? What special significance do
those bands have in your sound?
“What we wanted to achieve is sounding like a red-blooded Metal band.
The influence of aforementioned Gods is undeniable, as they are the
forefathers of this music and I think we carry as much influence of them
in our sound, as every self-respecting band has. We did not want to copy
them or make our music nothing but the tribute to the influences we
have. It is rather our feeling of how Metal in general should be. Sodom,
Bathory, Hellhammer/Celtic Frost, Venom... This is the template. This
is the root and where it all came from. Why should one deny it? Only an
ignorant and a fool.”
As so many modern thrash bands tend to play a revival form concentrating on the fun side of the 80s, did the decision to go darker
and more grim with the lyrics come about quite easily to separate
yourself from the pack?
“We do not call our style Blackened Thrash for nothing. Basically our
mindset can be associated with Black Metal rather than Thrash. We
don’t feel any need to belong nor being identified with nowadays Thrash
revival scene, especially considering the fact that most of the bands
that are there were created to milk the trend by bandwagon thrashers in
cuts, white hi-top shoes and tight denim pants, serving more as the ‘80s
reconstruction group than sharing any genuine emotion, representing
what they bring. Hell, even so-called “party Thrash” scene don’t have
nothing on Gehennah in that matter. I understand we’re being and will be
associated with this whole movement, but we’re doing what we can to
keep our own angle in there. Even the “First Wave Black Metal” track is
not really another ‘80s tribute, but rather criticism of where Black Metal
came to nowadays.”

BORROWING RIFFS

Was there any special significance to recording the cover of Krzysztof Klenczon i Trzy Korony’s “Spotkanie z Diabłem”? Forgive me my
ignorance but is this a major hit of the Polish pop music scene?
“We always played cover songs and had a lot of fun with it. At the gigs
we were covering stuff from Von, Root, Gehennah, Sodom, Motörhead
and so on, so the decision to include a “borrowed” song on an album
was as natural as it gets. The thing is we don’t want to cover anything
obvious, wanting to make it special instead. Once at the rehearsal we
were laughing that “Spotkanie z Diabłem” (Polish for “Encounter with the
Devil”) is the foundation of Polish Occult Rock. And then it came to us
that this riff is magnificent. Trzy Korony was a band formed in the very
early ‘70s by Krzysztof Klenczon, a former (and sadly deceased in 1981)
member of Polish Big Beat band Czerwone Gitary. The latter band was
most probably the biggest Polish combo at the time. In terms of popularity, they were considered something like Polish version of The Beatles
and Klenczon was hailed as our local Lennon. In 1970 he left Czerwone
Gitary to pursue something more in tune with his musical tastes that

THE HAMMER DOCTRINE
PAGAN RECORDS

ANTICIPATING A WAR BETWEEN OLD AND NEW CODES, RAGEHAMMER SPITS ON HUMANE OR
BENEVOLENT VALUES. “THE HAMMER DOCTRINE” WILL TEACH YOU THE ART OF OBSCURITY...
.. WORDS: DON ANELLI / RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: HERETIK HELLSTORM ( VOCALS ) ..

had to be compromised with other members and management of
Czerwone Gitary, therefore he founded Trzy Korony and released the
only album before disbanding the project. For the times of its release
it was probably one of the hardest rockers around (mind you that this
was a communism period in Poland and Rock music was generally
condemned as a Western bourgeoisie’s decadence, being replaced with
so-called Big Beat, a communist version of bubblegum pop). I personally like that album very much and the rest of the guys agreed that
‘Spotkanie z Diabłem’ would be the right choice as it is a unusual song
to cover and hopefully it would bring some attention back to this dusted
gem of Polish Rock ‘n Roll the only long-play of Trzy Korony is. I made a
pretty extensive crash course in Polish ‘70s music (laughs)”

M. FOR "MAGNIFIQUE"

“The Hammer Doctrine” as well as all your previous releases
were recorded at No Solace Studios. Can you let us know why did
you decide to record there in the first place and the reason for
returning there on each new release?
“We simply chose it due to the fact that M. is the best producer I have
ever a pleasure to work with and both his skills and equipment he is providing is more than sufficient for us as a band to shape the sound of our
music. I have made several records in the past and worked with various
producers and I can honestly say that No Solace tops them hands down.
If the machine works perfect there is no reason to change it.”
You released a split 7”EP and a demo prior to releasing the album.
Looking back at all recording sessions at No Solace Studios was
there any major differences in between them? The conditions for
the album differed in any way from your past experiences?
“Demo was recorded back when No Solace was set in entirely different
location. The split track was recorded during the same session as “The
Hammer Doctrine”. There were not much differences in recording all
the materials, as we have a pretty clear vision of how we want to sound
and both ours and M.’s modus operandi states that we come in to
the studio really well prepared in order to cut down to a minimum situations where we are not entirely sure how to handle the arrangements.
Believe it or not, but the entire “War Hawks” demo was recorded from
the basics (drums) to vocal overdubs within 12 hours on a single
session. This is how we all prefer it. No bullshit, straight to the point
approach, satisfying both for the band and the producer.”
M is the resident producer at No Solace Studios. Did he bring out
anything special with his experience as producer and musician
(Kriegsmaschine and Mgła), on both recording and to the material
while you were recording?
“I know M. for a few years now and I respect the man as a musician,
a producer and a person equally. I really enjoy working with him for
a few reasons. Not only his experience as a producer plays a vital
role here, but also, being a musician himself, he never knows better
than the band how the band should sound and is always open for any
suggestions. Also his mode of work really suits mine, so whenever there

comes an occasion to work together it just goes as naturally as it gets.”
What plans do you have to promote the album? Do you think that
being signed to Pagan Records opened a few more doors in terms
of touring /gig possibilities?
“Definitely gigging is the main focus. To date we played a few selected
shows in order to promote the album, having had a pleasure to share
the stage with such bands, as Toxic Holocaust or Destroyer 666, the
latter of which took us to two Polish gigs of their “Wildfire” tour. Other
than that we’re also planning to release a tape and a vinyl version of
the new album and slowly start composing new material. Being signed
to Pagan Records definitely put us on a map for good and with Tomasz’
backing and his close cooperation with Left Hand Sounds concert
promotion I can say we are in the right hands here. Hopefully next year
we will be able to put on a proper tour, but this is yet to be worked on.”
I heard that you opened for Angelcorpse in Krakow. This must have
been one of the highest points in your career.
“Definitely! I am an Angelcorpse fan since the ‘90s and I could not
imagine at some point that there is more extreme album than “Exterminate” in existence (laughs). Also I really admire Pete Helmpkamp’s
spiritual and intellectual stance towards the modern world. May sound
like a fan-boy gibberish, but I was anxious to share the stage with
them, along with Stillborn and Voidhanger, another heavyweight packs,
truly recommended if you are searching for Metal in your Metal.”
One of the graphic references that keep popping in my head when
looking at “The Hammer Doctrine” is Hieronymus Bosch. The drawing
looks like a close-up of an unfinished version of one of his eccentric
paintings. Can you explain us the concept of the cover artwork?
“That was more or less the idea. The description provided to Robert Ritter, the artist behind the cover artwork was “show me how a medieval
monk would draw a modern military violence on a massive scale”. With
this we gave the man free hand and being a classically studied graphic
designer he provided the nightmare vision adorning the front cover of
“The Hammer Doctrine”. I am extremely happy with the result. It keeps
exactly the spirit I intended for and then some. So all in all Bosch was
definitely a good trace here with his frenetic visions of inferno.”
So, we’ll end this on a fun note. What’s your favourite activity to
partake in after a concert or show?
“Well, not much of a party animal, but I would never say no to a properly violent fun in a pit. It’s my main focus on a show, be it mine or from
any other band. This is what fuels me and keeps me going for more
than 20 years now, so nothing is ever more important for me. Other
than that I like reading about stuff and working out. Hope that lack of
the wild-party debauchery stories won’t be much of a disappointment
here. Anyways, thanks for the interest in the Ragehammer and an
interesting set of questions. Check out Warfist, Bestiality and Offence
and support your local scene.” c
“The Hammer Doctrine” available via Pagan Records [www.pagan-re-

Initially forming in 2012, Polish
black/thrashers Ragehammer quickly
stormed the underground with their
initial demo release that earned the
band rave reviews and plenty of
positive remarks with the incredible
demo “War Hawks” which first exploded on the scene shortly after their
formation. Four long years of sweat
and constant touring have passed, and
the band now offers their anticipated
full-length debut released on Pagan
Records.
For the most part this is a hugely
enjoyable take on the style with the
basic riffing style being full-throttle
and viciously savage thrash metal at
it’s heart. This utilizes the intensity
and aggression dive-bombing along
throughout the album here which
generates a relentless energy rattling
through frenzied arrangements with
tracks like ‘First Wave Black Metal’,
‘Wróg’ and ‘From Homo Sapiens to
Homo Raptor’ that takes their thrash
roots at the fullest. It’s energy is given
a fuller sheen with the dirty black
metal rhythms that take on a far
greater appeal here due to the seamless meshing with the thrash riffing
which leaves this one overall feeling
absolutely devastating. Alongside
these rather ravenous rhythms, the
band also manages to dip rather nicely into the past with their rather fine
ability to carve out a solid mid-tempo
style that charges along quite nicely
here since this one does tend to ease
up on the throttle here. As it does go
for more of a charging attitude during
those sections, most notably during
‘Knives’ and ‘I Am the Tyrant’, these
charging attitudes tend to speak to
more of the old-school approach on
display with the ravenous, frenzied
riffing being offset by the tight chugging for a stylish counterpoint and
making for an even more dramatic
break against the thrashing, giving
this a strong and impressive overall
sound. The album only really stumbles
in a few small areas, mostly the
cover track at the end which feels too
simple and different from the rest of
their original material but it’s still a
walloping, dynamic debut.
There’s a lot to like here with the
album’s viciousness and intensity running quite heavily here as the heavy
thrash influence takes center stage in
creating a fantastic energy that makes
this a wholly appealing effort that
will undoubtedly appeal to old-school
thrash or dirty black metal.
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MANKIND DURING THE LAST
CENTURIES LOST THE VALUES THAT
HAVE BUILT NATIONS AND MADE
MAN HONOURED AND BRAVE. ADE
FROM ITALY, CONVERGED THEIR
APOCALYPTIC DEATH METAL IN A
HISTORICAL MESSAGE THAT HARDLY
GOES UNNOTICED. BOTH GUITARISTS
CALIGVLA & FABIO GAVE US
A GUIDED TOUR THROUGH THE
INTRICACIES OF THE NEW ALBUM
“CARTHAGO DELENDA EST”

PUMMELLING BRUTALITY AND GUTTURAL TERROR THE SAME WAY ONLY THE ROMAN EMPIRE IN
ITS MESMERIZING DIMENSION AND OPPRESSIVE BEAUTY COULD EXHIBIT
.. WORDS: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: CALIGVLA ( GUITAR ) / FABIO ( GUITAR ) ..

T

wo years after the tremendous second album
“Spartacus”, Ade returns with a new dose of
Italian brutality. “Carthago Delenda Est” follows
the line traced on the previous records, nevertheless in
your opinion what sets it apart from the previous ones?
Caligvla: “We’re really happy and proud with the results! Our
intention was to mix the aggressive sound of our first record
“Prooemium Sanguine” with more epic and orchestral stuff that
emphasize the theme of the Punic wars without forgetting the
technical side in “Spartacus”. It was a hard work!”
“Spartacus” had a slight more prominence (sometimes a
lead role) of acoustic instruments giving a sort of exotic
edge to it. “Carthago Delenda Est” also uses them yet I find
it more epic and orchestral, like you also referred. This
different approach was also due to the fact that you had a
different guest musician playing them?
Caligvla: “We wanted to do a record with more epic stuff, that
sounded more pertinent to the lead theme of our concept. In
fact you can listen assemble of trumpets, percussions and
choirs that really go straight to the heart! To do that, we had
the collaboration of Riccardo Studer of Stormlord, that is a
great orchestral composer, and he did an amazing job. He really
understood what we wanted!”
Sadly “Carthago Delenda Est” is marked by the left of several band members, which after the success that “Spartacus” had and the ascension of the band, is somewhat
incomprehensible. What happened in the months following
the release of “Spartacus”?
Caligvla: “Music is sacrifice, and sacrifice isn’t always for everyone. So they decided to leave us for their personal projects,
fortunately we have found immediately 3 excellent new members. We don’t have resentment with them, we’re still friends
and we respect each other. I always wish them all the best.”
You are the remaining founding member; do you look at this
nowadays with a little sadness? How have you dealt with
the line-up changes during the years?
Fabio: “Technically I’m not the founding member of the band,
but being the only one left after 10 years, it loads me with
responsibilities and made me like the “father” of this project.
I’m nostalgic but I don’t regret the past, every single chapter of
Ade’s history was important and made what we are today.”
You have already been part of a few bands and all very different from each other. Do you see your career as musician,
as a search of the music style in which you fit better? Ade
at this point fully satisfies you?
Fabio: “I’m a big music lover. All these years that I’ve played
with many different bands were important chapters of my life,
8 METALEGION #2

and they enhanced me like a true musician. Like in real life,
in music there is also positive and negative experiences, but I
consider that prolific. I consider Ade a positive one, and at the
moment it is my biggest musical reality and dream.”
You are now signed with the Spanish record label Xtreem
Music, which is known for his extensive work on the metal
scene and reputation. Signing with a new label creates all
sort of new expectations, so how are things working so far?
Caligvla: “It feels good. Dave Rotten, the founder, is an incredible guy. He isn’t a person who wastes time talking, he goes
straight to the facts. The label works excellent and they support
all the bands in the roster as well. We hope to collaborate more
with them, it will be amazing.”

NILE VS. ADE

“Spartacus” was acclaimed worldwide by both fans and
press. Do you think that George Kollias (Nile’s drummer
since “Annihilation of the Wicked”) drawn more attention
towards the band? I remember that your label at the time
promoted the album mentioning that it featured him...
Caligvla: “I don’t think it was the main reason for our “success”
but it was a great opportunity of promotion. George is the most
famous drummer in death metal, and he was kind and modest
with us. He made an excellent work and we’re still grateful to
him. I think we were lucky to have him in our album.”
After the high bar that George Kollias left with his amazing
drum work on “Spartacus”, do you think that the new
drummer Commodvs felt some sort of pressure during the
recording of “Carthago Delenda Est”?
Caligvla: “Giacomo “Commodvs” is a young talented drummer
in Italy, we’re still happy with his work. He worked a lot and
hard on our songs. He’s a true perfectionist and deserves
much more. I think there was not a pressure, he played with no
mental limits and had total liberty of expression.”
One of the impressive aspects in Ade, is that you started
playing on big festivals even before your debut full-length
record was released, being that your first major appearance was at Wacken Open Air in 2009. Comparing your path
with most bands, what do you think that triggered early on
the interest in Ade?
Fabio: “Probably playing a certain musical genre (that had a
good success in the past years) personalized with our history
and tradition. That created so much interest since the debut, in
Italy and outside. ”
Caligvla: “Every concert had relevance to us, from the little
club to a bigger festival like Wacken. During our tours, we met
thousands of good talented musicians that love their music

and metal scenes, as well as friendly fans that really love our
music. For us this is amazing and we’re really proud of it!”

PLAYING HISTORY

You have again released an album full of Italian historical
influences. What can you tell us about its concept?
Caligvla: “We decided to do an album about the Punic wars. We
believe that was an important chapter of our history, because
they conquered the dominion of Mediterranean sea and big
parts of northern Africa and Spain. In this titanic battle, I wanted to narrate the human shape of the two commanders behind
their armies: Annibale of Carthage and Scipio of Rome, and the
incredible battles of Canne and Zama (famous for violence and
vehemence) and the destruction of the city Carthage.”
Besides the remains of famous historic buildings like the
Colosseum for instance, do you think that the dimension
and the dominion of the Roman empire is still felt nowadays on the Italian people? Or past are the days in which
the Romans were feared?
Caligvla: “I think we sometimes forgot who we were. We forgot,
our impressive history and the monuments we had, and it’s a
shame. For some people the Coliseum and other monuments
are only an ensemble of stones. Fortunately we love our roots,
like other intelligent people, and we like to share this passion
and remember our glorious past. We want to share the past
of our cultural roots, the Roman Empire. We believe it was an
immense chapter for all the ancient human history, Romans
brought law, justice, infrastructures like aqueducts and a
unique language, Latin. We just want to remember that, and be
proud of our hometown, Rome. It’s a kind of tribute.”
The cover of the new album portrays perfectly the battles
between the Romans and the Carthaginian Empire. This
time you have chosen to work with world renowned illustrator Luca Tarlazzi. I believe he is not a Metal fan, or at
least an extreme one, so how was working with him?
Caligvla: “It was incredible! We chose him because we already
knew him and his works and being Italian he would understand
our concept. We wanted an artwork full of violence, that
shocked the public, and totally congruent with the historical
events. And he made it perfectly, everybody seems to like it!”
Last time the mastering process has handled at Hertz
Studios where bands like Behemoth, Decapitated or Vader
recorded some of their successful records. This time all
aspects of the recording process were handled on Overload
Studios by Riccardo Studer. You didn’t felt the need this
time to polish your material on a studio with the reputation
and quality guarantee seal that Hertz is able to provide?
Caligvla: “We did not feel it would be necessary because we
knew perfectly that Riccardo and Alessio (the two guys behind)
would made an amazing job! We already knew their past works,
and they sound like a tank in your face. We decided to invest in
them and we are really satisfied with the result!” c
“Carthago Delenda Est” available via Xtreem Music [www.
xtreemmusic.com] / Ade [www.facebook.com/adelegions]
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BEYOND VISIONS
Melodic Rock/Metal from Sweden
“Catch 22” is their second album
OUT NOW ON CD + DIGITAL

KILL THE KONG
“Kill The Kong”
CD digipack

ESHTADUR
Melodic Death Metal from Colombia
“Mother Gray” is their third album
OUT NOW ON CD + DIGITAL

CONDEMNATORY
“(R)evolutionär Återvändsgränd”
CD jewel case

KAIROS
“Wicked Callings”
CD jewel case

BLEEDING UTOPIA
“Darkest Potency”
CD jewel case + LP

OUT SOON!

Swedish Heavy-Metal squad LECHERY is releasing their third album
“We Are All Born Evil” January 19 - 2018 on CD, Digital and
Yellow Vinyl LIMITED to 250 units.
You can only buy the VINYL at the Bleeding Music Records webstore.

BLEEDINGMUSICRECORDS.BANDCAMP.COM
BLEEDINGMUSICRECORDS.COM

FACEBOOK.COM/BLEEDINGMUSICRECORDS

We are looking for
distribution partners
in Portugal & Spain

B

eforehand let us have some background about
you guys. I know that for instance G. and S.
played on the same band before Into Coffin...
“Indeed G. and S. have played together in a Death/Crust
project. After the drummers departure the project was closed
and we started to collect ideas for a new project. When a few
songs were already assembled we became aware of J., our
drummer, who was just turning 17 when he joined. To be honest
we all were a bit skeptical in the beginning if this was gonna
work for everyone, but after the first session together we were
sure that we want to continue with this lineup. Since then our
collaboration has been a great experience and we don’t want to
change anything about it.”
Into Coffin is completely different from all your previous
and current band experiences. What made you form a band
with such an oppressive obscure sonority?
“We would describe our musical taste and influences as a
developing process. In this case our interest was to create a
concept that is way more extreme than what we have done
before. So we quickly started to assemble ideas and write
tracks whereby we were able to release a demo after a quite
short period.”
Last year you release your debut album entitled “Into a
Pyramid of Doom” and as far as I know initially, it was not
supposed to be an album but rather an EP release. During
the composition process what has changed?
“We indeed started the recording with the intent of putting
out an EP release. After we were finished with everything we
noticed that the total length of 55 minutes is way too much
material for an actual EP. So, after an agreement with Terror
From Hell Records, we decided on releasing a full-length album,
nothing special about it (laughs).
I’ve read quite a few reviews and comments from fans
and the reactions were extremely positive. When you were
writing the songs for “Into a Pyramid of Doom”, did you had
the perception that it was slowly turning into something
special, particularly having in consideration that the band
existed just for around a year?
“No, we could not foresee this at all. Of course we have always
been confident in our project but we did not expect such
positive reviews. So for us it is really a great fundament to be

working even harder and staying productive. The reason why we
were able to record our first demo and album in such a short
time was simply that we rehearse in a very constructive and
efficient way.”

SOMBER GATEWAYS

There’s a new Mcd planned to be out in a couple of weeks
entitled “The Majestic Supremacy Of Cosmic Chaos”. From
what I heard, it follows pretty much the same monolithic,
tortuous and oppressive pattern of songs like ‘The Deep
Passage for the Infinity of the Cosmos’ or the self-titled
track from the previous album...
“The sound of the EP has a similar character to the album
but we’re always trying to grow and include different ideas.
The main difference is probably the songwriting which is more
sophisticated and complex compared to our recent releases.”
Production-wise the new material gained more weight
and dimension; it feels more organic and raw. I know that
last time you recorded and mixed everything in your own
practice room if I’m not mistaken, how was this time?
“Exactly, you are right. “Into a Pyramid of Doom” was recorded
in our rehearsal space with the help of a friend who also
executed the mixing. For the recording of the EP we decided
to enter a studio for the first time. Besides that we have not
changed anything concerning our recording method. Dan Lowndes from Resonance Sound Studio has done the mixing and the
mastering for us afterwards. We have already worked with him
for the re-master of our DLP and we were really satisfied with
his work. This is why we chose him again.”
Judging by the front cover and song titles, the base theme
looks similar to what you were exploring on your previous
release; H.P. Lovecraft influenced dark worlds and creatures. Tell us a bit more about the lyrical concept of the
new Mcd and is still Giona handling that part?
“G. is still handling this part and of course Mr. H. P. Lovecraft,
as well as astronomy and old myths about the cosmos, are a
big influence to our lyrical themes. In detail, the song ‘Crawling
in Chaos’ has a more astronomic and paranormal character,
whereas the second song, ‘The Evanescence Creature of
Nebula’s Dust’ is more in the H. P. Lovecraft fashion with
many horrendous and mysterious creatures and indescribable

devourer of space warriors.”
First time you worked with Daniel Hermosilla of Nox Fragor
Art. I believe he really captured the obscure and creepy
essence of the band with his design. How did the opportunity arise to work with this Chilean artist and you had any
influence on the final design?
“We only gave him some basic structure to work with for the
cover and not many details at all because we trusted his
vision as an artist. He sent us every single step of his artwork
progress and we were heavily impressed by his work!”

BROADER AUDIENCE

How has been the collaboration with Terror From Hell
Records? Your demo “Black Ascension” was released
through an Australian label, I guess that been signed with
a European label makes everything simpler and broadens
your possibilities for playing live, for instance?
“For the album we were searching for a label specialized more
on Doom/Death Metal and we have found that in Terror From
Hell Records. And of course it is more comfortable for us to
have a European distribution. We are really grateful to be able
to work with Stefano. Over the last 2 years he put tons of trust
in our music and we want to thank him a lot for that!
Concerning our live appearances, until this point we handled
this completely on our own. But we will definitely be working
together with Terror From Hell for future shows. We already have
something huge coming up next year. You should stay tuned!”
I know that you played recently your last 2017 show, what
memorable memories do you have from this year in that
field? On the dawn of last year you played together with
Sadistic Intent, it must have been a tremendous night...
“For instance playing the Morbid Catacombs Fest in Berlin was
a great memory for 2017. We were also able to build many
friendships and contacts this year.
Sharing the stage with Sadistic Intent was a tremendous honour
for us. We think they’re one of the best live bands we’ve ever
seen! Hail Sadistic Intent!” c
“The Majestic Supremacy Of Cosmic Chaos” available via Terror
from Hell Records [www.tfhrecords.com] / Into Coffin [www.
facebook.com/IntoCoffin]

MYSTERIOUS WORLDS AND CREATURES DWELL IN THE INFINITY OF OUR
COSMOS... CHAOS AND DESPOTISM ARE THE KEYS TO SUMMON THEM!
.. JOURNALIST: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: S. ( GUITAR / VOCALS ) ..

THE SONG TITLE ‘CRAWLING IN CHAOS’ DEPICTS
PERFECTLY THE OPPRESSIVE SONORITY THAT
INTO COFFIN RAIDS THE LISTENER WITH.
S. (GUITAR/VOCALS) CREPT FROM THE H.P.
LOVECRAFT WORLD WHERE THEY LIVE IN...
10 METALEGION #2
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10. APHONIC THRENODY

Unrelenting Swedish black metal fuelled
with hate, chaos, intoxicated perceptions
of the self and the 90’s triumphant metal
influence. [www.ibdclabel666.bigcartel.com]

Wipe your tears again... Second album
from funeral doom/death metal giants
that sees them playing around and going
a little bit further. [www.tfhrecords.com]

2. ESHTADUR

11. BLOODPHEMY

After two albums, the Colombian
combo signs with a European label and
unleashes a violent lesson on melodic
death metal. [www.bleedingmusicrecords.com]

With a privileged lineup that gathers
well-known musicians, the Dutch death
metal quintet fulfills what the previous
EP foreseen. [www.facebook.com/Bloodphemy]

3. DESERT NEAR THE END

12. INQUIRING BLOOD

The closure of their trilogy and a serious
intensification of their songwriting
skills as well sharp power / thrash metal
aggression. [www.metalscraprecords.com]

Six years on the making accentuated
even more the loyalty that the German
quartet has with classic death metal and
some of the grooviest extreme bands of
the scene. [www.kernkraftritter-records.de]
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1. DEVOURER

‘Point of No Return’ featured on the
album “Theater of War” released by Total
Metal Records

4. AKEPHALOS
12

INQUIRING BLOOD

After some years in dormant state,
former member resurrects this US brutal
death metal as a one-man brigade and
releases a strong debut album where
guitars simply flow. [www.immortalsouls.sk]

DESERT NEAR THE END

3

13

MIDNITE HELLION

AKEPHALOS

4

‘Headless Demon Angel’ featured on the
album “Headless Demon Angel” released
by Immortal Souls Productions

5. STORMZONE

‘Another Rainy Night’ featured on the
album “Seven Sins” released by Metal
Nation Records
Northern Ireland’s premier heavy metal
band ignites stages with a tremendous
riffing journey and a storyline set in the
18th century. [www.metalnationrecords.co.uk]

14

BEYOND VISIONS

6. SEPTIK ONSLAUGHT

‘Black Circle’ featured on the selfreleased EP “Twitch of the Death Nerve”

STORMZONE

5

Debut release from US based thrash/
crossover band that combines a good
dose of energy with a raw atmosphere.
[www.facebook.com/SeptikOnslaught]
15

CAUTERIZATION

‘Sunborn’ featured on the album
“Korona” released by BergStolz

SEPTIK ONSLAUGHT

6

16
7

MASK OF SATAN

WACHT

Evolving album after album, the Swiss
black metal trio, a decade later after its
inception spits on everybody’s face and
ignites hostilities with a ferocious 3rd
album. [www.bergstolz.ch]

8. THE HOLE

‘The Sheperd of Souls’ featured on the
EP “The Wrath” released by Necromance
Records

17
8

7. WACHT

MINNERIKET

THE HOLE

After their 2014 debut album, the
Spanish trio is oiling their guns and
making preparations for what should be
a brutal death/thrash metal second
full-length. [www.necromancerecords.es]

9. CRANIAL CARNAGE

‘Bastard’ featured on the album
“Abhorrence” released by Immortal
Souls Productions
18
9

CRANIAL CARNAGE

BLACK SERPENT

Bombs awaayyy! Czech brutal death
metal veterans have been quite
active recently with all types of stage
appearances, bigger and smaller venues.
The result, a record deal and a debut
album that shreds. [www.immortalsouls.sk]

‘Life Stabbed Me Once Again’ featured on
the album “Of Loss and Grief” released
by Terror from Hell Records

‘Annihilation’ featured on the album
“Bloodline” released by Sleaszy Rider
Records

‘Hell Commander’ featured on the
album “Morbid Creation” released by
Kernkraftritter Records

13. MIDNITE HELLION

‘Enter the Nightmare’ featured on the
album “Condemned to Hell” released by
Witches Brew
Mixing a heavy metal spine with the
energy of thrash makes this American
trio standing out through captivating
leads and a crushing sonority that keeps
reminding how lively the early days of
metal were. [www.witchesbrewthrashes.eu]

14. BEYOND VISIONS

‘Pay My Price’ featured on the album
“Catch 22” released by Bleeding Music
Records
A Swedish quartet that teaches a
valuable lesson on how to compose
thrilling, beautiful yet energetic melodic
songs. [www.bleedingmusicrecords.com]

15. CAUTERIZATION

‘Deflagration’ featured on the album “Id
Katharsis” released by Misanthropic
Records / Hammer of Damnation /
Cianeto Discos
Angry Brazilian blackened death metal
with a female vocalist that will kick your
ass. Beware! [www.facebook.com/cauterization]

16. MASK OF SATAN

‘Dread Spell of Azathoth’ featured on
the album “Silent Servants - Chants of
Lovecraftian Horror” released by Star
Spawn Society
Horror death metal summoned by a
Finnish trio using Cthulhu mythos and
the book written by the mad Arab, Abdul
Alhazred. [www.facebook.com/Gehtika]

17. MINNERIKET

‘An All Too Human Heart’ featured on the
single “An All Too Human Heart” released
by Akslen Black Art Records
Anticipating the release of the fourth
album in 2018, one man black metal band
lifts the hazy veil. [www.minneriket.com]

18. BLACK SERPENT

‘Nightside Awake’ featured on the CD
version of ‘Shadowside Devilcosm’ to be
out via Proselytism Records
With a new remixed and remastered
version, Australia uncovers a charismatic
band with old black / death metal
traditions. [blackserpentmetal.bandcamp.com]
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PROBABLY ONE OF THE ALBUMS WITH THE MOST STRIKING
VISUAL IMPACT OF THE LATEST YEARS, BLENDING HORROR
WITH A VIVID RETRO JE NE SAIS QUOI. ABORTED FEEL AND
SOUND BETTER THAN EVER, IT SEEMS THAT THE 20 YEARS THAT
HAVE PASSED HAVE HAD NO EFFECT WHATSOEVER IN THE
QUINTET. VOCALIST SVEN “SVENCHO” TALKS
ABOUT THE CURRENT STATE OF THE WORLD

irst off, let’s talk about the new album. Are you
pleased with its reaction so far?
“Yeah so far so good! We’ve mainly gotten an overwhelming positive feedback so all good. We’re happy with it too,
which is the most important (laughs).”
One of the aspects that I’ve noticed is that follows “The
Necrotic Manifesto” savage line yet there is more space for
the listener to retain particular song moments. I believe it’s
slightly more catchy and memorable...
“That’s what we somewhat tried, continue where necrotic left
off, but we decided to add these dark, doomy melodies and atmospheric moments to give a more oppressive feel to the record and
also make some parts stand out more, letting the aggressive parts
be more aggressive because of that contrast.”
The title “Retrogore” represents perfectly the atmosphere
that the new album aims to transmit and its influences. On
the booklet there are few humorous representations of classic
movies of the 80’s, like Army of Darkness, Chainsaw Massacre, Ghostbusters or Re-animator. Those featured movies have
direct links to some of the songs?
“The images don’t connect in any way to the songs no, its just
more of a lifestyle and feel we wanted to give to the album, a
visual concept to go with the music with the songs telling their own
story, rather than just writing songs about a bunch of movies. We
wanted the whole thing to breathe the 80’s honestly, and Chris did
a killer job with the art, as well as Coki with the band paintings.”

GORE IS LIKE PEANUTS TO A METALHEAD AND WHEN THE BUSINESS IS ABORTED THEY DO IT WITH AN
INTRICATE PROFESSIONAL GOOD TASTE AND REAL SENSE OF RETRO PREROGATIVE
.. WORDS: DON ANELLI / RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: SVEN “SVENCHO” DE CALUWÉ ( VOCALS ) PHOTOS: TIM TRONCKOE ( PHOTO ) / COLIN MARKS ( EDITING ) ..

RETROGORE

CENTURY MEDIA
As has been the case for a while now, Belgian brutal death
machine Aborted has been one of the most consistent and
impactful bands in the genre with a slew of impressive
releases and full-lengths that continues here. The group’s
ninth full-length release, which sees Ian Jekelis join in on
second guitar to round-out the group to a quintet now,
follows up the anniversary EP.
With what has been released so far in their catalog, it’s
pretty easy to tell what’s going to be at play on the groups’
albums. What we get here is the same utterly frantic riffing
full of dynamic razor-wire technical rhythms that generate
a flurry of tight, mechanical-sounding patterns that simply
ooze forth with brutality as on the title track, ‘Cadaverous Banquet’ and ‘Termination Redux’ that comes off all
the more impressive when added alongside the surgical
rhythms and lasting drumming raging along at inhuman
speeds that continues throughout. Still, what makes the
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band so engaging is when it drops the technicality in favor
of more traditional death metal patterns in ‘Whoremageddon’ and ‘Bit by Bit’ with dramatic sprawling sections offering melodic buffers between the utterly frantic patterns
featured, slowing the tempo down into a mid-tempo chug
that breathes a little extra life into the proceedings which
then only makes the brutality stick out even further. There’s
not much really wrong with this type of attack, as it’s
mostly down to a listener’s endurance matter on this kind
of effort about how much can be taken before it tends to
descend into the same guttural noise that signals the end of
it all which is the only real problem here.
Considering the professionalism and competency on
display, it’s not much of a surprise that it’s as good as it
is here with this one really managing to only be too quick
to pull out the same tricks for it’s only real flaw making
this one a wholly worthwhile addition to any fan of brutal
death metal or those of the bands’ past work.

9 | DON ANELLI

There’s still a huge love of gore and horror-related lyrics
on the album, but also more personal thoughts on subjects
as religion and politics creeping in as well. Was there ever
any intent to include such topics before? Why did you feel
the time was right to include them?
“Well, they were somewhat present in the past but maybe less
obvious. I think with everything that is happening in the world
these days it was the right time to say something about all the
degenerate bullshit in the world. It seems that hate, intolerance
and misinformation are the keywords, sadly. So yeah, I decided
to say something about it. It is surprising that such an archaic
institution as the church or any religion still hold the power that
they do in a modern society supposedly populated by educated
individuals.”
It’s clear in “Retrogore” that the latest violent religious
events have made some sort of impact on you, being the
Brussels bombings probably the worst case of terrorism
in Belgium. What do you feel about this crescent state of
religious fear in Europe?
“I think it all is a bit more complex than just religion, and that
economics and politics are all melted in the same issue. And
figureheads playing with the irrational xenophobia from people
that aren’t properly informed or just in general not open to other
things. It’s always easy to blame someone else on whatever
isn’t going right with the world, and there is plenty of not right
to go around. There will always be rotten apples that are there
to make the world a miserable place to live in as long as we
let them.”
Do you think that this wave of violence in Europe is a direct
consequence of wrong political decisions towards Daesh?
“I’m no expert in politics so I am not going to make wild assumptions here. I think the world is simply populated by people
craving power/money and people who are easily mislead and
those who are abusing them to get to their goals. The biggest
enemy of mankind is ignorance and stupidity. People with
nothing to lose that let others abuse them for whatever moniker,
be it politics, religion or whatever else reason.”

FRIENDLY INVOLVEMENT

There are several guest musicians on the album, Travis
Ryan, David Davidson, Jason Keyser and Julien Truchen.
What led to their involvement on the album?
“They are all friends of the band and brought their own uniqueness to the songs they are on. Not only are they friends but I
also respect them greatly as vocalists so it was really cool to
have them as part of the record, its always cool to see a friend
musician bring his own flavour to your material.”
Julien has appeared on several albums, including the EP.
What makes him a great fit to the bands’ sound?
“Benighted are like brothers, and actually the song he is on on
the EP is also on the album, which is why he is on both. Out of
all the guest musicians I think Julien is the closest to the
band, we’ve known him for ages and played together
many times. Benighted are like family, in a way.”
What about your participation on the song
“Daddy Stew” for the new Avulsed album
entitled “Deathgeneration” to be out

latter this year? Dave Rotten started Avulsed more or less
at the same time you started Aborted and I believe you
shared stages on a very early stage as well, so it’s already
a long lasting friendship.
“Yeah we know Dave for ages and a very very long time ago
we were even talking about Aborted vs Repulse records but it
didn’t happen and we signed with Listenable records back then.
It was really cool to do a guest appearance on Avulsed, a band
I’ve known for a long time with people we met back in 1999
(laughs). So yeah, blast from the past!”
I must confess that I was a bit disappointed with the artistic direction of the official video ‘Divine Impediment’, I was
expecting to see an Aborted video with a direct correlation
with the horror movie scene of the 80’s. Perhaps something
on the vein of what you made for ‘Terminal Redux’...
“Different song and different lyrical theme, it would have made
zero sense to make a horror themed video for such a song in
our opinion so we went with something more fitting to the concept. But don’t worry, there are more gruesome videos coming
your way soon (laughs).”
Do you have a favourite track off the album? What makes it
special for you?
“Humm, that’s a tough question... I think personally ‘Retrogore’
and ‘Divine Impediment’ because they have very peculiar climactic sections and ‘Cadaverous Banquet’ for being completely
over the top and ridiculous (laughs).”
Both the EP, “Terminal Redux” and the full-length album
were recorded at Kohlekeller Studios. Why did you
decide it was right to record there with producer Kristian
Kohlmannslehner after the successful releases recorded at
Hansen Studios with Jacob Hansen?
“Well initially for “Retrogore” Jacob wasn’t available and we
knew this beforehand. He had a huge session booked with Volbeat. We loved Kohle’s work on the last few Benighted records
and we decided to give him a shot with the “Terminal Redux”
EP. We were super happy with the result and decided to go there
for “Retrogore”. We don’t regret it as we think it sounds pretty
damn bad ass (big laughs).”
Did he bring out anything special to the material while you
were recording?
“Well I think it was one of the first experiences where we
worked with a producer that really also wanted to be part of the
creative process and worked with us on some structures and
vocal patterns and what not. He’s been very helpful with that
and it was cool to have an exterior opinion plus fresh ear to the
material we had been slaving away on, he was definitely very
helpful with some of the vocal parts and structures etc.”
It’s also the first time you worked with the illustrator
Christopher Lovell for an Aborted cover. He has already
worked for several bands, so this decision was based in
any particular drawing of his?
“I had no idea he worked with bands before Aborted, but I knew
him for a long time for his 80’s inspired artwork and was a
huge fan of his work. Therefor I hit him up to do the artwork and
we gave him total artistic freedom, the guy simply rules and did
an amazing job.”
Christopher ended up making a tremendous detailed

TERMINATION REDUX [EP]
CENTURY MEDIA

Continuing their reign of slaughter, Belgian brutal death machine
Aborted have been on fire ever since they decided to adapt a more
ferocious and unrelenting charge into their music nearly a decade ago.
To mark the 20th anniversary of the group’s founding, they present this
ravenous assault with 3 new tracks plus a re-recorded bonus effort.
For the most part this here is simply just a short, blistering account of
the band’s signature sound in celebration of it’s big anniversary, and
in this case it certainly works quite nicely. The tracks are the usual
blistering, short and hyper-frenetic bursts of vomitous-sounding death
mostly apparent in the title track or ‘Vestal Disfigurement Upon the
Sacral Chanty’ while managing to add a touch of technicality and
mechanical-sounding drum-blasts to simply enhance the chaos. The
re-recorded ‘The Holocaust Re-Incarnate’ even manages to sound
much like the remaining proper tracks here which really enhances the

cover which will definitely outshine even more on the vinyl
version! The mirror concept is really cool, how did you end
up with the whole vision for it?
“Well like I said above, Christopher was given the title and we
said go crazy and silly with the 80s references and keep it gore,
I trusted him 100% to do something amazing which he did, so
the props go to him entirely!”

OVERCOMING TIME

Last year was the 20th anniversary of the band. Did you
foresee the band lasting this long from the beginning?
“(Laughs) hell no, not really, we’ve been through some really
tough times, and some great times, and I think the line up we
have had since 2012 definitely has been the best in our history
and we can all say we are brothers and this band has become
one of the best times of our life so no regrets honestly, it was
worth eating all the garbage (laughs).”
Still after so many line-up changes during the years have
you ever feared in any moment the end of the band? Aren’t
you tired of the constant line-up changes?
“Yeah several times, but we didn’t and the band has been
stable for the most part since 2012 and we are all very close.
Danny left the band in 2015 sadly because he was getting
married and couldn’t commit to touring full time with his job
anymore, so he preferred to quit and keep it as a good memory
than realize he was getting unhappy from being away too much
and holding us back because of it. He still has his own solo
projects and bands which you should check out, we are still
friends. We had to fire JB for professional reasons but other
than that things have been real easy on the line up point of
things and we are all like brothers.”
To fill Danny’s spot Ian Jekelis stepped in. How is usually the
recruitment process in Aborted? And in particular with Ian?
“Ian has been a close friend of our drummer Ken for ages,
they have been in two bands together before so we naturally
asked him to step in when Danny left. We did have a few other
people audition, all great musicians but our preference went to
someone one of us already knew personally and we knew would
fit personality wise in the band. We built up a strong line up
with good friendships and we didn’t want an unknown to ruin
that, and Ian did a killer job and still is. Definitely brought a lot
to the band.”
If you could travel back to the day the band first formed,
what advice would you give yourself to prepare for the
career to come?
“Prepare yourself for people with different agendas and unrealistic expectations and people in the business side of things to
take advantage of you on any front, and never hold back.”
So, we’ll end this on a fun note. What’s your all-time
favourite track to play live and why?
“(Laughs) Jesus, thats a tough one... honestly I don’t know, I
think ‘Parasitic Flesh Resection’ for one cause its relentless,
brutal, stupid and fun/catchy. Another one would be ‘Necrotic
Manifesto’ or ‘Cadaverous Banquet’. c
“Retrogore” & “Termination Redux” available via Century Media
[www.centurymedia.com] / Aborted [www.goremageddon.be]

connection between the group’s history as it’s on display how little
they’ve changed overall, and is accomplished in a short-form manner
which works well at showcasing the group’s sound while allowing the
significance behind its origins to play out quite well. As a short primer
for the upcoming full-length and a special anniversary present for
fans, this succeeds exceptionally well while also managing to sound a
little short for it’s own good as if it could’ve gone for more tracks here
which is a common complaint about this type of release but doesn’t
detract it too much.
With nothing really wrong with it from a technical standpoint and
the historical matter behind its release serving as a proper explanation
for the brevity of it’s overall length, this here is a perfectly suitable
entry-point for fans who are new to the group, longtime fans needing
to soothe their appetites between releases or those simply looking for a
slice of brutal death metal carnage.

8.5 | DON ANELLI
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LIVE REPORT
MERCILESS

In spite of last-minute band cancellations as well as some
unpleasant weather conditions, Fall of Summer turned out to
be again one of the most varied and quality festivals of the
year. It seems that more and more metal enthusiasts recognize
this fact: Not only attended this year markedly a lot more fans
of black, death, thrash, heavy and doom metal than in the
previous years, but the visitors’ scene also got much more vivid
and international.

FRIDAY, 08/09

BROKEN HOPE, starting at 14:15, showed us into what we can
expect from the festival death metal-wise with some serious
massive riffs and rotten, pestilent growls. Their set-list was
very diverse consisting of songs off their older as well as newer
titles; all played with violent energy.
German speed/heavy/power cheese-kings GRAVE DIGGER took
over. Starting with the title track of their newest (and most definitely not strongest) album “Healed by Metal” from 2017 I was
already considering leaving, and merely with two songs off their
80s’ classics, ‘Witch Hunter’ and ‘Heavy Metal Breakdown’,
they did not come close to convincing - not to speak of Boltendahl’s non-consistent voice and the “clap your hands”- style
encouraging. They are trying, which is undeniably respectable,
even though one sometimes wishes they didn’t.
Fortunately, the unique experience of witnessing a (TRIBUTE
TO) SORTILÈGE show among the French not only eased my
misery but also gave back my enthusiasm for the rest of the
day: One could not extract themselves from this huge French
karaoke nor from acquiring a part of the warm, collective feeling
coming with it.
Vocalist Alexis d’Hürlement accomplished the effortful task
of having to take the place of genius starting Sortilège singer
Zouille with ease and joy, stealing the show even from the three
original members showing up on stage for the single closing
song, ‘Marchand d’Hommes’. It can be contemplated on why
the long-announced three original members (drummer JeanPhilippe Dumont aka ‘Bob Snake’, bassist Daniel ‘Lapin’ Lapp
and guitarist Didier ‘Dem’ Demajean) only made an appearance
for one song at the very end, on why it seemed like it was simply
a duty for them or on why the group did not play ‘seen-as-obligatory’ titles such as ‘Chasse Le Dragon’ or ‘Mourir Pour Une
Princesse’; however, I was personally so amazed by being able
to hear the well-composed set-list live with Hürlement’s fitting
voice that I rather concentrated on enjoying the moment.
My cheerfulness boosted as after the last notes of (TRIBUTE
TO) SORTILÈGE I again became conscious of the fact that I am
going to catch MERCILESS for the second time: The Swedish
death/thrash veterans have reformed last year for a handful of

dates across Europe before splitting definitively at the end of
2017. How their show was? Nothing but pure hate. Regarding
their energy and the quality of their performance, they gave
a show that was comparable to the one given at the Swedish
Muskelrock with nonstop savagery, insane speed and not a
moment to breathe. On a side note, even though the audience
seemed to be more into the show as on Muskelrock, the pit still
didn’t turn into the biggest one on the festival - which I did not
let distract me from how I personally enjoyed the show. A chain
of cruel shows like that for a year before saying goodbye to the
industry: real tricky, MERCILESS, real tricky!
Getting into the crowd of the French progressive rock group
MAGMA after a MERCILESS gig is like slipping into a pot of
warm, steaming, whirling soup as a portion of carrots after
already being peeled and chopped. MAGMA, reflecting my expectations, completely hypnotized: it is not every day you have
the chance to see a symphonic rock band with jazz elements,
singing most of their lyrics in a constructed language, Kobaïan.
Eerie, impressive and engaging enough to get you completely
forget about the rain.
Meanwhile we were spending a bit of time in our tents trying
to (unsuccessfully) dry ourselves off, BLASPHEMY took over,
not giving a damn about the pouring rain nor the audience’s
religious views, managing to attract and override many enthusiasts with their unmistakable, profane music, lyrics and attitude.
Studs, bullet belts, inverted crosses, corpsepaint and the
obligatory evening-hour sunglasses highlighted the experience
of seeing the satanic Canadian death/blackers live.
The celebrated Canadian speed/thrash group ANNIHILATOR
followed with a rather typical but not in any way dull festival
set-list with lots of old-time classics such as ‘Set the World on
Fire’, ‘W.T.Y.D.’, ‘Alison Hell’, ‘Phantasmagoria’ and ‘Human Insecticide’, besides the characterless newer titles. I am curious
if Jeff Waters ever gets to the idea of playing the whole “Alice
in Hell” record live within a (festival)tour, much to the delight
of the long-term fans; until then we ought to content ourselves
with their (still decent and very much enjoyable) current shows.
PRIMORDIAL is a band that consistently manages to give back
the atmosphere and spirit of their records live while also retaining the quality of their sound. As the last act, the Irish group
gave this particularly bleak and wet day a graceful and pleasing
end with a well-chosen setlist together with their perceivable
dedication. Always a pleasure.

SATURDAY, 09/09

As Saturday’s first, I went to see TOXIK in the foreday’s
mud. Expanded with their three new tracks off their 2017 EP
“Breaking Class” we got all the relevant 80s’ songs delivered,

COVEN
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DEMOLITION HAMMER

played decently but not as enthusiastically that I would have felt
the need to get myself further into the crowd. It was, however,
certainly heart-warming to see that after years and years of a
break the US thrash band enjoys being on stage so much and
that frontman Charles Sabin cannot thank the crowd enough
for coming - Not to mention their action of inviting a French fan
onto the stage to help them with the guitars on ‘False Prophets’.
I did not exactly know what to expect from COUNT RAVEN’s live
performance. So what did I get? Surprisingly engaging, gloomy,
harmonized riffs with not at all banal or worn-out lyrics, coupled
with the feeling of tranquility and the sand below my feet standing at the Blackwaters stage on the lakeside. Everything they do
feels real: with a presence and setting much less theatrical than
by bands of the same genre (see: Candlemass), the Swedish
COUNT RAVEN managed to both convey the message they
meant to through their music and show us how sincerely they
mean it. Anytime again!
Moving on to BULLDOZER, one of the groups from the highclass lineup that I was hoping to see live for years already, I
found myself standing on side of the stage-separating hill in
the drizzling rain, staring at A.C. Wild and his group from underneath a yellow bin liner-like raincoat and being mesmerized. A
strong, fierce performance with engaged people moving around,
where fortunately even the weather did not succeed to make it
difficult to interpret A.C.’s words “It’s fucking whiskey time!”,
as it was already freaking whiskey time.
Always tearing every stage and crowd apart, DEMOLITION
HAMMER did not let us down this time either. Overwhelming
power and tight thrash riffs at lightning speed with corresponding (but mostly moshing and fighting) fan-reaction: the old
school US-thrashers once again managed to become the most
impressive act of a festival, leaving absolutely no chance for the
nomination for the upcoming bands.
As the first notes of the starting ‘Destruction System’ could
be heard, we were hurrying to the Sanctuary stage to get our
heads ripped off by another American thrash-pioneer group
MORBID SAINT. As after the introduction of two decently
written new songs (‘Flesh of the Disease’ and ‘Daku’) recent
vocalist Cliff Wagner announced that they are about to play the
whole “Spectrum of Death”, I was blown away, I thought they
bought me and that there would be no place for critique in the
concert report afterwards. I was wrong: The fact that the only
original member who partook in the makings of their demos and
“Spectrum of Death” is guitarist Jay Visser, has its strong effect
not only on the band’s image but also on its sound, together
with the members’ engagement. As I see it, Cliff’s hardcore
appearance and vocal-style does not fit the fans’ idea of 80’s
MORBID SAINT either, which results that one of the most brutal

MORBID SAINT

thrash metal records of all time played in its entirety live
sounds ungenuine and flat.
Due to the hustling-bustling audience, COVEN’s show
showed an utter contrast regarding the attitude and
overall feeling to their gig on Muskelrock. On Muskelrock
every single bystander-listener behaved themselves
quiet, engaged and observant and so not only they,
but also the band was able to empathize the theatrical
obscure, ritual-like mood that is relevant for a COVEN
show. On the contrary, at Fall of Summer the audience
was loud and chatty, not giving the band the chance to
deliver a spirit of obscureness. Uncommonly, vocalist
Jinx was even talking, storying, introducing the band and
thanking the audience for coming between the songs,
which absolutely contradicts one’s expectations of a
show of the American psychedelic rock band.
Even despite the fact that Jinx with her 67 years is understandably not able to sing the higher tones anymore,
her presence on stage can by no means be overlooked:
Stepping out of her famed-for coffin; wearing her glimmering masque and scenically getting rid of it after the
first few songs; tenaciously standing in one place for the
whole concert-duration with no sudden moves, just the
slow, gentle, (Wicked) Womanly hand-movements.

TRIBUTE TO (SORTILÈGE)

Even though the show was not free of defects and
mistakes (e.g. error message at the screen at the back
of the stage displaying rituals), hearing this top set-list
(from where the only song that I personally missed
was ‘Lost Without a Trace’) and going through the
COVEN-experience live still made me feel it was magic.
To my sadness, the festival ended for me with an
exceptionally disappointing VENOM show. Not only did
Cronos have constant problems with the sound, but he
even let the audience have a look behind the scenes
by behaving himself extremely unprofessionally. Whispering something to the soundman every two minutes,
changing bass guitars three times, making perplexed
announcements like “As you can see we have some
problems here (laughs)”. Am I the only one who does
not feel any Satan or black metal here? Comical, outof-context fire effects, the abuse of the original lyrics,
unenjoyable dull singing, puzzled faces and the feeling
of disappointment. The man of the show who even
managed to ‘save’ the situation to some degree was
drummer Danté with his overwhelming energy, showing
he is having fun at what he is doing, making crazy faces at photographers and simply trying to distract our
attention from Cronos’ obnoxious unprofessionalism.

VENOM

MAIN IMPRESSIONS:

+ Still an excellent location; high-class lineup; no delays; decent

sound; a great variety of genres; open-mindedness
- Pricey and not-that-tasty beer; no shelter from the storm; music
in the after parties ranging from 80s pop to Rammstein
SURPRISE OF THE DAY: The fire effects without proper music
are apparently not enough to satisfy the needs of thousands
of Venom - and evil - hungry people.
STRONGEST STANDOUT BANDS: Demolition Hammer,
Bulldozer, Merciless, (Tribute to) Sortilège
Find more information at: www.fallofsummer.fr
TEXT & PHOTOS BY: Estelle. Special thanks for the generous
help with the photos to Gábor Oláh.
Check Estelle’s Fall of Summer 2016 report at:
www.darknessunseen.wordpress.com

j

ohn, you started Devourer back in 2002 after your
departure from In Aeternum. Was Devourer back
then something that you already envisioned or it
grew in the months following your departure?
Falk: “Black metal is my home and Devourer is my default
mode of composing music so Devourer really could’ve been
called “Falk”, but Devourer feels better and there are two of
us who contribute to Devourer’s material so that wouldn’t be
fair to Håf either. When I write music for other bands I have
to stay within the boundaries of their style, in Devourer I don’t
have to filter my own output in any way except saving the good
stuff and throwing away the bad. I can’t stop writing music and
Devourer has been the project I’ve been working on in between
other bands projects for a long time now. It’s been my only
band since 2014 and that’s also why I’ve put more effort into
promoting Devourer and our latest album lately. It’s time for
Devourer to step out of the shadows so to speak.”
In 2013 you released your debut album “All Hope Abandon”
which is one of those underground gems that simply pass
unnoticed due to the lack of a proper promotion/exposition.
Looking back, don’t you think you were highly affected
because it was an independent release?
Falk: “I was playing the drums in Sorcery at the time and was
quite busy, first with writing and producing their 2013 album
“Arrival at Six”, then touring so Devourer was a side project at
the time. We released “All Hope Abandon” for free online and
didn’t really tell anyone about it then just went on to working on
the next project.”
Your new album “Across the Empty Plains” was also initially released independently but gladly somewhere along
the road Iron, Blood & Death Corp. showed interest. It is
normal that together with the signing of a record deal some
expectations are created, even if you are not newbies in
the record business. What do you hope to achieve with this

OFTEN IS EASY TO FORGET
THAT MUSICIANS ARE NOT
THE ZARATHUSTRIAN
SUPERHUMAN FIGURES THAT
WE ALL LIKE TO IMAGINE.
THE NEW ALBUM FROM THE
SWEDISH DUO DEVOURER
WAS SURROUNDED BY A FLOW
OF REALISTIC UNFORTUNATE
LIFE EVENTS THAT DELAYED
ITS RELEASE. WE HAD A
HONEST AND DOWN TO
EARTH CHAT WITH FOUNDER
JOHN FALK AND VOCALIST
FREDRIK HÅF WHERE
THEY PROBABLY REVEALED
US MORE THAN WHAT THEY
WERE WILLING TO...
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Mexican-Swedish cooperation and how did it come about?
Falk: “We haven’t signed any contract with them, it’s more
like a verbal licensing deal just for “Across the Empty Plains”,
so Devourer is still an unsigned band. Antonio from IBDC contacted us and asked if we had it on CD and since we didn’t he
offered to release it on CD. When we released the album online
I sent out quite a lot of review requests, we did get some very
good response from that so I think he read something about it
online before contacting us. I have some good friends in Mexico
since touring with Sorcery and Infinitum Obscure in the states
so I asked them about Antonio and his label before agreeing to
the deal. He wasn’t the first one to ask, but I’m no newbie as
you say so I know a bit about what not to agree to.”

HUMAN MISHAPS

In between albums, I know that you struggled against
depression and opiate addiction and you were forced into
treatment by the Swedish law for abusers and alcoholics.
Was there a specific event that triggered this mandatory
treatment decision?
Falk: “I still struggle daily with that sort of things, angst and so
on, but immersing myself in writing music for Devourer usually
takes my mind off of that and actually really helps me feel a
bit better. You have to be in very bad shape, almost dead or at
least stand the risk of losing your life to be qualified for that
sort of treatment. It’s not really treatment actually, it’s more
like prison except you’re locked up for six months for your own
protection instead of for committing a crime. Before all that
happened I had a family of my own. I lived with my girlfriend
and our daughter, had a house and a job, but I was always
more or less depressed and had been addicted to opiates for
many years. My girlfriend eventually, understandably, got sick
and tired of me and left and took our daughter with her. That
plunged me into a self-destructive mode you wouldn’t believe..

What kept me alive, and still do, is my daughter who is five
years old now, turning six next month. At the moment I get to
see her once every other weekend for a couple of hours. We’re
close anyway and it won’t be like that forever. She really is my
daughter, looks a lot like me and is very creative and musical so
I know she’ll be able to do whatever she wants to with her life.
I just hope she won’t have to experience any of the shit I’ve had
to deal with in my, so called, life.”
What do you recall from that period? I know that you even
had some sort of shock treatment reaching the point of not
recognizing your band mate...
Falk: “After being released from the mandatory “treatment”
I went to another, better, treatment facility and stayed there
for about six months too. That’s when I got accepted into the
opiate substitution program which I’m still in, that really helps
me a lot with the addiction. The depressions aren’t the same
kind of problem though, not as “easy” to solve. After I returned
home it gradually got worse up until the point were I had to
be committed to a psyche ward. I stayed there for a long time
but can’t remember much at all, just bits and pieces, so to me
those months seems like just a few days. I received ECT seven
times and it wiped my mind clean so to speak. It did help me
out of the deepest part of the depression since I couldn’t even
remember why I was at the hospital. I eventually got back home
again but returned a couple of times more for the same reasons
so in total I spent about a third of 2016 in a psyche ward.”
Håf, what were your thoughts during that period? Seeing
John going through that hard time, have you questioned the
continuity of the band in any moment?
Håf: “It isn’t the first time John has gone through drug abuse
that has spiraled out of control so I am quite adapted to the
situation. This time was by far the worst though, since it was
combined with severe depressions and anxiety syndromes
unlike anything I’ve seen with John before. I have never worried

for the band because I’m confident that as long as John is alive
Devourer will exist in some form. What worried me at the time
was the album. I remember quite well the time when John went
through the electric shock treatment. I visited him at the psyche
ward a couple of times and at first it looked good except for
him to be a little weirder than usual. The next time I saw him
he was like a wandering corpse, I know now that he went out
and got high on Benzodiazepines which might not have been a
good combo with the shock treatment, but that’s an unqualified
guess. I remember very well when he called me up one day and
started the conversation with: “Oh good I think I recognize your
voice but I can’t remember how you look”.
Fuck this isn’t good I thought to myself. In that phone call I had
to tell him that we had written an album, which he didn’t know,
describe his apartment to him which he didn’t know where it
was or how it looked. Slowly his memories came back though
and we could continue working.”

WORLDLY MOTIVATIONS

Do you believe that ”Across the Empty Plains” is somehow
influenced by this tortuous period? For instance, the lyrics
of the opener ‘Insania’ seems like portraying a scenario of
pain, isolation, despair and madness...
Håf: “The album is most certainly inspired by the events in
John’s life since the music was written by him in between the
chaos around him. You are quite right about ‘Insania’, it was the
first lyric I wrote for the album and I was affected by everything
that was going on. But the song isn’t about John though if that’s
what you’re getting at. I have journeyed through the shadowy
parts of the mind myself and it’s often from there that I draw
my creative fuel. Devourer have always been working with
philosophical aspects of the human mind, occultism, physics,
space and death so in that sense both john and I where in the
right mood to write this.”

It’s undeniable that the 90’s Black/Death Metal scene is
a huge influence on Devourer’s sonority, your debut was
already a vicious attack of pure hate and songs like ‘Fires
of Moloch’, ‘Usher of Madness’ or ‘Magus of the Aeon
of Lucifer’ portrays perfectly the grim essence of that
period. “Across the Empty Plains” follows the same savage
path nevertheless I believe you have explored more the
dynamics and tempo variation this time. ‘Nexus of Evil’ is
the perfect example of that...
Falk: “Thank you, it’s always nice to hear someone likes our
music! We’re continuing to develop Devourer and finding the
way forward has been both easy and hard. Easy to know and
feel what’s the right way to go but harder to put into actual
songs. I think I’m on to something with the songs I’ve written so
far for the next album though, but it’s not finished yet.
I was born in 1980 so I was 14 when Marduk released “Opus
Nocturne” which was the first black metal album I heard. I was
instantly hooked and I’ve been a hardcore Marduk and black
metal fan ever since. The first metal album I got was “Tomb of
the Mutilated” by Cannibal Corpse a year earlier, which I also
really liked but it didn’t have the same impact on me as Marduk
and black metal in general did. I went on to discover the
Norwegian black/death metal scene, and more American death
metal bands like Morbid Angel and Deicide so the influences
you speak of is indeed undeniable.”

REAPING SOULS, VISUALLY!

You have teamed up with renowned artist, Juanjo Castellano to create the front cover of the new album. Tell us more
about the concept behind the painting and how was working with him. I know that both ‘Insania’ and the self-titled
track served as inspiration for it.
Falk: “When I play new songs for Håf that doesn’t have any lyrics yet his mind usually start working on the lyrics immediately.

It’s fascinating to hear what he comes up with just from the
songs general atmosphere and we think alike almost always so
I haven’t disliked any of his work so far, and probably never will.
‘Across the Empty Plains’ is one of those songs which he immediately heard what the lyrics should be about, I can’t remember
how ‘Insania’ came to be but yes, after speaking to Juanjo about
what we’d like the cover to look like we sent him the lyrics
for those two tracks so he could be inspired by them. We also
mentioned the Norwegian painter Edvard Munch’s paintings,
especially “The Scream”, to serve as further inspiration and it
turned out great, Juanjo is a great artist and a nice guy too.”
As far as I know Devourer never played live, though this is
something you do not put aside, it’s more a two-member
restriction situation than something else. Now that a new
album is out, are you at this point making any efforts to
solve this and play a few gigs?
Håf: “We haven’t ruled it out and we have some people we
could work with for live performances but we won’t do anything
half-assed just to do a show. It would have to be something
special and well planned if we are going to do it.”
Falk: “Like going on tour! I’d really like to do that with Devourer.
I haven’t played guitar on tour yet, so far it’s been bass or
drums, and never toured with a band I can truly call my own.”
Don’t you think that the addition of other members would
benefit Devourer in other aspects? Perhaps composition wise?
Håf: “No, when it comes to composition I think it’s best to
remain a two man band. John works best in solitude and I’m
probably one of the few he actually listen to when it comes to
song arrangements and shaping the sound. We work very well
together and I feel that we’re moving.” c
“Across The Empty Plains” available via Iron, Blood And Death
Corp. [www.ibdclabel666.bigcartel.com] / Devourer [www.
devourer.se]

DRUG ABUSE AND DEPRESSION GO USUALLY SIDE BY SIDE. HOWEVER, FROM DISTURBED MINDS
COMES MORE OFTEN THAN NOT MASTERPIECES, WHICH IN DEVOURER’S CASE MIGHT BE TRUE
.. JOURNALIST: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: JOHN FALK ( ALL INSTRUMENTS ) / FREDRIK HÅF ( VOCALS ) ..

ACROSS THE EMPTY PLAINS
IRON, BLOOD AND DEATH CORP.

It’s sad to see worthwhile bands been swallowed by the
obliterating and decaying abyss of eternal oblivion,
especially those that really have talent and have something to say in a metal scene more and more influenced
by foreign elements. The previous album, “All Hope
Abandon” was a vicious Swedish black metal attack that
unfortunately didn’t had a label to back it up with a decent promotion. The result was an album that embraced
completely all elements that made the 90’s black metal
scene so destructive and interesting yet it vanished from
the face of the earth the same way it appeared.
Four years after and despite the troubled times of
former member John Falk battling against depression
and opiate addiction, the second album is now revealed
to the world, firstly as a digital released and now as
a CD release via the Mexican label Iron, Blood and
Death Corp. What is engaging on “Across the Empty
Plains” and many of the 90’s black metal classics is the
ability of this two-man band to roam between fierce
fast-paced rhythms as well as mid-paced and melodic
hefty moments, like on ‘Nexus of Evil’, ‘Deeds of Rancor’
or ‘Throne of Agony’, for instance. There is a sense of
evolution in between albums and it’s curious to see that
despite being a two-headed serpent, “Across the Empty

Plains” in any moment reflects any sort of song-writing
limitations that sometimes occur on smaller line-up
bands. There is a real sense of darkness, unity and
rebellion from the first to the last second even if production-wise they have used a slightly less grim approach
compared to their previous effort.
While opening in a gentle and deceitful manner with
‘Insania’, the listener is quickly trapped on a lethal evil
world where vicious unwavering black metal riffing and
constant drum blasts reign supremely until it quickly
drops off for ‘Perdition’… Nevertheless, if you were expecting a refrain on intensity or speed, fear not because
not only continues the savageness but also doubles the
attack and deadliness. Håf’s voice is also one of the impressive aspects of Devourer, it retains a certain guttural
threatening inhumanity that not only is wicked but also
melodiously charming. Despite the ability to rule mostly
in fast-paced rhythms they know when to slow down and
create the necessary intricacy (‘Finem Vitae Cura’ with
a vile melodic guitar lead or the title track that wanders
back and forth in tempo changes) in order not to fall in
repetition. Wrapped in a tremendous artwork, this turns
out an essential effort for all fans of Swedish black metal
where bands like Dissection, Lord Belial, Setherial, Marduk or Dark Funeral still reign more than 20 years after.

"THAT'S WHEN
I GOT ACCEPTED
INTO THE OPIATE
SUBSTITUTION
PROGRAM WHICH
I'M STILL IN, THAT
REALLY HELPS ME
A LOT WITH THE
ADDICTION"
By John Falk
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FOR HUMANITY

Initially formed in 2008, Italian
thrashers Game Over quickly formed
an attraction to old-school thrash as
well as a love for similarly old-school
horror films, which has been a part
of their sound from the beginning.
Finally able to get themselves together
to the point of releasing their debut
album originally released on 2012 by
My Graveyard Productions.
In what will become obvious shortly,
the band is based around revivalist
thrash metal that manages to ape the
old-school sound quite effectively.
Built through tight, charging riff-work
full of ravenous, frenzied speed metal
patterns as in ‘Abyss of a Needle’,
‘Dawn of the Dead’ and ‘Evil Clutch’
that burst with energetic rhythms
and enough of a frantic pace that
there’s a blistering sense of energy
that really works incredibly well.
The straightforward riffing approach
featured here makes this even more
enjoyable with ‘War of Nations’ and
‘Overgrill (El Grillo Loco)’ demonstrating their penchant for frenzied
riff-work generating a thick, dense
layer of rhythms that are so energetic
and fiery. It’s more than enough to
whip into a thrashing holocaust based
on how tight and straightforward
these sections are. This is a great
accomplishment for a band of this age
and experience level, accurately aping
that style of thrashing quite well, yet
regardless of how tight the riffing is
or how competently they pay homage
to their chosen style it still has some
minor flaws. The main issue is the fact
that the album’s densely layered riffwork tends to make this feel way too
similar. This would become a common
flaw in their discography to come
and is carried over here. Likewise, on
this edition, the live bonus tracks are
somewhat of a weird switch over and
is a touch jarring, but overall it’s not
too problematic as the similarity issue.
Though not really blessed with the
most deviation throughout their attack, which tends to really run the album into itself with familiar riffs and
song structures. It has become such a
part of their sound that it’s somewhat
tolerable as the more engaging elements make “For Humanity” far more
enjoyable for revivalist thrash fanatics
or old-school thrashers.
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BURST INTO THE QUIET

Continuing on from their previous
release, Italian thrashers Game Over
further showcase their love for oldschool thrash that was such a part
of their debut effort. With original
drummer Med departure and being
replaced by Anthony “Vender”
Dantone, the second album from
the group was released on 2014 by
Scarlet Records.
As was the case with the first
album, this one offers plenty of
tightly-wound, intense rhythms
that uses charging riff-work and
intense patterns bristling with
technical rhythms that are paced
much like true speed and thrash
bands epitomized by ‘Masters of
Control’, ‘The Eyes (Of the Mad
Gardner)’ and ‘Nuke ‘Em High’.
Packed in tight formations along
frantic paces, which gives this
a wide-ranging density layered
across the rhythms with a few
smartly placed breakdowns. Those
act as melodic breathers before
going back to those more intense
rhythms throughout this like ‘Seven
Doors to Hell’ and ‘Trapped Inside
Your Mind’ that makes for a lot to
really enjoy with the guitar-work,
and when aided along with the
strong drumming and blaring basslines it’s a true thrashing blast.
Overall, there’s not a whole lot
really to dislike with what the band
is attempting. The basic attack is
good enough, but the riff-work
is so tightly wound that there’s
no real room to breathe in their
arrangements resulting in such a
blur of utterly frenetic riffing with
little to differentiate the tracks from
each other. The short running time
of each track packs all of them into
the same overall length is another
part of that problem, and it does
lower this one slightly even with a
generally overall impressive attack.
With plenty of enjoyable elements
to be found here alongside a few
small flaws that does cause this to
slip down slightly, there’s enough
on “Burst Into The Quiet” that does
work to overcome its flaws and
manages to work incredibly well.
Once again, for revivalist thrash
fanatics or most modern thrashers
as well.
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ARMED AND READY TO FIX YOUR BRAIN, THE PROLIFIC YET YOUNG BAND GAME
OVER CONQUERS THE WORLD WITH ITS EFFUSIVE THRASH METAL...
.. JOURNALIST: DON ANELLI / RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: RENATO “RENO” CHICCOLI ( VOCALS / BASS ) ..
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rimes Against Reality” was just released via Scarlet Records. What’s
the feeling after the conclusion of
a new album?
“Well’ it actually came out several months
ago, but it will always be our baby! We are so
happy about how “Crimes” sounds like and
we worked very very hard on it. It includes all
the things we wanted it to include, and we
can’t wait to start writing some new stuff, our
laziness permitting!”

CRIMES AGAINST REALITY
SCARLET RECORDS

Once more into the gulch, Italian thrashers Game Over have moved themselves
into one of the prime bands in the revivalist style of thrash, which is running
strong in the underground. Not really
offering much deviation or change-ups,
this ripping and energetic third album
is yet another incredibly enjoyable and
rousing blast of revival-inspired thrash
metal from one of the most impressive
bands in the style.
Like all their previous albums, this one
offers a lot to really enjoy with the
guitar-work that is packed with tight

intense rhythms. These are paced in true
speed and thrash tradition, running along
in tight rabid paces as in ‘33 Park Street’,
‘Neon Dreams’ and ‘Just a Little Victory’.
These tracks are played with a boundless
sense of energy that makes them work
quite nicely as ripping thrash assaults.
The density layered across the rhythms
provides an effective punch by keeping
the entire thing in urgent mode. With the
exception of a few breakdowns that act
as melodic breathers in ‘With All That is
Left’ or ‘Fix Your Brain’ before going back
to those more intense rhythms throughout
this featuring fiery, spindly-delivered
leads along the solo sections while

33 PARK STREET
WHILE WORKING ON
THEIR UPCOMING ALBUM
WE HAD THE PLEASURE
TO CHAT WITH ONE OF
THE MOST EXPECTANT
BANDS FROM THE ITALIAN
THRASH METAL SCENE,
GAME OVER. WITH A
SUCCESSFUL THIRD ALBUM
AND TWO REISSUES OUT
WE WERE COMPELLED TO
FIND OUT WITH VOCALIST/
BASSIST RENATO
“RENO” CHICCOLI THE
KEY FOR THE TRIUMPH

“After the quick instrumental intro ‘What Lies Within...’, comes the
first actual track, inspired by a haunted former hospital that really
exists. We had fun recording it, if you pay enough attention, you can
hear some creepy bells in the midst of the song, during the instrumental “belly”. We always play this song alive: it’s so fun.”

NEON MANIACS
“First single and first video off the album, it’s a very fast track
where you can find some NWOBHM influences. The lyrics are inspired by one of the worst movies ever written: Neon Maniacs itself.
It’s been so natural writing this songs and in a couple of rehearsals
it was ready and roaring.”

WITH ALL THAT IS LEFT
“This one is probably the “strangest” and most unique song so
far. It’s a power ballad, with acoustic guitars and clean vocals that
gains speed in the middle, with fast riffs and organs that could remind to some Rainbow’s stuff. The lyrical theme is one of the most
introspective I’ve ever written: it talks about the change of season,
that I suppose, everyone has to face at least once in a lifetime. It
took a lot of time to write down because it was something completely new and we wanted it to be the best we could, and we wanted
everything to sound perfect to us. Strangely no one complained of
the song and it seems a lot of people like it!”

ASTRAL MATTER
“Sci-fi atmosphere for a song that has some classic metal, thrashy
riffs and Black Sabbath’s influences. It’s fun to play this one alive,
and it’s got a lot of moogs and experiments we enjoyed recording.”

FUGUE IN D MINOR (ALLEGRO MA NON TROPPO)
“This next one is one of the most important songs ever, after
‘Metropolis pt.3’ on our previous album. It took months, maybe
years for recording this, and the lyrical themes are so intelligent
that I can not talk about them.”

“Crimes Against Reality” in my opinion still carries
the same Game Over thrashing spirit yet it’s
definitely a much more mature album with a focus
on the songwriting aspect. You even include a ballad
this time...
“Thanks a lot man! That’s exactly what we wanted
from the newest album, and I mean keeping the thrashy
sound as the basic matter for writing something new
with it, trying to work in the most free way. We didn’t
want a copy-paste of our latest album “Burst Into the
Quiet”, it would not make sense. So we tried to write
songs without barriers, composing the things we like
most. We’d like to be more and more mature, album
after album, and that’s why we are curious to see
what’s going to happen with the next one!”
How was the experience of recording this release
compared to your first studio experience? You have
gained a lot of experience during the last years.
“It’s been funny, as usual! That’s the third time we
record an album at the Domination Studio with Simone
Mularoni, who’s a big friend of us, a great professional
and almost the fifth member of the band! Yes, back in

the day when we recorded our very first album we were
nasty pimply teenagers so we just recorded what we
had to, without changing a thing of what we rehearsed.
This time we were more used to the studio experience and we tried and changed some arrangements,
choruses and other stuff directly during the recordings.
Maybe that’s another reason why the album is more
heterogeneous and less “static”.”
What initially made you decide to work with Simone?
Was there a specific release recorded by him that
grabbed your attention in the first place?
“Well, not actually. I knew him because I personally
met him for the recording of the first album of my first
band called Asgard. He made an incredible work for our
album named “The Seal of Madness”, and that’s why
I wanted Game Over to be recorded by Simone! Now
we’re close friends, and I make albums just for having
the excuse for seeing him for a couple of weeks!”
It’s the third time you work with him and if I’m not
mistaken he even was guest guitarist on the song
‘Mountains of Madness’ on the debut album and laid
some leads on ‘No More’ on your second album...4

placing just enough melodic crunch in the main
sections. There are only a couple things that stick
out here. One of those is the fact that there’s so
much tightly wound rhythms that the songs are
all short, tight thrashers without really getting any
room to grow hardly showing off any variation in
its rhythms. A few tracks display technically-complex rhythms but that’s about it in terms of variety
as it never takes advantage with the density which
results in some reused patterns to hold this one
up. The other minor bit of contention here is the
real lack of unique rhythms throughout, tending to

utilize very commonly used patterns that further
the bands’ familiarity rather than uniqueness. This
isn’t a detrimental flaw though and doesn’t impact
all too much. There’s a lot to like with this enjoyable, energetic release that really doesn’t have a
lot wrong and manages to get a lot of ravenous
thrashing making this an addictive outing overall.
Though it can come off a little familiar at times
and doesn’t really deviate much from the norm, it
still gives off an infectious attitude to make for an
enjoyable experience for any thrash fan.
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“I personally love this song, but we never play it very
often! It presents funky guitars, and it’s basically a
groovy, short mid-tempo with a melodic chorus. You can
find some Suicidal Tendencies in it, and it talks about the
importance of not losing the human and rational dimension when we take a look at life and other people.”

GATES OF ISHTAR
“We wanted a song with Arabian/Egyptian moods, so
we decided to write ‘Gates Of Ishtar’, which talks about
Babylon and Ishtar the Goddess. It’s basically the history
of Ishtar, who went to the depths of hell, that belongs to
the Mesopotamian mythology. That’s one of our favourite
songs because of its melodies and rhythmic changes.
There’s a hidden gong played on it: let’s find it!”

CRIMES AGAINST REALITY
“The title track is one of the longest and most complex
songs we have. The strophes and choruses are so
thrashy and “classic” for the genre, but there is a very
long instrumental part in the middle of the songs on
which we worked very hard. It’s a bit the summary of
the whole album, and you can find all the news we have
in it: moogs, thrash metal, melodies, speed, acoustic
guitars and a lot of rhythms. It’s been fun writing the title
track, we wanted to include everything without any kind
of prevention. It talks about the dialogue between a guy
and the Spirit of the time, the Zeitgeist, who offers to the
kid a new way of life based on the total control and the
abandonment of his human responsibilities. It tempts the
boy with its promises of a aseptic but painless existence,
but the guy is such a tough dude and says no! Maybe there
is a little bit of George Orwell in it.

FIX YOUR BRAIN
“The last song ends with the same melodies that
introduces the album in ‘What Lies Within’. It’s
a classic song, with some Megadeth influences
and talks about people who tell you how to
live your life. I love playing it at every show
because I can act while I’m singing
because of the strophes that are easy
and almost spoken.”

Renato “Reno” Chiccoli

JUST A LITTLE VICTORY

1990

1986

IRON MAIDEN

MEGADETH

“It’s probably my favourite
album ever. I love the
melodies, the production, the
experimentation inside the
typical Maiden sound, I love
Bruce Dickinson, Adrian Smith,
Steve Harris, Dave Murray and
Nicko McBrain.”

“One of the first records I
bought by myself, back in
the day when you could
find Venom, Slayer, Raven
and many more at the
supermarket, before the
huge annihilation of the
music industry.
I find this album perfect
and maybe it’s the album
that I listened most in my
whole life. I was 14 when I
first listened to it and still
gives me the same thrills. A
masterpiece.”

Houses Of The Holy

1973

“It’s always been hard to pick
one inside Led Zeppelin’s
discography, but I’d choose
“Houses Of The Holy”. I
remember the very first time I
listened to them thanks to one of
my best friends ever back when
I was 12, more or less. You can
find almost everything in this
album, the songs are linked to
beautiful years that look so close
but actually are every day more
distant. It’s like Led Zeppelin
described the seasons in music
and make you feel ‘em all in
these songs.”

MUSEO ROSENBACH
Zarathustra

“The best prog-rock album
ever. I love progressive rock
and I remember when I first
saw an article about Museo
Rosenbach on a magazine a
lot of years ago. The album’s
been very rare for a long
time, but now you can easily
find it everywhere and it’s
been reprinted many times.
I’m so happy because they’re
an Italian band (we had a
great prog-rock scene back
in the 70s), but dudes, this
album is a masterpiece. Go
and listen to it!”
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Renato
“RENO”Chiccoli

1973

LED ZEPPELIN

HIGHLIGHTS BY

Rust In Peace

Somewhere In Time

“He’s such a great guitar player (he used to play in
the power-prog band DGM) so we take advantage of
his skills and we always ask him to play a solo on our
albums. I have to admit he’s always strangely happy
to do that... One day I’ll understand why. Except for the
solos, I’m sure that the success of our albums is largely
down to his amazing work on the production, so he’s one
of the best partners that a thrash band can have (except
for Capitan Planet, but he’s way more expensive).”
The same can be said about Scarlet Records,
“Crimes Against Reality” was released again by them
and it looks like they are trying to push Game Over
as much as possible. They even re-released your
debut album with some live bonus tracks.
“Yes, that’s true. We’re so happy with how they’re
working for pushing Game Over, and surely we’ll record
our next album for Scarlet Records too! They released
“Crimes” in CD and limited vinyl, re-released the first
one and second albums in CD and vinyl too. Scarlet
Records is a very good working label and so far we’re
happy to be working with them.”
The awesome album art for the last two were done
by Mario E. Lopez. Were you a fan of his work before
he started doing your cover artworks? Do you usually
give him some ideas or a concept to work with?
“We actually found him almost randomly and we immediately fell in love with his art! He won Iron Maiden’s
Christmas competition for artists and illustrators some
years ago and worked with some bands we know, he’s
great! We usually think about a cover idea, tell him the
essential elements we want and draw a horrible draft,
and then he realizes the artwork keeping the important
things and adding whatever he finds useful or cool.”

CONSISTENCY... KEY FACTOR!

Your sound has remained remarkably consistent
from the beginning until now. What do you attribute
to that process?
“Thanks man. We really appreciate! I think that’s
because we just want the best tracks on our albums. I
mean, everything you found on the album, like it or not,
is what we liked most. We do prefer to wait one year
more before recording something new, but being sure
that what we have is the best we could for the moment.
That’s why when we rehearse or write some new stuff
we become morbid finding the right keys, arrangements
and try thousands solutions before approving the official
one. Or maybe that’s because we never change our
favourite brand of beer.”
Was there any special influence for the bands’ sound?
“Well, there are tons of different influences, and you
can find them easily in our newest album. We all like, of
course, the 80s thrash metal and heavy metal sound,
but everyone of us has his special fanaticisms. I love a
lot the 70s hardrock and progressive rock from England
and Italy, Ziro and Sanso are huge hardcore fans, Ziro
loves Van Halen and some heavy/funky tones and Vender
loves a lot of different kinds of music, from Toto to jazz
music, but his favourite band is Metallica.”
During the last years you have had the opportunity
to play on the same venues as bands like Overkill,
Metal Church, Nuclear Assault, Exumer, Bulldozer.
What memories do you recall from those shows and
did you had the opportunity to chat with some of
your long time idols?
“I think the best time with an iconic band we had was in
Japan a few years ago, when we shared the stage with
Exciter for two days in a row in the same festival (True
Thrash Fest). It was amazing being in Japan, and being
drunk in Japan, with one of the bands I grew up with,
and sharing the same sushi and the same hotel hallway
with them. It was great playing with Overkill in Germany,
but we didn’t spend much time together, also we’re
close to Bulldozer because we have the same promotion
agency! Playing with Nuclear Assault has been kinda
like a dream come true: it’s was an amazing festival

(and Toxic Holocaust and Ratos De Porão were on the bill
as well) and we had the opportunity to say to Nuclear
Assault how much we love ‘em and worship ‘em.”

B-MOVIE MANIACS

A large part of the bands’ lyrical output is horror
films and B-movies. Was this always intended to be
a part of the band or did it just evolve into writing
about these topics?
“Regarding the first two albums, the horror and B-movies themes were an important slice of the lyrical themes
we talked about: more or less, we used to talk about
those kinds of stuff and more thick themes such as
environmentalism or society issues. For “Crimes Against
Reality”, the horror themes come out just for a couple of
songs, and I mean ‘33 Park Street’ which talks about an
actual former psychiatric asylum currently abandoned
and, people’s say its haunted. That’s very close to our
homes and every kid from Ferrara has to visit it, and on
‘Neon Maniacs’, that’s about one of the worst movies
ever made!”
Aside from the horror, you also write a lot about
social issues as you said. Is there a cause you really
support or try to just write from a more general perspective? Usually the lyrical concept for each song is
discussed between all band members?
“Not actually. There isn’t any specific cause we want
to directly support but the one that tells people to use
their brains. We are living in an increasingly technocratic
world, the contact with reality becomes every day more
fragile, we live in virtual places that pretend to offer
huge spaces and ways for communication, putting
everyone in touch with the others, but the result is the
growing isolation of people due to a synthetic way of
being in contact. The language is getting poorer and
poorer, everybody feels entitled to say his opinion and
now, more than ever, the shape of the message is more
important than its substance. I use to talk a lot about
the clash between human way of living and the influence
of technology in it. Don’t mistake me: I think technology
is important and helpful for a lot of things, I’m pretty
sure that the coming of Internet and the World Wide Web
has been one of the biggest revolutions in modern and
contemporary history and completely changed the face
and the dynamics of the world we are living.
Usually the lyrical concept is not discussed, I write all the
lyrics. That’s the only thing we don’t work on together!”
As you are all pretty close in terms of age, does that
make it easier for you guys to solve disputes in the
band or harder?
“Humm... That’s pretty weird and I’m not sure if it’s a
good thing or not but we never argued so far! So we still
don’t know, but as soon as I’ll put a blade on Sanso’s
throat I’m gonna tell you!”
Did you ever envision the band becoming this
successful on such an early stage?
“I would not call our status as that of a successful band:
we are still working hard to make our band known to
more people, but we achieved some goals that I never
expected. But we want more and more, that’s why
we never stop working and playing and sweating and
drinking and working and so on.”
You had a tour in China. It’s certainly not a common
country for a metal band to play in, so how was the
experience and how this opportunity materialized?
“It was strange but very fascinating! We had no idea
what to expect when a Chinese promoter who’s working
for creating a metal scene in China called us for a twoweeks tour over there. We just said “yes”, and it was
great. There is a completely different culture, way of living and, of course, way to experience music (except for
Shanghai and Beijing, where you can find a metal scene,
very similar to the European or American one). The funny
thing is that a lot of people (and I mean a lot) comes to
the show and many of them are there just because a
western band is playing, but they all have fun.”

Finally, if you could record a complete covers album dedicated
to one artist, who would you chose and why?
“That’s a hard one! I would not say a thrash metal band because it
would not be funny re-arrange the songs, so I’d say Led Zeppelin or
Iron Maiden because they are two of my favourite bands ever and
two of the best bands ever”. c
“Crimes Against Reality” available via Scarlet Records [www.scarletrecords.it] / Game Over [www.facebook.com/GameOverThrashMetal]

"THE BEST TIME WITH AN ICONIC BAND WE HAD WAS
IN JAPAN A FEW YEARS AGO, WHEN WE SHARED THE
STAGE WITH EXCITER FOR TWO DAYS IN A ROW"
By Renato “Reno” Chiccoli

M

ortem formed in 1986, when underground
metal was first becoming a reality across the
globe. How did you first discover metal?
“It was during our teenage years that we began listening to loud
music. Iron Maiden was one of the very first bands that introduced
us into what real Metal was all about. The power and the force of
their music together with the amazing cover artwork really caught our
attention. Also, songs’ lyrics like the ones for ‘Phantom of the Opera’,
‘Killers’, ‘Prodigal Son’ and, of course, ‘Number of the Beast’ fulfilled
our needs as teenagers. We became helplessly addicted to the heavy
sound and we always wanted more! So, we began looking for more
extreme acts. You know, the type of music that you wouldn’t listen on
the radio. Luckily, 80s extreme Metal was there to fulfill our needs.
Bands like Venom, Slayer, Exodus, Mercyful Fate, Hellhammer/Celtic
Frost, etc, which had never had any airtime on any local radio became
essential for us. Only a few copies of their records and cassettes
arrived in Peru, so a lot of maniacs would record their music on tapes
and would pass it on to other metalheads. But it didn’t stop there. Later, we got a hold of some amazing underground demo tapes through
friends who had fanzines. Life was never the same after this.”
What was the scene like in Peru when you started? Was there
already a hard rock/heavy metal culture in place?
“There was no scene. Period. I mean, there had been some pioneer
hard rock bands in the sixties and the seventies. Only two or three of
them released any records at all, but they weren’t easy to find! Unlike
other countries in South America, only a very few people listened to
rock or heavy metal in Peru. And most of the older people would listen
to hippie rock as well. A few punk rock bands who sang in Spanish
were also around but they had their own scene.
I guess what you could call a scene was just a bunch of bands who
were playing NWOBHM, sung in Spanish. But to be honest, their image
left much to be desired. Some of these bands saw themselves as
glam rock stars and strongly believed that you had to be handsome
in order to play metal! Furthermore, some of the bands liked to be
sponsored by local jeans’ brands at the time and would be featured in
ads wearing and “modeling” these clothes. It was outrageous! When
we decided to start a band, one of our main goals was to say a big
“fuck off” to all these pseudo rock stars! We would spend our time
reading books about the occult, watching horror movies and listening
to underground extreme metal.”
Was it easy to even form a band like Mortem then? Did anyone
understand what you were doing? How easily could you find
members?
“It wasn’t easy. However, as crazy as it sounds, when we started the
band as a two piece (my brother, Amduscias and I) we could care less
about getting our name out there. So, we weren’t complaining about
how difficult it was, because it was only for our own amusement.
We would practice and play only for ourselves. We were still in high

THERE’S A HEAVY AND
PESTILENTIAL SMELL
IN THE AIR AS SOON AS
THE CULT PERUVIAN
MORTEM, AKA “THE
TRUE ONES”, DROPS
THE 5TH BOMB TITLED
“DEINÓS NEKRÓMANTIS”.
FORMER GUITARIST/
VOCALIST, FERNÁN
NEBIROS LEAD US ON
A JOURNEY THROUGH
THE UNDERGROUND
SCENE OF THEIR
HOMELAND

MORE THAN TEN YEARS OF WAITING CAN BE A HARD TRIAL, EVEN FOR THE MOST LOYAL FANS...
MORTEM STRIKE AGAIN THE SCENE WITH A LESSON ON HOW TO PLAY DEATH METAL!
.. WORDS: JEFF TANDY MUSICIAN: FERNÁN NEBIROS ( GUITAR / VOCALS ) PHOTO: L.A. XTREME UNDERGROUND ..

DEINÓS NEKRÓMANTIS
IRON PEGASUS RECORDS

It’s kind of amazing to think that any death metal band of the
classic era is still around at all, and, even better, still making
albums that retain the spirit and power of their earlier efforts.
Peruvian demons Mortem were never a prolific band, considering
“Deinós Nekrómantis” is the fifth album in their 30-year existence,
but they remind us why quality is always better than quantity.
Right from the opening roars and guitar-string cacophony of
‘Angel of Apostasy’, it’s clear Mortem hasn’t lost a step in creating
evil death metal. Hammering double-bass and speed picking surge
forth under Fernan Nebiros’ reverb-soaked growl, and from there
it’s no mercy. The songs are well-crafted in that no riffs are super-
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fluous; everything fits together as it should, and this creates
an instant familiarity to the material. This is further influenced
by a thick and heavy production value that sounds like the
band may have played the rhythm material live in the studio.
Nothing sounds digital in the least, and everything from the
punch of the kick drums to the crunch of the guitars are powerful and never compromised by any modern sterility.
With all this in mind, “Deinós Nekrómantis” serves as a time
capsule for fans who remember when, along with the new
breed of seekers who wish they could. Mortem plays everything to the absolute hilt and takes us on a terrifying journey
through the nether worlds of death and agony.

8.5 | JEFF TANDY

school, but nobody in our school would listen to this music, so
we kept our playing to ourselves. We had some neighborhood
friends who also listened to metal. However, they had little
faith in us as a band (laughs). Since we were a two piece, we
couldn’t do any shows but like I said, we didn’t care. Finally,
we decided to record a rehearsal and slowly started to pass it
around. After a year and half, when we finally decided that this
project would not only be for our own listening pleasure, we
started looking for members. It wasn’t easy, not too many people wanted to play extreme music. Others had the intention but
didn’t have any skills at all. After a long search, we completed
our line up and became a four piece band. We did a first live
show in 1988.”
A lot of South American bands tell stories of having limited
access to equipment and resources when they started. Did
you face any challenges like this?
“Definitely. A previous military authoritarian government had
prohibited any imported items or articles to come into Peru
in the late ‘60s. So, unlike other neighbor countries in South
America, Peruvian musicians didn’t have easy access to decent
musical equipment. If you wanted decent equipment, you would
have to travel outside the country or import an item and pay
crazy customs for it. In other words, you had to be somewhat
wealthy to have decent equipment. Under these conditions,
with no support from labels, promoters or managers, it was extremely challenging for a band to try and play metal in Peru. But
like I said before, we didn’t care, we were bent on playing our
music for ourselves. At times, however, it became frustrating
that our instruments would not respond and wouldn’t sound at
all fit for the music we wanted to play because of their quality. I
remember using a Fuzz tone pedal at the shitty rehearsal room
where we used to practice. The day when we decided to record
a rehearsal, the damn thing had a low battery and I couldn’t
find a replacement, nor did the people at the rehearsal place.
The result was outrageous: my guitar ended up sounding like a
distorted bass!”

OLD RECORDINGS

What was it like trying to record demos and albums in
those days? Did you have any problems finding studios and
engineers who understood the sound?
“It wasn’t fun at all. When we decided we were ready to enter
a studio, we knew it had to be an affordable one so we started
looking for one. Professional studios were definitely out of our
reach. On top of that, since Peru didn’t have a rock culture,
nobody knew how to record a distorted guitar. The few sound
engineers that you could find we’re obviously specialized in a
different kind of music. There were only a handful of musicians
who used to own their own equipment and they would rent it to
other people. Nobody understood the sound that we wanted to
convey. I think the main problem we had was the guitar sound.
Since good amps we’re extremely scarce, most rehearsal
places would avoid using a mic and they would just plug in your
guitar to the soundboard with no amplification whatsoever, the
result was a horrible fuzzy sound that didn’t sound aggressive
at all. It was a nightmare for most guitar players. If you listen
to some demos recorded in the eighties in Peru, you will notice
the guitars have this funny sound. Even a band like Curriculum
Mortis, who were a bunch of wealthy kids and owned some
equipment, recorded a demo that had this fuzzy bumblebee-like
guitar sound. By comparison, at the time, other South American
scenes faired a lot better and had actual sound engineers!
Most Cogumelo bands had an OK sound, at least for extreme
listeners (if you were a pussy back then; then you’d probably
complain about their guitar tone too). I only remember one
band’s demo from Brazil that had this fuzzy sound (I’m talking
about Necrófago) But, I think when we recorded our first demo
back in 1989, we must have been one of the first bands to
actually use amps and microphones for the guitar in Peru. We
had tried to other places before with no luck. Needless to say
we didn’t use any sound engineer to record any of our demos.”
Were the bands from the different nations in South America
supportive of each other in the early days? Or was it more
of each country having their own internal scene? How difficult was it to communicate by mail or phone (long distance
charges, postage fees, etc)?

“I think some scenes were interconnected. We definitely got
in touch with a lot of Chilean and Colombian fanzines in the
eighties but only a few from outside South America. Very few
people knew we existed. Later on, in the nineties, we would get
in touch with a lot more scenes around the world. But, yeah, it
wasn’t cheap to keep up with postage fees. I remember getting
some IRCs with some letters back then, but the post office
would not accept those in Peru. What a bummer!”

LEADING THE PACK

Mortem is one of the most respected and long-running
bands out of South America, and arguably the biggest
metal band from Peru. At what point did you realize you
were “climbing that hill”? Was there a specific show or tour
when you discovered you were breaking out?
“It’s funny because it was never our intention in the first place
to “climb up that hill”. As a matter of fact, we have never had
or felt a breakthrough and we couldn’t care less. It has never
been a part of our mentality to think “this record is really going
to make it big”. we never had this sort of mentality in the first
place. For example, when we opened for Slayer, a lot of people
told us:” you guys made it”. But honestly, for us, it didn’t mean
shit. It didn’t do shit for us. It meant absolutely nothing. I mean,
how can you measure your success by being the opening act for
a major band, when you know that the audience of thousands
is there to see the major band and not yours! We are very down
to earth, when it comes to this type of stuff, always keeping our
feet on the ground. Now don’t get me wrong, for us it was really
a great achievement to release an album back in 1995 and to
get signed by Merciless Records, a small German label. But we
never lost any sleep on plans about touring around the world.”
The band’s sound is fundamentally unchanged from the
first demo. When you created the band, were you pure
death metal from the very beginning?
“No, I don’t think our sound has not changed since our first
demo. As a band that’s been active for more than 30 years,
I’d say with gone through a long process of evolution. We have
incorporated lots of new things into our music, but I would say
the essence is still the same. I don’t think anybody can remain
unaware or what’s going on in their surroundings. Everything
influences you. But we’ve never felt the pressure or the need to
play the music that is trendy. It’s never being tempting enough
to follow the trends that come and go. We know what sound we
like to convey. If you listen to our music it is obvious that there
are some parts that people would consider thrash metal. It
makes sense because many bands that are considered thrash
metal nowadays, like Slayer or Exodus influenced us in the beginning. However, it has always been our intention to write dark,
brutal and evil music. This is how we conceived Mortem in the
beginning when we started and this is how it will remain.”
Death metal became huge in the early 90s, then lost ground
for a time in the later half of the decade. Almost 30 years
later, the genre seems stronger than ever, thanks in part
to veteran bands like Mortem. You released a new album
about every three years since your first full-length in 1995.
Did you have a sense of the change in interest within the
death metal underground, or was that an issue in Peru?
“Not really, we were always under the impression that we
weren’t part of any trend. In the late eighties, there were so
many bands that put out great albums. I think those classics
are the ones that keep the metal spirit alive. If our music served
as inspiration for other newer bands, then that’s an honor. But I
think classic bands and their albums are the ones that inspired
us all in the first place. “Scream Bloody Gore”, “Consuming
Impulse”, “Left Hand Path”, “Altars of Madness”, etc, etc”
Following up on the previous two questions, your presentation and content has remained very consistent despite
newer elements sneaking into death metal over the years.
How did you maintain your own musical vision throughout
your career? Do you pay attention to any newer releases or
bands? Or did you just stick to the classics and what you
already knew?
“It wasn’t really hard, we just stuck to our roots and we played
the music that we really wanted to play since the beginning. We
try to keep up with some new bands that are really worthy of
our attention, but unfortunately as we have less time due to our

other responsibilities (families), the stuff has to be real good in
order for us to give it some time to listen to it. I still listen to Immolation and I think the last band that really blew my brain was
Angelcorpse, in the late 90s. Lately, I’ve been listening to the
likes of Headhunter DC, Unaussprechlichen Kulten, Pentacle,
Sacrocurse and some other bands that don’t come to mind right
now... From Peru, I definitely recommend Psicorragia, Disinter,
Evil Damn and the new batch of death metal bands that have
been thriving lately (can’t remember the exact names right now,
sorry!). They fucking rip!”

PUTRID WAYS

Your latest album is a perfect example of classic death metal. The production really avoids the “modern” feel that ruins
so many newer albums. How did you avoid that, and did you
plan it that way, or is that just what comes naturally?
With our limited budget, we tried to do the best we could to
sound like Mortem. I think the result was decent, even though
there are a few things that could have been better. The record
definitely plays better when it’s played loud! No doubt about
it! I think one of the reasons why we were able to have an
acceptable production was that the sound engineer for this
album was none other than Sandro Garcia, a former member of
the band, who played in our classic album “The Devil Speaks In
Tongues” (1998). He owns a studio now. He totally sat with us
and listened to what we wanted, so he definitely knew what we
were looking for.”
Here’s an open question, what does death metal mean to you?
“Death metal is the incarnation of the most brutal, unholy,
satanic, evil dark music from the depths of hell! It is not happy
or depressive music, it has to bring the worst in you, all your
aggression. If the music doesn’t kick you in the balls, if the
lyrics don’t take you to Hell, then it’s not death fucking metal!
“Death Metal came in the wind!!!!!!”
As a leader of a band that has lasted so long, what kind of
advice would you have for younger death metal acts that
would follow in your footsteps?
“My best advice would be not to follow in our footsteps
(laughs)! No, really, if you want to make it big, sell a lot of
records and tour all over the world, then do not follow any
advice from us! Trust me, we are old fucks and we never had
a breakthrough in our careers! But, seriously, we don’t give a
shit about that. For me, success is not measured by how many
people wear a patch with your logo on their vests... The only
advice that I can give you is to listen to the music that you really like and play the music that fulfills you. Don’t listen to other
music just because it’s trendy, you’ll regret it later! Stay true,
motherfuckers! Oh, and one more thing: don’t overdo the use of
media, it can become very, very annoying. If you don’t have an
album out, then don’t release several video clips of your band
on YouTube! It doesn’t take you anywhere! You may promote
your band, but don’t make whores of yourselves! There was a
time in the late eighties when true underground metal bands
didn’t release any video clips, even with MTV’s Headbangers’
Ball! “No video clip” is for Die Hards!”
Too many interviews ask “what are your influences?”, but
could you discuss one album that is really important to
you, and why?
Possessed’s “Seven Churches” Is probably the most influential
album for the death metal scene and myself, of course. If you
don’t like this album, then you probably do not play death metal. The vocals, the guitars, the lyrics, they set the standard for
what extreme unholy metal should sound like. Something about
those riffs just makes them evil and brutal in a very unique
way. The drumming was far from being perfect if you compared
it to other drummers’ performances at the time, but somehow
this added to the brutality, it made the album sound more “out
of control”, almost like the Brazilian bands that would follow up
in the 80s. Possessed by Evil Hell!”
That’s all I have for now. I hope we meet again soon!
“That’s a lot for the interview, Jeff! We’ll definitely meet again!
Thanks for being patient as well!” c
“Deinós Nekrómantis” available via Iron Pegasus Records [www.
iron-pegasus.com] / Mortem [www.facebook.com/The-TrueMortem-Per%C3%BA-151727424891464]
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he very first thing that I need to ask you is about
the band name. I know that it was conceived
having in mind different bands, even the peculiar
spelling of Midnight is derived from a specific band. Can
you elucidate us on that?
“Creating the name itself was a long trial. In the very early
days, we had three gigs booked without even having a name! It
was very difficult to not only come up with a completely original
name that no other bands have used, but to have it have
enough of a lasting impact. We must have suggested about 300
different names to each other before settling on Midnite Hellion!
The process took about two to three weeks before settling on a
name. The “Midnite” portion came about based on one of the
suggestions, which was “Midnight Hotline” (© 2011 Midnite
Hellion, all rights reserved). We liked both the word “Midnight”
and the way that the letters “M” and “H” looked together, but
the name didn’t have punchiness. We resorted to going through
our record collections trying to get ideas from other song titles,
which ended up working well. The word “Hellion” came out
based on the WASP song of the same name and then a logo
was designed as “Midnight Hellion.” The artist had the words
stacked and it just didn’t look balanced as-is, so we decided to
change “Midnight” to “Midnite,” having both words being only
seven letters long. When the alternate spelling of “Midnite” was
suggested, a reaction was “Yeah! Like the Krokus song!” WASP
was really the only inspiration on the name, but adding in the
Krokus portion makes for a good story.
You have travelled a long and tumultuous road since your
formation back in 2011. I’m referring to the constant
line-up changes, reaching now the point where you are the
only remaining former member of the band. Is there any
specific reason for the constant change in line-up?
“For the most part, it all came down to life and majority of
the splits were amicable. Some were relocated due to their
employment, others concentrated on their education and raising
their families. Some had decided that being in a touring band
isn’t right for them. All we can do is wish them well and move
forward. I also made the mistake of being too ambitious when
announcing new members, as some people listed on Metal
Archives never even made it to a second rehearsal after the
audition process and some split after one show. Most bands
have had numerous unannounced line-up changes, it just isn’t
as easy to go under the radar nowadays due to social media
and everybody documenting every time they blink. In short, not
all of the “former members” should be considered as such or
even listed at all for that matter, but there’s nothing that can be
done about that at this point.”
Are you looking for a new band member to fill the gap left
by guitar player Jeremy Moles or Mario DiBartolo (guest
live musician) might be an option as full time member?

“We have been auditioning new prospective members, and we
believe that we have zeroed in on our new member! Mario has
been a great friend to us over the years, as he’s been with us
on and off again since 2011, even having performed at our first
concert. He’s recorded and toured with us, but life does not
always allow the time to be in a band full-time, as in his case.
While his availability has been increasingly more limited due
to his new employment, he’s been quite a trooper and we are
thankful for his contributions!”

DEFINING A STYLE

Rich, on the previous two releases “Hour of the Wolf” and
the live album “Bitchin’ at Champs! 11-15-2013”, Pamela
Berlinghof was handling the vocals. Do you feel that replacing a female singer on a band is an easier or harder task?
Rich: “Hmm, well it depends how you look at it really. I have
a completely different style from PJ so when it comes to some
things it can be difficult to make the songs my own, that’s true.
But I really don’t view it as a hard task since what we were
doing vocally is at its core different. If I were singing in a more
melodic way, it would be harder for me I think because it would
feel like I had to do things the way she did. Take Iron Maiden for
example. They’ve had 3 phenomenal vocalists on their records,
Paul has a very punkish feel to his vocals, whereas Bruce, and
Blaze have a more melodic style, so Blaze sang more like Bruce
did for the songs Paul recorded during his tenure. A long and
convoluted answer, yes, but to sum it up: not really. I play bass,
and sing in my own style. So even on stage I have to do my own
thing, so I don’t think that it’s that hard.”
You have just released your debut album “Condemned to
Hell” via Witches Brew records. Why have you decided to
include several songs from older releases? I’m asking this
especially because they already have quite a few years.
“The re-recordings took place mainly due to the love of the
songs from our supporters. All three songs that were re-recorded have become staples in the live set, and the releases
that they were featured on were of limited availability. Because
of those factors, we decided to include them on a proper fulllength that will always remain in print.
In addition, the songs have also matured over the years from
their initial states, and even have reworked them over time,
especially in the case of ‘The Morrigan’. Both ‘The Fever’
and ‘Cross The Line’ remain relatively unchanged in terms of
structure, but they have gotten significantly tighter and have
also changed a bit in the live setting.”
You worked again with Len Carmichael for the mixing and
mastering of “Condemned to Hell”. You have worked with
him on your previous releases and it’s starting to look like
a long lasting relationship...
“Len mixed and mastered our 2012 EP, “Enter The Unknown,”
and our brief time working together on that release began a
friendship. Our mutual friend, Pat Henry from Swashbuckle,

got us in touch with him and Len saved the day. We feel that
he gets the best out of us and he provides a very fun and
comfortable environment in which we can create a recording
that captures our essence.”
The drums on your debut album have slight more prominence than on past releases, especially your kick. The
sound on “Condemned to Hell” is quite organic and lively;
was this something that you were looking after?
“Absolutely, yes! We took a different approach to recording this
time around, which is actually an older technique. Instead of
tracking the drums along to just a guitar scratch track and a
click track, we decided to capture the energy of the band by
tracking the drums live. Both Jeremy and Rich were physically
present and playing along with me, and we all had the click
track in our monitors for a reference. We feel that not only did it
capture the energy, but also led to the drums being recorded in
a mere nine hours total over the course of two days.”
You have again used the wolf character to adorn the cover
of your debut album. Will it be a figure that might end up in
future Midnite Hellion covers?
“Indeed, he still has many more adventures to go on. In addition
to the two covers, he’s also been featured on two event shirts
for our appearances in Chicago in 2014 and Starland Ballroom
in Jersey in 2017. He’s been to hell and back again with us!”

THE BIG LEAGUE

Recently, you teamed up with Exodus and Obituary for the
“Condemned to Hell” release show. How was the experience
of having your release party together with two of the most
influential metal bands?
“It was quite incredible, to say the least! Being a major fan of
both bands and having grown up listening to them, we couldn’t
have asked for a better record release event! The only negative
part to the day was that it wasn’t longer.”
You have already shared stages with many cult metal
bands. On your portfolio, there are names like Overkill,
Grim Reaper, Anvil, Raven, Artillery or Whiplash to state
just a few. How is the feeling of sharing stages with the
bands that have influenced the metal scene?
“It’s honestly quite an honour and very humbling to be included
in events with such legendary bands. These are bands that I
grew up studying, reading interviews with, and memorizing their
catalogues. To be able to share the stage with them in this day
and age is something that is cherished, as sadly it will not last
forever and we try to make the most of every concert. I also try
to catch the tours at another local stop if possible, as when we
are performing I rarely have time to take in the entire show due
to working on our merchandise booth or mingling.”
I know that the recording process of the new album was
stopped a few times because you had last minute proposals
to play along with bands like Flotsam and Jetsam, UDO and
Yngwie Malmsteen. Looking back now, despite the obvious

"THAT VIDEO WAS THE REASON I PURCHASED A DVD PLAYER; WAS
QUITE DISAPPOINTED THAT IT WASN'T RELEASED ON VHS"

CONDEMNED TO HELL
WITCHES BREW

This is one of those bands that are going
definitely by the book… Releasing a demo
and EP/Single prior to an album to gain
the mandatory maturity and experience.
The main issue here is probably the constant line-up changes that unfortunately
Drew Rizzo, former member and drummer
has suffered during the years, especially
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on the vocal department, which is by
obvious reasons always more conspicuous. Coming straight from a prior female
vocalist with whom they released the
two song EP “Hour of the Wolf”, Rich
Kubik, the new and young vocalist, has
definitely the ingrate task of creating
Midnite Hellion’s own vocal style. “Condemned to Hell” picks up where Scott
Alpert (previous male vocalist) left on
the EP “Enter the Unknown”, and gives
a different approach to songs like ‘The
Fever’ where Scott made an attempt to
have some high pitched melodic heavy
metal vocal leads. In total honesty even if
not very smooth, Scott gave a cool rough

edge to an already great song. Midnite
Hellion sound like a crude mixture of the
early stages of bands like Metallica, Iron
Maiden and Judas Priest blended with
some punk influences. There is a sense of
progression on this debut if taken in consideration prior releases, the songs sound
tighter (some of the older songs were
re-written) with a punchier analogue production where the bass and drums really
feel and sound quite vivid and dynamic.
However, the constant line-up changes
are somehow reflected in the composition
process and some of the passages and
riffs could have been boasted with a bit
more originality and complexity. At the

same time, this blooming and rough edge is
what makes them quite catchy and thrilling
bringing back good memories of a period
when heavy metal was supposed to be fun
and exciting. There is certainly space for
evolution and Rich Kubik needs a bit more
training, as his voice sounds uneven at
times and with strong resemblances to old
James Hetfield in some moments. Still, if
a blend of heavy with thrash metal and a
slight dose of punkish vibe sounds interesting and if you can cope with song titles like
‘Teenage Bloodsuckin’ Bimbos’, then give
this a listen or two and check how heavy
metal was played back in the days…

7 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

delay in getting everything recorded, do you think that the album was
affected in any way due to that?
“The situation was a total double-edged sword when referring to the recording end of things. It goes without saying that performing at the events was
absolutely well worth taking the time out to do! While it did buy us more time
for concentrating on the album, it also gave more time to sit there and try to
nit-pick every little nuance. We heard things during the UDO break that we
didn’t hear at the Flotsam break, and of course the same thing when it came
to the Yngwie break. That said, it also worked to our advantage to have that
extra time but could have lost some of the spontaneity of the album. We like
to handle recording as get in, do our jobs, and get out quick to capture the
moment in time as best as possible. Instead, we captured the six months in
time from beginning to end. All in all, we are very satisfied with the outcome
and are eager to start touring for “Condemned To Hell!””

BLENDING OLD METAL HEROES CAN BE A QUESTIONABLE TASK, IF DONE INCORRECTLY,
YET WHEN IT BLOOMS FEELINGS LONG FORGOTTEN ALL IS DISREGARD
.. JOURNALIST: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: DREW RIZZO ( DRUMS ) RICH KUBIK ( BASS / VOCALS ) ..

TEENAGE BIMBOS...

The last song on the album entitled ‘Teenage Bloodsuckin Bimbos’ will
be the theme song for an upcoming B-movie of the same name. Can
you unveil a bit more about this?
“The idea came about as a friend of mine that is a director came to me
for advice for the soundtrack. As the script has an 80’s metal vibe to it, he
asked if I could assist in securing bands that would be interested in taking
part. I gladly accepted and also offered to write a theme song for it, which
he loved! He also used part of the 7” version of ‘The Morrigan’ in one of
the trailers. Last I heard, the movie is in post-production and is slated for
a release this or early next year. It’s about teenage female vampires, and
three of the audio samples within the song are taken directly from it. The lyrics for the song are all based on the hilarious script. Having seen his movies
before, I know that “Teenage Bloodsuckin’ Bimbos” will be a film to die for!”
To end, Drew, I’ve heard that you are probably the Overkill fan that has
seen more times the band playing live (laughs)...
“Can’t help being a Hammerhead! I believe it’s 67 concerts since 2002,
but I might have lost count of a show or two over time as unfortunately I
do not have stubs from every show due to paying at the door some nights.
I’ve travelled the north-eastern seaboard of the US countless times to see
them, as well as in Canada, Ohio, Florida, and on the Atlantic Ocean. Very
fortunate that my first time seeing them was at the Asbury Park DVD filming
event; now I can relive my first OverKill concert whenever I want! That video
was the reason I purchased a DVD player; was quite disappointed that it
wasn’t released on VHS. All I can say is that there is a reason why they
chose to record two live albums in Cleveland; that crowd is extremely rowdy
and fun! Thank you very much for taking the time to conduct an interview
with us. Keep the flame of metal burning strong!!” c
“Condemned to Hell” available via Witches Brew [www.witchesbrewthrashes.
eu] / Midnite Hellion [www.midnitehellion.com]

THE ENTHUSIASM AND JOY OF RELEASING A DEBUT ALBUM
IS ACCORDING TO SOME MUSICIANS COMPARABLE TO BEING
A PARENT FOR THE FIRST TIME. MIDNITE HELLION
OVERFLOW FERVOR AND PASSION FOR METAL AS CLAIMED BY
OVERKILL STALKER, DREW RIZZO (DRUMMER) AND THE NEW
MEMBER, RICH KUBIK (VOCALIST/BASSIST)

PHOTOS: JEFF CRESPI ROCKS
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NOKTURNAL MORTUM

LIVE REPORT
A RETROSPECTIVE... WHAT COULD HAVE BECOME

2016
Across the globe, there were several attempts to create the
next big metal festival. New organizations struggle with
all kind of initial setbacks and usually lack of experience,
low-ticket sales and all sort of bad decisions haunt the majority, if not all, festivals on an early stage. RAGNARD ROCK
FEST is the recent face of a festival that had a tremendous
potential to grow! A good (unexpected) affluence of fans since
its first edition due to the suitable choice of bands and its
Pagan concept. Unfortunately, like any other new event they
had their share of problems resulting from the first edition,
especially moneywise, local and national media coverage
that haunted them to the point of service providers of prime
importance and partners retreat less than a month earlier from
the 2017 edition, causing its cancellation. This is our testimony through the eyes of a journalist and above all metal fan
that crossed the ocean to witness the 2016 Pagan fury...

Ever since I got into metal, I found myself wishing that I lived in
Europe. The US has a few good metal festival here and there, but
unless you happen to live very close to one of a handful of cities,
attending one can cost hundreds of dollars or more. In contrast,
our friends from Europe are often able to hop onto flights and
travel across borders for under a hundred bucks. Since there’s a
much stronger metal scene in Europe, it’s easier to make friends
and contacts who you can crash with before or after festivals.
Not to mention, Europe tends to have far greater diversity than
the US... I can’t be the only one who can barely tell the difference
between LA, New York, Phoenix, and Seattle, just to name a few!
RAGNARD ROCK FEST 2016 wasn’t actually my first time at
a European metal show. That came in 2015, when I had the
pleasure of attending Steelfest in Finland. That was where I met
a small group of metalheads who I’ve kept in touch with, and
that’s how I heard about Ragnard in the first place.
At first, I was a little intimidated. English support on Ragnard’s
site and Facebook page was limited and the closest city, Geneva,
was hours and a national border away. That was when I had
a look at the lineup... KRODA, NOKTURNAL MORTUM, FAUN,
GRAVELAND, GAAHL’S WYRD, KHORS, MOONSORROW, NARGAROTH. The perfect nexus of pagan metal and black metal, and
it was in the middle of the forests and hills alongside the French
Alps. At this point, I knew that I had to go.
The lineup really was Ragnard’s strong point. I can’t emphasize
how rare and almost incredible it is to have bands like this in the
same place. On the one hand, you’ve got relatively mainstream
and accessible stuff, like NARGAROTH and GAAHL’S WYRD,

but on the other hand, you’ve got stuff that is barely above the
underground, such as NOKTURNAL MORTUM and GRAVELAND.
With that said, the festival was not without its drawbacks. We
arrived the day before the warm-up and set up camp in an area
reserved for caravans, a kilometer or so from the venue. It was
also a kilometer or so from the facilities, and for the life of us,
we couldn’t understand why there weren’t some toilets and
showers closer to the camping areas. Even the most seasoned
of festival veterans among us had never seen anything quite like
that. The problems continued the next day, the warm-up prelude
to the festival proper. Dozens if not hundreds of festival-goers
lined up in front of two stands near the camping area, waiting
to get the wristbands that would allow us into the venue. One
of the lines simply told us to go into the other line, wasting
time and frustrating many of us. There was a backup, however,
which resulted from the lack of internet connectivity. Festival
staff couldn’t scan our tickets and compare them with online
records, wasting even more time. At the end, they just gave out
wristbands to ticketholders without scanning the tickets, making
the whole exercise useless in the end.
Another minor annoyance came from the need to purchase
tokens in order to buy alcohol. Cash and credit would have
worked fine, but the festival organizers were insistent. That’s
another thing - very few of the food stands accepted credit
card, and the only ATM in Simandre-sur-Suran was kilometers
away. Still, the warm-up began on time with several noteworthy
bands, HELROTH, HIMINBJORG, and OBSESSION among them.
What a lot of us were waiting for, however, was NOKTURNAL
MORTUM, the legendary esoteric Slavic pagan act from Ukraine.
NOKTURNAL MORTUM ended up starting hours late and having
technical problems which cut their set horribly short. It was
still an excellent band to see live, but the delays and the short
playing time dramatically reduced my own enjoyment.
The next day, things began to pick up. Many more metalheads
began to arrive, and I found countries from all over Europe and
the world represented, such as Greece, Brazil, France, Germany,
England, Denmark, Belarus, Ukraine, and the US and many others. Most of the fans and band members were white Europeans,
but there were quite a few others. Among them were a gaggle of
Arab/North Africans, a few east Asians, and an Indian or two. So
if you ever hear about Ragnard being some kind of extremist or
“Nazi” fest, it’s all nonsense. A few concert goers wore unfortunate t-shirts, but they didn’t cause any problems.
It was in this day that we encountered another minor logistical

problem. Although my friends and I managed to get to the fest
by driving into Simandre-sur-Suran and asking around, we
had a few other friends coming in by train and there was no
straightforward way to find the fest. The map online was virtually
useless and the few signs in town were ambiguous and hard
to find. We ended up sending a dropped pin on Google Maps to
one of the latecomers, and I found myself wondering why the
organizers didn’t use a straightforward method like that to mark
the location of the fest.
Leading up to the concerts on the first day of Ragnard Rock Fest
proper, I found myself wandering around the merchant shops and
the “Viking village” set up close to the stages. There was quite
a selection of shirts and gear for all sorts of bands, although my
favorites were the festival shirts. I got a steal on the Nokturnal
Mortum Ragnard shirt and it’s one of my favorite ones to wear
to shows in the US. As for the wares... I wasn’t particularly
interested in any of them. The whole thing seemed like something
between a renaissance fair and a town fair where local “artists”
try to peddle stuff you’ll never use at inflated prices.
Where the festival really shone, though, was in the quality of the
shows. There were three stages, two bigger ones and a smaller
one, and each of them had outstanding sound quality and lighting. I won’t bother to harp on the order of the bands that played or
which days they played on, but some of those which stood out in
my mind were FAUN, GAAHL’S WYRD, MALEPESTE, MONARQUE,
and FORTERESSE. It really was a pleasure to see the blackest
of black metal acts share a festival, and in some cases a stage,
with bands that are more folk than folk metal.
I was impressed enough by the fest that I bought tickets for
the third edition of Ragnard Rock Fest, which would be held in
the same place just within a few weeks of returning to the US.
Overall, I’d give it very high marks. Perfect location, outstanding
bands and security/staff were helpful and professional. With that
said, Ragnard seemed like a typical young festival going through
its growing pains. The problems with logistics and facilities just
struck me as very juvenile, like a little bit of planning or consulting with organizers of more senior festivals would have averted
them entirely. I’m sure the added experience and lessons learned
would make for a superb 2017 edition... Sadly that didn’t happen
and we hope that RAGNARD ROCK FEST returns someday!
INTRODUCTION: Ricardo Azevedo JOURNALIST: Alex Ross
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CENTERED ON THE PAINFUL DARK WORLD OF DR. DEALER, THE BRITISH QUINTET STORMZONE
EMBARK ON THE JOURNEY OF THEIR LIVES WITH A FIFTH DEADLY HEAVY METAL ALBUM
.. WORDS: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: JOHN “HARV” HARBINSON ( VOCALIST ) ..

NOT MANY HEAVY METAL BANDS CAN BLEND PERFECTLY
MELODY WITH POWERFUL RIFFS WITHOUT GOING OVER
THE TOP. STORMZONE ARE AMONG THOSE WHO
HAVE, ALBUM AFTER ALBUM, REFINED THEIR ABILITY TO
COMPOSE SONGS THAT CAN BE EITHER MOVING OR SHARP.
VOCALIST JOHN “HARV” HARBINSON REVEALS
EVERY BIT OF THE NEW ALBUM ENTITLED “SEVEN SINS”
WITH A CAPTIVATING ENTHUSIASM...
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even Sins” is the title of your last album
and it was an immediate success and
praised all over the world by the media. Do
you feel that is the culmination of your experience as
musicians and also your best work to date?
“We knew we had recorded something very special with
“Seven Sins” but the level of positive reviews still took
us by surprise, in a very good way of course! We have
always been given a mixture of good, bad and indifferent
reviews with previous albums, most bands receive the
same and you can’t please everyone all the time no matter how hard you try, but the reviews for “Seven Sins”
have been consistently excellent and we are obviously
delighted that the press reaction to the album mirrors
our own confidence this time! It’s hard for me to say
whether or not I think it’s the band’s best album or not.
It’s certainly a progression for us as songwriters and the
formula for creating songs for “Seven Sins” is one we are
continuing to develop with our 6th album. Our experience
as musicians would certainly be a contributing factor
with regards to knowing whether something is working
or not and with “Seven Sins” our writing focused a lot on
editing songs to ensure they were not too long, something
we maybe didn’t concentrate on entirely with previous
albums, and only experience can help with certain
decisions like that.”
One of the aspects that I like on Stormzone, especially on the latest albums, is the balance and contrast
between softer melodic moments and powerful Heavy
Metal riffs, something that not all bands can nail.
When composing new songs do you find it hard to
keep that balance and not cross the boundaries and
going over the edge with either too softer tunes or
too much aggression? Is there something such as
“too much”?
“It’s great that you mentioned that Ricardo because that
indeed is something we pride ourselves with having,
an ability to keep control over things in that ‘too much’
department. Sometimes a slower paced song can sound
heavier than something played at a million kilometers per
hour so we know it’s not all about speed when it comes
to power. We also try to make sure that everything good
about Stormzone is highlighted during an album but at
the same time we realise what we are supposed to be
trying to achieve and also aware of our limitations every
bit as much as our abilities. Stormzone is a heavy metal
band with, at most, a tendency over the last couple of
albums to embrace power metal, but we have, I believe,
created a unique Stormzone sound and there is no point
in us trying to be as progressive as Dream Theater, as
melodic as Danger Danger or as heavy as Slayer, but
when we are writing and we hear elements of those
genres in the compositions we don’t then run away from
it, we just keep an eye on it to ensure, as you say, that it
doesn’t become ‘too much’!”
During the years Stormzone evolved from having a
more Hard Rock approach towards a classic Heavy
Metal band influenced perhaps by Power Metal. Is
there a particular reason for this to happen? Do you
think that the line-up changes that the band made
during the years had a direct importance on this?
“The first Stormzone album “Caught in the Act” was
actually supposed to be my own solo album so when it
was originally recorded it featured only session musicians and there was not yet an actual Stormzone. When
British label Escape Music heard the finished album
they immediately wanted to release it, but not as a solo
album, so Stormzone was put together after the first
album was available. That album was indeed much more
hard rock than metal, but when the final line-up for the
new band was put together as Stormzone after “Caught
in the Act” was released it became clear that the band’s
leanings with the new established musicians was much
more metal orientated. This became clear when we
wrote and recorded the second Stormzone album “Death
Dealer” which showed a marked difference from, as you

say, hard rock leanings towards a more classic metal sound. In
reality “Death Dealer” was probably the first Stormzone album
although I’m really happy to have “Caught in the Act” as part of
the Stormzone legacy. Mainly because, again as you mention,
there seems to be a consistent development of the band from
one album to the next, so from “Caught in the Act” to “Death
Dealer” there was definitely a swing from hard rock towards
metal, and it was a matter then of refining that with the next
three albums. When Steve Moore joined the band after “Death
Dealer”’s release that was when we really began to settle into a
much more consistent writing style and Steve’s influence on the
band was probably the reason for things to take a swing further
towards Power Metal, although we still wanted to maintain
that raw earlier NWOBHM element as well to remain faithful
to where we were originating from and so as not to sound too
European. So yes I guess line-up changes have indeed played a
part in the band’s development but I would have to emphasize
that we look on that as a very positive thing!”

PROVOKING THEMES

I feel that “Seven Sins” has a darker edge that the previous
records didn’t had. Do you believe that this aspect could be
used and developed more in future compositions?
“Seven Sins” marked another phase in the development of
Stormzone’s writing and hopefully emphasized how important it
is for us to be seen as continually developing and progressing.
With each album there have been people thinking that the
next one will just be similar to the previous one, but with each
release we have tried to ensure that an evolution can be clearly
seen. “Seven Sins” was definitely a darker album than anything
which preceded it, but that was because it was established
within the band from the very beginning that “Seven Sins”
was going to have a consistent and unifying storyline running
throughout it, and that storyline involved some very thought
provoking subjects which may indeed have made the whole
album appear to be a dark work. However we also wanted to
put across a very real sense of positivity within the theme, to
make people aware of everything that was going on but also,
hopefully, to allow listeners to discover that Dr Dealer’s actions
are also to bring feelings of hope and renewal, a light in the
darkness. We have Death Dealer songs on each album, but
“Seven Sins” was all about him from the start to the finish.
We’re already well into the writing process for our 6th album
and indeed some Dealer songs have been created, but we like
developing the Dealer character and he may actually become
someone totally different on the next album, perhaps even from
a different century. On past albums he has been a warrior,
pirate captain, Irish king, snake oil salesman and currently he
is being developed into a very interesting character which may
suit a return to the “Seven Sins” storyline, but that’s something
that will only be revealed when the next album is close to being
released!”
On the new album you have brought, like you have stated
already, back the character Dr. Dealer and this time with an
assistant called Bathsheba. One of the interesting aspects
of “Seven Sins” is that during the songs some of the characters were matured and developed. Can you explain to us
the concept of the new album and how it was created?
“Seven Sins” not only continues our tradition of featuring a
re-invention of the (Death) ‘Dealer’ character on each album,
but this time instead of just featuring on two or three songs as
he has on the first four albums, this new release is dedicated to
a storyline in which ‘Dealer’ (on this album known as Dr Dealer)
gets the main billing as the leader of a group of travelling gifted
misfits in an Emporium which arrives at various towns which
have been brought to his attention as harbouring evil people
responsible for abusing children born with disabilities, keeping
the afflicted offspring locked up and ignored in cellars, lofts or
other horrible confined spaces. With the help of his beautiful
but deadly assistant Bathsheba he locates the tortured souls,
rescues them, gives them safety within his caravans and
‘deals’ out all sorts of retribution on those adults who have
been cruel and negligent to the vulnerable. The album not only
describes his methods and motives, but it also gets right inside
the ‘Dealer’s’ mind for the first time allowing you to see everything through his eyes. On past albums listeners could hear

all about him, whereas on “Seven Sins” you actually get the
opportunity to put yourself in the place of the Dealer himself!
Bathsheba is an exotic, beautiful foreign girl who Dr Dealer
rescued from an abusive family when she was a teenager. She
was being treated more like a slave than a daughter. Dr Dealer
observed that she was exceptional, not only with her appearance but also with her ability to hypnotize men into complete
submission. She wasn’t originally named Bathsheba, but being
forever grateful to the leader of the traveling Emporium she
swore an oath of loyalty, and Dr Dealer renamed her Bathsheba
because he looked on her as his own blood and offspring and
the name Bathsheba means ‘daughter of the oath’. She is
faithful beyond belief towards those whom she trusts as loyal
to Dr Dealer, but she has a side to her which gets unleashed
at Dealer’s command when, now a mature young woman, she
is faced with circumstances similar to those she remembers
enduring when she couldn’t fend for herself and the agony
of the torture she faced then influences her attitude to those
she hypnotizes unaware that they are about to meet their end
and the victim of their cruelty rescued, educated and equally
faithful to Dr Dealer. You simply do not want to mess around
with Bathsheba!”

EXHIBITING DYNAMICS

“Seven Sins” was recorded and produced by the guitarist
Steve Moore at his FireMachine Studio. By now it’s clear
that the advantages that Steve brought to Stormzone are
not limited to his guitar playing skills, which are evolving
and playing a more important role album after album I
must say.
“Steve Moore also played on, engineered and produced our 3rd
and 4th albums “Zero to Rage” and “Three Kings”, but although
these albums never achieved the international sales necessary
for us to be able to buy ourselves a speed boat, fast car or
beach house in the sun, that result certainly wasn’t down to the
quality of the production on those albums! The songs we had
written and recorded were given to Steve Moore and took them
by the throat and given his full production skills and at the very
least he made the songs sound excellent. His production abilities have been getting better and better, and, should Stormzone
never get a major break as a band, it would be a real shame
if Steve Moore didn’t receive a lot of much deserved praise
and success as a producer. The production on “Seven Sins” is
massive, and it’s all down to Steve’s developing skills behind
the recording desk as well as an an appreciation for current
recording techniques while at the same time maintaining an
immense amount of knowledge as to what has always made
successful heavy metal bands sound so big and powerful without the need for computers. He embraces all manner of evolving
technology, and masters it, but his ears and mind are always
focussed on what makes music sound clear and powerful with
dynamics, excitement and separation, and he will tirelessly
work on all those aspects of recording until he is fully satisfied
with an end product. He has been doing that with full dedication
to developing a unique sound for Stormzone for years, and it’s
time he got due credit as the excellent producer he undoubtedly
is. Maybe “Seven Sins” will get Steve that recognition, and one
thing is certainly guaranteed, apart from all that it will definitely
show the world how brilliant a guitarist he is!”
For the recording of “Seven Sins” did you had a specific
time frame in Steve’s studio or it was a calm and relaxed
process during several weeks? In the end do you feel that
“seven Sins” clearly benefited from this situation?
“We have definitely benefited from being signed to Metal Nation
Records as Jess Cox never puts the band under pressure to
meet deadlines. The great thing is we have always had albums
written and recorded well ahead of schedule and that is
definitely as a result of our great fortune in having the ability

to record in Steve’s FireMachine studio during time-frames
which suit each member of the band and of course with Steve
also being our producer and guitarist we therefore have that as
a massive advantage. The only pressure we really feel is the
pressure we put on ourselves to continually create great music,
but that is a very satisfying self-inflicted pressure and it is
never affected by time. Our songwriting turn-around is actually
very fast though. When the Stormzone instrumentalists have
nailed a riff and a structure for a new song it is usually sent
to me in demo format that same night and it is very unusual if
the finished song has not been completed with vocal melodies
the next day. That means we generally write quite a few more
songs than we can put on a new album, which is why with
“Seven Sins” we revealed the ability within the cd booklet for
people to be able to find a link to all the bonus tracks, which
eventually led them to what was more or less another “Seven
Sins” mini-album!”
I know that the new album had several possible titles and
front covers. What made you decide for “Seven Sins” and
for the chosen front cover?
“I did the cover and booklet artwork so I guess I had the “Seven
Sins” storyline very fresh in my head as I was coming up with
the ideas for the cover image and interior design. The music
was obviously a major influence also as most of the songs had
been written by the time I began coming up with the initial ideas
for what could best represent an album called “Seven Sins”.
It was a similar scenario to that of actually choosing that title
for the album. We collectively decided on “Seven Sins” and the
cover artwork then had to relate to that choice. Dr Dealer has
a very special wagon in which he challenges people to choose
one of seven potions that have been created by his secretive
and gifted associates under the cover of darkness. Bathsheba
gives men a sense of invincibility, they pay good money,
probably under a sense of bravado, or under the influence of Dr
Dealer’s “welcome drink”, to challenge their bravery against
the carnival’s leader, to risk money and reputation in order to
impress Bathsheba and prove themselves worthy of furthering
their chances of success with her. Money is exchanged, a key
given and a box then opened, with absolutely no guarantee of
success, but, totally smitten by Bathsheba, men will risk everything to impress her. The album cover represents the opening of
that mysterious and potentially deadly box, it’s Eastern design
influences hinting at the origins of Bathsheba’s name, maybe
even to that extent suggesting a slightly erotic connotation, pay
the money, take the risk, turn the key, open the possibilities,
eastern promise or a fate worse than death, everything is
possible here in the “Seven Sins” Emporium!”

SONGWRITING AND PAINTING

As you have already mentioned, like on the previous album
“Three Kings” you have designed yourself the cover of the
new album. This side of the creation of a new record also
attracts you? I know that you have been an active artist and
recently you had an exhibition of your art in Spain.
“I live in Madrid now and do most of my artwork there so it
was great to be able to have some exhibitions in my adopted
country and to have quite a few paintings already there to
show at the exhibitions without the necessity to ship artwork
over from Ireland. Being in a band or being an artist inevitably
leads to creativity, and I find equal satisfaction in songwriting
and painting. However I can’t write a song on my own, I need
the rest of the band as equal songwriting partners to have an
end product, whereas when I’m painting it is just me and the
paints and blank canvases, there’s obviously a similar degree
of intensity at times with both passions but for some reason or
other one balances out the other for me and I need them both
to redress certain imbalances within myself as an artist and
musician, they do seem to compliment each other very well!4

"A SLOWER PACED SONG CAN SOUND HEAVIER THAN
SOMETHING PLAYED AT A MILLION KILOMETERS PER HOUR"
By John “Harv” Harbinson
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SEVEN SINS

METAL NATION RECORDS
After the visceral and globally accepted album “Three
Kings” as probably their best work to date, the Northern
Ireland war dogs Stormzone unveil their fifth album after
two years of what looks like an extremely rewarding
composition process. Again, under the wings of Metal
Nation Records and label boss Jess Cox they have again
left the fans amazed with how easily they returned for a
new dose of NWOBHM, done the right way! You might
know Jess Cox for running for some time Neat Records
and from releasing classic albums like “Welcome to Hell”,
“Black Metal”, “At War With Satan”, “Cloven Hoof”, “Fear
of Tomorrow” or “Terror Squad”. On the past years there
has been a strong revivalism around Metal where slightly
dormant music genres were brought back to “life”, this
happened with Death, Thrash and Heavy Metal is no exception. It’s purely a vitality cycle, some may argue. This
is probably the discussion, which originates less consensus
on the metal scene. Is there a group of people that controls
this sort of sudden interest? Are metal genres forced by
labels seasonally or its plain coincidence? This is probably
nor the time or place for such dissertation, so moving on.
Unlike “Three Kings” that opened in a very Iron Maidens’
style (‘Aces High’), where we could hear Winston Churchill
babble a few words in his, sometimes imperceptible,
speech style, “Sevens Sins” is a pure blast from the
beginning ‘til the very last seconds without hesitations.
‘Bathsheba’ opens with an effective sinister ambiance
to be interrupted abruptly by both guitars and drums
of (now ex-member) David Bates. By the end of that
song, it’s evident that Stormzone have, with no question
whatsoever, supplanted the previous album and progressed
even further by adding a few more subtle Power Metal influences giving an even deadly sharp edge to the melodic
compositions, courtesy also of the potent production by
the guitar player, Steve. There are still gentle almost ballad
alike moments where John “Harv” Harbinson disclosures
in full his melodic vocal leads, but these passages are always intermingled with powerful heavy metal riffing and
intense “beating the skins” atmospheres, like on ‘Another
Rainy Night’ or the closer ‘Born of the Damned’. Steve
Moore is an impressive guitarist and I’m almost tempted
to say that, the songs were composed for him to show his
thrilling string technique (laughs). The songs are divided
into several segments and the guitars play an important
role in setting the right mood either by having that unique
solo moment or powerful riffing attack leading the listener
into a whirlwind of air guitar movements. As usual, the
character Dealer was brought back, this time in a full epic
journey together with his beautiful yet mortal assistant
Bathsheba, giving a lyrical dark atmosphere to an already
energetic album.
“Seven Sins” is one of those invigorating albums that
sound pleasantly ambivalent simply because they were
able to sound modern yet reeking in old school NWOBHM
traditions. This will remain close to your stereo for a long
time and in each listening, it will simply reinforce your
desire to press the play button again, again and again.
This is an essential purchase for fans of bands like Iron
Maiden, Falconer, Helloween or Hammerfall.
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The guys in the band have known for years of course that
I enjoyed doing artwork, and they often asked me if I had
considered doing an album cover. I had always avoided it
because I enjoyed drawing and painting on a larger scale,
I may well have been attracted to doing a cover for a vinyl
album, an LP cover, but a 12cm x 12cm cd cover just
seemed too small for me to think I could properly express
myself on it. Finances more or less dictated that I had
to give it a go for the benefit of the band. Other artists
were asking for a lot of money to do a cover for us and
“Three Kings” needed to have specific imagery relating to
the Celtic feel of some of the material, the ideas that we
were being sent were not representing the album to our
liking so to save money and to capture the essence that
everyone in the band was going to be happy with I decided
to create a “Three Kings” album cover myself, the guys
loved it, we didn’t have to pay anyone, so win win! When
it came time to do it all again for “Seven Sins” I already
knew that this time I was going to do it and with lots of
time to spare I was able to design several alternatives,
but as in the previous question there was only really one
image that totally captured the feel of the storyline and
that one ended up being the unanimous choice for the
“Seven Sins” cover. Will I do the next one? I think in my
head I already have it done!”

BREAKING TIES

In 2013, If I’m not mistaken, you signed a three album
deal with Metal Nation Records, nevertheless which
led your departure from the well-known Steamhammer/SPV label?
“Metal Nation boss Jess Cox came to see us play in
Newcastle, England when we supported Tesla there in
the O2 Academy way back in 2008. He had been head of
Neat Records, the label that encouraged Sweet Savage to
reunite and our previous drummer Davy bates, who was
in Sweet Savage back then, remained friends with Jess
when the partnership split after two albums. Jess stayed
after the Tesla show, we had a drink together he expressed
an interest in helping the band out. Shortly afterwards
we had recorded our second album, “Death Dealer” and
quickly realised that the more straight metal approach
to this album would not have suited a release on Escape
Music, the company who released our first more melodic
album ‘Caught in the Act’. SPV had expressed an interest
in signing us after one of their representatives had seen
us at Sweden Rock, but we had contractual obligations
to Escape Music and couldn’t sign to SPV right away. We
were out of our depth and desperate to sign to the German
label and Jess took the bull by the horns and negotiated
a settlement between the labels which allowed us to be
free to leave Escape Music and release “Death Dealer”
through SPV. We just could not have done that on our own,
and we were grateful to Jess for sorting everything out for
us. At that moment we quickly decided that we needed a
manager who could deal with these kinds of situations,
and Jess seemed the obvious choice. We signed a management contract with him and we went on to do some
great shows as a result, including Wacken, and Jess also
negotiated the release of our third album, “Zero To Rage”
through SPV. Our management contracts coincided with
our SPV contracts and both 3 year terms came to an end
at the beginning of 2013. We knew we were going to have
“Three Kings” recorded and ready for release that year
but with SPV going through another insolvency situation
it wasn’t clear as to whether they would be ideal to keep
waiting for in order to release ‘Three Kings’. We met up
with Jess at the Metal Assault festival in Germany that
February, he spent the weekend with us and we realised
that we didn’t need to wait on anyone at all. Jess was
head of Metal Nation records, he had contacts all over the
world and he knew everything there was to know about
heavy metal, so we decided that there was only one label
going to release “Three Kings” and that was Metal Nation.
Here we are another two years later and he’s lived up to
all his promises and our new album “Seven Sins” is now

also available on Metal Nation!”
You have announced the depart of drummer Davy
Bates. He is someone that you have known for more
than 30 years and started playing together when you
probably joined Sweet Savage around 1983. I guess it
must have been a very hard decision for him...
“Davy is a real gentleman as well as a fantastic drummer
and his loss was felt greatly within the band, not only
because he had been in Stormzone since the beginning
but also because during that time he had been a major
part of organising the day to day running of the band, the
finances and travel arrangements. As the elder statesman
he was also very much the voice of reason when things
were getting heated or a sensible head was needed in the
making of important band decisions. He would have been
the closest to our record company boss Jess as Jess’s
previous label Neat Records had signed Sweet Savage
for 2 albums when Davy was still in that band. Davy left
on very friendly terms, he fulfilled all the commitments
that had been booked up until his departure and he’ll tell
anyone that he was proud to have been in Stormzone for
10 years. He had originally joined Sweet Savage way back
in 1978 and with them he had toured with bands such as
Motörhead, Budgie and Thin Lizzy. Although Sweet Savage
were a metal band Davy never really wanted to be a metal
drummer, the level of power he wanted to play at was
probably more aligned to a Thin Lizzy style that Motörhead. But he persevered, and with Stormzone he was able
to relate to the music we were creating during the first
two or three albums, but the direction we were beginning
to take with “Three Kings” and “Seven Sins” began to
make him realise that although he was prepared to adapt
to metal drums, the more intricate patterns that were
becoming required, especially with the more power metal
leanings of “Seven Sins” and our new material, made him
realise that he was gradually travelling further and further
away from his comfort zone. He was also being affected
by what he probably perceived as an endurance test when
Stormzone was playing at festivals. Some the bands we
were sandwiched between would at times be playing
brutal death metal and poor Davy didn’t find modern
metal too appetising. It is, of course, a devastating blow
when you lose a drummer of Davy’s ability, but we haven’t
lost a friend, he is still very close to the band and will
always remain so!”
Gladly one month later a replacement was found on
the form of the young Gordy Gray. How did the name
come about and what can you tell us about him?
Judging by the video recording of “You’re Not The
Same” shoot recently at Distortionfest he seems up
to the task.
“Gordy was and is perfect for Stormzone! He is a young
drummer so his history in bands is not a very long one,
but for around the last 4 years while he was in his previous outfits Warcrux and the Irontown Diehards we always
seemed to find ourselves on the same line ups, so his
drumming brilliance was always known to us. Until Davy’s
departure we had no reason at all to be thinking of Gordy
as a Stormzone drummer, but he was certainly an ideal
candidate for us to approach, not only as he played drums
naturally the way we envisaged Stormzone’s direction
going in, but also because we discovered that for the last
4 or 5 years when he was practicing during the week he
was rehearsing the drums alone listening to Stormzone!
How ideal was that!? So it transpired that Stormzone
was actually a band playing music which Gordy had a
preference for playing along to, Distortionfest was his first
time playing live with us and to be honest it felt as if he
had been in the band for years, plus as you have said,
there is video evidence to support that!”

6 THAT WERE 5...

Last year you announced that a third guitarist was
added to the band turning Stormzone into a 6-piece
band however, I’m not sure what happened in
between, because I believe you kept playing live as a

5-piece band up until now. Is this still something
going to happen or simply didn’t worked out?
“When David Shields left the band it was just before
we were due to play at two Spanish festivals, Skulls
of Metal in Jaen and the massive Leyendas Del Rock
festival. Our initial thoughts were ask the original
Stormzone guitarist Steve Doherty to return to the fold
for these two massive shows plus to take part then
in a series of local shows which we were going to use
to launch “Seven Sins”. Steve unfortunately couldn’t
travel to Spain but was interested in doing the album
launch shows. Junior Afrifa, our current second
guitarist took a break from his other band Lock Horns
to play with us at Skulls and Leyendas. Both of those
performances were fantastic and Junior really didn’t
play like someone who had learned the Stormzone
set at short notice, it was really as if he had been a
member of the band from the beginning. When we got
back from Spain we then discovered that he wanted
to remain in Stormzone, but of course while we were
gone Steve Doherty had been working every day learning the Stormzone set for the album launch shows. So
we agreed to do those shows as a 6 piece and to work
out the best way forward afterwards. The 6 piece
shows were great but we quickly discovered that
having three guitarists didn’t actually add anything to
the Stormzone live delivery and in fact the band was
losing a little of it’s identity. We have now been going
for 10 years and built up a great reputation around
Europe as a fantastic live five piece band and we
were going to have a hard time convincing all those
who had been supporting us over those years that
a massive change like that just had to be accepted
by them. For us it was like taking a step backwards,
we talked about it at great length and Steve Doherty
graciously agreed to leave the band in order for us
to re-group and approach the next 10 years without
the constant criticisms that would have inevitably
come from people feeling we were going down the Iron
Maiden road for no particular reason other than to be
a 6 piece like them! So everything worked out really
well, Junior has been in the band now for over a year,
he has greatly contributed to the writing of the 6th
album and our reputation as a live band is continuing
to grow.”

NOT EMPIRE

The song ‘Another Rainy Night’ has any connection
with the classic song by Queensrÿche with
the same title which appeared on the album
“Empire”?
“The only connection between the Queensrÿche song
and the one on our “Seven Sins” album is the title,
both have very different themes, the Queensrÿche
song is more about the loneliness of being apart from
someone you love whereas the Stormzone song is a
description of the events leading up to Dr Dealer’s
arrival in a particular town, an attempt to build the
atmosphere and give the listener an indication of
the anxiety people are feeling after hearing rumours
that he and his travelling carnival are about to arrive
where they live. Just as Geoff Tate would have given
everything to make what he was writing believable so
every song on “Seven Sins” has a special meaning to
me, my heart and soul goes into every word written
and then the singing of the melodies, so it’s hard to
single any song out to have more significance than
any other. I guess I have a little more fondness for
some songs for my own specific individual reasons.
For example ‘Your Time Has Come’ stands out for
me as it was the first song that the guys sent me
the music for to get the whole “Seven Sins” song
writing campaign up and running. ‘Master of Sorrow’,
has a section just before the guitar solo which leads
into a rhythm section under the solo which never
fails to make the hairs on the back of my neck and

arms stand on edge, it’s a quite incredible
experience still being amazed by something like that
after all these years making music, and I guess that’s
why we still continue to persevere in the business
because successful or not, when you get to feel the
way we do about creating heavy metal music and it
having a positive effect on our attitudes and day to
day outlooks on life, that is reward in itself for all the
time and effort we put into Stormzone. Your question
leads me to believe you view “Seven Sins” with the
same positive and affectionate attitude. That means
the world to us! “
What about your next album, I’m sure that you
have already started working on it or at least
you already have some ideas for it. What can we
expect for the follower of “Seven Sins”?
“Well to tell you the truth we really never stop writing,
it’s never a case of having time away from writing
songs and then saying right, it’s time to create what’s
necessary for a new album. So the songs on “Seven
Sins” would have been the continuation of writing
after we recorded “Three Kings” and really there was
no plan to change direction or become more progressive. So technically from the moment “Seven Sins”
was recorded we began working on what will be the
next Stormzone album! The songs on “Seven Sins”
just captured a song-writing period that happened to
produce a consistency that maybe sounded like we
had deliberately tried to have an album with a slightly
different direction than those before it, but that
honestly wasn’t the case. The song writing process is
always the same, it starts with an individual having
an initial musical idea and that idea is brought to the
band in bassist Graham’s studio. The guys then sit
down and work on the music, developing a riff further
into a structure that becomes intro, verse, chorus.
Next night they’ll go to guitarist Steve’s studio (where
all our albums are finally recorded and produced)
and they’ll record what has been worked on at the
previous night’s writing session with the end product
being a finished song without vocals. Steve will email
me the song that night and next day in my studio I’ll
write and record the vocals, add backing vocals and
email the song to the guys afterwards, usually same
day. That part of our writing and recording process
usually takes around 3 days to complete. The next
thing is obviously to live with the song for a while and
suggest changes, maybe to verse lengths, maybe a
bridge needs added or something. That all gets noted
and the following night the whole process starts all
over again. It might be that we have shows that we
have to rehearse for, and writing for a week or two
will stop as we concentrate on a set for concerts,
but no matter how long the gap is between writing
sessions the next song starts off being created in
exactly the same way as the previous one and a
consistency is hopefully maintained. There may have
been a slightly longer gap than usual between the
writing of “Three Kings” and “Seven Sins” as we had
the personnel change with David leaving and Junior’s
arrival, and that may have contributed to a slightly
different overall feel to many of the songs on “Seven
Sins”, but our objective is always to try to maintain a
Stormzone sound even if there are a few twists and
turns in direction. It would be probably too predictable
for us to just create a “Seven Sins” Part II right away,
it will happen at some point but whether or not the
next album is going to be a continuation of “Seven
Sins” we’ll just have to wait and see!” c
“Seven Sins” available via Metal Nation Records
[www.metalnationrecords.co.uk] / Stormzone [www.
stormzone.tv]
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elcome to San Antonio! This is your biggest
tour ever, Nature, and in the past few years you
took Tengger Cavalry from you, to this! What
does it feel like?
Nature: “We all feel excited, but also tired. Last night [in
Austin] we were surprised, not a lot of people showed up.
Hopefully tonight will be better.”
Have you had any problems yet, or are there any crazy
road stories you’d like to share?
Nature: “We saw a burning car on the way from Mississippi to
Austin. It was a pretty big vehicle, it was all fucking burning
and we were concerned that people had died in it.”
Did you ever see Tengger becoming this big?
Nature: “I never really thought about it like that. All that was
on my mind was working and working hard, and just see where
it goes before I die, I guess. I’m just going to keep fighting, just
like a warrior. You fight until you die, and when you die, you die.”
Josh: “You try your best to be remembered.”
Nature: “Right, you try your best to be the person you want
to be.”
It’s been a busy couple of years for you guys. Two full
length releases this year (at the time of the interview) and
you’re starting to tour more than ever! What keeps you
going, motivation-wise? Is it awesome all the time, or do
you ever have to psyche yourself up?
Josh: “It’s you guys, man, you guys give us energy! You guys
make me want to push harder and improve more.”
Nature: “If you’re a musician, that’s what you do. You want to
advance, just for the chance to play live.”
Uljmuren had been silent until now. I took the chance to
say hello in Mongolian, sain baina uu, and that impressed
him into saying a few words. Do you have a creative
muse? Of course, Tengger has a lot to do with heritage and
culture, but is there an emotion, or a place, or an event
in your life that you focus on when you write music, that
drives it?

Nature: “Uljmuren says that he played folk and other music in
Beijing for a long time, and also he did video directing. He’s a
really talented guy, it’s just who he is.”
Nature, you’ve got a great team with you, but when Tengger
moved to the US, you must have had lineup changes, you
had to recruit these guys, and it was a big change in your
life to move form one country to another. How have you
coped, having left so many friends and family behind?
Nature: “Alex and I both left our families behind, but I think we
made the right choice. There’s just things you have to change
in life, because in terms of freedom and cultural freedom, there
are certain countries that just don’t agree with you. It’s such a
waste of energy and time to try and change the environment.
We can do more in this new cultural environment if we do our
best and also here, people are more open-minded and very
cool about what we do, even if it’s stupid shit.”

ATTENTION EVERYONE!!

Josh, you said that the fan base is a really motivating and
driving factor. What do you think about the fans? A lot of us
are into pagan metal, folk metal, black metal, but there are
a lot of hipsters too. What do you think about the hipsters?

Josh: “It reaches somewhere! I love that people are very
open-minded about this. I’m very open minded about music
myself... One minute I’ll listen to death metal, then black metal, then jazz or blues. So it’s cool that we’re all into different
types and styles of music and it really helps us grow as a
band. We really appreciate that fans are into this, no matter if
they’re hipster or the growling kind of crowd. Whatever floats
your boat!”
Nature, a lot of us in France were sad when you couldn’t
make Ragnard Rock Festival in 2016. What happened?!
Alex: “We just didn’t hear from them for a very long time.”
Nature: “Schedule-wise it was too difficult. We wanted to
arrange our schedule earlier than they expected and there
was a miscommunication about the schedule. We reached
out really early and when they responded, our schedule was
already set.”
Do you think a European tour will happen in the future?
Nature: “Oh, hell yeah, we’re actually really working on one.
Our manager, Matt, is arranging a European tour next year
where we’ll probably play our new album. After this tour, we’re
gonna start to make our new album.”
So which countries do you think you’ll visit?

NOT ONLY DOES IT MELD TRADITIONAL MONGOLIAN/CENTRAL ASIAN INSTRUMENTS AND
SINGING WITH FAST-PACED ROCK/METAL RIFFS AND PERCUSSION...
.. WORDS: ALEX ROSS MUSICIAN: ALEX ( BASS ) / JOSH ( DRUMS ) / ULJMUREN ( MORIN KHUUR ) / NATURE GANGANBAIGAL ( GUITAR / VOCALS ) ..

ONE OF THE MORE INTERESTING ACTS TO COME INTO THE METAL SCENE RECENTLY. IT HAS ACHIEVED SOME
RECOGNITION FROM THE MAINSTREAM PRESS, INCLUDING CNN AND THE HUFFINGTON POST! THE METAL
COMMUNITY HAVE BEEN SERIOUSLY IMPRESSED BY TENGGER CAVALRY AND THE QUALITY OF ITS MUSIC.
IN THE MIDST OF THEIR FIRST US TOUR, ALEX THE BASSIST, JOSH THE DRUMMER, ULJMUREN THE
HORSEHEAD FIDDLER, AND OF COURSE NATURE GANGANBAIGAL THE LEAD GUITARIST AND VOCALIST,
WERE ALL PRESENT FOR A NICE CHAT PRIOR TO THEIR SAN ANTONIO GIG
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Alex: “Whichever countries will take us! Whoever has the best
beer.”
What do you see for the future of Tengger Cavalry?
Nature: “Make more albums, create more music, do more
tours, and keep doing what we do.”
Tengger is still a young band... you started in 2010, but
already you’re pretty famous. I think it’s because your
composition is so good. What’s your creative process?
How do you do it?
Nature: “I don’t know, I mean, it just comes to me. Or if there’s
something I want to say, I just say it. I usually just write the
guitar part first, then add the drum beats and other stuff. The
percussion leads the focus of the whole song and I’ll use that
to lead the chorus, and that’s the most important part. I use
that to write the fiddle melody... I want to arrange an interesting chord progression that I don’t want to rush into.”
So do you need to be alone?
Nature: “It just depends!”

MICROSOFT, NO THANKS

So you’re studying in NYU right now. What do you do in
your day job? Do you have any hobbies?
Nature: “I think Tengger is my day job now. I also do graphic
work for the band, I used to work for Microsoft as a UI designer, so Tengger Cavalry’s UI design is one of my main jobs. I
want to make sure my fans feel comfortable when they reach
out to my website.”
Do you have any hobbies that the fans would be surprised by?
Nature: “Surprised by? I think they all know my hobby is
horseback riding.”
Alex: “Porn watching.”
Nature: “Or beating people on the street, Russian style?”
Alex: “Yeah, I’m just a metal-minded, metal guy.”
There are a lot of bands I like, besides Tengger, I also like
Behemoth and the other stuff like Nokturnal Mortum and

Kroda. What does Tengger Cavalry listen to these days?
Alex: “Russian rap music sometimes. It depends on the mood.”
Nature: “I listen to a lot of world music... Central Asian folk
music, or Mongolian folk music, or Celtic folk music.”
Josh: “At a stop in Mississippi, we had a Celtic duo come up
and it was kick-ass Irish music. Bagpipes and everything.”
Nature, you were saying a few minutes ago that the US has
more open-minded people, whereas other countries may
be a little closed-minded. But now the US is maybe going
that way. So I have to know... Trump or Clinton 2016?
Josh: “Oh God. Neither.”
Alex: “We’re not trying to be political... No Trump, no Hillary.”
Nature: “We’re cultural lovers in our band... We have all
ethnicities. Politics is all about dividing people, but music is
about incorporating people. We have all kinds of people in our
band, and we put all kinds of music in our band, which is the
opposite of what politics tries to do.”
How does Tengger Cavalry’s ethos affect the way you live
your lives? Obviously you’re not going around pillaging and
plundering, but do you feel like you’re in the wrong time?
Maybe you should have been born a thousand years ago?
Nature: “Not really. We live in the present moment. I think
modern times definitely provide people with better life qualities, safety, people have better medicine. We’re not stupid, like
“fuck modern life” but we also see what modern life can do
to nature. What’s happening in Dakota... It’s all about being
open-minded and learning and self-reflecting. It’s all about
you, yourself.”
Alex: “You try to remember the past and the ancestors. It’s a
way of respect.”
Josh: “Also, it’s about learning from the past.”
Nature: “Right, when you do something, you do it for the future.”
Alex: “Our ancestors did something for us, so we remember
and honor them.”
What annoys you the most about interviews and journalists?

Nature: “Nothing, really. I understand what journalists want and
their mindset. Even like ten days in a row with the same questions, that’s what their job is, and my job is to answer them.”

BACON OR BACON?

I have noticed that there are a lot of vegetarians and a lot
of vegans in the pagan and folk metal movements. Are any
of you vegans?
Josh: “No, we all eat meat, except for our manager. We all like
bacon. Except Bacon, Bacon doesn’t like Bacon. [Matt Bacon is
the manager of Tengger Cavalry.]”
Alex: “If you kill an animal, if you don’t eat it, you kind of
disrespect it.”
Josh: “Why does everything you talk about have to involve
killing something?”
Alex: “Because RUSSIA!”
One of the funny things is that we’re all from New York and
New Jersey originally. In New York City, except for Central
Park, how do you get your fill of nature?
Nature: “I go right to the forests all the time. I ride horses
sometimes, and go camping.”
Alex: “I go camping and to summer rock fests. Stay in the
forests for a few days.”
When you’re not studying or making music, what do you do?
Nature: “Sometimes I go to the boxing gym. Or drinking with
Alex, or go to Russian baths. That’s actually our favorite activity.”
Alex: “Gah! Leave that out of the interview!”
Of course. I’m a journalist, I keep secrets.
The setlist that night was pretty excellent, with all of the fan
favorites from recent albums. There was a recording used in
lieu of the igil player, but overall, I’d say Tengger Cavalry killed
it and I look forward to future albums! c
Tengger Cavalry [www.tengger-cavalry.com]

DESPITE THE EMERGENT
TREND OF BANDS PLAYING
OLDSCHOOL SONORITIES, SOME
STARTED BEFORE ALL THIS
UNCONTROLLED ENTHUSIASM.

GRAVE DESECRATOR

ARE LEGIT TAKERS TO THE
THRONE LEFT BY SEPULTURA OR
SARCÓFAGO. ALTHOUGH, BASSIST

ÉLSON “EL” NECROGOAT

PREFERS OTHER COMPARISONS...

S

alutes Élson “El Necrogoat!” You’ve released
the album “Dust to Lust” earlier this year under
Season Of Mist, and as far as I can see, the whole
production towards GD has considerably increased, being
also the focus of its advertisements. What has this actually
brought to Grave Desecrator as an active performing band?
“Hello buddy Diego! Actually, I don’t think that we are overproduced in “Dust to Lust”. We have had an increasing of detailed
touches, regarding composition that may lead the listeners
to observe the sound quality etc. But I still think that we’re
very crude if compared to most bands in the so called “bigger
labels”. Most times, the advertisements appeal for something
that’s not relevant, but it’s the way that the things works. We’d
like to have much more time to spend at the studio recording,
but unfortunately it was not possible.”
Could we say Grave Desecrator belongs now to the privileged group of Brazilian bands with professional support?
“I have no idea of how other Brazilian bands have been working
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IT WAS WORTH THE WAIT OF SIX YEARS... REEKING IN OLD SCHOOL TRADITIONS THE
BRAZILIANS ATTACK THE LISTENER DIRECTLY IN THE JUGULAR
.. WORDS: DIEGO RODRIGUES MUSICIAN: ÉLSON “EL” NECROGOAT ( BASS ) ..

nowadays. If you’re asking about to have the support of a good
label, yeah, maybe we’re one of the few ones, unfortunately. But
I think the only “privilege” that may have increased is getting
a wider promotion. We keep in the same way as ever. Perhaps
we are more well-known now, and some people may have been
presented to our music.”
It’s not hard to see that for the European mindset, the
Metal produced in Brazil nowadays is made of either extremely weak bands or bands which attempt to reproduce
bands from the past in order to reach the “South American
Sound” of the 80’s. We all know there are exceptions and
certain influences are unavoidable, however, how much
does this previous expectation weighs on Grave Desecrator’s reception abroad?
“I think we carry this kind of brand since a long time ago.
Maybe during that time, it was interesting to use it to highlight
our purposes with Grave Desecrator. We never refused that we
like to stress something from the oldest Brazilian bands, but

not only this, since we’re much into all oldest Metal bands, I
mean, the classical bands. And we do not want to be similar
to an uninspiring patchwork of old sonorities to satisfy some
grumpy bellied old drunken metalhead. I don’t think we sound
too much like Sarcófago, Sex Trash with the same uncontrolled
and, why not, unconscious fury that they used to have and that
was absolutely brilliant! I mean, it’s much more the concept
than the sonority. You as a Brazilian and living here during the
late 90’s and early 2000’s know that we had much more bands
trying to copycat European expressions. Sarcófago, old Sepultura, Vulcano etc were defunct (for some) at least in my city.
For us, starting during that time, and after recording an average
demo in 2001, it was time to turn the things stronger into the
real metal roots of death/thrash/black metal, and if we intend
to have some relationship with the old Brazilians bands, it was
natural. We consider our 2003 first 7 inch “Cult of Warfare and
Darkness” much more honest, better and primitive than our
demo tape from 2001.”

Isn’t it tiresome to be compared to Sarcofago and other national classics every time you present a new material? What’s the
limit for all the nostalgia that feeds this scene?
“Yeah, it’s boring. But we don’t care very much. People may listen
and take their own opinions regarding us. Like it or not. In our European cd/lp versions, there’s a sticker saying that we’re something
like influenced or sound like Archgoat and Bestial Warlust. We respect a lot both these bands (“Vengeance War Till Death” is great!),
but I couldn’t do a worse comparison. If they wanted a comparison,
we’d prefer to be closer to Slayer, Possessed, Vulcano or even some
Bathory (maybe “Under the Sign” era) than those bands. We listen
to them very much at least. But in the end, I’m a bit audacious to
say that in this tornado of perspectives, you can really catch the
real Grave Desecrator identity in our music.”
Yet on these matters but generally speaking, I see many fans
are carried out by bands’ nationalities, be it positively or not,
but there’s an expectation based on geography too. Knowing
Rio de Janeiro city has emerged quite prolific bands lately,
is there a common trace between them that could put this
infamous city on the map of extreme music?
“Rio De Janeirooo! Oh fucking Rio De Janeiro city, state etc...So
peaceful and pure city (laughs)... Well, Rio De Janeiro is so difficult
to explain. Of course my friend that we do have good bands, good
human material here, if you are asking for it. But too much shit has
been said, too much politics, too many strange people, with strange
comments and immersed in a sea of misinformation and rough
overview... Well, maybe like everywhere but with different customs.
Actually I’m not a guy who is concentrated to explain or even to
worry about scenes, because I’m still learning with my mistakes
every time, every day. I like or dislike bands, I like or dislike or hate
people. Or maybe, I despite them all (laughs). I think that sometimes it may sound arrogant and selfish. But we as a band learnt
the little we know, the little space that we get, doing and working
all by ourselves. We didn’t expect the traces of a geographic based
scene, since it’s absolutely irrelevant for us. As I said, cool things
have been coming out from here. I don’t have hope, I’m sure that as
long as younger guys and girls are putting people together in order
to achieve something significant for the real meaning of this music
and counterculture, good things will come here.”

RAW TO THE CORE

Now, on the new album... As cliché it may sound that Grave
Desecrator sounds more mature as a band and that you’ve got
better production to support it as mentioned before, some early
characteristics and patterns were born to last. What has actually changed in studio that made such a difference? Apparently
this time you haven’t recorded abroad.
“No, we did everything in Rio. We recorded, mixed and mastered
everything at HR studios in Rio. Of course, that we had the great
support and help of Daniel Escobar. A great new studio engineer
into Heavy Metal here in Rio. Actually, we were dealing to the great
Harris Johns to mixing and mastering the entire album, but we
didn’t have too much money left for it, and also, we were passing
through a terrible economic crisis in Brazil during that period. I think
he got really pissed off, but we are very sorry for it. We didn’t have
a choice. We got a little more experience in studio with the passing
of time, and we need to learn... So much more! However, I think that
we were more concentrated than before, and with a new drummer
(Márcio Slaughterer) with his own characteristics. The songs are
a bit better composed, and why not, better played than before?
But, the essence of Grave Desecrator couldn’t be forgotten and it’s
obviously that we did not give a chance for brilliant and flawless
overproductions and dry obsessions for perfections. We’re such a
severe metal/rock guys playing severe death metal! We will never
betray this essence.”
I particularly enjoy the fact that, lately, death metal has
enthusiastically rescued its organically rot and imperfect
aspects, leaving partially behind that technical fever. But once
death metal main features were set ages ago, how do you cope
with the creative process in order to avoid being placed among
the pile of bands emulating the past? What would be Grave
Desecrator’s unique feature?
“We having been playing this kind of organic death/black metal for
a good time, so I think we started before a lot of nowadays bands.
But it’s not an excuse. As I said before, we had a natural choice
which had improved with the passing of time. I don’t have a formula

to explain. I think that we choose to have much more feeling than,
as you said, a technical fever. But our songs sometimes aren’t that
easy power chords to play. We have some few details that should
have taken in consideration. In all events, I should tell that we don’t
despise virtuous musicians, by the contrary, we like lots of them, as
well as those very simple and genial.”

WITCHING HOUR...

Regarding the lyrical content, this time you’ve mentioned a
local urban legend in one of the tracks (“A Witching Whore”),
which tells the story of a Portuguese prostitute called Barbara
dos Prazeres and her hideous murders under the Arco de Teles
(Telles Arch, a now underrated touristic place in central Rio).
Would that be the local and impoverished version of Elisabeth
Bathory’s crimes? Is that really popular around Rio?
“This idea and theme was brought to light by Rafael “Butcherazor”
(voices/guitar). It’s really a very obscure and scary real story that
happened in Rio back in the 18th century I guess. We got really
impressed by her absolutely blood frozen personality. And it’s really
similar in some points to the well-known Elisabeth Bathory. Actually, she was from Portugal, and arrived in Rio with some crimes
in her name. Since her beauty was impressive as long as she was
younger, she turned to the most requested whore in Rio, in the place
you mentioned, called Arco do Teles (Telles Arch). But the story
starts to turn to gore and infamous when her beauty decreased. The
entire story is covered with blood, death, black magic, kidnappings,
murders and superstitions. She was a slave of her own vanity, and
probably died because of it. Her passing will never be documented
with absolute certainty, since the supposed corpse found was never
proved to be really her. There’s a lot of references to her and the
Telles Arch in the centerfold art of our album, done by the splendid
Polish artist Zbigniew Bielak.”
Apart from “A Witching Whore”, other topics bring forth
violence and perversion, and the artwork itself has a curious
detail, three female angels wearing bath suits, one of which
snorting coke, that reminds me of a tropical response to “Heaven and Hell” cover. Is it possible to romanticize perversion and
vices in a country that faces so many absurdities related to it
on a daily basis? What does the environment surrounding you
offers to Grave Desecrator? And in the end, is it all that violent?
“By the contrary, we do not romanticize or support the vile reality
that we face or live in. Violence, corruption, vice, lust, misery,
richness, and extreme social differences are part of the neglected
game we need to understand and why not, express as part of our
life. We’ve been used to absurd! Our music and violent concept
attempt to the darkest aspects of the human nature. Being it related
to violence, religions, perversions, addictions, sexual vicious etc.
There’s a subjective mystical energy that we absorb when we’re in
touch with this environment, and that’s what we want to explore.
We don’t support any gratuitous violence from disturbing minds. But
unfortunately, it’s intrinsic to human beings.”
To close this interview, a deeper one to wrap up the “amusing”
world we live in shitty modern standards: I am aware you are
all big fans of GG Allin and others of the like, be it in music or
graphic art. But nowadays there seem to be more space to and
appreciation for the “politically correct” than proper transgression, a higher need to fit in and to live in accordance to the
communities we eventually share out thoughts. What would you
say about these moral limits metal has been facing nowadays
both from external and internal sources?
“I think that transgression is very different from stupid unreasonable acts. We must take free of all imprisons that move us away of
our creativity and autonomy. Even if it’s necessary a war against all
that force us to stay under the wings of oppression. Transgression
must be the strong arm of rebellion that used to be typical in rock/
metal, since it’s against any kind of cursed authority. We still
support the good sense since we don’t want to legitimize coward
arbitrary speeches. We’re a band straight to the face regarding our
objections against the false light! And yes, we do like GG Allin a lot!
The dangerous “rockstar” (big laughs)!”
Thanks for the interview! I leave you with the final words...
“Thank you very much Diego! You rule!!!” c
“Dust To Lust” available via Season of Mist Underground Activists
[www.season-of-mist.com] / Grave Desecrator [www.gravedesecrator.com]

DUST TO LUST

SEASON OF MIST UNDERGROUND
ACTIVISTS
Bow to those that still have the fire to
keep the old spirit of metal alive, despite
trends, requests or labels’ demands. My
first encounter with the Brazilians Grave
Desecrator was back in 2008 when they
released their debut album “Sign of
Doom” via Ketzer Records. The simplicity
of their energetic raw death/thrash attack
allied with a production that immediately
carried us to mid 80’s with reminiscences
to some Brazilian bands, like Sepultura,
Vulcano and Sarcófago was extremely
compelling, to say the least.
Eight years later and an album in
between (“Insult” in 2010) they sign
with Season of Mist and spit out, “Dust
to Lust”. Third time’s a charm, right?
Not always, but in the case of “Dust to
Lust” surely is! Not deprived by their
crucial and primal raw aspect, they have
accomplished the deed of having a very
good production without losing the
whole underground and 80’s spirit that
has so enthralling on their debut album
as well as on their musical references
already mentioned. After the second
album, they had a 6-year hiatus that
gave them the possibility of smoothen a
few rough edges without neglecting in
any moment their true obscure essence.
The compositions sound more mature
giving the possibility to the guitars to
shine with several lead and solo moments
(sometimes Slayer come to mind) that
throughout the album create the needed
dynamics and emphasis. Songs like
‘Temple of Abominations’, ‘Host Desecration’, ‘Anathema Bloodlust’, ‘A Witching
Whore’ or ‘Bleed for Worship’ are just
some of the examples that are fuelled
with pertinent string moments and slow
to mid-tempo rhythms that provide the
needed separation and substance between
the constant fast paced songs. This is
pure death/thrash/black metal from the
beginning ‘til the end, you have the
nauseating rawness of their early period
mixed with abominable guitar riffs and
fast drum patterns. In fact, the drums of
Márcio “Slaughterer” Cativeiro, the new
drummer, sound so organic and menacing
that turn quickly into a highlight on the
record as well as the cryptic death/thrash
vociferations of Butcherazor.
If you are one of those fans that miss
the honesty, drive and crudeness of some
of the early records from bands like
Sepultura or Sarcófago, “Dust to Lust”
is one of those must have records to feel
and regain some of that predatory metal
instinct of the early days.

8.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO
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PANTERA “Far Beyond Driven”

“I’m a big fan of groove metal and there’s none above the groove masters Pantera. My very first metal
show of bigger bands was Pantera and Megadeth in 1992 and you can’t compete with a Pantera show.
The magic of Dime, the kick ass drummin’ from Vince and the craziness of Phil made this band one of the
ultimate bands through history. I saw them in 2000 too and if I were not stupid enough to
quit playing in Satyricon, I would have toured with them as well. FUCK!”

1994

HIGHLIGHTS BY

DEATH “Human”

I constantly knew this had to be the
opening track for the album. Stars off
with a odd drum fill, an old school riff and
then straight to the headbanging parts. A
really heavy riff in the middle and some
very nice leads! Lyrics are about a zombie
apocalypse. Zombies fighting to survive
and basically the same story if we were
humans.

PROSELYTE VIRUS
Some nice combinations between brutal
and groovy stuff. A slow part at the end of
the song that always work perfect live. Lyrics are about being brainwashed by religion
and encouraging to think for yourself.

HOMICIDAL ECSTASY
I don’t know if you can call a death metal
song a hit song, but this is the closest
we get on this album. Very groovy! Lyrics
are about being addictive to drugs (not
self-related!) told through this woman.

MARTYRIZED
This is Meathook’s song and it’s a bit
more thrashy, but with a couple of really
heavy riffs in the middle. Lyrics deal with
pedophile priests and religious people
hiding behind their faith to abuse young
people and their power in general.

UNION OF FLESH AND MACHINE
Opening with a fuckin’ cool and slow riff.
Even has an unlikely Blood Red Throne riff
in the middle to show that we don’t give a
fuck. The title track and about technology
taking over and we can’t control it and
become more and more dependent on it.

LEGACY OF GREED

Y

1991
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“Union Of Flesh And Machine” UNVEILS

REVOCATION OF
HUMANKIND

“My all time fave album ever. Perfect combination between all elements that
should be in death metal and all songs are killer. Way ahead of its time. I heard
‘Suicide Machine’ on a compilation CD in 1993 and I was sold. Got a Death
tattoo and bought all albums. R.I.P almighty Schuldiner.”

”

our 8th album, “Union of Flesh and Machine” is out for
some time, so I’m sure you already had the opportunity
to hear a few opinions from fans, press and probably
also other musicians. Are you pleased with its reaction so far?
“The reviews are mainly good. Some call it our best release since
Altered Genesis. Naturally, there will always be people thinking
otherwise, but the fact is that this a strong death metal release!”
One of the curiosities on the new album is that all lyrics were
written by Martin Berger who was supposed to be the new Blood
Red Throne vocalist on “Union of Flesh and Machine”. I know
that he even recorded the vocals for the new album, then he
decided to quit and you had to record again the vocals with the
previous vocalist Yngve “Bolt” Christiansen who had decided to
quit in 2015. That’s quite a story around the new album; can you
elucidate us about what truly happened?
“To clarify and make a long story short, Bolt was up to his neck with
work and commitments for a period and unfortunately, that period
was when we were recording a new album. There were no lyrics or
vocal arrangements worked out and we were supposed to deliver the
master CD to our new label. We all felt at that time that it was better
to split with Bolt and ask our producer, Martin, if he would sing on the
album. He worked his ass off to write lyrics, record vocals and mix
the album and he just became a natural part of the band. We even
toured with him and did several festivals. Nevertheless, both Martin
and the rest of the band felt that something wasn’t right. Martin also
had a lot of things going during this period, so when we had a talk
with Bolt again promising he was back in business, ready to focus on

Blood Red Throne and Martin slowly fading a bit away from Blood
Red Throne, the pieces just came together and it was almost like if
Bolt just had been on a vacation and now he was back. Considering
the amount of time and great work Martin did, there was no doubt
that we would keep his lyrics and vocal arrangements and let Bolt
re-record them. A win-win situation and everybody was happy!”
“Union of Flesh and Machine” was recorded at three different
studios, Peis Studios, Krutt Studios and Bolt Studios in three
different sessions. Is there any special significance to the split
sessions? Were they chosen for their particular conditions to
record specific instruments and/or vocals?
“Well, I record all my stuff in my home studio. Guitars and bass.
But, we used a local studio to record the drums and Bolt also
recently got his own home studio and just did the vocals at home
as well. There’s no problem with this these days and we sent all the
files to Martin to mix them properly.”
Compared to your previous self-titled album I found the new
record more savage and vile while production-wise it turned
out probably the most intense and in your face record of your
career. Was this one of the key aspects that you took in consideration when writing the new songs?
“To me it has a more old-school vibe to it. I don’t think it differs that
much from the self-titled album. People have to decide for themselves. There will always be brutal parts, groovy stuff, melodies,
speed and all you would expect from a Blood Red Throne release. We
always try to make better riffs, songs, albums every time, but at the
end it’s a matter of personal taste and what each and everybody like

EIGHT ALBUMS AFTER, THE NORWEGIAN DEATH METAL PURVEYORS OF
DESTRUCTION BLOOD RED THRONE KEEP THE SAME SPIRIT AND
PASSION AS IN 1998 WHEN THE BAND WAS FORMED. ESPECIALLY BECAUSE, AS
DANIEL “DØD” OLAISEN EXPLAINS, THE ORIGINAL DRUMMER IS BACK!

A short and intense song from Meathook. I
love this one. Lyrics are about money and
the greediness of mankind. We do EVERYTHING for money and the lyrics are told as
if YOU were the money controlling man.

EXPOSED MUTATION
One of the shortest Blood Red Throne
songs I’ve written, but many cool riffs and
a great flow through the whole song. Lyrics
are basically about death. That we’re all
dying and we can’t avoid it.

PRIMAL RECOIL
I think the verses here are somewhat
inspired by Immortal. I love the melodic
part in the middle. It’s about the anger
inside and letting it out because of all the
bullshit going on.
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THE BATTLE BETWEEN MAN AND MACHINE IS DEFINITELY NOT A NEW THEME. HOWEVER, WE CAN ASSURE THAT
ON “UNION OF FLESH AND MACHINE” THERE IS NO ROMANCE OR HAPPY ENDINGS... IT’S KILL OR BE KILLED!
.. WORDS: DON ANELLI / RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: DANIEL “DØD“ OLAISEN ( GUITAR ) / OLE MADSEN ( BASS ) ..

more. I think we’ve released during the years only good albums
and we all have our own favorites!”

OLD FRIENDS TOGETHER

This album marks the return of original drummer Freddy
Bolsø to the group’s ranks. What lead to his return?
“Well, Freddy came back in 2013 when we needed a step-in
drummer for some UK shows. Emil was still in the band at that
time, but after those gigs I somewhat hoped that someday they
would switch places. And that’s what happened. Emil bailed out
after a while and the spot was open for Freddy. A great feeling
having the original drummer back. We fuckin’ love it!”
For the past decade he has not been much active on Metal
bands but rather on Pop Rock Norwegian groups. Do you
know what motivated his departure from the Metal scene?
“That is about how in-correct it can be (laughs). The year
after his retirement of Blood Red Throne he joined Enslaved.
They toured the UK and a gig in Trondheim and talked about
continuing their collaboration, but nothing happened. In 2005/06
he helped his buddies in Manifest auditioning vocalists while
drummer Alessandro had an injury. Around 2007 he was a stand
in for the drummer in Goat The Head, Kenneth Kapstad. 2012,
he stepped in, once again for Kapstad but now with God Seed
for the first week of their European tour together with Cradle of
Filth and Rotting Christ. Fun fact: King and Fred already jammed
together in their mid/late teenage years for the first time. Other
than that, he played in various pop and rock bands also as
freelance work with both recording and live performances.”
Is there any special reason why you decided to add the
re-recorded version of ‘Mary, Whispers of Death’? Was that
the only one considered or were other tracks chosen before
you picked that one?
“I thought it was a cool thing to do since Freddy was back. We
recorded this track like 15 years ago and wanted to bring it back
to life and celebrate the return of Freddy.”
We are more or less the same age, so I totally understand
the reason of featuring the cover song ‘Leather Rebel’ by
Judas Priest also on the new album. Judas Priest is one of
the most influential Metal bands ever and “Painkiller” is in
my opinion one of the best Metal albums released...
“Well, the youngest in Blood Red Throne today is 25 years old
and the oldest 43 years old. I don’t know your age, but to be
honest, I’m the only Priest fan in the band (laughs). The reason
for including it, is basically that we ran out of time and had to
deliver the master CD and we had not found any cover song.

I knew Leather Rebel from another band of mine and I just
recorded it for the album. And you’re absolutely right, it is one of
the best heavy metal albums of all times!”
During the years you have featured several cover songs
from classic bands, like Pestilence, Massacre, Obituary,
Gorguts or M.O.D. on your releases. Covering a song from
another band on an album is probably the ultimate recognition. Do you aim to reach that point or level of importance?
For the moment, when referring to Norwegian Death Metal,
Blood Red Throne is already a name to mention...
“I don’t think we will do more cover songs. Everybody does it
these days and we’ve done so many now ourselves. Maybe it’s
better to do own material only. I don’t know. We will see. After
almost 20 years in death metal I hope people recognizes us!”
Do you have a favourite track off the album?
“The opening track, ‘Revocation of Humankind’. It has a perfect
float and the perfect mixture of all elements. ‘Homicidal Ecstasy’ is also a real headbanger tune!”
Considering your involvement with so many bands of varying genres, how do you manage to sort out songs between
groups? Is there anything special that determines what kind
of song goes with which project?
“It’s never been a problem. I know what riffs to put where. I like
a lot of different styles and I’m very flexible in my playing.”

GOING BACKWARDS

I never understood why you have signed with Sevared
Records after the tremendous “Come Death” and “Souls of
Damnation” albums released via Earache Records. Don’t
you felt you were moving backwards after two successful
records released by the cult Earache Records? Weren’t they
interested anymore in Blood Red Throne?
“Me neither. But no fuckin’ other label wanted to sign us
apparently. Earache bailed out and Sevared Records was the
only one showing interest. Not a bad word about Sevared, but
they were too small for us. It’s a tragedy because both albums
we did there are killer albums.”
You’re now signed onto Candlelight Records for this album.
Was there anything that attracted you to signing with them
or after your limited partnership with Sevared Records you
just wanted to move forward and to a bigger label?
“Just to get on a bigger label again. Time will tell if it was wise.”
In a short while it’ll be the bands’ 20th anniversary. Is that
an exciting accomplishment for you? Did you ever imagine
the group lasting that long?

“Death metal is my passion. I will do it for 40 years! Line-up
changes is something natural, I’m still here.”
The song ‘Patriotic Hatred’ was featured on the game
Hatred which was developed by the polish company
Destructive Creations. Do you know how the name Blood
Red Throne was brought to the table? Are there any other
extreme Metal bands featured on the game?
“Martin is a gamer and he asked me if he could contact them.
It turned out that they were big fans of Blood Red Throne and
there you have it. There are some other bands featured too.”
Have you got the opportunity to play the game? What do
you think of it, it fits perfectly into the Blood Red Throne
musical concept?
“I don play, but our bass player Ole does.”
Ole: “The game fits Blood Red Throne’s musical concept
perfectly. The game is brutal, dark and violent, and the main
character perceives reality as hell, and wants to take as many
people down with him as possible, in the most brutal ways
possible. In hell I roam! (laughs)”
The cover artwork appears to have been taken out from a
computer digital game scenario. It looks like if Terminator
had been infected with some sort of Zombie flesh eating virus and had several bionic mutations. It’s clearly a faithful
representation of the album title...
“The front cover is very much linked to the lyrics. It’s about
mankind versus robots, technology taking over. Things getting
out of control.”
Songs like ‘Patriotic Hatred’, ‘Proselyte Virus’, ‘Homicidal
Ecstasy’ or the title track are full of religious and political
bloody messages. Is “Union of Flesh and Machine” a response to the state of the world that we are living in today?
“We have always been anti-religious. Basically it’s about the
scum of the earth: MANKIND!”
What plans do you have to promote the album?
“We had some single shows and toured in early 2017. There
was a small UK tour in and we are planning a bigger European
tour. We’re talking about doing a music video for ‘Homicidal
Ecstasy’. Time will tell.”
So, we’ll end this on a fun note. What’s the one song that
you would’ve loved to have written yourself?
“The national anthem of USA. Imagine the money comin’ back
at me (big laughs)!” c
“Union Of Flesh And Machine” available via Candlelight Records
/ B.R.T. [www.facebook.com/BloodRedThroneOfficial]
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ow are things and how are you doing?
“Things really couldn’t be going any better actually. It’s
a great time for Metal Church!”
Metal Church is ready with the new album ”XI”, how has it
so far been received and how do you feel about it?
“It’s been better than we could have hoped for. We are very
proud of this record and it has inspired us to make more!”
What did you have in mind, when you set out to write the
album? Did you have a predetermined vision of what you were
going to accomplish with the music, or do you just let it flow?
“Well, since Mike came back I wanted to re-capture his era of
the band a bit. That era of the band was more melodic and had
more of a Hard Rock slant to it. Which is a much more fun place
to write from. So the rest just flowed.”
A good while ago, when you started out to play guitar, what
influenced you to pick up the six-stringer? And how did you
go from there, to play Heavy Metal?
“First it was The Beatles then The Hard Rock of the 70s and
first generation Punk Rock.”

KEEPING IT TRUE

Where do you find inspiration for your music nowadays,
and how do you work when churning out new tunes? Can
you pick out a song or two from ”XI” and tell us how the
music on it was inspired?
“I can’t really tell you where the music comes from, it just
comes! But what inspires me nowadays is trying to put the
type of music out there that I feel is important. And that I feel is
needed to keep the old school style alive!”
How does the band work when the songs are written, I
reckon you are still the main writer, do you bring riffs and
song structures to rehearsal and work from there or?
“Yes, I write the music and demo the tunes, Mike and I
collaborate on the lyrics and melodies. But when we actually
record the songs, everyone puts their stamp on it, which gives
us our sound.”
Vocalist Mike Howe has returned to the band, how did that
happen and is it good to have him back?
“It took a while but he saw that the way we do business these
days is very different then back when he was in the band years
ago. It has given the band a new life! And having him around
has changed the entire ‘vibe’ within the band itself. So it is a
real blessing on many levels.”

It is the first album since ”Hanging In Balance” he has
sang on, and before that ”Blessing In Disguise”. The first
mentioned album you didn’t have anything to do with, and
the second mentioned album, you weren’t a part of the recording, though did write a good deal of the music for, and
before that “The Human Factor”, which was the last ”real”
album for the two of you. To be honest I can’t remember
what made you leave the band back then - though I guess a
lot of water has been running through the river since then,
and the two of you are back at good terms again, and have
found some of that old Metal Church energy together?
“There was never a problem between Mike and myself at all
ever! I left to pursue the engineering and production aspect of my
music. It’s a new life for Metal Church and it couldn’t be better.”
You are currently signed on Rat Pak Records, with a licensing deal to Nuclear Blast for Europe, what kind of entity is
Rat Pak, and how has the cooperation so far been?
“They are an independent label that is growing incredibly fast.
And its still small enough that if there is any issue, we can get it
sorted out in one phone call. It’s the perfect situation for us. We
make the records, Rat Pak sells them. I wouldn’t do business
any other way, or with any one else.”
You have made a video for the track ‘No Tomorrow’, recorded
inside the cooling tower (of a nuclear power plant I reckon
due to its size?). How did you get the idea to record there,
where is it, and how did you get to record on that exact spot?
“It’s a “never been” activated nuclear site about 10 miles from
where I live in Washington. It has been sitting there since the
late 70’s and it was just the perfect location. We just contacted
the folks who care take the place and paid a fee.”
‘No Tomorrow’ is in fact one of my favourite tracks on the
album, how did you get the idea to write that exact song and
what do you want to tell with it, besides the obvious?
“Again, the music it just came, but lyrically it is saying don’t
take your day for granted. Live it to the fullest everyday!”

CAUGHT IN BETWEEN GIGS, GUITARIST
KURDT VANDERHOOF FORMER
MEMBER AND SONGWRITER OF THE
CULT BAND METAL CHURCH
CLARIFIED SOME DOUBTS ABOUT
THE NEW ALBUM “XI” IN A
TYPICAL “FAST FOOD” WAY...
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You played Wacken last year, how was that concert?
“It felt so great to be back at Wacken. We had a great time and
played a great set!”

TODAY'S METAL SCENE

How do you look upon the Heavy Metal scene today as
compared to back in the good old eighties
“I myself see it stronger than it was a long time ago right now,
the networking is getting good again, bands are helping each
other out, at least it is over here in Europe, with the occasional
drama of course, though things are looking bright. Yes, it really
feels strong again. Everyone is figuring out the new way of doing
things in the biz and we are starting to see the benefits.”
How does it feel to have been a deliverer of one of the times
best Metal hymns? The song ‘Metal Church’ is the epitome
of Heavy Metal and has been covered widely by an array of
bands, how does that make you feel? Do you try to keep tab
on the different cover versions of the song? How do you feel
about the song today?
“It’s extremely flattering and its kinda’ hard to process it actually! I’m somewhat aware of a few of the versions but not all. I
think it still stands up and I’m very proud of that song.”
If you have to look back down memory lane and browse
through your impressive back-catalogue, what release are
you most proud of, and if you have to pick three standout
songs that you’ve made, which still give you thrills, which
three songs would that be?
“I’m very proud of “Blessing In Disguise”. The songs, it would
be next to impossible to pick three songs.”
What 3 albums have you been spinning a lot lately?
“Nazareth “Loud ’n’ Proud”, R.E.O. “Live: You Get What You Play
For” and Kansas “The Prelude Implicit”.” c
“XI” available via Nuclear Blast [www.nuclearblast.de] / Metal
Church [www.metalchurchofficial.com]

EASILY ONE OF THE PILLARS OF THE METAL SCENE, 20 YEARS LATER METAL CHURCH REUNITED
WITH EMBLEMATIC VOCALIST MIKE HOWE OF “BLESSING IN DISGUISE” FAME
.. WORDS: ANDERS P. JØRGENSEN MUSICIAN: KURDT VANDERHOOF ( GUITAR ) ..

IRON, BLOOD & DEATH CORP PRESENTS
Devourer plays a style of black metal that is very
raw and melodic in the Swedish tradition while also
mixing in elements of doom and death metal which
makes the songs stand out a bit more, if you
remember the old melodic wave of black metal it is
a must for you

Porta Daemonium

Cover art by Juanjo Castellano
A fucking
masterpice of darkness and hate
fuc
Heathenspawn from Australia comes with their 5
songs debut MCD, provide you with ripping track after
ripping track its become in a brutal piece of melodic
death metal with the old soul of old Swedish king of
death metal.
Artwork by James Campell (Bloodlust, Amongst The
Dead Things, The Furor), mixed/mastered - Dan Swanö
(Bloodbath, Edge Of Sanity) at Unisound, Sweden,
recorded by Matt Clarke (Bastardizer, To The Grave) at
The Brain Recording Studio .
Australian Mazikeen demon comes to you with a great
debut CD, blends fast black metal with diabolical
atmosphes, impious riﬀ’s with real obscure melodies
and screaming vocals, deep feelings reeect the hate
inside of a unmerciful spirit

Serpent Of Chaos - CD
Humanity Delete

Fuck Forever Oﬀ - CD
Guerra Total

Chaos and atmosphere conected with melody is the
new way to create black metal
Comes with 12 pages color booklet
Belarus presents best kept secret a whorshiper
sathanic death metal act, no compromises death
metal plus dark sathanic atmospheres are unleashed
to conquer the most putrid minds in the world
Chants, atmospheres and whorship to the master are
the main elements to call the pandemonium

Nihilistic Malthusian Manifesto
(The Ouroboros Cosmic
Indiﬀerentism)
Putrid Evil / DIstres

¡pray is nothing war is the way to triumph!

Gods of old school death metal attack again with 11
tracks compilation for the 7” Eps songs and
Unreleased tracks
Are you listening it? if not well, Paganizer was playing
death metal when the old trends ruled the world

Chapel Of Stillborn Messiah

No fucking compromises, no fucking mercy, no
fucking trends - Only assimilation in death is real -

WWW.IBDCLABEL666.BIGCARTEL.COM

T

he new album “Theater of War” closes the chapter of the trilogy started back in 2011 with your
debut “A Crimson Dawn”. After all these years
working under a well-defined concept, how is the feeling of
the band now that this chapter is closed?
“Yes we finally made it! It’s a big relief actually, especially
for me because I wrote the first songs for this concept back
in 2006 when there was not even a band let alone a trilogy of
albums in my mind! It was just me and Alex writing songs. So
to see all this completed is a very big thing. Also it fills me with
anticipation because apart from all the differences between
them in song-writing or in production, l think of them as one big
album or even better, like three chapters of the same book! So
I look forward for the next step, I’m curious about what it will
turn out to be!”
The trilogy talks about the story of a man’s search for
himself, something that most people can also relate to. Can
you explain us in more detail the whole story starting in
your first album?
“Difficult question, you know everything is clear on my mind
but when I try to express it I really don’t know if any of it would
make sense to anyone else. It’s basically a symbolic story
about a quest for things that anyone can relate to, as you said.
Everyone’s life, at some point, can look like an endless desert
and everyone searched for a guiding light, or a Sun if you want,
to light his way. That’s the beauty of art I suppose, you create

by fighting your own demons and other people can relate even
if they don’t know you or what you are really talking about. So
the story that we unfold in our albums is the story of a man who
wakes by the sea without any memories of his past and finds
himself wondering in a desert world under a Sun that never
sets. He renounce the burning star in the sky as not his own,
because nothing can survive under such blinding and all revealing light, and embarks on a quest to find his own Sun. And by
doing so he made a legend out of himself and people looked up
to him to lead them, to become a “Sun” and reign over them.
But he refused and in secrecy walked beside mankind and
became a fellowman to all. He choses to be an example rather
than a messiah, not to enslave people but to become a “mortal
Sun” whose light inspires and guides and not only blinds. As for
his own Sun, he finds it in the end, but just in time to see it sets
over the sea. But as they say, it’s the journey that counts.”
The idea of creating a trilogy was something that preexisted
even before the composition process of “A Crimson Dawn”
or it was consolidated during that process?
“Actually it was born when I completed the song writing for “A
Crimson Dawn” and looked back to what we have done. As
I said in the first question I had written the first story based
songs back in 2006 but there were not complete and they were
never meant to be included in our first album. I thought they
were great songs and I didn’t want to rush them. The songs
were “Road to Nowhere”, that ended up in our second album,

and “Season of the Sun” and “Theater of War” from the new
one. So I had the end of the story and when I looked to the
lyrics of “A Crimson Dawn” I realized that they were describing
the beginning! So two things happened then, first the idea of a
trilogy was born and second that “Desert near the end” became
the name of the band.”

CONCEPTUAL NAME

I suspect that the band name Desert Near The End also has
some sort of connection with the story itself, right?
“Absolutely! It describes all the ideas and thoughts behind the
concept and express ourselves in a unique and original way,
it’s something personal that was born from our lyrics not just a
band name. As for its connection with the story it describes the
place in which our hero finds the false sun that never sets, in a
desert where everything is visible, naked and endless. Nothing
can survive under such an absolute light, At least nothing with
a human soul. That’s where the story and our hero turn their
back on this star and hunt for the real sun, one that guides
and not only blinds, one that sets every day to rise the next.
And that’s what our name stands for: hope. Where everything
seems endless and you seem to know where every road leads,
you have nothing but hope! It’s like Pandora’s box!”
The band has evolved during the years and “Theater of
War” is the culmination of that process where not only
you have built a more personal sonority but also cut some

DRIFTING IN A SEA OF DARKNESS IS AN EXPERIENCE THAT MANY HAVE ALREADY
OVERCOME, YET “THEATER OF WAR” WILL BE SOMETHING COMPLETELY UNEXPECTED...
.. WORDS: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: AKIS PRASINIKAS ( BASS ) ..

A TRILOGY IS NOT AN EASY TASK, ESPECIALLY IN MUSIC WHERE INTERESTS, INFLUENCES
AND IDEAS HAVE A DIRECT IMPACT WHEN COMPOSING. DESERT NEAR THE END
DESPITE GROWING MUSICALLY ALBUM AFTER ALBUM HAVE KEPT A FRAMEWORK
LINKING EACH RELEASE, SOMETHING THAT AKIS PRASINIKAS IS PROUD OF
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of the chains with the Power Metal/Iced Earth influences
that were present on the past. This third album feels like you
have given another step towards a slightly more extreme and
thrashier sonority...
“Yes indeed “Theater of War” is heavier than the previous two
albums and that happened for two reasons. First of all the story
reached its climax and the music should underline and support
that, and second, and maybe even more important, is that the way
I perceive progress and evolution in Metal is that for as long you
are able and with inspiration the heavier road is the right one! With
your own “words” and “colours” of course but somehow you must
always at least try to be more intense than your previous work. As
for our influences, they are still there, just more assimilated. I’ll
never cut the chains with the bands that made me love metal I’ll
just keep adding new ones!”
Tue Madsen, who already worked with bands like Holy Moses,
The Haunted, Kataklysm, Vader or Moonspell captured perfectly
your essence and “Theater of War” shows a band with an
intensity and slight edge of modernity not found on the previous records. If I’m not mistaken this is your first experience
working with a renowned producer, so how did this possibility
come about and tell us your thoughts about the final result?
“First of all I agree with you totally, he gave the songs an edge and
a punch that our previews albums lacked. In fact he made them
sound exactly how as I imagined them when I was writing the
album and that’s a very big thing. And indeed it’s the first time we
worked with a producer of his class and we couldn’t be more happy
with the result. We knew from day one that with this album we
have something big (at least for us) in our hands and we wanted
a serious upgrade in our sound. And Tue Madsen was the first that
came into my mind because I’m a huge fan of his work with Heaven
Shall Burn, so we approached him, we send him a pre-production
demo and luckily he agreed to work on the album and the result was
the best sounding Desert Near The End album to this day.”
Did you had the opportunity to travel to Denmark to Antfarm
Studio and personally follow the mixing and mastering process
with Tue Madsen?
“Unfortunately no, we would like that very much but it was very difficult. Thankfully the work was done very easy through the internet. He
send us samples during the mix and we send him back comments
and that way the mix and the mastering was ready in 15 days.”

VISUAL TRILOGY

One of the aspects that I also liked during the release of the
three albums was that you not only had a lyrical concept
but also a strong visual approach that interconnects them. I
guess it was a main concern to have some sort of guiding line
between all three albums?
“Definitely and thank you for noticing! I wanted the covers to follow
the concept and maintain an aesthetic continuity between the
albums and provide a visual background to the music. In “Crimson
Dawn” we have a barren wasteland full of fire and ash under a
sunless sky where in “Hunt For The Sun” the cover shows a celestial desert and in “Theater of War” we see the end of the journey at
the shores of the sea and a world consumed by flames in the back.
The big difference between them obviously is that the first two are
photos and the new one is beautiful handmade by Panagiotis Vlamis
an artist and a friend of mine.”
Most of the music and lyrics on the new album were written by
you. During the creation of the trilogy, the composition process
has suffered any sort of modification or evolution?
“I’m responsible for the music and most of the lyrics for Desert
Near The end since day one. It’s not some kind of dictatorship, its
just the way we’ve always worked. I’ve been writing for this band
my whole life even before there was even a band. I know our DNA
and which way and how we should evolve or change, better than
anyone else. And all this came very naturally by the plain fact that
I write more than everyone else in the band. So in this album too,
I wrote the music and the lyrics for most of the songs. Alexandros
wrote the lyrics for “point of no return” which is our video for this
album and Thanos wrote the music for “at the shores” which is the
epilogue of the album and the story, and it’s a beautiful song for
which I had the lyrics but I couldn’t find the right music.”
I’ve seen a few live footages of some of your past gigs and you
usually use session musicians to fill the spots and for that extra
dose of live energy. Have you ever consider adding a second

guitar player to the band? In fact, I heard some rumours about
a new addition to the band already...
“Exactly! After a long long time we have a second guitar on and
off stage! Panos joint the band just before our show with Flotsam
and Jetsam. Just in time actually because it was the live debut
of “Theater of War” and it was great to be able to play the new
songs with a sound closer to the one we have on the CD. We were
always meant to be a band with two guitars, we just haven’t found
the right guy! You know, someone who could play the songs but
without being a member in two or three more bands! That was the
problem with all the guitar players we tried over the years.”
Lithras has been your live drummer since the beginning I
guess, is there a reason for him not joining the band as full
time member? Don’t you think that a real drummer would
withdraw some of the limitations and difficulties of having
programmed drums?
“George or “Lithras” is our live drummer since the beginning and
the reason for him not joining the band is that, if you are a full
member in a band you have to share the good and the bad, and
with bad I mean the expenses. And he is already a full member in
two bands, Among Ruins and IceCrown, and he can’t afford being
in a third! We have already made plans to have someone record
the drums live in our next album so that we can have that extra human feeling and creativity of a real drummer. I only wish we could
find a full time member behind the drums until then! But even if we
don’t, the drums will be live next time, one way or the other!”

DESERT NEAR FLOTSAM

You have opened in Greece for Flotsam and Jetsam. What can
you tell us about that experience? Flotsam and Jetsam belong
to that lost Power/Thrash Metal era that we all love.
“Great experience in many ways, first of all it was our first show
with songs from “Theater of War” and the first one with two
guitars since 2013! And also we had the chance to meet Flotsam
and Jetsam which was an honour for us! Everything went great
that night. As for the long lost Power/Thrash Metal that we all love,
yes, we love it, we were born as metal fans into it and we continue
to serve it! And if I may share a thought here, I don’t think it’s real
lost, yes it went off the grid for some time especially in early 00’s
but it emerged again. And I mean that, they may have a little more
extreme touch on the vocals, but many bands who are considered
to be death or core or black are in fact power/thrash bands when it
comes to music. They may not even know it yet and that goes also
for many of their fans! Which is fine by me, I always liked extreme
metal and that gives me the opportunity to hear some great and
new Power/Thrash Albums.”
“Theater of War” is the second album for the Ukrainian record
label, Total Metal Records. Are there any plans for the future
and how are things going on?
“We are totally pleased with Total Metal Records, we don’t have
any complaints, everything went very smooth since the beginning
of our collaboration. As for the future we don’t have any plans yet,
it’s very early! We are already working on our next album but it’s
too soon to think about its release.”
To end, the last song ‘At The Shores’ really feels like the
closure of a chapter, besides being the most melodic song on
the album has a sort of melancholy really reminiscent of a
goodbye... Was that a concern for the last song in the trilogy?
“Yes, you captured it perfectly! It is the closing of a chapter, a last
goodbye to something you chased for so long! It describes the last
moments of the story when our hero returns to the shore, where
everything began three albums ago, as he finally reached the sun
but just before the sunset. It is out guitarist contribution in the
album and exactly what we needed as an epilogue for the concept.
I had the lyrics for the end of the story for many years and I knew
that they wouldn’t fit in an aggressive song but I couldn’t find the
right music, maybe because they are my favourite lyrics and the
most personal! So when Thanos came and told me that he has
the music for a song, but it doesn’t fit with the rest of the album, I
asked to hear it, and when he played it I knew immediately that it
was exactly what we needed! Very quickly I adjust my lyrics upon
it and the album found it’s fitting epilogue!” c
“Theater of Death” available via Total Metal Records [www.metalscraprecords.com] / Desert Near The End [www.facebook.com/

THEATER OF WAR

TOTAL METAL RECORDS
Nothing more normal than having a sort
of ascension line when we are talking
about of newer bands. The Greeks Desert
Near The End have released the third
album “Theater of War”, which sees the
closing of a trilogy started with their debut
“A Crimson Dawn”. If you had the privilege to follow them since the beginning,
you will understand perfectly my initial
statement because album after album
there is a sense of progression. “Hunt for
the Sun” already showed signs of going
a little further but it’s with “Theater of
War” that the trio completes the circle and
embark not only on a vicious full throttle
battle but also with a fabulous production
to back it up, courtesy of Tue Madsen
(already worked with bands like Dark
Tranquillity, Gorefest or The Haunted) at
Antfarm Studio.
By going a bit more extreme with execrably fast bass drums (although they are
programmed drums) they have soften even
more the Iced Earth/power metal references that were prominent on the previous
releases without dropping them at all.
It sounds a bit confusing I confess, but
that’s exactly what Desert Near The End
are pulling out from their magician’s hat.
A mixture of melodic elements of bands
like Iced Earth (Alexandros has a melodic
vocal edge that keeps reminding of Matt
Barlow in albums like “Something Wicked
This Way Comes”) and Blind Guardian
with the thrash metal spirit of Kreator and
Sodom with intense drum charges akin to
what George Kollias does in Nile (really? I
wouldn’t go that far but its incredible fast
sometimes) and the drive of Vader.
“Theater of War” opens with the intensity,
perseverance and fierceness that only
barbaric warriors could endure on songs
like ‘Ashes Descent’ or ‘Faces in the
Dark’ with fast riffing, brutal tempos and
vigorous rhythmic patterns enriched by
small details to create a strong impetus.
Nevertheless the album is full of slow or
mid-tempo passages like on ‘Point of No
Return’, ‘Season of the Sun’ or ‘Under
Blackened Skies’ that is abruptly cut in the
middle to throw in a sort of “going into
battle” guitar and drum pattern.
What makes this third album an excellent
choice for most metalheads (from power
to death metal fans), is the ability of the
band despite the constant brutal impetus
and charge to slow down when necessary
and create melodies and rhythmic patterns
that are not only engaging, melodic but
also touching. Horns up also for the vocalist, which unintentionally becomes also a
highlight on the record.
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WALKING SWIFTLY TOWARDS
40 YEARS OF GERMANIC PIRATE
PILLAGE, RUNNING WILD
RETURN WITH THE SIXTEEN
FULL-LENGTH RECORD THAT
SHOWCASES A BAND EAGER AGAIN
TO SET SAIL ACROSS TUMULTUOUS
SEAS. THE TALKATIVE BRAVE
CAPTAIN & ALSO VOCALIST/
GUITARIST, ROLF KASPAREK,
SEEMS LIKE A PIRATE CHASING A
TREASURE CHEST AND UNVEILS
ARDENTLY “RAPID FORAY”. AN
ALBUM THAT SHOWS RENEWED
STRENGTH AND APPEASEMENT
WITH THE FANS

W

hich album do you think was the most
crucial or significant one in your career
and/or in the fans’ opinion?
“I would say “Death or Glory”, we had a lot better
conditions concerning distribution, that was the next
step for us as we sold pretty much more than we ever
sold before. It was a very big step forward for Running
Wild. And “Blazon Stone” was the next step, it was the
best sold album of my career. It was a truly important
album that made the status of Running Wild.”
You are the only so to say “old” member in the
current lineup of Running Wild. To what degree does
this affect the songwriting process?
“This time we had pretty much more time to write
and to collect the ideas than on previous albums. It
happened not intentionally, I just broke my shoulder so
I was “knocked out” from the world for one year and
that is why I could really make up my mind about the
cover and the lyrics; I really could collect everything
that was coming up to me. When I was doing the record
and writing the songs back then when my shoulder was
again movable and I could finally play guitar, it turned
out to be a great situation because I could pick out 11
songs from all these ideas (I had about 30-35 basic
song ideas) which are still all different from each other.
Every song should gain something to the album that the
others couldn’t, in order to have a wide range of style.
I had the time to work on the small bits of pieces and
the arrangement of the songs. “Rapid Foray” is more
complex in a way than the earlier albums by reason of
the basic ideas. Also, I haven’t used studio before we
started out with the record. It was a pretty much relaxed

working situation even if it was hard work to achieve
all that we finally did with the album. But it was a great
situation for me to have the time to work out the bits of
pieces, the details of the songs.
You mentioned that you broke your shoulder and as
far as I know you also needed surgery from one of the
best German doctors to repair it. During that period,
have it ever crossed your mind that your career as a
guitarist could be in danger?
“No, because it was totally cured as I reached to the
point back then to play guitar in the proper way again. In
the first place it was the best doctor that I could get. It
was just a coincidence that I landed there in this hospital
but he was the best doctor to work on a shoulder in
whole Germany (laughs). And I just told him that I’m a
guitar player, I’m a musician and I need to use my shoulder. And he did a really great job then, the operation went
well. It took me about half a year just to get to working on
“Rapid Foray” again because of having to have a second
operation half a year later. I could already play guitar but
not in a proper way, I couldn’t work for hours: 3-4 hours
a day was not possible, in the beginning it was like half
an hour here and there... I simply worked on the ideas
and was picking out songs for the record.”

PIRATES VS. INDIANS

‘Last of the Mohicans’ is the biggest song on the
album with a running time of around 11 minutes and
influenced by the 19th century novel written by James
F. Cooper. Do you think it fits entirely into the Running
Wild pirate image you built up over the years?
“I always brought in different kinds of ideas on the
albums because I never felt myself forced just to write
about the pirate stuff as it could be too limitative musically. Also, if you only write about that kind of certain
topic just have certain melodies in your head and certain
musical ideas. Back on “Death or Glory” we had a song
called ‘Battle Waterloo’ which also was a part of history.
From time to time I’m just doing different stuff because
there were also some songs on the album just like
‘Victory of Guns’ which is just a normal rock ‘n’ roll song.
So I never felt myself forced to just go ahead for this kind

DESPITE THE PRECEDING DRIFTING IN HIGH SEAS AND CONTRARY TO EXPECTATIONS, THEY HAVE
RAISED THE SHREDDED SKULL AND BONES FEARED FLAG AND RETURNED TO BATTLE
.. JOURNALIST: ESTELLE MUSICIAN: ROLF KASPAREK ( GUITAR ) ..

RoLF UNVEILS ‘Last of the Mohicans’
“It was a really important one mainly because of the
idea of doing a song about the novel from James
Fenimore Cooper. I already had the idea in 2000 while
writing the “Victory” album but it was not coming
down, it was not the quality I wanted to have and
that’s why I put it down again and again. And when
I started out with the “Shadowmaker” from 2012, I
had the idea to do the song again, but on the other
hand I had another song called ‘Dracula’ which finally
made it onto the album. On “Resilient” from 2013 it
happened in the same way, I had the idea to write
the ‘Last of the Mohicans’ but there, as the last song,
‘Bloody Island’ made it onto the album.
While writing “Rapid Foray” I finally did have the
time to do the song, I figured out very early a lot of
ideas for it concerning my working situation because
of my shoulder.
And the story it tells... I know the story since I was
a kid, had to see it in Germany, we had this kind of
tradition in the 60s and early 70s. Before Christmas we
had these 4-piece movies about a certain adventure
topic that was sold by German TV to French TV, so
different TV stations got this together. There was one
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film called the Hawkeye Movie and another one
was the Last of the Mohicans, which is one of the
stories of this book. I was really impressed by the
story because it was a battle on one hand, and on the
other hand it’s a very adventurous case. I must have
been around 9-10 years old when I saw it for the first
time and I was simply impressed. There were a lot of
movies coming up with the story but telling it from a
different kind of view, a different kind of perspective.
I wanted to do this song and I figured out that the
story is too complex to tell it in just in 5 verses or so.
I just had to figure out what was the main point to me
from the story and this is the loss of Chingachgook
[one of the three frontiersmen, among the main figures of the film – ed.]. He not only lost his son but he
lost his culture, he lost his present, he lost his future,
he lost everything. His pride... Everything that was
important to him that made up his life so far; he had
to start at a new point from then on.
And that was the point I had my focus on while writing the lyrics and telling the story. I also had to tell it
musically and that’s why it turned to be such a long
song because it’s such a complex story.”

of image stuff. The story of the ‘Last of the Mohicans’ takes
place in the 18th century, but the pirate stuff did too. So it fits
in that case as it is a part of the story and so it is a part of what
happened then. The Indians were pretty much in the same kind
of situation as the pirates were. They had to fight for their lives
and for the right and had to see how they pull through this. The
first place there was a war between England and France about
North America, they just wanted to keep their hand on that, so
that was the basic story back then.”

A SOBER PIRATE...

We can notice that the lyrics after your 1987 album “Under
Jolly Roger” were intensely researched. Where did you
get the inspiration and especially the information for the
lyrics? What does the whole pirate image mean to you and
how did you get yourself into it?
“Everything started with the song ‘Under Jolly Roger’. I was
watching TV when I came around with the idea of the song,
there was this advertisement for the movie called Pirates
(1986) written by Roman Polanski. And there was this scene
where the flag was rising up and I found it beautiful. “Wow
Under Jolly Roger, a great title for a track!” - It started with
that. I became especially interested in this stuff when I was
writing for “Port Royal”. And I just love books about that. Totally
different kinds of books about different pirates, about history,
about theories, about shit, about everything that had something
to do with the life in the 18th century. It was all about that
pirate stuff on the Caribbean. And I had a lot of books where I
could pick the stories from, stories that all come from reality.
Just as our song called ‘Calico Jack’.
And sometimes our songs are coming up with imagination
about the topic. If you have a look on the new album a song
like ‘Black Skies, Red Flag’ has nothing to do in the first case
with the reality, just has this kind of red flag as a symbol for
the pirates that they will show no mercy at all. We have the
real pirate flag in our minds with a skull and crossbones. But
actually every pirate had his own flag back then.
So there’s totally different stuff that comes from that. And
sometimes I’m coming back to that, I had all the ideas for the
new album and one of them turned out into a song called ‘Black
Bart’, which is a song about Bartholomew Roberts who was
the most famous and the most successful pirate of all time.
He was mentioned in the story of ‘Treasure Island’ and he was
real. It was not just imagination, he actually existed and was a
very strong character; there were a lot of different things in his
character that were not at all usual for that time. He was never
drinking alcohol, what a weird situation for a pirate (laughs)!
He was always sober, all the time. And he was gay, for the
18th century he was gay! He was very very open, he didn’t hide
it, he was never hiding. And it was very strange for the 18th
century to do that. The crew was really onto him, he was also
relentless, a really tough guy. And so that was the story I was
coming back to, I was just going for the books again and I found

a story about which I haven’t had a song written yet, I figured
he would be a great character to do a song about.”
“Rapid Foray” also brings back some of the memories from
the classic Running Wild period. Your previous two albums
(“Resilient”, but especially “Shadowmaker”) didn’t convince
entirely many older fans. Was this something you were
looking for this time, to make peace with the older fans?
“No, not really. When I was going through all the ideas I had for
the album, I figured out that there were some parts that had
some more trademarks from the late eighties-early nineties.
But I was not heading down when I was writing the songs,
when I was collecting the ideas. I never said to myself “you
have to write songs like back then” - that simply wouldn’t work.
If you try to do a copy of a song from 25 years ago, there would
not be coming any good song from that. If I got a great idea that
sounds like that and I got this feeling and I got this kind of spiritual thing going around what you feel about the pirate stuff or
the metal that you consider to be classic for Running Wild... It’s
great when it’s there. You really can rock on that and you can
go and work on the bits of pieces to make it to be a great track.
And that’s what I did. But I never said to myself that I had to
write songs like that. I don’t think that would really be ending
up as a great record. The record was just the way I was feeling
when I was writing and collecting the ideas and when I was
picking the songs for the album. I figured out very early when I
was working on the tracks themselves that a lot of songs had
trademarks from the classic stuff.”

CREATIVITY ASCENSION

I agree, you couldn’t simply copy a song from back then
because it wouldn’t work out the same way. As you also
mentioned earlier, you had more than 30 songs completed
for “Rapid Foray”. If I can ask do you sometimes use
portions or complete songs that were not featured on the
previous album(s)?
“This was the first time that I had so many ideas for an album.
If you have a look back into the early days, “Death or Glory”
etc, those were really the songs I had that I put on the album.
I couldn’t pick from such a big “pool” from which I have the
possibility to do that today. There were a lot of ideas I had to
put down because they didn’t fit to these 11 songs. But that
doesn’t mean they are not great songs. Meanwhile I was writing
the material and was working on the production itself, I had a
lot more ideas for the next album that I had to put down and
force myself to forget them. This is a kind of pool of creativity I
have in the last 2-3 years which I never had before in my life.
There are a lot of things going on, a lot of ideas are just coming
and I really can’t stop it (laughs). It’s totally different because
before, I put down Running Wild as it was really hard for me to
write the songs and get the proper ideas for a good track. It was
really hard work, but today it’s just coming like a river.
That’s for sure great for us fans to hear! About “putting
down” Running Wild as you said, the last time you played

live was on Wacken Open Air in 2015. Was it because your
last show in 2009 also happened to be on Wacken? Also,
do you plan to give concerts anywhere else seeing that so
many fans are kind of dying for you?
“I was just starting out working on the new album and we got
the idea from the Wacken guys to do a show there in 2015,
festival headlining. We felt like it was a great idea to do that but
we had to find 2 new members for the band as it was just P
Peter Jordan and me at the time. We figured it out but after that
I had to go back to the album to finish the recording.
About concerts, we are not doing touring but we played on a lot
of festivals. So we just get all the offers and we sit down and
consider all of them and see what we can do, what festival is
suitable for us concerning the fees and the possibilities.”
You guys are also really active on your Facebook page
when it comes to marketing, for example you have an
album where you upload fans’ pictures with their Running
Wild tattoos and relics. What was the most surprising way
of a fan showing his respect towards Running Wild that
you’ve experienced?
“The fans are so loyal to Running Wild, even if we talk about 33
years now because it was in 1984 the first album which was
revealed for the public. I see so many people getting tattoos
from Running Wild, some of them even more than a dozen. It’s
a statement that Running Wild means a lot to them and it is a
big part of their lives and makes me proud. Also if you take a
look at how many musicians claim to be influenced by Running
Wild, even if they are fans you never came across with because
they are doing different music themselves. In Flames for
example, they have grown up with my music, they are making
totally different music themselves but are saying “you were
a milestone for us because you’re the reason we started out
making music”. It makes me proud to see the next generation
rising. Or Sabaton, they also claim to be great Running Wild
fans and have grown up with my music. Handing over the fire to
the next generation, I am really proud of that.”
About fans and about being proud of fans being so loyal:
Do you feel like you ever disappointed either your fans or
yourself with any of Running Wild’s records?
“The fans are a big part of Running Wild, we would be nothing
without them. That is for sure: they bought the records, they
bought the tickets... They made the band great and this is what
it’s all about. You always have to have the focus on that these
people were loyal to the band through the good and though the
bad times, and it makes me proud to be a part of their lives.
For example once we got a letter from an American soldier who
was fighting in Iraq and he said what brought him through all
these evil things going on there was to listen to Running Wild all
day long. And this means a lot to me to be the help for people
through situations, to feel better, to make it through.” c
“Rapid Foray” available via Steamhammer [www.spv.de] /
Running Wild [www.running-wild.net]

"JUDAS PRIEST IS A STARTING POINT FOR ME FOR HEAVY METAL IN REALITY. WHEN
"UNLEASHED IN THE EAST" CAME OUT, EVERYTHING STARTED AND ONE YEAR LATER
THE NWOBHM BEGUN. WE ARE CALLED SINCE THEN A HEAVY METAL BAND."

RAPID FORAY
STEAMHAMMER

Finally, they are back!! Running Wild
does not need introductions and if you
are reading this and are completely
unaware of how they sound, either you
are not a metalhead or you are suffering
from some sort of mental disorder. “Rapid

Foray” is what can be described as a
comeback album, it surely makes peace
with the older fans (no, not the ‘Gates to
Purgatory’ ones) after two, more or less,
failed attempts to reinvent themselves.
After almost 40 years of career and more
than 15 albums they sound with “Rapid
Foray” back on track, sailing bravely
again on deep waters and proudly hoisting the dreaded pirate flag. ‘Black Skies,
Red Flag’ opens the hostilities with a
typical strong Running Wild guitar riffing
and song structure that immediately sails
you back in time more than 25 years ago
until ‘Warmongers’ picks up with a steady

galloping pace and beer drinking type of
group chorus, in a typical Running Wild
way. At this point, it’s more than evident
that Captain Rolf is back in business.
Songs like the rock ’n’ rollish ‘Stick to
Your Guns’, the paced ‘By the Blood in
Your Heart’ or the inspiring instrumental
‘The Depth of the Sea (Nautilus)’ with its
melodic singular guitar lead and spicy
solo will please the most demanding fans
and show the reason why the instrumental ‘Final Gates’ (on “Port Royal”),
almost 30 years later, is still a memorable
moment on their discography. ‘Black Bart’
recovers the frightening pirate spirit with

its fast throughout pace even during soloing and ‘Into the West’ lifts the spirit of
anyone with its joyful riffing. The closer
‘Last of the Mohicans’, lyrically is quite
touching, unfortunately for the wrong
reasons… Opening with a short testimony
of a father that buried his son turning the
last of its kind.
“Rapid Foray” is everything that any real
Running Wild fan wished for on the past
years and probably even more, especially
after the previous albums. If you liked
them in the past, this is the record that
will play in your stereo for some time.
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"TO DISTANCE OURSELVES
FROM EXTREMISM AND ANY
POLITICAL OPINIONS, JUST TO
NOT OFFEND ANYONE"
By Steynsberg

T

he very first thing that is noticeable with the new
album “Korona” is that Wacht have come a long
way since their 2009 debut album. You still have
the fierceness of the early days but now reckoned with a
powerful production and elaborated compositions sounding
a totally different band...
“It has almost been 10 years since we have written the first
album so naturally much has changed in the band and also regarding myself. I was a very different person at that time so this
reflects in the sound and the vision I had for Wacht. The goal
was different back then. I wanted to record something primitive,
aggressive, intuitive and genuine. Nowadays I put much more
effort into song writing and production. As you may have
noticed it also takes longer to write and record new material.
Overall change and development is a big topic since a couple
of years, so I am always trying to create a different record than
the one before. I can’t understand how an artist can record the
same album twice or even more times as it becomes boring
very quickly.”
Z. is the most recent addition to the band, despite being
already an active member since around 2013 (playing live
or rehearsing), “Korona” is his first album as a member
of Wacht. Has the process of composition differ from the
previous releases? “Indigen” already denoted some craftsmanship, but now “Korona” has that sense of straight-forward unity and writing opulence never seen before.
“He has been a live member for a long time and it made sense
to include him in the recent line-up. His guitar playing is heavily
influenced by old school thrash and black metal riffing and
as I envisioned “Korona” to include such elements (and he is
brilliant at this) I asked him to join the band completely. We are
currently writing new material and, again, he is contributing
very much to the songs. I believe it was his input that gave us
the possibility to record an album like “Korona”. Without him it
would have been very different. The same goes for the drummer
A.. His contribution was more than just playing drums on the
songs and I am very grateful for that.
The process has changed since “Indigen”. Before that album I
wrote all the songs and recorded them with the old drummer in
our own rehearsal place. On “Indigen” I started to include the
current drummer in the song writing process but still kept most
of the things exactly how I wanted them to be. On “Korona” all
members have contributed equally to the music and the song
writing. I deliberately let go of my control freakiness to build
on the individual strength of every member to create a better
album. That sounds easy, but for someone that is used to do
everything by himself it can be a bit challenging. So you can say
that “Korona” was more a group effort than previous releases.”
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“Korona” also marks your depart from the Rumantsch
language for a solely English written record. After almost a
decade writing songs in that dialect what lead this change?
“Well I wouldn’t call it a departure, as I still write lyrics in
Rumantsch for new songs. The concept of “Korona” was just
not built on a basis that can be described in that language.
Also I wanted to emphasize my multilingual approach in using
a different “main” language for each album. The first one
was written in German (with a few small parts in English and
Rumantsch), Indigen was Rumantsch (with a cover song in
German) and Korona is written in English (with a German title).
I plan to do something in Swiss German in the future, but I don’t
have specific plans for that right now. I have also written lyrics
for a song that includes all four languages at once. So that’s
kind of continuing that thought even that Swiss German is not
considered as a “real” language.”

Obviously I didn’t do that because Black Metal never apologizes
for anything. I don’t understand why this person asked us to
play at her show in the first place. There won’t ever be any
compromise. Besides that we have many bands that just make
music because it is fun and because one “has to have” a band.
Even small projects that seem to be rooted in the underground
with a DIY mentality are just blank slates with no ideological
background at all. If you talk to those people about the issue
they just don’t care at all. Maybe I’m getting old but I’m bored
the hell out of Black Metal these days. Fortunately I am able
to listen to various other things as there is much art in music
outside of the Black Metal microcosm. That’s why there is a
statement in the “Korona” booklet saying “Fuck Black Metal Black Metal über alles”.”

ARTISTIC FREEDOM

“Korona” ends in a more melodic, mournful note with the
song ‘Atarah’ revealing the chants of the guest musician
Marije Westerveld. Being such a distinctive song, from the
rest of the album, is there any sort of closing concept in it?
“Yes but I would like to leave the interpretation, of why we did
it like that, to the listener. What I can say is that it emphasizes
the more “sacral” approach of “Korona” in a broader sense.
And it refers to my ambient/noise project also called Atarah. For
me all things I do are somehow connected, that’s why I can’t
separate Wacht from Atarah.”
Nevertheless, the album is full of other guest vocal participations from members of bands like Acherontas, Bölzer,
or Excruciation. In that aspect, “Korona” is similar to what
happened in “Indigen” which possessed also some guest
participations. Is this something to explore even more in
future releases?
“Absolutely, I like to work with different people and build on their
strengths. All of those you mentioned are personal friends of me
and their bands have been a big inspiration to what I do. So it is
an honor to have them on the album. We will continue to work
with guests in the future. I already have some ideas but nothing
is written in stone at this point. I believe the guest contributions
are shaping the picture of Wacht in a way that it wouldn’t be
possible without them. Especially Evangelion, who did the clean
vocals on “Indigen” and “Korona”, made it possible to create
something I had in mind since many years, but couldn’t do it as
my voice is not good enough. Of course there is a downside to
the whole thing as we won’t be able to be as flexible when we
play live, but I believe we can live with that. Some of the guests
already performed their songs with us on stage.”
You have returned to Obscure Sacrificial Audience Crypt
to record, mix and master the new album. “Indigen” was

The new album was again released by, the also, Swiss
label, Bergstolz. It has been a long and auspicious collaboration with several releases under their wings. Is there any
particular reason for this successful relationship?
“Yes we are friends since more than 10 years and the guy
behind the label is a very loyal person. Besides our “business”
relationship we are doing stuff together on a private basis as
well. We aren’t agreeing on every aspect regarding business
and ideological decisions but that doesn’t matter. He leaves me
complete artistic freedom and in the end that’s what matters
the most to me. I couldn’t work with a label that tries to change
my vision to sell more copies or something like that. BergStolz
also deserves support as he puts a lot of work in Swiss based
artist. Most of the bands here tend to forget where they came
from and who supported them in their first steps. So they act as
it never happened, to reach more people and get famous on the
way. Wacht won’t make this mistake.”
Switzerland isn’t the most prolific Metal country however,
during the years, it has been a reference on the scene for
spawning some of the most influential bands like Celtic
Frost/Hellhammer, Samael, Coroner or even Dark Space.
How would you describe the current scene in your country?
“It’s pure shit. We have been overrun by Hipsters and Hippies
that try to force Black Metal into their small-minded PC corset.
There is much love and respect from everyone for everyone,
which is totally annoying. There is not enough mystery, hate or
danger anymore as everyone is friends with each other. Wacht
actually got the request of a promoter before one of our gigs to
distance ourselves from extremism and any political opinions,
just to not offend anyone in the audience during the gig.

GUESS WHO?

BLACK METAL IS CONTROVERSY! REACHED ITS PEAK WITH
THE WHOLE CHURCH BURNING AND MURDER EVENTS OF THE
90’S, NEVERTHELESS, UNLIKE WHAT SOME WOULD LIKE TO
ACCEPT NOWADAYS, IT MUST REMAIN VICIOUS AND POLEMIC.
WACHT REFLECTS THIS WITH THE RIGHT SONIC FIERCENESS,
OBSCURITY AND ATTITUDE, SOMETHING THAT LACK ON MANY
YOUNGER BANDS. FORMER MEMBER STEYNSBERG LEAD US
THROUGH KORONA’S DIFFERENT INTROSPECTIVE PATHS...

MUSIC AS A ART FORM NOT SOLELY DEPENDS ON AUDIO WAVES; THE CONCEPT AND ITS INTRICATE
VISUAL DIMENSIONS ALSO PORTRAIT WHAT MUSIC AND WHAT MUSICIANS ARE EAGER TO TRANSMIT..
.. WORDS: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: STEYNSBERG ( VOCALS / GUITARS / BASS ) ..

already a major leap production wise from the debut album,
but now “Korona” has a sharper, polished and extremely
balanced sound that elevates even more the listening experience. What differed this time from your previous recording
session on Obscure Sacrificial Audience Crypt?
“Many bands record abroad as it is cheaper, but I decided to
support their studio in any way I can. Again, the people of the
O.S.A. Crypt have been friends for a long time, so I believe it
makes sense to record with them. I was told, our approach
was quiet challenging and new to them, so they can gain from
the experience as well and give us an even better sound. The
result of “Korona” is brilliant in my opinion. It is the sound I was
always looking for but never able to create by myself. We are very
satisfied with their work and will continue to record Wacht and
other projects there in the future.
The recording approach wasn’t that different from “Indigen”. I believe we recorded more guitar layers in total and of course the Atarah song was taking a lot of time. But in the end both of us had
a better understanding of how the final result should sound like.
We had gained experience from mistakes of the last time, so that
helped as well. M. is a brilliant audio engineer and he provided
many inputs that were vital to get a good soundscape. The sound
of the acoustic guitar for example was his idea. The “creepy”
feeling of it on ‘I (the crowning)’ was achieved with a very specific
amp that the studio provided to us during the recordings. Also I
learned to trust in his judgment. As mentioned above my ego was
bigger when we recorded “Indigen”, as I told everyone what to do
instead of just letting them do their job (laughs).”

PATH TO ENDLESSNESS

The beautiful drawing that adorns the front cover of the new
album looks like a fully developed version of the sigil that you
have drawn yourself. Can you explain us the concept of it?
“The artist drew three different versions of the symbol, a very
simple one, a more complex one that is inside the booklet and the
crown jewel, so to speak, the album cover with all the details.
There are various meanings to the symbol. I wanted to create
something that represents “Korona” in different aspects. For one
it is a symbol of the sun / the corona and on the other hand it is
also something like a map of life, death, existence and salvation.
“Korona” represents a search and the different “rays” in the
symbol show the different paths that one can take. There can be
a starting point and a goal but it also can repeat over and over
again (as shown in the scythe swastika that is overlaid to the
simple version of the symbol - similar to a wheel of Samsara).
Everyone can decide for himself which path is the best for him or
herself. Some paths are longer and some shorter...
The map theme is also represented by the two circles. There is

a conscious and an unconscious plain, an obvious and a hidden
section of the mind etc. I wouldn’t call it duality as they don’t
oppose each other. It’s more an extension of themselves. If one
dares to enter the hidden part of his consciousness for example
his view on many things can expand. So there is not only a
movement on the prewritten paths but also movement between
the different planes and layers.
For me “Korona” never was the final form of my art. I always
looked at it as a step forward into the unknown, and according to
several people this apparently also reflects in the music and the
art surrounding it. The intention was to show that art is more than
just music, or a painting. There is a multidimensional concept to
what I do and even this interview contributes a small bit to the
whole picture.”
You have recently played a very special invitation only gig to
celebrate 10 years of Wacht. What is curious about it is that
you only played demo material and above all, it was in a ruin
in the forest. Was this something that you were eager to do?
“Very much so. I wanted to do something like that since years
and when the promoter did the first edition I almost forced him to
invite Wacht one year later (laughs).
I believe this was a very special gig and worth all the effort it took
to prepare it. As you can see on the pictures the drum set was
so small, it could have been stolen from a circus tent, and the
amps were only battery fueled. There was a minimal amount of
equipment and some of it even failed during the gig. Events like
this show me that all the fancy technical equipment, professional
light and a super talented sound engineer is not necessary for an
underground black metal gig to work. There was exactly the same
mood as I had when I recorded my demo material. Raw, angry,
naive and straight in the face. So it made perfectly sense to only
play old songs. Also we “celebrated” 10 years of Wacht in 2017
so this gig was something unique that we probably won’t ever do
again in such a way.
For me it was also important to make a general stand in this
direction. So many bands claim to be underground and stuff
like that but just want to get famous doing their thing and take
advantage of some underground coolness factor. As soon as
there are no monitors and the trigger fails or there is no stage
at all these bands are getting grumpy and refuse to play. This is
ridiculous in my eyes.
Wacht always was under the radar and deeply rooted in the true
Black Metal underground. An illegal gig in the forest was perfect
to show the world that even a band that records something like
Korona can work in a setting like that.” c
“Korona” available via BergStolz [www.bergstolz.ch] / Wacht
[www.indigen.ch]

KORONA

BERGSTOLZ
There are really good surprises crawling for
an opening on the endless pit which is the
underground scene, this is a given fact! What
is clear with the third album “Korona” by the
Swiss (sometimes controversial?!) trio is that
they have come a long way after the debut album “Evolution, Destruktion” released back in
2009. Their primitive form of raw, compelling
and militant black metal has evolved during
the years and if you thought “Indigen” was
already an immense step forward you should
really give “Korona” a few spins. It’s clear that
Steynsberg, the former member, has become
proficient not only composition-wise but
above all conceived a better version of Wacht
sound-wise. “Indigen” already showed a clear
interest in becoming a better-produced band
and “Korona” widened its oppressive dark
wings. They returned to O.S.A. Crypt studio
and recorded seven razor-sharp songs that
combine the trenchant sonority of “Indigen”
with the fierceness of a deathly attack, with
the exception of the closer ‘Atarah’ which is a
completely different moody touching moment.
The opener ‘Lightningfire’ sets perfectly the
fast atmosphere materialized throughout the
almost 40 minutes, slicing and cutting across
mainly fast-paced rhythms and dynamic
drum charges. One of the aspects on “Korona”
that stand out is the fact that Steynsberg’s
voice seems more relentless compared with
the previous album, which in some occasions
wandered over almost sung parts. For that
matter, “Korona” sounds crueller and less
deviant from the perverse taking over concept.
‘Sunborn’ is the perfect example of that. A
song that from the start has the sole objective
to lean against the wall the unprepared
listener with its nonstop fast drum charge and
nefarious grim riffing, giving only space to
breathe around the middle with a mid-tempo
section and an infernal vocal lead that for a
few moments reminds me of Marco Kehren
from Deynonychus. Despite the constant
attack, song after song, there is a feeling
of thoroughness and singularity created by
unique moments, like the sung and spoken
parts of ‘To The Skies’, tempo shifts or merely
provoking guitar moments, like on ‘I (The
Crowning)’, that sets the mood on different
grounds. Towards the end, there is a slight deflection from the initial onslaught with songs
like ‘To the Skies’ (with its moody atmosphere
and transitions) and the closer ‘Atarah’ with
its ambient driven melodies.
“Korona” is definitely an album that embraces
in its plenitude, violent black metal patterns
and notions with a slice of extremity found
in other metal styles, which is just for that, a
sign of maturity, progression and singleness.
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PREPARE FOR THE ATONEMENT OF YOUR SINS... IMMOLATION RETURN TO GAZE YOU IN THE
EYES WITH THE WRETCHED CERTAIN THAT WE ARE LEADING INTO ULTIMATE DARKNESS
.. WORDS: JEFF TANDY MUSICIAN: ROSS DOLAN ( BASS / VOCALS ) ..

ON THE VERGE OF REACHING 30 YEARS OF CAREER THE DESTRUCTIVE
FORCE OF DARKENED DEATH METAL IMMOLATION RELEASE
THEIR TENTH FULL-LENGTH RECORD THAT NOT ONLY IS A
COMEBACK TO THEIR OLDER FORM BUT ALSO PROVES WHY THEY ARE
CONSIDERED LEADERS ON THE EXTREME METAL SCENE.
BASSIST / VOCALIST ROSS DOLAN DISCLOSES “ATONEMENT” WITH
AN APPREHENSIVE VIEW OF THE WORLD WE LIVE IN TODAY

" THE COMPLETE
FAILURE OF
GLOBALISM AND
THE SLOW RISE OF
EXTREMISM ALL
AROUND THE GLOBE"
By Ross Dolan
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Along the same lines, would you agree that time and place
has everything to do with releasing an album? Is Immolation perhaps even more relevant than ever as our nation
moves from a long-running malaise to a more unknown and
untested direction?
“I would definitely agree with this and do feel time and place
has everything to do with releasing an album. We had numerous delays with this album due to circumstances beyond our
control. Originally, we were shooting for a late 2015 release, so
the writing process began back in early 2015. By the summer
we had three songs completed musically and then Bob hit a
creative wall and had to step away from the writing for some
time. Once the inspiration started flowing again and the writing
process started back up, our drummer Steve broke his right
ankle in three places. This required surgery and over 6 months
of rehabilitation to teach him how to use his right leg again, so
needless to say this was a huge setback for all of us, especially

Your albums tend to have ongoing themes. The early works
were examination of religion and the idea of Satan as an
ephemeral force of evil in the world, while your more
recent albums have been more sociological and even
geopolitical at times. Where does “Atonement” fall
into that spectrum?
“That’s really a spot on overview of where this band
started and where we have ventured since the beginning lyrically. Basically we have always focused on
that unseen darkness that permeates every aspect of
our lives, and whether it manifests itself through religion
or other aspects of our lives, I think the overwhelming
conclusion is that it all begins and ends with us. We explored
the darker and more oppressive side of religion on our earlier
albums as you mentioned, touching on everything from pedophilia in the church, the church’s role during the Second World
War and the very destructive side of religious fanaticism and
extremism. After 9/11, we began to stray into darker waters
lyrically, exploring more of the sociological and geopolitical aspects of our world, and our role in all of this as you accurately
mentioned above. It was always something we saw very clearly
around us, and something that obviously struck a chord with
us and resonated with all of our fans around the world as well.
We have always tried really hard not to cross that line into the
political realm since we have never been big fans of politics,
and I think many of our fans feel the same way. Trying to articulate some of the ideas and topics on our last few records and
delivering them in a dark way especially with the new album
has been a challenge. “Atonement” moves forward in that
same tradition, touching on all of these ideas we have talked
about and some new ones as well. We tried to explore some of
these unseen forces of darkness that unfortunately shape our
world and touch all of us at some point in our lives. The new
record really explores some of these more abstract ideas and
the divisiveness of these forces that pull at us every day.”
How easy is it to find something new to say or a way to say
it after being at this for almost 30 years?
“This is a really good question, and something we sometimes
discuss when writing the lyrics for some of the newer songs.
You would think we have said all we have to say about religion
for example, and then there is some new inspiration, or a
different perspective on something we have touched on in the
past that creeps into our heads demanding for us to elaborate on
it. It’s all in how you approach an idea or topic I would imagine,
and I understand the creative process is very different from
person to person, but sometimes expressing new feelings about
an old subject is fun in that you get to revisit these ideas from a
different perspective or point of view, depending on the subject
or from where you approach it. There is a fine line between
approaching something with a fresh perspective and just being
redundant, so this is why we are very selective these days with the
heavy religious themes, but only revisit them when we can offer
something new to the fans. It is very exciting for me to think of new
ideas or different things to write about with each new album cycle,4

1985

Seven Churches
“I picked this album up when it came out after
hearing one of the songs on a local radio show
that had a metal program Saturday nights from
midnight to 5am. This album to me defined
what death metal was. It took thrash into a
whole new direction. It was darker, more savage,
had more feeling and the vocal style was what I
felt this music needed. It changed everything for
us, and in my opinion was the first death metal
album at a time when death metal didn’t really
exist. It was an extremely inspirational album
for people like us who were searching for music
that was much darker and more extreme than
what was out there at the time.”

1983

UNSEEN DARKNESS

POSSESSED

IRON MAIDEN
Piece of Mind

“It was a toss-up between this or “Powerslave”,
but I think I will go with “Piece of Mind” since
that was always one of my all-time favorites
and Iron Maiden was always a favorite of mine
as well. I loved Iron Maiden since I first heard
them in the early/mid 1980’s. I can’t remember
which one of their older albums I got first, but
I owned all of their albums and singles at the
time and was a huge fan. Steve Harris was the
man who inspired me to play bass guitar. He
was the man that helped me understand the role
the bass played in metal music since his playing
was solid and colorful at the same time and
always was very prominent in the mix on any
Iron Maiden album. I saw them multiple times
over the years and they always crush it live.”

1969 - 1982

OVERCOME ADVERSITIES

Steve. One thing positive that came out of all of the delays was
that it really gave us the time to fine tune all the songs and it gave
us all time to learn and understand the songs much better before
entering the studio. Despite his injury, Steve also benefited from
this because he is usually the one fighting the clock trying to get
his parts written and done before the studio deadline, so the extra
time was helpful in the end. That being said, it really put us in a
good spot to have the time to sort out the art work and layout of
the release, and the fact that we have had so many positive things
coming together leading up to this release was also beneficial in
the scheme of things. Also, the fact that this album is coming out
during such an uncertain and unstable time in our history I think
makes the ideas and concepts on this album even more relevant
and important to our fans. It’s not only relevant to our fans here in
the US for reasons you mentioned, but for all our fans worldwide
who are seeing the complete failure of globalism and the slow rise
of extremism all around the globe. We see things slowly starting to
unravel around the world as a result of mankind’s obsession with
wealth and power, so for a lot of people this uncertainty moving
forward is unsettling to everyone.”

HIGHLIGHTS BY ROSS DOLAN

L

et’s get right to current events. Immolation has a
new album, called “Atonement”, and there seems
to be a familiar return to form. You have what
looks to be an angel of destruction on the cover, and the
classic Immolation logo is front and center. Is this a knowing re-visitation of the band’s early presentation?
“Yes, it would seem this cover was a nod to our earlier years
but that really wasn’t our intent initially when we were coming
up with the concept. The song ‘Atonement’ is about religious
extremism and the very destructive and toxic shadow it has
cast upon humanity for thousands of years. We felt the title
really pointed out the absolute absurdity of this concept of
forgiveness or reconciliation, especially when applied to the
more extreme and literal interpretations of some religions and
the acts of violence and destruction that stem from these
beliefs. The cover concept came from a passage of lyrics from
this song: “Angel of hatred now spread your wings; Shower your
thorns down upon us; Anointing the pure holy water so red;
Taking away from us all that you can”.
These lines were the inspiration for the cover artwork and they
became the template on which we built the whole concept.
Once we sent Par Olofsson our ideas and horribly drawn
sketches, we started getting rough versions of the piece every
few days and saw the entire piece come to life, and with it,
the visual these four lines created in our mind’s eye became a
reality. Once the piece was finished, we loved the fact that it did
tie in those earlier covers, so it was really a happy accident that
it did bring us full circle. We once again used both the new and
old logos in the cover mock ups, however when we saw the old
logo on there, it was a no-brainer for us. It really looked amazing
with this artwork and gave the piece a darker and more sinister
feel, so the decision to use it was unanimous. We knew our
fans, especially the old school fans, would appreciate this, but
we didn’t realize how positive the response would in fact be.”
Immolation has always commanded unfailing respect in the
underground, but there seems to be something about the
new album that really has people excited. Do you think it
has anything to do with the aforementioned style cues?
“I’m not sure really, it could be because of this or also because
our fans know that we usually take our time with our releases,
and since it’s been almost four years since “Kingdom of
Conspiracy” was released, they could just be excited to finally
get some new music from us. The fans know we are all about
quality over quantity, so I think they respect the fact that when
we release an album it will be something unique and special.
Either way, I do think, or at least hope the fans will enjoy this
one. It does seem that the fans feel the artwork and old logo
are signs that the new material will have some of the feel of
the earlier material. This album definitely has elements of
our entire catalog, focusing more on mood and feeling like the
earlier records while still including some of the more savage
and straight forward elements of our more recent albums. It’s a
good blend and each song in my opinion has all of the elements
that make Immolation special to our fans. Nuclear Blast has
really been putting a lot of time and effort into promoting this
album, so I think it’s been generating some nice hype and
anticipation for the release.”

LED ZEPPELIN
All discography

“It’s probably my all-time favorite classic rock
band and I love all of their records, it’s hard to
pick just one. I have fond memories attached to
all of them, which is what I listened to obsessively
in my early teen years right up until today. They
really put out so much great stuff, so much
feeling and timeless. In the early metal years,
there would always be a good mix of all types of
metal (heavy, thrash and death) Led Zeppelin and
Black Sabbath of course. These bands were like
the soundtrack to my early teen years.”
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and this inspiration comes in different ways and at different
times, so it’s just important for me to recognize these little
hints of inspiration when they do come. I try my best to have as
many lyrical ideas before we enter the studio, and regardless of
whether or not I have any lyrics written for these ideas or not,
just the concepts and ideas are enough to build upon when the
time is right and we can spend the time and talk about these
ideas with each other in order to develop them into songs. I
also feel the process flows much smoother now that Bob and I
work together developing these concepts, throwing ideas back
and forth to each other and then fine tuning everything together
when the ideas are more solid. As I said earlier, some of my
concepts are abstract in the beginning stages and need to really
be developed, so once we are on the same page, that process
flows much easier with two different perspectives on one idea
as opposed to just one.”
As mentioned earlier, in your lyrics Satan was always a
metaphor for the darkness found in human reality. How do
you feel about that idea now? Do you still see forces that
represent Satan in the world as it is today?
“Yes, Satan was always used in our lyrics as a metaphor for
that darkness in human reality, and this is something I think
we have made very clear since our earlier years when we
would sometimes be thought of as a satanic band, which was
clearly never the case. Most people understood this and really
appreciated where we were coming from lyrically, offering a
different point of view and an honest alternative perspective
on a subject that has been forced down the throats of so many
around the world for centuries. I still believe those dark forces
still exist and will continue to exist as long as man walks this

planet. It’s unfortunate but sadly true, and I think we have
always been crystal clear that all the darkness and evil in the
world emanates exclusively from mankind. It is our hubris that
dictates we are the center of the universe, and that everything
is for us to use, abuse, exploit, destroy or kill. We have
destroyed more in our short tenure on this planet than any other
species, and it seems we won’t be happy until we take it all
down with us. That being said, I am not an entirely pessimistic
person and I do believe we have the capacity for both good and
evil, unfortunately it’s the evil that touches us more profoundly
and leaves a longer lasting blight on our world.”

FEEDING THE MOB

Let’s explore that further, ‘Destructive Currents’ was the
advance track for the album, does it point towards those
same forces of darkness?
“Yes it does, as do all of the songs on this record. ‘Destructive
Currents’ is about the herd mentality and the dark forces that
feed and manipulate it. We speak a lot about these forces on
this record, specifically how divisive they are in nature. Our
media fans these flames. People become polarized over false
narratives in order to promote certain agendas that sometimes
incite people to react in destructive ways. It’s text book divide
and conquer with fear and hatred being the emotions that are
fed. Before we decided on ‘Destructive Currents’ as the song
title, the working title was ‘Feeding the Mob’, which was my
original inspiration for the song, and since it was a tricky song
to articulate lyrically, we did change many things along the
way until we were happy with what it said and where it went.
Although it was a challenge to bring this song to life lyrically, it

was a fun challenge and I think it makes sense without really
straying from the original concept I had early on. Bob had a lot
of great ideas that really helped bring everything together so
that it makes sense to the listener. This is something we always
have to consider when writing the lyrics. We always have a
solid concept or idea behind all of our songs, but sometimes we
try to leave room for the listener’s interpretation as well.’
Given where humankind is today collectively, what is your
outlook for the future? Is there any way to turn things
around? Is there any hope for us, or do you think it’s too late?
“I believe we have a cyclical existence in that we seem to make
the same mistakes over and over again. Sometimes we skip a
generation, but in general we see similarities between where
we are now and where we were a few generations back, let’s
say the earlier part of the 1900’s, with threats of collapsing
monetary systems, market collapses and looming war. It’s
really the same old stories that play on people’s fears and
uncertainties, and until we can break free of these cycles,
things will never change. We really need to see that darkness
for what it is, understand what drives and motivates it and
then make changes to put humanity on a more positive path.
I think our biggest problem is the forces of division that keep
the people of the world divided. Religion, ethnicity, politics and
nationalism are some of these forces in my opinion that are
constantly thrown at us on a daily basis to get a reaction and
push us down paths we would never walk on our own. So many
people unfortunately fall into this trap and journey down that
dark and corrupt path.”
Your lyrics are well-known for citing (and refuting) scripture. Given what you know of the bible, do you sense that

Ross Dolan UNVEILS “ATONEMENT”
01.

THE DISTORTING LIGHT

“We felt this was the perfect opener. It’s an intense
track that really sets the bar high for the rest of the
album right out of the gate. It’s about how a lot of
what we see in our world and our perceptions of different aspects of our world are distorted and changed
depending on how they are presented to us through the
media. How dark events can be shown in a positive
light or positive events can be shown in a negative
light to receive different reactions from the masses.”
02.

WHEN THE JACKALS COME

“One of my personal favorites and in my opinion one
of the darkest endings of any Immolation song. This
is another burner that gets straight to the point. This
song lyrically was inspired by a book called “Confessions of an Economic Hit man” and it just struck a
chord with me and presented to me a very dark and
insidious side of our world that we never see. Again,
another dark one musically and lyrically.”
03.

FOSTERING THE DIVIDE

“Another one of my favorites on the album. This one
is like a slow moving pestilence that slowly infects
you and takes its time to strike the death blow. It’s
one of the heavier songs on the album and also has
some great parts, especially the very epic sounding
end section where the song explodes. Lyrically it’s one
of the darker songs on the album, dealing with the
many divisive forces in our world that create hatred
and tear humanity apart. It about divide and conquer
and control.”
04.

RISE THE HERETICS

“This song has some really unique sections, especially
the ending of the song, which is very dark and creepy
with a killer clean guitar section that leads into the
epic ending, creating a great dynamic, something we
haven’t really done since “Failures for Gods”. Lyrically
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it’s about people like us, who are atheists and who
see the slow decline of religion and revel in it. It’s
about breaking that control and living free of those
shackles.”
05.

THROWN TO THE FIRE

“This was the first song Bob wrote for the album.
Definitely a cool intro with the dark and creepy guitar
parts that lead into the slow and monstrous vocal
sections, very cool and a bit different for Immolation in
a way. Then the song explodes in Immolation fashion
before coming back to the creepy guitar outro. Lyrically
the song is about the ultimate cost of war and how
most of the world’s youth becomes fodder for the war
machine.”
06.

DESTRUCTIVE CURRENTS

“I like this song a lot and feel it has a great blend of
old-school and new era Immolation in there to appeal
to all of our fans, which is why we chose to release
this as our first single. Just an intense song with some
great old school Immolation parts and a great lead
section. Lyrically this song explores the herd mentality
and how it’s manipulated and controlled by outside
forces.”
07.

LOWER

“This song is one of the albums highlights and also
one of its heaviest songs. I loved this song as soon
as Bob played me the demo of it. It’s just unique and
different and extremely dark and menacing. It also
has, in my opinion, one of the best solos of the record.
Just a dark and miserably crushing song. Lyrically it’s
about people who will do anything to climb their way
to the top, people who have no conscious or empathy,
people with no regard for anything other than their own
selfish desires, and it’s about losing yourself in the
process. A commentary on humanity’s dark side. One
of my favorites on the record lyrically.”

08.

ATONEMENT

“This song is one that grew on me
after initially hearing it. It’s a very driving
song that has its explosive moments and one
of the darkest and creepiest sections of the album,
which by the way inspired the album artwork.
Lyrically the song is about religious extremism.”
09.

ABOVE ALL

“This was the surprise ripper of the album. I love
this song, and although it may not be typical for an
Immolation song, it is heavy, powerful and catchy in
a good way. It’s one of those songs that slowly builds
until it climaxes into one of the heaviest and crushing
endings of the record. Lyrically it’s about feeding the
weak minded false hope and lies to gain their trust
and support in order to control and manipulate them.”
10.

THE POWER OF GODS

“I think this was the fourth song Bob had ready for the
album after putting the writing on the back burner for
a few months. Once he was re-inspired, this was the
song that came out first. A great song, very militant
and heavy with one of the darkest and most twisted
build up parts of the record and my favorite epic
section of the record. Lyrically it’s about the hands
behind the scenes that truly run the world and the
great power they wield.”
10.

EPIPHANY

“A great closer in typical Immolation fashion.
This song was the last one to get written and it
also marked our 100th song, so it was a huge
milestone for us. The first riff is catchy, dark and
infectious, and Bob built the song around this
first riff. A heavy and powerful song that is the
perfect closer for this album. Lyrically it takes
a dark and critical look at the world and
humanities many failures.”

any of the cataclysmic events it warned of are imminent,
even in a secular, real-world sense?
“Sometimes these stories in the bible can be applied to life
like a horoscope or fortune in a fortune cookie. If you try hard
enough, you can find a way to make it a personal fit. I’m by no
means an expert on biblical studies, but what I have read of
the bible, specifically in the book of revelations, doesn’t come
close to some of horrors mankind has undertaken throughout the
centuries. At the end of the day it’s a story book, a moral code
seeded with warnings from an angry and vindictive God which
may have worked well in more archaic times, but has no place in
our modern world. People need to focus on reality, the here and
now, and forget about the many distractions that keep our eye
off the ball and oblivious to the real forces that could potentially
bring about plague, famine or extinction during our lifetimes.”
In a more immediate sense, what is next for Immolation?
Obviously you will be on tour in support of Atonement, but
how far do you and Bob look ahead in terms of agenda? Do
you see any end in sight, or is it just all part of a continuum
at this point?
“I think its all part of a continuum at this point. We try not to
plan that far into the future, so our immediate plans encompass
the rest of 2017. We start the touring cycle for “Atonement” in

early February here in the States by supporting the Cavalera
brothers on their “Return to Roots” tour, which should be a
fun tour for us and a chance to potentially reach some new
fans, and then almost immediately following in April we return
to Europe with our good friends in Vader. We have the Decibel
Metal and Beer Festival the end of April which should be a great
time for all the metal fans and beer connoisseurs. We also will
try to plan some European summer festivals and then we will
return for a second European and US tours in the fall, so we
plan to keep busy this year. Beyond that, we will have to wait
and see. Writing a follow up for “Atonement” will surely be in
the cards for 2018, and hopefully we will have the opportunity
to visit some new places around the world.”

EXCHANGING FRIENDS

Last, could you talk about Alex Bouks joining and Bill Taylor’s departure? Alex is a great guitarist and songwriter. Is
there a chance he will contribute to whatever you do next?
“We received the unfortunate news from our longtime friend
and brother Bill Taylor that he would regrettably be stepping
out of the band due to personal and health reasons. This is a
decision we know has weighed heavily on Bill for the last year
before his departure and it certainly wasn’t an easy decision for

ATONEMENT

NUCLEAR BLAST
It’s hardly a simple task to keep a fresh sound
when a band is ten albums into a career, even
when the band is as distinct as Immolation.
With “Atonement”, the legendary death metal
quartet doesn’t bother with reinventing themselves, but instead lean hard into their milieu
with devastating results.
One look at the album cover with the band’s
original logo over another angel of destruction,
tellingly phoenix-like in its glory, is a good
indicator of what to expect. This release makes
up for all the sins of 2013’s “Kingdom of Conspiracy”’s clinical production and sometimes
scattered ideas. Instead, “Atonement” greets
the listener with a barrage of riffs and hooks
that are fueled by a far more balanced sound
palette. This record is already widely touted as

him to make. Bill had a 16 year run with the band, and without
his passion and dedication to Immolation, I can honestly say it
would be hard to envision us here today. I can’t express how we
were all devastated by this news, but we of course supported
Bill in his decision and wish him all the best moving forward.
He will always be part of what made this band great, and we
will never forget all the time and energy he put into this. Moving
forward, we thought of our longtime friend of 25 years Alex
Bouks, who not only is an amazing guitarist and like-minded
individual, but also a close friend and longtime Immolation
supporter. Alex has been in some of the undergrounds finest
bands, from Gorephobia, Incantation, Master and his own band
Ruinous. Alex is an extremely dedicated musician, but more
importantly, a grounded and humble individual, someone who
personality wise fits right in with Immolation. Bill was happy
that Alex was our choice to take over the second guitar slot
once he left, so we are happy that the transition was a very
amicable, albeit bittersweet, transition. We can’t wait to start
performing live with Alex and can’t wait to see what he brings
to the table.” c
“Atonementt” available via Nuclear Blast [www.nuclearblast.de]
/ Immolation [www.facebook.com/immolation]

a return to form for Immolation, and with good
reason; the atmospheric darkness of the entire
effort is penetrating and mesmerizing.
As expected, Bob Vigna’s famous string wails
and diabolical solos are placed perfectly in a
firmament above the central melodies. This layered effect is, and has always been, what makes
Immolation such a unique and inimitable band,
and to hear it all in full display makes the
album a truly resplendent listen.
Frontman Ross Dolan’s vocals are more burned
in and vengeful than ever, and his roar looms
over the material with an intimidating surety.
This, combined with the aforementioned robust
production, creates a massive final result,
particularly in the slower moments.
As with many Immolation albums, the songs
are carefully ordered to create the sense of
start, middle and end, which gives it the feel
of a concept album, even if that’s not wholly
intended. It creates a sense of closure in the
ominous fade-out of the final number, much
like the end of a harrowing journey. There’s
very little here that would count as filler, but
standout tracks include ‘When the Jackals
Come’, ‘Destructive Currents’, ‘Atonement’, and
the especially great, ‘Lower’, which has the
effect described in the title – a proper descent
into Hell. The bonus re-recording of the classic,

“Immolation”, is not out of place at the end of
the disc, but rather a welcome coda that captures the full-circle nature of what this album
seems to represent.
It bears mentioning that another great (and
often overlooked) feature is the obvious
thoughtfulness that went into the creation of
the booklet . There is a veritable collection of
artwork featured within, which hearkens back
to the involved design concepts the band used
on “Failures for Gods”. Time and care were taken to communicate the content both on audial
and visual fronts, which is not as common for
bands in the age of digital disposability.
In all, “Atonement” is a new classic for Immolation, a strong album for newcomers and
veteran fans alike. The slow-burn moments
are undeniably effective, and the vigorous and
confident performances from all members of
the group culminate in what is possibly the
best effort of its type from a death metal band
of this era. More to the point, this record officially marks Immolation as peerless, as all their
contemporaries have since stumbled, disbanded, or abandoned their missions. Ten albums in,
this legendary unit makes it clear that they still
have more to say. As long as they keep releasing albums like this one, we will listen.

9.5 | JEFF TANDY
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10 - OUTSTANDING
09 - VERY GOOD
08 - GOOD
07 - SOLID
06 - SATISFACTORY

7TH ABYSS
UNVOICED

TROLLZORN RECORDS

What sets them apart is
probably what kills them
also. “Unvoiced” wanders
into so many music styles
that feels somewhat overwhelming with so much
layers and conflicting at times. 7Th Abyss might
be the new band on the block but the musicians
in it already have some background on the metal
scene, which in the end result on a very detailed
album full of technical notes and engaging in
several occasions. However, what is more frustrating for me is the volatile vocal style of Andreas
Müller, giving an extremely modern edge to the
debut album and mixing different styles (shouts,
growls, clean and harsh singing, grunts) ranging
from hardcore, death(core) and traditional metal.
Instrumentally they are strong and the compositions have enough hooks, twists and breakdown
moments to make you bleed uncontrollably despite
the constant use of melody, rhythmic and tempo
fluctuation. They use and abuse on dynamism
(there is a constant string battle between the two
guitarists, Robert and Daniel) which is an aspect
more related to modern metal or the hardcore
scene, and while it gives a uninterrupted energizing angle, it is also what will probably refrain
many metal fans to appreciate entirely the 11
songs featured. I guess the quintet is trying a bit
too hard to please fans from different genres turning “Unvoiced” an album that strives to satisfy all
and no one at the same time. Even so, I believe
there is still space for 7Th Abyss on the scene taking in consideration the attention that bands like
In Flames, Sonic Syndicate or Trivium are having,
especially by the younger generation of metal fans.
Regardless of not being a sonority that appeals
me, I must state that in songs like ‘Lost Eternity’,
‘Deaf’ (with its guitar tapping), ‘Nightmare At The
Fields’ (with the constant battle between melody
and groove) or ‘Schwester Rabiata’ they can be
quite convincing occasionally.

6.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

A TORTURED SOUL
ON THIS EVIL NIGHT
PURE STEEL RECORDS

What a surprise! Incredible,
how much superb stuffs has
been released this year. “On
This Evil Night” is American quintet’s fourth studio
album, which was six years
in the making, and these six years since “Lucifer’s
Fate” has paid off a lot of dividends. Until now A
Tortured Soul have been a more or less straight
Mercyful Fate devotees, with way more powerful
sound and they were broadly in the same league
as Portrait, In Solitude or Noctum. They are still
devoted to Danish legends, but they have wholly
upgraded their devotion and went further away
from other mentioned admirers. To be honest, their
power metal is almost thrash metal, or as much
thrash as power metal. Band sounds incredibly
tight, with grinding bass and guitar, and drums
cut accurately through sonic tissues, which is
done pretty old way. Title track starts innocuously,
but it is a virtual wrecking ball which blasts listener into another dimension, where one acquires
a gift of utter concentration and attentiveness,
which prepares to hear all the other marvels of
this album. When they aim to be eerily haunting,
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they are really eerily haunting, certain parts can
fill your bones with genuine fear. Besides, vocalist Joe Black has virtually snatched The Tyrant or
better said Leviathan Thesiren, though he has no
problems to transform into King Diamond. Some
“huhs” (as noted on ‘Crimson’) remind me of
Eric Bloom from mighty Blue Oyster Cult, which
is a huge plus in my book. Guitarist Nate Gorenc weaves very interesting riffs inspired by early
Metal Church, early Vicious Rumors, or even Heathen, and of course, obligatorily Iron Maiden.
Some solos are inspired by Andy La Rocque, listen to the one on ‘All Alone’, and from this point of
view, “On This Evil Night” could be perceived as
the best King Diamond album since “Conspiracy”.
Let us not forget the epic, almost ten minutes
long ‘Mourning Son’ which attest to the progressiveness of the group. Plenty of song structures
sound very original, despite the fact that the band
is heavily inspired by all mentioned establishment, they have added a lot of their own, and this
in areas where “inspirations” didn’t want to add
or continue or simply couldn’t do it. It has to be
reiterated that this is very powerful album which
is also agreeably listenable and it delivers all the
way through, “On This Evil Night” could also be
the best Pure Steel release until today. If there
was a real heavy metal album recorded this year,
it is this one. And believe me, you need to buy it!

9.5 | NENAD KOBAL

ABHORRENT DEFORMITY
ENTITY OF MALEVOLENCE
COMATOSE MUSIC

Founded in 2013, North
Carolina brutal death metallers Abhorrent Deformity
have quickly taken the
scene by storm with an
impressive onslaught of
shows and rehearsals that turned out their first
demo in less than a year of existence. Now finally
ready to unleash their full-length debut, the effort
is on Comatose Music. Taking their cues from
the modern brutal death metal scene, the group
decides to take on the usual series of utterly pummelling patterns and tight, frenzied riff-work for
their attack. Tracks like ‘Can of Worms’, ‘Manifested Filth’ and ‘Stench of the Decomposed’ allow
a series of blast-heavy rhythms and sludgy, dirty
riff-work that range between those lightning-fast
raging riffing to the more sprawling, stuttering
paces that really round out the kind of scattered,
frantic rhythms that are simply devastating in
their approach. Other approaches here, from the
series of rather hammering drum-work and simply
blinding series of frantic patterns in the riffing that
just produces a blur of discordant, sonic noise as
in ‘Buried Beneath Human Remains’ and the title
track that really fuels the album’s brutality quite
handily. That part of the album, though, really
brings about it’s problem areas as this series of
frenzied, utterly blistering rhythm patterns and
boundless drumming really just doesn’t offer up
all that much singularity, taking it on so many varied tangents and highly disjointed arrangements
that there’s little about these sections that really
speaks to any coherent vision. They’re more content to simply fire away vicious and blistering
patterns without little coherent thought behind
them, and they come off bland and not all that
impressive in the long run. Though it has some
problems in the rather bland and overall directionless march of it’s brutality-laced rhythms, this
is still somewhat less of an issue than expected

05 - BEARABLE
04 - DISAPPOINTING
03 - MEDIOCRE
02 - VERY BAD
01 - TERRIBLE

due to being a debut and without a whole lot of
other issues being present it manages to offer
up enough that it’s appeal is strictly more for the
less-discriminating brutal death metal savants.

7 | DON ANELLI

ABSENTA
EEL

NECROMANCE RECORDS

This second album sees the
Spanish band Absenta aiming their guns to new territories,
or at least expanding their
black metal influences giving it a twist of post metal. If
you had the chance to check their debut album “Under
the Sight of Mulhacen” the very first thing that you will
notice is that they got rid of their old school necro logo,
which, after a more in-depth analysis of “Eel” feels like
an honest move. Absenta mixtures the essence of black
metal, with its grim riffing, and incorporates dynamic
tempos and passages not common on the Norwegian
old school realms to ensure enough “post” variation.
The sorrowful atmospheres are intensified by Ramon’s
vocals, which occasionally are quite similar to what
Attila Csihar did in “De Mysteriis Dom Sathanas”, but
truth be told, on a smaller and less wicked scale. What
is engaging on “Eel” is the fact that even if they opt for
a multi-layered approach full of deviant rhythms and
tempo changes, they are still able to carry the black
metal flame and mix it sporadically also with subtle elements of necro, remnants of their debut album, doom
and black’n’roll. ‘Erasing the Traces of an Ungrateful Coward’ or the title track are fine examples of that.
“Eel” drifts mostly on austere mid-tempo drumming
with the random full throttle charge of tremolo picking riffs thus giving a more sadistic and ruthless touch
to their sonority. Even so, this second album relies particularly on the ability of the band on creating patterns
and different rhythmic textures that not only are engaging but slightly moody and atmospheric. This is where
Absenta strikes and many post metal bands fails, even
though a few hefty branches were add to their sonority they were still able to retain vital elements of black
metal and for that reason turning “Eel” into a record
that can be appreciated by older and newer metal fans.
Five years after their debut and a few line-up changes,
the band has grown immensely sound wise and
impresses with their ability to keep the songs dynamic
and organic without neglecting at all their obscure metal
perspective. This is certainly not an album for all, especially metal purists; nevertheless, I feel that gathers
strong aspects that will please both the black metal and
post metal communities by combining bands like Agalloch, Mayhem or polish Furia in a single record.

7.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

ABYSMAL DAWN
OBSOLESCENCE
RELAPSE RECORDS

Growing stronger with every
release, California death
metal machine Abysmal
Dawn has quickly become
one of the more prominent
names in the modern death
metal scene with their stunning mixture of oldschool rhythms with more modern technicality.
Being the only release by the band as a four-piece
with second-guitarist Andy Nelson leaving the
group afterwards as well as drummer Scott Fuller
decamping as well, the group’s fourth full-length
effort was released again on Relapse Records as
well as a special deluxe edition that contained a
second disc of demo version of the same tracks.

As with the majority of the modern death metal
groups, the focus is mainly on the album’s unrelenting riff-work being present first and foremost.
Tracks like ‘Human Obsolescence’, ‘Perfecting
Slavery’ and ‘One Percent Incomplete’ go for the
deep churning riff and charging groove rhythms
common-place in the modern scene, all given a
fine technical bent that makes the tracks seem far
more devastating with dexterous drumming and
swirling grinding patterns cropping into the riffwork as well. This makes for a solid intensity to
the album that meshes quite nicely with tracks
like ‘Inanimate’ or ‘Loathed in Life - Praised in
Death’ where the focus is on the more old-school
rhythms as the charge shifts through simplistic mid-tempo tones with sweeping riffs, dynamic
drumming and blazing melodic breaks that leaves
this one with plenty of variety and dynamic shifts
between the tracks where it goes nicely between
the frantic technicality elsewhere. This does start
to wear thin here as the album does come off with
more of a sense of familiarity as it goes along here
with this one tending to feel rather much like most
other bands of the style tend to do as it goes for
the kind of rather familiar burst of grinding brutality and technicality before switching over into
a more melodic passage and really makes this
struggle to retain the attention as it goes along
into the second half as you’ve already heard the
bands’ tricks by that point. Still, it’s good at what
it does which makes it somewhat listenable if
not a stand-out effort. Though there’s plenty of
moments where this one comes off as more onenote than it really should as the lack of real variety
does wear thin here, this is still a decent-enough
effort when it really gets going that there’s a lot to
like here for most fans of modern death metal to
really enjoy and get the most out of this one.

7.5 | DON ANELLI

ACCEPT

BLIND RAGE
NUCLEAR BLAST

Being one of the most
recognizable bands in German heavy metal is no
small feat and considering
that so many bands have
shaped the scene throughout the decades, one name has remained constant
in the German metal scene, Accept.
While not reinventing the wheel, Germany’s Accept
stick to their guns and craft an album blistering with top notch tunes that will satisfy the most
demanding Accept fan. This being the third album
since the band’s reformation in 2009, Accept new
album is yet again more of the same type of metal
of which they are known for, and here they stick to
their guns and make an album that boasts all the
elements of traditional Accept, while delivering a
more modern sounding record. After coming back
in full force with new singer Mark Tornillo, who is
more than just a suitable replacement for original
singer Udo Dirkschneider, the band recorded two
albums. With this third album, the band takes the
best elements of those two albums while retaining
the flavour of classic Accept. On the song ‘Dark
Side of my Heart’ that is much more apparent,
with a vibe of old school Accept that has defined
their overall sound. This record follows in the footsteps of “Stalingrad” and “Battle of the Nations”,
but in honesty, with “Blood Rage” the band seem
all but certain in crafting an album that has the
same vibe, and in Accept’s case, that is a good
thing. While staying true to their proven formula,
the band have written songs that are hard hitting and memorable. Songs like ‘Trail of Tears’,
‘Dying Breed’, ‘200 Years’ are the album’s high
points, and “Blood Rage” is an album that keeps
the traditional sound of the band that fans have
come to know while writing songs that are intricate, melodic and heavy. Accept’s “Blind Rage”
manages to be a slab of hard hitting metal that
grabs you by the throat and doesn’t let go until the
final note. The band is clearly on a roll ever since

reuniting and they prove that have what it takes to
stay relevant among the countless bands of today.
Even if their sound is more of a traditional metal
sound, the band can still write some strong material and with this 14th album, they seem, all the
more comfortable at writing tunes that their fans
have come to expect. “Blind Rage” has all the traditional elements that have made the band one of
the defining bands of the German metal scene.
Accept show no signs of slowing down and this
is the album that emphasizes everything that
has made Accept such a great iconic band. While
sticking to their proven formula with writing
anthems, the band has made a terrific album that
will bring the band new listeners while appealing
to older fans. “Blood Rage” is a record that boasts
everything that you have come to expect from the
band, and it is a step above their previous efforts.

7 | ALEX ROY

ADE

CARTHAGO DELENDA EST
XTREEM MUSIC

It’s about time that someone craves for the Nile’s
throne of ethnic death
metal! Lyrically but also
instrumentally influenced
by the ancient Rome history, the Italians Ade have surprised everyone with
an exceptionally powerful, technical death metal of
epic proportions. The previous album “Spartacus”
managed to have some success for a release on
a smaller label that wisely used the fact of having George Kollias as session drummer. As you can
imagine despite the exceptional level of quality
that “Spartacus” possessed it increased the whole
exposition that they were able to have due to the
participation of Nile’s drummer for such a small
label as the now defunct Blast Head Records. The
move for Xtreem Records was more than a wise
decision, and Ade certainly benefited from a welloiled machine with an already established and
experienced promotion department. “Carthago
Delenda Est” mixture elements from bands like
Morbid Angel or Nile and enrich it with fierce battle
atmospheres and orchestrations by the talented
Riccardo Studer. The result is an album that constantly charges the listener with double bass drum
patterns and fast technical brutal details by the
new drummer Commodvs as well as by the rest
of the instruments. Commodvs was a major discovery after the high standard left by the guest
participation of George on the previous album and
suits perfectly Ade’s sonority with its fluent and
agile technical intricacies. The new members have
really increased the level of memorabilia of the
compositions, the guitars with new member and
lead guitarist Nero sound even more addictive with
constant vile nuances and raffish twists building a
dense technical template for the dictatorial brute
vocal assault of new member Traianvs. It’s not
common for a band to hit the jackpot two times in
a row having a bigger prize this time. If quality is a
must in your every listen, I definitely recommend
the Carthago purveyors of pummelling chaos!

9 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

AFTERMATH

KILLING THE FUTURE
DIVEBOMB RECORDS

Aftermath’s demos, especially “Killing The Future”,
remastered and put on a cd
for a very first time here,
have created a lot of stir
when they first came out
roughly 30 years ago. No wonder, thrash-core
crossover was quite a novelty then, and one made
this simple and feral, was destined to become
some kind of classic. Fans caught hiccuping years
after, as the sound slowly faded out of trend and
band themselves turned onto other paths, both
less simple and feral. Not only were Aftermath
one of the first crossover thrash metal bands,

EVOLUTIVE SONIC

A DREAM OF POE

DISSECTION

SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

A SOLID EVOLUTION WHILE KEEPING THE SKELETON AND THE
BEST ELEMENTS OF THE PREVIOUS INCARNATIONS
AN INFINITY EMERGED
So first thing’s first, as the name of
the band suggests, yes they write
music about Edgar Allan Poe’s literature. Edgar Allan Poe is my second
favourite author behind only H.P.
Lovecraft (Lovecraft himself would
smack me for placing him above
Poe), and so when I first learned
about this band I grew excited. Poe
was a literary master whose work
sparks incredible imagination in
the reader. How could you go wrong
with him as your primary inspiration? Well, this album falls short of
its intended goal in my opinion.
The first and most disheartening
problem: it’s boring. There’s little variation here at all and this is
coming from an avid funeral doom
fan. Even in song length, there’s
almost no variation. All of the
songs are above 10 minutes yet
none of them reach 12. Couple that
with a similar song structure used
throughout the album and every
song starts to feel the same, lacking an identity of their own. Now I’ll
give credit where credit is due, they
captured the gothic atmosphere
that Poe usually would convey, but
it’s stripped of any magic or menace that Poe’s stories were able to
convey. Even if you don’t compare
it to Poe, the album falls short. In
terms of being a doom album, this
is extremely by the books. If you
strip away the Poe gimmick, there
are no qualities here that make it
stand out from the myriad of doom
albums that came before it, and
those that will inevitably come
after it. The problem is, we can
strip away the gimmick, because
the album fails to properly execute
said gimmick, outside of the lyrics

(even then they don’t always hit
the mark).
It’s not like these guys can’t do it
well. Out of curiosity I sought out
their previous album “The Mirror
of Deliverance” and that one actually sounded pretty good from what
I heard, though I did only really give
it a passing listen. However, I feel
that one captured what they were
going for much better. There was a
bit more to offer in music department, and the old vocalist fit the
job much better in my opinion. Neither of them are very impressive
from a technical standpoint, but the
guy from their debut flows with the
sound much better. On “An Infinity
Emerged” he sounds jaded, really
giving a stagnant performance.
I went into the album wanting to
love it, but with a cautious scepticism. Unfortunately it spends too
much time dwelling in the shadow
of its inspiration to really shine. If
you take away the Poe gimmick,
you’re left with an uninspired,
bland, by the books gothic/doom
album. The saving grace here is
that, for all its flaws, the musicianship is still pretty good, and lyrically
they do a pretty good job at emulating Poe. For their next release, I
think they need to take a long hard
look at what they accomplished
with “The Mirror of Deliverance”
because this album was a huge
step in the wrong direction.

4 | JEFF MINCER

A WALTZ FOR APOPHENIA
The last of the trilogy started
with the debut album “The Mirror of Deliverance” back in 2011.
Like my colleague Jeff Mincer, I do
also share to a certain extent (not

they were also one most convincing plus they
have sported some other characteristics. They
could and they did rank with much lauded Wehrmacht. Demo 1 is perhaps even more important,
than the follower. The last track on it, bandname titled ‘The Aftermath’ already shows what
music they would admire in the years to come.
It’s mid-tempo, ominous and galores with dissonant riffs. Vocals grab the chances to sound like
Tom Angelripper on “Obsessed By Cruelty” or even
“Persecution Mania”, and this shows they were
one of few American bands to transmit the admiration of German band into their own brand of
metal. Just listen to either ‘Sentenced To Death’ or
‘Revenge’. On a few other occasion vocals resemble Francis of Incubus, which again rouses joyous
reminiscences. To underline the whole thing, Aftermath were even more important band with their
debut demos than later on in their fairly moderate
career, and rather than killing it, they help build
heavy metal future in more than one way.

8.5 | NENAD KOBAL

AKEPHALOS

HEADLESS DEMON ANGEL
IMMORTAL SOULS PRODUCTIONS

I’m glad this has been
Brandon Boling’s annoying itching during the
latest years. Akephalos was put to rest in 2012
after the release of the

2015

2016

so drastically) the opinion that A
Dream Of Poe could be much more
than what actually is. Nevertheless,
on “A Waltz For Apophenia”, Miguel
Santos has shortened the compositions which resulted on a third
record more focussed on the final
result and where the variations
have an important role to prevent
the album into falling on a crescendo void of weariness.
Kaivan Saraei’s melodic clean singing vocal style is still what drags
A Dream Of Poe to the edge of the
abyss, it sounds like an unconcerned lament that has constant
delicate variations of tonality. I wish
Miguel sprinkled more often the
growling cliché vocal duality, perhaps this would benefit the band to
attain a larger dose of variation and
escape frequently from the melodic
and temperamental claws of Kaivan
Saraei.
Instrumentally “A Waltz For Apophenia” is slow and tortuous, dragging
quite frequently in monochrome
patterns that throughout sound
very much the same with just a few
guitar details to give some much
needed colour or severe rhythmic
changes like on the song ‘Vultos II
(The Apotheosis of Deliverance) ‘
where a spoken Portuguese passage brightens up an already good
song. ‘Abyss, The Destroyer’ is also

demo “Hermetica” due to creative divergences
but it looks like the whole idea has been consuming Brandon and out of nowhere there is a debut
album on the way. Influenced by 90’s American
old school death metal with an European edge,
“Headless Demon Angel” is one of those albums
that impresses for being completely unexpected
and for the exhaustive effort of a single musician,
which is not very common in death metal.
There is one thing that will immediately stand out
just a few minutes after the opener ‘Spewed Forth
from the Womb of Hell’ and that is the ambitious
guitar work in the diverse sections of the song.
Shredding moments contrast with imposing leads
and puzzling solos creating the necessary energy
and divergence to uplift the songs to another level,
yet I cannot stop feeling that in a few occasions
throughout the album Brandon goes a bit over the
top. ‘Putrid Rot’ is a fine example of a well-constructed song that dives constantly into frenetic
and unmeasured solos which slices and pulls off
its brutal and ominous framework. Do not misunderstand me, as a whole they result very well and
give a certain original and personal edge to the
music and this is what separates them from the
rest of the pack and songs like the title track, ‘Suffer Forever’, ‘Corpse Made Halo’ or ‘Sermon of
Evil’ are pieces that will destroy any moshpit.
Brandon is one of those conscious musicians
that have already perceived the huge potential of
Akephalos, and has started looking for more band
members to complete the line-up and start playing

a good example of when they flee
from their preconceived song structures they can really push things
a little further and create more
than just gentle tightness. It’s a
song that really benefits from the
faster tempo contrast, the vocal
antagonism from both singing and
growling parts as well a fierce guitar section that explores solos and
intricate passages more often, or at
least more prominently. I feel that
when the band throws in slightly
more variation, tempo changes and
ostensible keyboard passages they
can really achieve the necessary
level of complexity to uplift the general interest of the compositions.
‘A Valsa dos Corvos’ is the perfect
example of that, the longest cut on
the album yet is probably one of
the songs that captured perfectly
what A Dream of Poe should be...
A tender beast with a visceral nonconformist bloodlust appetite.
“A Waltz For Apophenia” mixes
what they did best on the two previous albums and displays a band
that, especially on the second half
of the record, mixtures a gothic
aura, funeral rhythmic patterns
and doom metal atmospheres with
stronger sections in a very natural
and untroubled way. Try it if doom is
your alley, it might surprise you.

7 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

live. I can’t imagine how deadly and how quickly
they will climb the stairs to fame with a complete
line-up and a virtuous drummer, they sound a bit
limited here. As a closer, he opted for revamping an older song, ‘Ophidian Desecration’, which
gives a good basis for comparison with the previous vocalist and I feel that Bradon has a vocal
style with a slightly greater guttural approach and
thus more akin to the old school, which is also a
plus here. If you are up to a good mixture between
Death, Vader and mostly American death metal
bands... Brutality, Immolation, Monstrosity, than
you have a winner here and a band with a tremendous potential.

7.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

AMORPHIS

UNDER THE RED CLOUD
NUCLEAR BLAST

Releasing their 12th album,
Finland’s Amorphis have
delivered a record that
expands on their sound
while retaining the vibe of
previous albums. “Under
The Red Cloud” is the work of a band that feels
comfortable with the formula they’ve established
while elaborating more on certain elements to
add even more depth to the songs. The band has
forged some impressive metal throughout their
career, and with this outing, they craft songs that
reflect their legacy, yet they aren’t afraid of going
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into new, interesting directions. “Under the Red
Clouds” is an experiment for Amorphis as they
write songs that push the limit in what they can
accomplish as musicians and use keyboards to
the fullest in order to get a much broader sound
with the songs. The result is an ambitious sounding album, one that evokes traditional Amorphis
yet is refreshing while staying true to their roots.
“Under the Red Clouds” boasts everything that
you’ve come to expect from the band, and it’s
clear with the opening title track that the band
are confident in what they want to accomplish.
Building upon their song writing ideas from previous works, the band rely on their proven formula
to make another solid album while emphasizing
on certain instruments to add more emotion and
aggression to the songs.
Kicking the album off with the title track, the piece
features a well layered piano before launching in a
heavy melodic assault. This song sets the standards for the entire album, and if you’ve listened
to the band’s previous works, you have an idea
where things will go from here. The material here
is consistent and strong and on certain songs, the
band feels at ease with experimenting with new
ideas while retaining their traditional sound. For
example, on the song ‘Death of a King’, there is
some use of a Sitar and it gives the song an Asian
atmosphere, which is something that is quite different than the folk metal that they’ve written in
the past. Other standout tracks are ‘The Four Wise
Ones’, ‘Sacrifice’, ‘White Night’. The band don’t
seem on the verge of losing their creative spark
any time soon, and the album features some well
written songs that features everything that has
made this band such an interesting force in Metal.
“Under the Red Cloud” is another terrific accomplishment that continues the streak of melodic
death metal that the band has been known for.
The band yet again strives to write grand, melodic
songs without abandoning their formula. The band
seem all but happy with their musical direction
and they don’t depart greatly from their roots, they
tend to play it safe with their experimentation, and
in turn, the band’s sound doesn’t suffer from a
lack of good melodies and Amorphis incorporates
those moments into songs very well.
Another typical Amorphis album, of which you
know what to expect, yet it boasts enhanced
moments where the band bring out depth with
emphasis on certain instruments. They succeed
at creating an album that is strong, powerful and
intricate, while successfully building upon their
sound, yet never forgotten where they have come
from in a musical standpoint. “Under the Red
Clouds” can be summarized as a reflection of their
career because here they band have clearly wanted
to summarize what they’ve done in the past while
retaining a refreshed, creative angle on their music.
This will surely bring the band new fans as well
as appeasing the older ones. With broadening up
their sound and keeping their traditional elements,
Amorphis have crafted an album that brings out
the best from the band, and it is one that ranks
among their best.

8 | ALEX ROY

ANCESTORS BLOOD
HYPERBOREA

NATURMACHT PRODUCTIONS

Although black metal has
its roots in the first wave
of artists in the 80’s, the
second wave really seized
control of the genre and
put it on the map. What’s
really noteworthy is that nearly all of the second
wave of artists came from the Nordic countries,
Norway in particular. This scene has received
intensive media attention of late. But what the
media misses is the Finnish response to the Norwegian scene. A lot of the great bands we all listen
to today, such as Sargeist, Behexen, Satanic Warmaster, got their starts just a few years after the
Norwegian scene had peaked. And although no
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rest of the music, and there are some riffing decisions that I wouldn’t have made. But if Burzum,
Walknut, Drudkh, and that sort of thing are to your
liking, “Hyperborea” is a must for your collection.

8.5 | ALEX ROSS

ANGELUS APATRIDA
HIDDEN EVOLUTION
CENTURY MEDIA

ÆVANGELIST

WRITHES IN THE MURK
DEBEMUR MORTI PRODUCTIONS

My first impression on Ævangelist third
deathstrike is like gazing the audial version
of Dante’s inferno, visions from the complete
levels of agony and pain of the reign of the
fallen angel. A complete manifesto of torture
and utter darkness rituals represented on a
basis of brutal and obscure death metal in
the vein of the (un)godly Necroschristos, but
fulfilled with hate, touches of black metal
(remembrances and old visions of the early
works of Diabolicum and Zavorash came to
my tormented mind), some noise and dark
industrial touches (Cold Meat Industry /
Karmanic family bastard sons), some experimental touches, sometimes reminds me the
early demos of Chilean Totten Korps.
This is another record that has impressed
me much in the last years, due to their
obscure and original sound. The eight gospels of inhumanity forged in this truly
awesome record are a perfect vision of the
rising of ancient beasts, a communion of
blasphemy. On the other hand it isn’t an
easily to dig album, due its twisted atmosphere, the assortment of styles mixed with
their death/black metal basis. It’s really
difficult to express on some words the
complete experience behind this amazing
manifesto, just checking some anthems like
‘Praeternigma’ or the lysergic induced journey of ‘Aelixir’ would show a discrete path
to the insanity realms behind this orthodox satanic scripture. I only must send all
my praises to Debemur Morti for unleashing upon mankind this apocalyptic outbreak.
Personal favourites, none, because you must
appreciate this beast with its eight heads
and kneel before it. For a total death overdose, check their two previous efforts. The
future seems to be darker... Two new records
on the horizon!! Darkness prevails!

10 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

Finnish black metal band has yet been able to
compete with the Norwegians in terms of sheer
popularity, what I find fascinating about the Finnish scene is its character. It’s still Nordic black
metal. It’s still underproduced, it’s still raw, and
gritty, and the lyrics are a mixture of Satanism,
paganism, nature worship and national themes.
It’s all of these themes with a Finnish character
that is all its own. Ancestor’s Blood really epitomizes all of these themes in its most recent
album, aptly called “Hyperborea”. It’s an album
that harkens right to the soul of Nordic black metal
with its ambient/atmospheric feel, distorted guitars, gritty vocals and long interludes of synths.
This really is Burzum worship at its finest, bested
only by things like Walknut and Drudkh.
I can’t really single out any song in this album for
description or dissection, you really must listen
to the whole effort. There are fast and aggressive
parts, dark and evil parts, and lots of slow parts to
contemplate the falling snow and hear the voices
of the ancients, echoing through what forests
still stand. Overall, this is a very ethereal-feeling
album that has fantastic atmosphere and character. There are a few weak points... The vocals
are a bit too harsh and angry to fit in with the

Having broken through
the international market,
Spanish thrashers Angelus Apatrida have gathered
a formidable live reputation
on the back of countless
touring in their home state and abroad which has
honed their razor-sharp thrash to a fine whole.
After a three-year gap between releases, the consistent and long-running group prepares it’s fifth
full-length release on Century Media. As has
been the case for their previous albums, this is
a ripping and furious blast of revival thrash that
brings about a rather enjoyable attack. The fact
that tracks like ‘Immortal’, ‘First World of Terror’
and ‘Serpents on Parade’ are based around frantic swirling thrash patterns filled with plenty of
furious rhythms and a strong adherence to the
arrangements of the old-school scene that readily
makes for a rather explosive effort. This approach
is greatly enhanced by the band’s penchant for
strong melodic leads of efforts like ‘Architects’ and
‘Wanderers Forever’ which are woven throughout
the main riff-work as well as the dexterous soloing
and gives this a rather dynamic balance to counter the strong crunch of their traditional thrashing
at the forefront of the bands’ attack. Still, it’s the
bands’ fiery charge that makes the most impact
even with these melodies sprinkled throughout
and work incredibly well in giving this a wholly
vicious and ravenous attack. That said, there
is a lot to really like here with the album being
a bit bloated with tracks a bit too long for their
own good, especially in the second half with several epics that could’ve been trimmed down some
and not really lost a lot of their impact at all. This,
though, is really all that bothers it.
Despite having some minor issues at keeping the
rhythms as confined as they could be, this is still
a ripping and thoroughly enjoyable surge of modern revival thrash that manages to work more
often than not and makes for a rather appealing
effort for those who satiate over the revival scene
or simply thrash in general.
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ANTAEUS

CONDEMNATION
NORMA EVANGELIUM DIABOLI

Like a depth charge blast
from the recesses of a dark
sea, the French black metal
unit Antaeus explode without warning onto the scene
once again. This album was
unannounced and unexpected, especially given
the band’s more recent decisions to cease as a
live entity. “Condemnation” is therefore a welcome
surprise for fans, with no quarter shown in any
instance throughout the album. For this outing,
mainmen Set and MkM recruited infamous speed
merchant Menthor on drums, and the results are
nothing short of an aural inferno. Antaeus has
always maintained a violently relentless approach
in their music, but this effort pushes the sound to
its outer limits in the best way possible.
Despite the hammering pace, the riffs remain
distinct and often grand, with a full-throttle minimalism if such a thing exists. The result is a dire
intersection of death metal mechanization and
black metal rawness. Yet, while other bands would
likely give way to sawing at the strings or adding
too many notes, Antaeus’ music breathes despite
the velocity. Vocalist MkM snarls over the assault
with a morbid command that is as nuanced and
fearsome as ever, and Set barrels through the

guitar performances with quick fingers and some
truly forbidding crescendos. Longtime adherents
will be pleased to know that many moments sound
like they were cut from the heart of the band’s
now-classic “Cut Your Flesh and Worship Satan”,
particularly when the blitzkrieg tempos give way
to deconstructed passages of hanging chords and
open drum patterns. It is here where Antaeus’
raison d’etre really resides, in the moments of
brooding catharsis that build the next onslaught.
Most of the songs are reasonably long, which
makes the frenzied performances all the more
impressive. At the end of some of the lengthier tracks, a deep breath feels in order. A meaty
yet clear production serves the material very well
throughout, as the magnitude of the performances
are captured with full clarity, while the compression of the final product only serves to make for an
appropriately overpowering experience. The final
verdict is that it is another great entry for Antaeus,
and definitely one of the best of the year.

8.5 | JEFF TANDY

APHONIC THRENODY
OF LOSS AND GRIEF

TERROR FROM HELL RECORDS

If you have read the previous issue, you might
remember how enthusiastic I was with their
debut album “When Death
Comes”. Overall following the same tenebrous path of the previous
album Aphonic Threnody returns for a new dose of
funeral (at times) doom death metal with renewed
strength, emotion, passion and... a few elements
that prevent “Of Loss And Grief” to be just a mere
continuation of their previous efforts. I would say
that the most noticeable aspect on this second
album would be the different approach to sadness and gloominess at times. The songs now not
only depends on cadent slow tortuous riffs, dominant drum patterns and excruciating dragged
growling, which is the archetype of funeral doom
death metal. Aphonic Threnody blended into this
enthralling mournful mixture a very emotional and
sometimes even tender side not found previously.
The vast 20 minutes ‘Lies’ goes beyond the borders of gloominess and unveils a delicate side of
Aphonic Threnody not found on previous releases,
crossing adventurously the borders of a style
so unyielding and narrow. Together with ‘All I’ve
Loved’, both make the distinctive marks and act
as some sort of relievers from a deep and odious
pain around the remaining songs. ‘Lies’ is a gentle
yet depressive passage and sees the band venturing into clean singing, piano leads and lighter
ambiances while ‘All I’ve Loved’ leaves the listener
perplexed with the intricacy of the female vocal
contrast accomplished by Soph Day (Alunah). The
vocals are among the most distinguishing aspects
on this second album as they show a wider pallet compared to the previous album, even if only in
those two stated songs and probably also on the
closer ‘A Thousand Years Sleep’ where a member
of My Shameful takes the lead yet with a framed
guttural approach. This diversity may result in a
drawback to die-hard funeral metal fans, however
they create the appropriate diversity on a mammoth album. The production is another aspect that
the band took due attention, the instruments now
seem more vivid and clear with a lesser amount of
rawness found on “When Death Comes”. Following
this progression, the guitar plays a massive role
on “Of Loss And Grief” as well as the keys, finding
new areas, melodies and solos to portrait sadness
and despair going towards a more atmospheric
(at times) and less funeral approach. Definitely, a
band that tries to push itself release after release,
hopefully they will maintain their funeral aura,
which was what attracted me to them in the first
place. Now that founder member and vocalist
Roberto is out from the band, let’s see what Riccardo will pull out from his magic hat.
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GENIEWAR
RAVEN MUSIC

Israel might not be a prolific
country when talking about
Metal music nevertheless
during the years have arisen
a few names that reached
worldwide recognition like
Orphaned Land, Melechesh, Salem and more
recently Hammercult. Arallu have come a long
way since I got to know them back in 2002 with
the album “Satanic War in Jerusalem” and are
slowly building a solid reputation. Moti “Butchered” Daniel, the founder member of Arallu, return
for a new dose of Mesopotamian black metal with
strong influences from both heavy and particularly thrash metal which are spread throughout the
album. ‘Evil Finest’ opens the hostilities with an
instrumental piece featuring a respectable palette
of Arabic middle eastern instruments that sets the
right ambiance for ‘From The Desert To The Ice’.
This particular track was used for the official video
of the album and perfectly portrays the potential
and Arabic influences on Arallu’s mid-tempo style.
I must confess that I miss some of the grimness,
darkness and harshness of the previous records
although the exotic instruments benefit clearly
from a more mid-tempo approach and especially
from the uplifted production. ‘Bloodshed Around’
recovers some of the faster parts of the previous albums and intermingles them with some nice
and catchy Arabic elements and thrash metal. The
Iron Maiden cover ‘Powerslave’ is thrown into the
album a bit too soon for my liking and even if is a
good way to inject around the middle a new dose
of middle eastern instruments, I feel that the cover
featured on the first part of the album steals some
of the attention towards Arallu’s original material.
“Geniewar”, like their previous releases, is an
album marked by their own bloody heritage and
perpetual war scenario (Moti lives in one of
the most dangerous areas of Jerusalem) fully
described on songs like ‘Tzook Eitan’ or the peculiar last song ‘Hayalim Almonim’ which reminds
me of a funeral march. Besides some interesting
moments on songs like ‘Coronation’ with its tribal
darkuba pattern or the fast paced ‘Underworld
Resistance’ which around the middle becomes
almost a belly dance song, in my opinion they
could have gone a little further and explore more
the instruments, patterns and rhythms of the middle East. They often use the same dense riffing
Thrash base combined with simplistic drum patterns and structures leaving a feeling of slight
disappointment towards the end. Considering
that there aren’t many bands mixing several Arabic instruments with Metal, “Geniewar” could
have been the album that would mark the difference and project Arallu into higher grounds if they
had spent a bit more effort in creating distinctive
compositions that relied more on dynamics, rather
than plain Thrash attacks. Even if this fifth album
unveils some of the fragilities and difficulties of
incorporating ethnic influences in Metal, it’s a
solid release that in small doses can be enjoyable.
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AUTUMNAL

THE END OF THE THIRD DAY
CYCLONE EMPIRE

What we have here is an
album with all of the potential and groundwork to be a
masterpiece, but is bogged
down by too many meandering ideas and drawn out
moments of mediocrity. There is a part of me that
desperately wants to love this, and I do love certain songs, but as a whole it spends too much time
in the shadow of better works released before.
First, we’ll talk about the good. The melody found
the guitar work is excellent. It conjures up feelings
of an old Gothic cathedral, for me at least, where
melancholy permeates the air. This is only added

to by the exceptional clean vocals and deliberate wording of the lyrics. Vocalist Javier de Pablo
has an impressive range and can really emphasize
the sorrow in his voice in a powerful, yet beautiful way. When it comes to harsh vocals, I have a
love hate relationship with what he does. When he
commits fully to them they’re incredible and give
a raw authority to the sound that can bring you
back to attention even during some of the album’s
weaker moments. Lyrically it’s your pretty standard doom-death stuff about sorrow and loss.
Thankfully it’s, at times, done with such conviction that it’ll still draw you in.
However, once it draws you in you’ll start to notice
some of the weaker elements of the album. First
and foremost, I feel like that for a large chunk of
the album they’re in autopilot mode. They’ll draw
you in with something interesting only to focus on
the idea for way too long. Now this is common of
doom metal as atmosphere is arguably the most
important aspect of the genre, and when it’s done
well it ranks as one of my favourite styles. The
problem here is that we’ve heard all of this before,
and we’ve heard it done better. If you’ve heard
Mourning Beloveth, My Dying Bride, Draconian etc.
you know exactly what you’re going to get here.
They don’t offer anything new or original to keep
you invested for long enough to let the inspired
sections shine. Now with that being said, this
would probably serve as a decent enough starting
point for someone new to the genre to get into it.
Autumnal is a band with way more potential that
what they show here. When they hit their stride,
they really hit their stride, and every note falls into
place. The problem is that their still retreading the
footsteps of those who came before them, rather
than using their talents to carve themselves a new
path. The elements are all there. They’re more
than capable of doing so, but for right now we’re
left with a good, safe album.
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AXEVYPER

INTO THE SERPENT’S DEN
IRON SHIELD RECORDS

Continuing to hammer
together their sound, Italian metallers Axevyper have
created a strong sense of
classic heavy metal sounds
as they’ve spent the four
intervening years on the live circuit honing their
craft to prepare for their next assault. Recruiting
new drummer Niccolò Vanni from death metallers
Profanal to help aide their punishing attack, the
groups’ third full-length effort was now released.
Continuing to strike hard their old-school
approach, this one really utilizes the older metal
sound to it’s fullest with quite an impactful sound.
There’s a great deal of that with ‘Metal Tyrant’,
‘Soldiers of the Underground’ and ‘Spirit of the
Wild’ featuring plenty of ripping, crunchy patterns and a dynamic variety of tempos giving this
a strong, muscular tone which is quite an impressive change from most other revival-sounding
bands that simply co-opt the riff-work wholesale. This is a far livelier, engaging effort with this
crunch-filled style while still being able to swiftly
shift between these rather strong, blistering classic metal tracks and the sprawling epics ‘Brothers
of the Black Sword’, ‘The Adventurer’ and ‘Beyond
the Gates of the Silver Key’. The ability to change
over between these patterns, as the classic metal
efforts are straightforward and rather simplistic while the epics are varied, dynamic and offer a
strong series of different moods to offset the other
work here as these include sprawling, melancholic
melodies and softer rhythms alongside the penchant for massive, simplistic sprawling riff-work
as well to create their vast soundscapes which
on the whole doesn’t really have much to dislike.
The main issue here is merely that of feeling quite
unfinished, as there’s the sense it really could’ve
gone further and given more of itself rather than
what’s on display with the strong possibility that

ANTHRAX
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ARALLU

FOR ALL KINGS
NUCLEAR BLAST

I don’t know exactly who should be thanked to
for Anthrax 12th studio album (though it seems
that chief responsibles are Joey and Jonathan),
but I am thankful for it with my whole heart. Not
only it signifies definitive return to 80’s content,
sound and production values, as much as this can
be accomplished nowadays, it could also be the
album which would be recorded in 1993, in case
90’s wouldn’t develop as they, rather unfortunately, did. “For All Kings” sounds as two decades
in between would never happen, fluent, natural,
everything being on the spot. It is somehow logical
that best work could be done by those that weren’t involved in all through the way, or back in the
80’s, as their contribution would be less burdened
with whole history. Songs are mostly quite long, or
longer, but never boring, as is the case with “Book
Of Souls”, which Scott praised elsewhere.
“For All Kings” spreads its branches to all of
Anthrax’ 80’s albums, but recognizability of particular releases is sometimes only hinted at
and becomes clearer after quite a few listenings. ‘You Gotta Believe’ has synthy violins that
remind of ‘Be All End All’, although with its spirit
upside-down. Given the nature of album this
is understandable, the emotion here is anger,
even wrath, occasionally. ‘Monster At The End’
is something from “Persistence”, marinated in
“Among the Living” juices. The title track ditto,
yet it was dipped in ocean of US classic metal
epics. Back in 80’s Anthrax were often mentioned as the band that could actually mix thrash
with classic heavy and not fail at that (in terms of
how critics of that era perceived it, their concepts
may be seen as wrong these days). So ‘Breathing Lightning’ comes as a mixture of thrash and
adding even more tracks in this vein would’ve
made this feel more complete rather than it missing a song or two as it does now. Certainly a case
where the band really could’ve added more material rather than just chop off the last remaining
tracks and giving it a slightly unfinished feeling
as a result, there’s so much elsewhere to really
like and enjoy that this makes a welcome addition to any fan of classic metal or those looking for
strong, straightforward material as well.

7.5 | DON ANELLI

AXIAL SYMMETRY
UNITED CORRUPTION [EP]
SELF-RELEASED

Despite the global awareness for so many issues
that societies and our planet
have to deal with, it’s nice
to see a band having a real
message on their lyrics
besides the whole extermination of Christianity and Satan worship common on more extreme
metal styles. The early days of metal were highly
influenced by all types of relevant subjects, peace,
abortion, capitalism, excessive use of force by
the authorities, social injustice were some of the
topics explored by bands like Megadeth, Sepultura, Death or Napalm Death. Axial Symmetry
might not have yet the dexterity of those top quality bands but for now can deliver a solid mix of

hard rock, and echoes of ‘Indians’ are undeniable, what’s more, it boasts a solo, that Iron Lady
can not do it anymore. ‘Suzerain’ takes the relay
stick from ‘Monster’ but carries it modestly in
mid-tempo. The B-side of vinyl version continues in similar yet never boring pattern. The relay
is passed to ‘Evil Twin’ and ‘Blood Evil Wings’
is not so far ‘Breathing’ yet in downtempo, until
the bridge sharpens the atmosphere. In general
it could be said “Spreading...” melodies are built
on “Among...” and “State of...” rhythmics, the
quantity of melodic content almost matches “Fistful Of Metal”, all that embedded in “Persistence
Of Time” atmosphere. Perhaps the only dissonance used is on ‘Defend Avenge’. This tracks
features beautiful rhythm changes. ‘All Of Them
Thieves’ starts in the groovy vein which is deadened with nice melodic lines lead by Joey. First
part of ‘This Battle Chose Us’ sounds almost like
a cross between “Persistence” and Fates Warning
progressions. ‘Zero Tolerance’ is a closer for the
workbooks (guys from Chronosphere, take heed).
The age and longevity notwithstanding, Anthrax
can still teach the young ones (and all those less
young) how to make an album with all the rules of
80’s respected and still sound fresh. I hope “For
All Kings” is not the last Anthrax album this good.
I also hope that we will not have to wait until
2021 to actually witness it.

10 | NENAD KOBAL

thrash metal aggression with the vileness of death
and some synth ambiances (i.e. ‘End of Privacy’).
Not entirely extraordinary but highly effusive with
vocalist Gavin Doyle showing is raw commanding
leads that impregnate the songs with character while Diego shines through with over the top
drumming. After a short intro blending political
statements with an electronic atmosphere, ‘A-21’
kicks in with a wide spectrum of metal influences
and guitar leads and solos that stand out from the
rest. “United Corruption” is the necessary step
forward after the dull 2013 EP “Nothing Is Left”
reflecting already composition wise the addition of the two new members, Diego and Dave.
Together with the title track, ‘DFE’ stands out by
mixing catchy thrash riffing patterns with twisting rhythms, breaks and tempo changes to create
a sense of gradual anger and constant frenzy. Production wise there are some remarks, sometimes
the drums feel a bit too upfront on the mix as well
as some guitar moments fluctuate depending if
they are merely following the pulse or soloing.
Nevertheless the authenticity, rawness and liveliness that this is able to convey on its 25 minutes
bring back some of the lost energy found on elder
releases, mixing melodies with fast parts and
breaks to build again with strong riffing notes and
twists. Definitely a band that even if giving the
first steps as a full-unit has already the necessary
charm for not remain unsigned for much longer.

7 | RICARDO AZEVEDO
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BASTARD GRAVE
WHAT LIES BEYOND
PULVERISED RECORDS

Here we have an album that is clearly influenced by the 90’s era Swedish death metal,
played by a band that hails from Helsingborg,
Sweden. So in the context of replicating the old
school Swedish sound, Bastard Grave has home
field advantage. So, how does it stack up I hear
you asking? Well, they’ve managed to give us an
effective, if familiar sounding album that does
a wonderful job of encapsulating the Swedish
sound. However, it does little more than that. I
liken “What Lies Beyond” to Carnal Tomb’s “Rotten Remains”. They’re both very good albums,
but do very little when it comes to treading unfamiliar ground. Other bands such as Nominon or
Horrid stick out to me more because while they
are retreading an old sound, there are moments
where it’s clear they aren’t afraid to push the
boundaries a bit and put their own spin on it.
When it comes to their first LP, there’s no real
unique spin on it. It feels more like a textbook
on how to play Swedish death metal rather than
taking the style and using it as a template to
expand upon and put your own charm into it.
Now that being said, “What Lies Beyond” is very
effective in what it’s trying to do. The first track
left a bad taste in my mouth as I felt it dragged
on too long without really going anywhere, but by
the mid-point of ‘Doomed To Stay’ I was having a
blast listening to it. The production is exactly what
you’d expect what with the buzzsaw guitar tone
and vocals that have a nice gruff edge to them.
Like most Swedish death metal, the bass and
drums are really there to set the pace. The main
focus is on the guitars and they’re played very
well. The leads are wonderful (a common trait
with bands of this style) though some of the riffs
tend to drag on longer than they should. Vocals
are nothing too special, but they are unique
enough to avoid being just a carbon copy of other
bands of the style, and for that I commend them.
Bastard Grave’s first foray into the world of
Swedish death metal (not including their three
track demo) shows a level of competence and
creativity necessary for further expansion. I see
this album as them laying the ground work for
future things to come, and in that aspect I think
this album as a clear success. It is very much
similar to what you’ve heard in the past, and
you won’t find much done differently, but it does
serve as an effective album to throw on and
get lost in the brutality of the music. I look forward to seeing what they come up with next. The
potential for greatness is there.

7.5 | JEFF MINCER

BARREN EARTH
ON LONELY TOWERS
CENTURY MEDIA

Starting life as an offshoot
from Olli-Pekka Laine’s
other projects, Barren Earth
have developed into a
strong proposition in their
own right. Peddling a kind of
progressive metal that owes much to the groundwork of Amorphis and Opeth 20 years earlier, the
sprawling songs are capacious enough to include
warm folk melodies and raw death metal attacks,
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meaning that the mood often changes and
remains challenging during “On Lonely Towers”.
With a six-strong line-up, there is a dense musical
atmosphere a lot of the time, especially since no
band member is content to merely play a supporting role. The keyboards are strongly reminiscent
of Amorphis’s early material, mewling out nostalgic folky accompaniments, though also leading
Jón Aldará’s plaintive clean vocals with contemplative piano. The bass shines through warmly as
expected from the band leader, providing the album
with a natural hue that allows the drift of the longer
songs to occur without damaging the cohesion
between ideas, something the varied drumming
also assists. The guitars play in a range of different styles, as should be expected of Opeth and
Amorphis disciples, sometimes using the long intricate riffs of the former or the more upbeat style of
the latter: there are also a few instances of death
doom ripped straight from the early ‘90s and other
parts that remind of no one in particular, which are
paving the way towards a distinct sound.
All this means that this is loaded with ideas and
takes some time before it releases all its secrets.
The variety of musical styles that appear in
each song means that compositions twist and
turn playfully, throwing in momentary diversions
along the way. Some songs have stronger structures than others, such as ‘Howl’ and ‘Set Alight’,
both of which return to their refrain several times,
increasing the memorability. On the other hand,
the songs toward the end (of which two exceed 10
minutes) have looser structures, spreading out in
progressive fashion and requiring the listener’s
attention as they lead you on a more intricate journey. There are many interesting moments, but the
highlights must be the hulking doom riff in ‘Set
Alight’, the glorious rush of ‘Howl’’s chorus, and
the emotional climax to the title track.
There is little to criticize about “On Lonely Towers”
in terms of musicianship or songwriting skills,
though there is a nagging doubt about some of
the songs that the band said “yes” to too many
ideas, overloading parts and affecting the balance
between quality and quantity. The reason why
‘Howl’ works so well is that it incorporates all of
the band’s strengths yet still manages to remain
concise, whereas ‘The Vault’ has a huge instrumental section thrown in that extends beyond five
minutes. That instrumental section is by no means
poor or boring; it just seems unnecessary, which is
a criticism that could be levelled at several ideas
throughout the 57 minutes. However, the result
is that there are parts of the album that require
some patience to appreciate fully - patience that,
on balance, is well worth investing.

8.5 | EDMUND MORTON

BATTLEAXE

POWER FROM THE UNIVERSE [REISSUE]
STEAMHAMMER / SPV

“Power from the Universe”
from 1984 takes us back
to times long gone by. The
majestically titled album
breaks through the barricades with a combination
of natural heaviness, melodic ingredients and this
primordial touch that nobody can recreate in the
21st century. For example, take the background
choir of the title track. Is it heavy in the narrow
sense of the term? Absolutely not. Is it nevertheless fantastic? Absolutely yes!
Generally speaking, the album commutes between
speed metal influenced tunes (the opener) and
arena rock (‘License to Rock’ is living next door
with Quiet Riot tracks such as ‘Metal Health’).
Between these poles, the listener also finds a lot
of then modern metal. The pleasantly flowing guitar line of ‘Movin’ Metal Rock’ could have been
written by Algy Ward during the session for “This
Means War”. However, every song breathes the
spirit of the early days of the metal movement.
But beware, one cannot conclude from this that
the production sounds antique. It’s a transparent

sound, not overly heavyweight, but equipped
with the necessary degree of pressure. Anyway,
of greater relevance is that this still spreads a
fresh aroma. The unconcern of the artists during
the recording sessions characterises this album,
in 1984 as well as in 2016. Dave King’s vocals
express the attitude of the band very well due to
its mixture of provocation, naivety and bravado.
His contribution adds the final touch to highlights
such as the vigorous title track. By the way, this
song is based on extremely strong and coherent
lines and each and every riff fits perfectly.
It goes without saying that a few pieces cannot
keep up with the title track, neither in terms of
pace nor in terms of power. ‘Shout it Out’ or ‘Over
the Top’ are pretty ordinary hardrock songs. Yet
they are consistently performed and do not show
any signs of serious weakness. By contrast, the
chorus of the closer leaves a fairly stale aftertaste,
in particular because of the half-baked background vocals. Bonus tracks of re-issues are a
blessing and a curse at the same time. Of course,
sometimes you get some forgotten jewels, but
mostly these songs endanger the original charm
and the overall concept of the first edition. The four
additional pieces on “Power from the Universe”,
which are mainly taken from a 2005 EP, mark no
exception. They extend the album without making
it better. Even worse, they lack a little bit of inspiration and the speed metal elements do not occur.
For example, ‘Love’s on Fire’ has some nicely rocking riffs, but a painfully ordinary chorus. Anyway,
let’s put the focus on the original album which
deserves eight points in view of the high quality
of the entire A side and the title track. Taking the
so-called bonus tracks into account as well, I am
sorry that I must give a slightly weaker score.
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BEDEMON

CHILD OF DARKNESS [REISSUE]
RELAPSE RECORDS

What you are listening to
when you throw on “Child
of Darkness” is a piece of
doom metal history released
in 2005. It’s more or less
a remaster of the original
tapes recorded in the early 70’s. This is technically their first official release and a deep look into
the roots of doom metal going back to the early
days, not long after Black Sabbath released their
monumental debut in 1970. In fact Bobby Liebling,
Goef O’Keefe, and Randy Palmer (R.I.P.) would all
go on to play at least some roll in the doom metal
behemoth known as the band Pentagram.
In terms of the overall sound, it has a very psychedelic element to it. It sounds very Sabbath
inspired with the extremely riff-oriented structure and soaring untrained vocals. Sabbath-esque
doom fans will immediately take to this approach.
Still, there’s an elephant in the room and that’s
the production. It’s absolutely abysmal. This
release was remastered from the original demo
tapes from the early 70’s and as such I imagine
that doesn’t really leave a lot of room to work with.
So the poor production is to be expected, and can
be forgiven, but overall detracts from the experience in my humble opinion. Don’t get me wrong,
I’m actually usually a fan of the rough and raw
sound usually found in demos. Hell, Worship’s
“Last Tape Before Doomsday” is my favourite
release of all time, and its a demo. However, this
isn’t so much rough and raw as it is muddy and
fuzzy. Again, I think that has to do more with the
time the tapes were recorded than anything else.
Overall I think it’s a shame that I can’t really get
into this album. Honestly I think that I’m just not
the right person for it. For all intents and purposes, it’s a solid album. The song structures are
well put together, the band all does their instruments very well, and as a whole the album is
simply well done. However, I’ve always preferred
my doom metal to sound more bleak and dark
than psychedelic. I’ve always preferred the more

extreme side of the genre except for certain bands
such as Pallbearer. Finally, the production job just
doesn’t appeal to me. I prefer a more raw and
desolate sound in my doom metal. This album is
not for me, but I want to make it clear that I’m still
recommending you go out and give it a chance.
Especially if you’re a fan of Sabbath or the more
Sabbath-oriented doom metal. This album is not
for me, but it’s by no means a bad album and I
can understand why people might like it. One thing
I can do, however, is respect it for its role in helping to create one of my favourite genres of all time.
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BELOW

ACROSS THE DARK RIVER
METAL BLADE RECORDS

Below have worked on this
album since 2013. “Across
the Dark River” presents a
big slab of old school epic
doom metal from Sweden.
Powerful riffs accompanied by huge vocals, Bruce Dickerson like they are
the centre piece of the music and have so much
strength and range. Slow digging sounds are at
the start of the first song ‘Trapped Under Ground’.
Guitars then add nice melodies before heavy
sounding guitars crash in. A homage to Candlemass, King Diamond and Black Sabbath you will
find in this mixture. They do carry a lot of their
own uniqueness as there are so many bands out
there that they simply all sound the same. ‘Bid You
Farewell’ has yet another riff that wakes up your
inner senses. Underneath Zeb’s vocals we hear the
usage of female operatic vocals. This adds a little warmth to the chorus sections. ‘Portal’ offers
for me one of the best riffs of the album. Zeb once
again hurtles down a siege of doomy vocals. The
overall music is great, leads and twin harmonies
split and divide the music which does give it some
much needed variety. Sometimes when the vocals
are this powerful it can be all that you hear and it
can overtake the actual music. Lyrically there is a
weakness in the way concepts are written for each
song. Maybe a bit more thought could have gone
into them, because the vocals are so in your face
you feed off every word so if they are not strong
you immediately tend to switch off. Some of the
are superb and well thought out. It’s a good album
if you are into epic doom and want that old school
feel and I’m sure it will suit a lot of people’s tastes.

7.5 | RICCARDO VERONESE

BEYOND VISIONS
CATCH 22

BLEEDING MUSIC RECORDS

“Your Face Is Familiar”
released a couple of years
ago was most likely one of
those albums that passed
completely aside and had
probably less than none
promotion on your local media with the exception of a few online magazines. Which was quite
sad because besides a few female fronted bands,
I’m usually not much into highly melodic stuff but
I must confess that Rebecca’s voice had a sharp
thrilling edge that captivated me immediately. The
Swedish label Bleeding Music were clever enough
to sign them and the result is “Catch 22”, a heavyweight that grabs in several metal subgenres and
delivers an album crossing boundaries (gothic,
symphonic, power, heavy and even melodic death
metal). There are a couple of relevant points
that immediately stand out, which are production, guitars, keyboard melodies, Rebecca’s voice
and the whole modern vibe... Recorded and mastered by Daniel Bergstrand is clearly a stamp of
excellence and it does not betray, everything is
perfectly blended with a clean yet modern punch,
thus having the necessary attack and aggression
to prevent this from falling into the weaker spot.
Rebecca’s voice is still a beacon, which is typically a repercussion of having a female vocalist,

showing a higher range and variation not found
earlier on “Your Face Is Familiar”. That is certainly
a good thing, however I cannot stop complaining
that part of the wicked edge was lost in detriment
of dynamism, innovation and embellishment (‘My
Life’). Still it suits her perfectly, I must state, providing enough room to compete on the big league
among singers like Cristina Scabbia, Sharon
Deen Adel or Elize Ryd. Instrumentally, the songs
are well crafted, dynamic and captivating, having plenty of drum aggression and powerful riffing
(‘Sacrifice’, ‘Changes’ with its heavy leads and
drums, or ‘Pretender’) and hooks to create a good
symbiosis between them and the fans, especially
live. However, the electronic keyboard driven melodies that sometimes have an exceeding cheerful
edge (’Good Hate’, ‘Survival’ or ‘Everlasting’ for
instance) can be a drawback to some metal fans.
Following the steps of bands like Lacuna Coil, Theatre of Tragedy, Edenbridge or Sirenia, Beyond
Visions is one of those bands that will please also
non-metal fans and with “Catch 22” have certainly open a few doors and conquered the hearts.
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BLACK SERPENT

SHADOWSIDE DEVILCOSM
PROSELYTISM RECORDS

Doomed to a very specific
and narrow legion of fans,
Black Serpent from Australia managed to leave a
hardly noticeable mark on
the obscure black / death
metal scene since their inception back in 2000, at
least across borders. It looks like during the years
they have re-release the same songs over and
over in different formats, which is a pity because I
really would like to see how they are up now.
Sound-wise and musically, this resembles to an
old demo-tape recorded with few conditions with
little to none post production, nevertheless despite
the completely crude, primal and youthful atmosphere this has a certain “je ne sais quoi” that
grabs the attention. Music and metal in particular
doesn’t necessary need to have complex structures and arrangements, yet I believe that for most
metal fans Black Serpent is the complete opposite
and delivers an excessive fragile and immature edge. The ideas are there despite the sloppy
execution at times and the need for some extra
band members to enrich and boost the melodies.
Despite all this fragility, Serpentaxe managed to
create (without much riffing variation) some dark
mid-paced black / death eerie moments that combined with his raspy one-dimensional vocal attack
and Nocturnal Serpentstorm’s minimalistic drum
patterns may impose some degree of satisfaction to die-hard fans of the genre. If you still play
demos of bands like Varathron, Necromantia, Thou
Art Lord or Beherit this might work for you...

5.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

BLEEDING GODS
SHEPHERD OF SOULS
PUNISHMENT 18 RECORDS

Sporting a vocal approach,
courtesy of Mark Huisman, that whispers a Randy
Blythe influence, Bleeding Gods reeks of a Lamb
of God influence that’s
heard as early as in the opening track, ‘Abyss of
the World’. Boasting a swirling dervish guitar melody and a heavy drum texture this is a blistering
track to open the album leaving the listener panting for air whilst pondering upon familiar sounding
tunage in the same vein. Oftentimes the music
falls in the same thrash/death hybrid pigeonhole though manages to keep itself clear of the
aforementioned Lamb of God copycat territory by
drawing from many other areas of the metal arena
also for added support. In moments (and often) an
old school vibe is unmistakable. This ranges from
the diabolical guitar nature of Morbid Angel (the

introduction to ‘Human Weakness’ for example),
the guitar chuggery of Monstrosity and Malevolent
Creation, an aggressive thrash riff attack reminiscent of Dew Scented (especially in ‘Rise From
Ashes’) to the brilliant atmospheric qualities similar in style to that found on a slew of Abysmal
Dawn releases; ‘Ixmucane’ is a stunning instrumental that serves to break the album up.
Offering a style that’s equal parts thrash and
death they have meticulously crafted an album
that’s melodic, enticing and highly addictive rooted
firmly on the melodic side of the brutal boundary.
Unfortunately, it’s an overall sound that’s nothing
new (to the metal scene) or even ground breaking
in its approach. But don’t let that, or the somewhat
generic album cover art, put you off in the slightest. It’s a solid release that’s well worthy of a few
spins and an introduction to any fans collection.
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BLOOD RED THRONE
UNION OF FLESH AND MACHINE
SPINEFARM RECORDS

One of the genre’s leaders, Norwegian death
metal machine Blood Red
Throne has fine tuned their
attack into as devastating and dynamic group.
Now rejoined by original drummer Freddy Bolsø
to the group’s ranks, their vicious eighth album is
released on their new label, Spinefarm Records.
Still going strong throughout their career, this
effort quickly shows why they’re at the top of the
genre with the way in which this one goes about
it’s attack. The bands’ patented, deep churning
riff work with a strong technical bend are at topform here, with ‘Revocation of Humankind’ and
the title track switching expertly from a blasting
groove into the mid-tempo crunch patterns and
even utterly frenetic paces that just rip through
ferocious blasts of swirling patterns offering plenty
of full-speed tempos. Each of these sections, from
the groove-filled chug of ‘Proselyte Virus’ to the
tight, technical crunchy patterns of ‘Homicidal
Ecstasy’ manage to work out a balance and variance to the album that’s quite distinctive where
it’s able to tap into the violent intensity that’s
been a trademark of their core sound while also
easing up enough so that the impact is still forceful while remaining a heavy, churning beast of an
album. It even works quite well in the album’s two
seemingly bonus tracks, a cover and a re-recorded
classic from their debut, which does stretch this
out a little longer than most of their albums but
still makes them sound like they belong here. It
gets a little long in the mid-section and seems to
slough through some repetitious arrangements,
but that’s a nit-pick of a flaw on this one.
With yet another strong and dynamic display of
their patented attack and the most minor of nitpicky style of flaws to be found here that might not
even be a flaw to some, there’s so much to really
love about this one that it’s quite an impressive
release for fans of the bands’ style or old-school
death metal fans in general, while most straightforward death metal fans will appreciate it as well.
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BLOODHUNTER
BLOODHUNTER
SUSPIRIA RECORDS

Lucky me, another female
fronted (metal) act to fill
the space betwixt my audio
hungering ears. Diva Satanica has supplied the vocal
attack for Bloodhunter (a
Spanish four piece) ever since their first outing, “The First Insurrection” a demo from 2013.
On par with, and sounding very similar to, Angela
(Arch Enemy) Diva lends a vicious edge to a musical accompaniment of the melodic variety that
comfortably straddles the barrier between aggressive thrash and melodic death. ‘Dying Sun’ shows

BLOODPHEMY
BLOODLINE

SLEASZY RIDER RECORDS

One of those bands that with such a prolific
line-up comprised by members of high calibre
and experienced death metal bands could only
result in something of this above average level.
Bloodphemy was in fact active back in early 2000
yet after a low profile demo they disbanded and
just brought this back together recently in 2015.
Since their 2016 EP “Blood Will Tell” there has
been some expectation around this Dutch quintet, on their ranks they have or had members from
bands like Altar, Dead Head, Bodyfarm, Pleurisy,
Houwitser or Sinister. Usually the issue around
productive band members reflects on their availability, and despite the sense of unity and cohesion
on “Bloodline”, the recordings didn’t went without
a last minute replacement as Bloodphemy parted
ways with vocalist Arnold Oudemiddendorp. And
just after the release of the debut album, Rutger
van Noordenburg also left to be able to focus on
his family and other bands. Despite the changes,
the backbone remains intact and the quintet on
this debut album unleashes a solid effort of old
school death metal. Grounded on pre-existing and
winning formulas, the 9 tracks flow with a midpaced intensity full of groove and occasional fast
deviations to create momentum, intensity and
carnage. Notwithstanding the level of maturity
and expertise this is straightforward death metal
influenced by bands like Morbid Angel, Carcass
the bands talent level, craftsmanship and artistic
chops early in veering away from mere chuggery towards a more complex guitar approach and
song structure, an instant favourite. ‘Ezequiel 25,
17’, the path of the righteous man for those with
a love of Samuel Jackson’s acting prowess and
Pulp Fiction, is the next track and an eye opening atmospheric instrumental that bodes well for
the remainder of the album. The next three tracks
do not disappoint. Offering melodies tainted with
somber tones and an overall style that flows very
well, reminiscent again of an Arch Enemy influence
and the Ammot brother’s technical aura. ‘Bring Me
Horror’ has an initial galloping rhythm which has
the ability to keep the listener on their toes with
its addictive nature. It develops into a track that
boasts epic qualities (incidentally the longest track
here) that work very effectively making it instantly
likeable and a track that’s sure to stick well after
the last note on the album has been played. The
final song is the title track, a tad disappointing,
though hardly horrid, based on the brilliance that
has gone before, it rounds ‘Bloodhunter’ off nicely
making for a release that is surprisingly listenable
on account of this being my initial discovery (of the
band) and this their first full length. Recommended
for those with a liking for melodic death and earlier
Angela created Arch Enemy releases.
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BODYFARM
BATTLE BREED
CYCLONE EMPIRE

Gaining in experience
and confidence with each
release, Netherlands-based
death metallers Bodyfarm are quickly rising up
the ranks in terms of the

or Obituary (even old Metallica, “Ride The Lightning” era for a split of a second on the guitar solo
on ‘Infanity’), which means that most of the fans
will find aspects that will clearly enjoy. Strong riffing with cadent and sometimes groovy rhythmic
changes gain even more attack with the guttural
approach of session vocalist Dirk Willems, the
dexterous double blasts of Edwin Nederkoorn and
the rich dual guitar clash. Each song has its own
character and distinctive details that even if not
utterly deviant from each other give the necessary level of singularity and technical cunning for
creating their own personalities. The striking level
of detail, constant melodic bloodshed and unremitting sense of mid-tempo rhythmic variation
pushes songs like ‘Sides’, ‘Madness’, ‘Soulmate’
or ‘Annihilation’ (have you noticed the one word
titles?) through your throat without no possibility other than to headbang. A strong album from a
band with a legitimate foot on the late 80’s, early
90’s, death metal scene.
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old-school revivalist scene as they continue to
grow and dominate with each new release. With a
minor lineup shuffle that sees Alex Seegers settle
into the bassist role after several other musicians rotated in-and-out and a guest appearance
by the legendary Martin van Druenen. Like most of
their brethren from the Dutch scene, this is mostly
classic-sounding US death metal with a touch
of European style rhythms, as there’s the bands’
penchant for staying firmly in the mid-tempo
realm while offered plenty of tortured, agonized
riffing as can be found in ‘The Dark Age’, ‘Dawn
of Defeat’ and ‘Storming Revolution’. Despite the
tortured riff-work, this still manages to offer up
the classic frantic thrash-style rhythms in their
riff-patterns that offers up a dynamic gallop that’s
quite impactful as in ‘Saxon Victory’ and ‘The Last
Crusade’, generating the kind of generous tempo
changes and variations here with the album split
nicely between these mid-tempo patterns and the
faster more frantic variations. Though it tends to
really stay within these two styles as the dominant
forces on the album, it’s quite enjoyable enough
while gloriously aping the old-school scene with
the tight, swirling tremolo and chugging riffing patterns on display that take the classic American
sound to it’s fullest while the melodic sensibilities
added here to slow the music to a nice pummelling sprawl and let the rhythms breathe is a
dynamic, imposing feat here. Naturally, with that
amount of old-school influence comes the album’s
one main downfall in it’s rather obvious and overt
aping of the classic death metal sound that really
isn’t all that new or offers up much else different
from dozens of different bands out there. Still, it’s
all that’s really wrong here.
Though the lack of really doing much new innovation with their chosen genre being the one lone
downfall on the album with plenty of other more
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BRUME
ROOSTER

DOOM STEW RECORDS

Lets move out from our
comfort and extreme death,
thrash, black metal zone,
shall we? Doom metal
remains close to my heart,
bands like Black Sabbath
marked my teen period back in mid-80’s and
later on Candlemass with their “Epicus Doomicus Metallicus” and Saint Vitus around the “Born
Too Late” era. The trio Brume have little in common with those bands as they rest more on the
sludge/stoner border of the doom metal spectrum
and especially even less when stating that they
have a female vocalist. Anyway, I’m so glad that I
have found them because “Rooster” is a tremendous epic journey through arid and desert lands
from where you will never return. Acid King without the raw grim edge of Lori’s voice, Holy Grove or
Windhand are band names that might cross your
mind when hearing the complexity of both Susie
McMullan’s voice and the instrumental crushing
heaviness of ‘Reckon’ or the sinister ‘Harold’. This
duality between Susie’s beautiful voice that keeps
morphing and mutating throughout the songs
and the oppressive cruel riffing patterns of Jamie
McCathie blended with the overbearing beats of
Jordan is what makes “Rooster” an immediate
strong contender for the stoner doom metal album
of the year. What stands out immediately is their
ability to create a wide spectrum palette of emotions (without much use of psychedelic ambiances
or hallucinogenic drugs) much because they aren’t
afraid to push things a bit too far and cross genres
(sometimes pinching Rock more than Metal) and
preconceived ideas on how bands should sound.
‘Welter’ is the most extreme example on the album
about that, a short soft cut with a simple acoustic
guitar and piano driven melody (played by legendary producer, Billy Andersson) while Susie’s
sweeping voice meanders with a captivating melody, timbre and atmosphere. If you like your Doom
heavy, crushing with the right dose of sludge and
stoner elements backed up by a production that
melts perfectly the rawness and clarity of all
instruments, then stop reading this (just a few
more words) and go buy “Rooster” immediately.
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BULLDOZING BASTARD
UNDER THE RAM
HIGH ROLLER RECORDS

If I wanted to follow the
same route Bulldozing Bastard decided to take (why
not get right to the point
and flood people with all
my thoughts immediately at
the beginning), I would say: As “Under the Ram”
begins you know straight away what to await;
however, as the album rolls along you notice that
these assumptions also have not changed nor
evolved in any way. On the one hand it does mean
you get what you expect and that can always be
considered a positive aspect, yet on the other
hand you do not receive neither any variation nor
anything new that has not been done numbers and
numbers of times before in the last 48 years since
the genre heavy metal with the founding of Black
Sabbath came into existence.
As the two German black/speeders start with their
newest 2015 record, the pounding aggressiveness kicks immediately in the face of the listener
and does not let us out from this grip of flowing, streaming violence until the last song of the
record. They are masculine, speedy and energetic
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while delivering the filthy, straight songs where
elements of rock‘n’roll mixed with a little punk,
NWOBHM, speed and black metal also turn up.
Even though the music in itself is enjoyable, they
are so primly trying to be old school and evil
while playing their absolutely primitive but catchy
songs with dirty blackened vocals in the vein
of old Venom, Bathory, the Italian black/speed/
thrash masters Bulldozer (judging by the name
‘Bulldozing Bastard’ apparently the largest influence on them), Motörhead and some Tank that it
nearly comes over comically and in a stereotypical manner.
Their song titles, labels of the band members and
lyrics are similarly somewhat clichéd aiming to
(simplified) come near to the old way of representing obscurity; a good example would be the
3rd track ‘Mayhem Without Mercy’: “And as I pass
through the seven gates / The fullmoon’s shining
bright / For tonight, I’ve witnessed glory / Sorcery
and might”. And to come up with a final negative angle, the flooding rage also results hearing
almost no transition and so not getting the chance
to make a difference between the songs as one
already got deeper into the album and got used
to their (fresh and intense) sound. However, at
the very end with the last, slower and longer song
‘Once The Dust Has Settled’ with more melodic
guitar lines and some Iron Maiden feel to it we do
get a bit from the lacking variety, what’s more the
song also seems to be more thought-out and better-worked-out as the other slashing tracks of the
album - a bit of a deduction after the continuous
ripping for the previous 25 minutes. On the whole
Bulldozing Bastard’s “Under the Ram” from 2015
is a rather enjoyable disc with some likeable catchy
riffs saturated with melodic fast guitar sounds
built in here and there, with hearable decent
bass lines as well as a dynamic, fresh sound and
energy of two spirited German maniacs.
If one does not expect any groundbreaking idea
but a schema that follows the old way of songwriting involving a few banalities yet enhanced with
an actual youthful sound, I do recommend having
a go at the record and will personally give a listen
to their upcoming material as well.
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BULLET

STORM OF BLADES
NUCLEAR BLAST

Anyone familiar with the
recent popularity of Swedish
bands reviving the classic heavy metal and rock
sounds of the late ‘70s
and early ‘80s owes it to
themselves to get acquainted with Bullet. Not as
cut-throat and speed happy as Enforcer, Wolf, or
Steelwing, though also not quite as retro as Witchcraft or Graveyard, Bullet have been committed
to the cause of drinking beer, banging heads, and
(according to their press release) killing grunge
since 2001. They haven’t attracted the same
attention as those aforementioned Swedish peers,
yet their music doesn’t fall behind by comparison,
tending to stay on the inspiring side of solid more
than often than it slips over into copycat worship.
Surely the defining feature of the band must be
vocalist Hell Hofer, whose knickers-in-a-twist
shrillness strikes a precarious balance between
being the driving force of the music and a comedic presence. There are a few moments where he
gargles the microphone a little too heartily (see
the opening of ‘Crossfire’, but for the most part
his energy is a big plus for a mostly mid-paced
bunch of rockers. Despite the band’s promise that
the title track of Storm of Blades was intended to
be “the toughest Bullet song ever”, much of the
material on the album would fit just as well into
a stadium rock setlist as it would a heavy metal
one. The stomping, chord-based riffage of ‘Tornado’ and ‘Hammer Down’ makes a stark contrast
with the pacier likes of ‘It’s On’ and ‘Run With the
Hunted’, keeping the album upbeat through most

CANNIBAL CORPSE

Photo: Alex Morgan

impactful and enjoyable positives, there’s plenty
to like here and this ends up a worthwhile pick for
revivalist death metal fanatics and a solid choice
for old-school aficionados that can appreciate
what the new-school bring to the table.

ON THE IMMINENCE OF A NEW ALBUM,
WE DIVE IN RETROSPECTIVE

A SKELETAL DOMAIN
METAL BLADE RECORDS

Cannibal Corpse inspires a ton of different reactions from the community, but if one thing is clear
about Buffalo’s greatest, it is that they have aged
well. Even with most of the band pushing fifty, “A
Skeletal Domain” roars out of the gate and never
relents, the latest of Cannibal’s steady releases
since Rob Barret’s return. Modern-day Cannibal Corpse has benefited from a stability that the
band lacked in their younger years, and it shows.
Famous for pushing the envelope as far as it can
go in the realm of brutality, the current incarnation
of the band now pushes technicality to its limits.
“A Skeletal Domain” has a different personality from 2012’s “Torture” or any of their other
post-2004 work. Paying homage to many of their
influences, as well as the band’s own past, “A
Skeletal Domain” includes frequent passages that
call back to their thrash and old-school death
metal roots. ‘Sadistic Embodiment’ would be at
home on a thrash record from 1989, and along
with ‘Headlong into Carnage’ shows a willingness
from the band to embrace their thrash metal lineage more than they ever have.
Since 2004’s “The Wretched Spawn,” Cannibal
Corpse have established themselves as a group
unafraid of furious fretwork, complex time signatures, and polyrhythms. Along with their lyrical
transition to more abstract gore and themes of
insanity and hatred, this is a band whose music
has matured with them. ‘Bloodstained Cement’ in
particular takes the band into new lyrical territory,
an exercise in self-defense going out of control.
Fans of Cannibal’s classic gory imagery will not be
disappointed, though, with ‘High Velocity Impact
of its length, never letting one particular style
become tedious.
The first half of the album flies past before you
know it, then the song lengths become more capacious and allow ‘Hammer Down’ and ‘Crossfire’
to breathe just a bit, which is probably to their
advantage. However, everything is kept tight and
controlled, without any time for deviation from the
song’s basic structure or experimentation with
its parts. This means that the writing leaves little
room for error, of which there is fortunately none,
but the simple style can appear plain and predictable. When playing in a throwback style, this
difficulty will always be encountered, and it’s to
the credit of Bullet that they usually get away with
it, including enough strong moments and adrenaline-fuelled songs to make you get caught up in the
excitement instead of wondering whether that last
riff was from Accept or Judas Priest. The faster
songs work better in this regard, although the
closing ‘Coming in Loud’ also fills medium pace
with passion, plus the band produce a fine Stray
cover, which proves to be one of the highlights.
Bullet are not a thoroughly outstanding band, nor
is “Storm of Blades” an exceptional album, but
the Swedes do a good job so far as their aims
are concerned - beers are downed, heads are
banged, and (presumably) grunge is rolling in its
grave. If you’re going to a heavy metal party or
want that arena feel in your living room, give these
guys a try.
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Splatter,’ ‘Kill or Become,’ and ‘Hollowed Bodies’
bringing ample bloodshed.
The sound quality is among the highest of any of
their releases, and a considerable improvement
over the muddy tones of “Torture.” Producer Mark
Lewis deserves tremendous credit for finding a
way to make the bass prominent without pushing
the guitars aside in a mix this chaotic. The drums
are as heavy as they have ever made them, which
is a bonus for fans of Paul Mazurkiewicz’s unorthodox drumming techniques. Alex Webster’s bass
manages to have a spidery quality to it, reminiscent of Cannibal’s early work, while still anchoring
the tremendous wall of sound this album is.
Ultimately, this is an album that is meant for fans
of the band. If you have liked the work that they
have done this century, this is the right album for
you. If not, there’s nothing for you here. There is
no instant classic track to be found (although ‘Kill
or Become’ is a strong contender for fan favourite thanks to its chorus), no new direction for the
band, nor anything other than Cannibal being
Cannibal. “A Skeletal Domain” is a rock-solid
album, a hallmark of this their consistency, one
that will excite their fans and make their detractors yawn all the same. Fire up the chainsaw!
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BUTTERED BACON
BISCUITS

FROM THE SOLITARY WOODS
JOLLY ROGER RECORDS

Hardrock influenced the
metal scene, this is a given
fact, and no one can say the
contrary. Names like Jethro
Tull, Rush, Deep Purple, Led
Zeppelin, Uriah Heep, Black
Sabbath played a crucial role in the development
of music into what we know today and especially
metal has absorb it probably like no other style.
Buttered Bacon Biscuits born in 2008 continued
the legacy left by those names with a 70’s version
of southern hard rock until they disbanded... “From
The Solitary Woods” was originally release in 2009,
as a self-produced CD, but sees now the light of
day via the Italian label Jolly Roger Records. Compared to Ricky Dal Pane’s new band, Witchwood,
this sounds less psychedelic and progressive and
for that reason might appeal to a lesser amount
of metal fans used to rawer ambiences or sonorities that are more intricate. Nevertheless, their
blend of organic sounds, constant melodic drive,
intense bass lines, and lively guitar riffs with a
southern touch is a lesson to retain if you are in the
mood for a dynamic journey through 70’s delicate
rock. Metal on the past years blended more and
more rock influences through the new generation
of “post” bands and even if unfortunately Buttered
Bacon Biscuits sounds at times too soft and too

often (i.e. ‘Another Secret in the Sun’, ‘Essaouira’
or ‘No Man’s Land’), I believe that it could appeal
also to metal fans. From a rock perspective, this
has all the right ingredients and production for a
contemplative listening (i.e. ‘Essaouira’ or ‘I Hope
You’re Feeling Bad’ with its subtle keys and guitar
work). While from a metal one, it lacks that peculiar edge, that Witchwood has, or aggression to turn
it awesome in the same way that Rainbow did back
in 1976 with “Rising”, for instance.
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CABEZA DE CABALLO
DÖLMENN

DISCOS MACARRAS

Not sure who in the perfect
mind would call his band
horse’s head (translated
from the Spanish Cabeza
de Caballo) and from where
that idea came about, still
the quartet from Andalucía are bold or stoner
enough to do so. By stating stoner I guess most of
you are already thinking of doom metal and guess
what, you are totally right! After the debut album
“Iron and Wood” in 2012 the five horsemen have
rougher their sonority and present us 5 songs full
of slow rhythms yet utterly massive and corrosive. That’s probably the main aspect that you will
notice if you had the chance to check their debut
album, which in total honesty lacked what they
have now incorporated quite successfully, turning “Dölmenn” a strong sludge/stoner/doom metal
album, at least on the first half.
Plunging headlong into abrasive mid to slow
rhythms, they open the hostilities with ‘Last Words
of Walter Kovacs’ and their interpretation of Black
Sabbath meet High on Fire, Iron Monkey (minus
the vocals) and Bongzilla. Following the shorter
although energetic ‘Watheley’s Baby’ and culminating with the strong work of Antonio (it’s almost
impossible not to visualize him hitting the skins
of the drums like there was no tomorrow) on ‘The
Dölmenn’. This opening “trio” that last almost 20
minutes are the core of what makes this sophomore album a hostile journey, as expected,
through the shores of distorted riffs, wavy midtempo and slow structures that culminate in nice
guitar leads, solos and demonic beatings. The two
last hymns are somehow deviating from what they
initially offer... especially the first one, which is a
short instrumental piece that serves solely to pull
you out from the almost hypnotic state that you
are under at this stage, and seems completely out
of context with its clean acoustic sound. They end
adding slight psychedelic moody elements in a
13 minute beast divided into two parts, ‘Cahrahb
II. The Lazy Demon’ and ‘Cahrahb III. The Awakening’. Despite not ending as fierce as it started,
there’s a constant concern to deliver different
structures and moods during ‘Cahrahb’, which
goes along nicely with the rest of the album in the
sense that the band tries always to create very
distinctive compositions supported by the gripping
clean singing style of Javyer. “Dölmenn” ends up
being a very strong stoner doom metal record, perhaps only slightly short, that do not dishonours the
legacy left by the gods of the genre.
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CARBONIZED

FOR THE SECURITY [REISSUE]
VIC RECORDS

Extreme music in its guitar-centered formats has
proliferated on pandemic
levels since the time of
the original release of Carbonized’s awesome 1991
banger “For The Security”. Massive advancements have been made in music production and
production affordability while monetary rewards
have increased, the quality of liquor and drugs
has improved, as have the chances of finding your
uncle (the one who wears Hawaiian shirts and his

sunglasses backwards) at the local show.
Carbonized is best known for having ties to both
Entombed and Therion, but should be viewed on
their own merits as a small but vital part of early
Swedish extremity. The band found its beginnings in primeval grind and ended its travels with
a unique take on surrealist hard rock. In other
words, this unit was pretty creative, and took the
time to hone their craft. Here, on their first of three
full lengths, “For The Security”, Carbonized is
more conventional (in a loose sense of the word),
but also teetering on the edge of significant discoveries. The album was in desperate need of a
re-release (as is the rest of the material prior and
after) and it is my hope that some money ends up
where it should. Artists need bread. But fans also
need their fuel. All the OG’s have their tapes, LPs,
CDs and bootlegs from the period. In comparison,
for us pink-lungs, the desire for a physical copy
causes us to shell out whole paychecks for a first
press (or more likely, ONLY press). Reissues are
an ideal win-win-win for artists, labels and fans.
That all aside, “For The Security”, remains a
horror, further twisted and disfigured by age.
Spearheaded by the heavyfooted d-beats and
exhausting singlefooted blasts of Piotr, one will
take note of how limp and unconvincing many
modern drum setups sound in comparison. Seriously, no manner of brickwalling, triggering or
canned-ham can even come close to this. Opener
‘Recarbonized’ demonstrates (in a rather merciless
manner) what sort of punishment will continue
during the duration. Heavy, crusty growling and
screeching only increase the manic atmosphere.
‘Hypnotic Aim’ is of the pure unhallowed grind
madness that inspired a generation: bursting with
stop-start multipaced riffage, even more schizoid
vocal performances and ultra compressed runtime. The blistering (almost blackened!) riffing of
title track, as well as the hallowed Swede-buzzsaw undertow will easily peel the enamel off of the
teeth and tear a poser a new appetite.
While those aforementioned tracks are carry-overs
from the band’s demo era, newer compositions
like ‘Purified From the Sulfur’ ‘Blinded By the Veil’
and “Third Eye” indicate the influence of layered
and textural death metal along with some “alien”
inclinations (coming mostly from Lars Rosenberg’s
mystical bass molestations). You will take pause
every time the cacophony mutates into the realms
of the bizarre. The newer stuff is much more distinctive and memorable as a result, which might
lead to one skipping to them. With this in mind,
“For The Security” is perhaps the least “memorable” of the three full lengths, despite being a
monster by any other measure. This reissue from
Vic Records also includes two bonus tracks, ‘Dark
Curses’ and the hilariously titled ‘Necrophiliac
Carnage Mass,’ which were previously seen on the
band’s skull-fucking 1991 self-titled demo. Both
are welcome additions, and signal the need for a
retrospective package. Priced to sell of course.
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CAULDRON OF HATE
EMPEROR [EP]
INVERSE RECORDS

Cresting an old school wave
on a sea worthy contraption patched together with
chunks of twisted, scarred,
metal from several discernible camps of influence
Cauldron of Hate steer their craft with a raw sound
blanketing a mid-tempo groove captained by
growled throaty demands that are surprisingly very
clear and easy to decipher.
‘Slaughterfest’ is a fantastic opening track and
bears the marks of both vintage Bolt Thrower, utilizing riffs that aren’t all that technical though
are as catchy as a well-worn baseball mitt. Add
to that the production values and overall vibe of
mid-career Morbid Angel (around the letters F and
G - if that makes sense and you happen to follow
their album titles-in-alphabetical-order history/

adding highly effective atmospheric elements.
Overall a great release from an act hailing from a
country, Finland, that is considerably better known
for its melodic doom/death output. Seek this and
keep an ear out for a full length, it will be their
first, hopefully dropping in the foreseeable future.
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CHRISTIAN MISTRESS
TO YOUR DEATH
RELAPSE RECORDS

CAUTERIZATION
ID KATHARSIS

MISANTHROPIC RECORDS / HAMMER OF DAMNATION
/ CIANETO DISCOS

Unholy shit! Cauterization caught me totally
by surprise, I must confess. Brazil is a country
that from time to time, yet consistently, uncovers some serious menacing metal bands that
continue to place Brazil as one of the fronts on
the bestial black/death metal scene together
with other South American countries. Being a
trio is hard to imagine the strength and controlled insanity that they achieve within the
extreme boundaries of a style so well defined,
tenacious and sometimes dissonant (‘Deflagration’, ‘G.O.D.’ or the instrumental keyboard
driven ‘Psyche’). Blackened in nature yet deathly
in form, Cauterization embraces the art with
the same fury and fierceness as Deicide did
back in the early days, enthralling like Morbid
Angel, twisting like Nile or intense like compatriots Rebaelliun (Fabiano Penna had a guest
participation here). “Id Katharsis” is the debut
album featuring 9 tracks in which the 3 last ones
consist of the previous 7”EP “Nasu” now remastered by Sebastian Carsin at Hurricane Studio.
Despite the minor sound divergence between the
newer material (slightly rawer and more intense)
and the older one, the trio keeps up where they
left on the previous release pushing the creativity levels slightly higher and creating even
more complex patterns and rhythmic changes.
This is where the charm of Cauterization lays;
the ability to have Trojillo Jr. constantly blasting
like if his life depended on it and the violent riffing, serpentine string patterns and the guttural
vocal convulsions of Maysa Rodrigues grounded
upon a nefarious yet raw driven production and
pounding controlled bass. The abrasiveness of
the production enriches and gives even more
character to several aspects of Cauterization,
starting with the growling voice of Maysa that is
pushed to the limits, unveiling an unholy Glen
Benton facet not common on female singers. The
rhythmic violent string oscillations also benefit from this rawness, giving a strong empathize
on the more melodic sections and solos, and
the drums gain a lively mesmerizing sound that
not only discloses a wicked grim cruelty but also
a balanced strong demolishing punch. A band
that despite its violent fast death metal nature,
embraces technicality with a grim blackened
edge (‘Deflagration’) and is able to maintain the
listener interested with constant tempo changes
and violent charges of energy without sounding
too technical but having all elements for such.
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logic) and we have a track that’s familiar and
welcomed with open eager ears. ‘Abyssal Ascension’ is an epic track, rare in a death release as
it spans over nine minutes in length. It boasts an
effective Egyptian vibe in a very similar style to
legends Nile. A great slab of brutality that manages to hold the attention throughout it showcases
the ability of an act (whom I’ve never heard the
name of prior to this release) to create more than
merely the same predictable chugging audio from
one track to the next. ‘Emperor of Annihilation’ is
my favourite track found nestling here. It sports a
similar ‘forgotten sands’ audio texture as to that
found on ‘Abyssal Ascension’ but ups the ante by

Third album by American
heavy metal ultimate sensation Christian Mistress, and
once again, what an absolute lesson in feeling! I’ve
got to admit the first time
I put this record to a spin I had the feeling they
were mellowing down a bit, for I had already listened to ‘Open Road’, which hadn’t drawn my
attention, and then the opening track ‘Neon’ would
not catch me instantly either. However, a thorough
listening would turn my initial disappointment
upside down, eventually making the calmer passages my favourite ones in this record. The album
starts and finishes slightly more speed-paced
than their average songs, but all done in the right
measure, with its most interesting songs presenting rather simple and catchy riffs that background
the amazing and captive voice of the lead songstress Christine Davis. “To Your Death” is, unlike
their previous two heavy riffed albums that
revamped in tighter performance the likes of Acid
and Plasmatics, an album built to sing along as
“Holy Diver” is, for instance. The vocals and guitars are so well woven that it makes me think if
the whole instrumental wasn’t worked around
the voice melodies. This aspect of the album
caught me instantly at the chorus on ‘Lonewild’, which is not necessarily a ballad, but does
deliver all vocal-centred and considerably chilled
out moments. Even so, tracks as ‘Stronger Than
Blood’ and ‘Ultimate Freedom’ offer, either through
upbeat or deep emotional riff passages and their
solos, their greatest highlights if you are already
hooked on this band’s previous albums. As cheesy
as it may sound, the quintet resurfaces the feeling that music has to be played genuinely from
the heart: No direct revival from any other artist, no pretentious kick-off to any new inbred trend
within heavy metal genres. They just play the kind
of old and gold tunes that allow anybody to relive
the naivety of one’s start in this wide open road
of heavy music, a road that is already paved, but
they only show they know a bit too well when to
speed and where to enjoy the scenery...
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COFFINS

PERPETUAL PENANCE
HORROR PAIN GORE DEATH PRODUCTIONS

Since 2000 Coffins has
amassed rather an alarmingly large discography.
Three albums and close
to twenty split EPs attests
to their dedication and a
demand for their output. So why I’ve never heard
of them? Perhaps because they’re based in Japan
and that they aren’t stateside or even European
where I would imagine they might be.
As luck would have it this (2 CD) release is a fantastic place to start. Featuring a number of tracks
from various splits, extended versions and live
material this collection showcases their style and
influence. This influence is unmistakable stemming from the earliest days of extreme metal circa
vintage Terrorizer, Napalm Death, Carnage and
Repulsion. Coffins encapsulates a dingy, plodding
pace, bludgeoning, raw vibe whilst also incorporating a groove element that is unignorably welcome,
somewhat unexpected and unfathomably catchy.
Jun Tokita’s, Koreeda’s and Yoshiaki Negishi’s
(this compilation spans a few years and line-up
changes) vocal style stretches the better part of
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CRADLE OF FILTH

DISSECTION

NUCLEAR BLAST

2017
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2015

HAMMER OF THE WITCHES
25 years deep into their career, Cradle of Filth would seem to have
changed track from their original
intentions. Beginning as symphonic
black metal maestros, evolving into
more general purveyors of extreme
metal, then briefly dipping down into
the popular waters of gothic metal,
the English stalwarts have resurrected some of their black metal
spirit in recent years while continuing their battle with modern
extremity. And, after several albums
that were met by shrugs, “Hammer
of the Witches” finally seems to be
the one to beat.
The chimerical vocals and extravagant lyrics of Dani Filth are
unchanged, the symphonic interludes are still present, and the
obsession with vampires and Satan
continues unabated (now with extra
witches!), yet two new guitarists
mean that this album gets all of the
riffs that previous effort “The Manticore and Other Horrors” lacked. Paul
Allender’s lesser-known replacements impress on each of the eight
main songs, with riff highlights
including the cut-throat mid-section of the title track, the powerful
main theme of ‘Enshrined in Crematoria’, and the backbone of two
great choruses in ‘Blackest Magick
in Practice’ and ‘Onward Christian
Soldiers’. It would seem that the
guitarists were allowed free rein to
be creative, not least because they
take ample opportunity to play guitar leads for perhaps the first time
in CoF’s history. Some songs contain several lead moments, the
finest of which forms the climax of
‘Deflowering the Maidenhead, Displeasuring the Goddess’, a song

that also merits praise for lyrics
that portray ecological tragedy in
a poignant, though typically Filthy
manner.
What truly impresses about “Hammer of the Witches” is not only the
strong individual contributions of
all band members, but the sense
of purpose and unity of focus that
drives the songs forward. Not since
“Midian” in 2000 have the band
managed to combine a sense of
adventure, clear thinking, and great
execution with such an even balance. Past issues with production,
ill-fitting ideas, overuse of keyboards, and Dani Filth’s annoying
high-pitched vocals are swept aside
by a remarkably consistent and
exciting set of songs, which even
the presence of three interludes
cannot detract from. Launched into
high gear by ‘Yours Immortally’,
the album gathers momentum in
its first half before dropping the
more risky compositions ‘Right Wing
of the Garden Triptych’ and ‘The
Vampyre at My Side’. ‘Right Wing...’
oddly opens with electronic sounds
and female vocals, which are used
sparingly and successfully throughout the album, while Dani’s return
to his favourite theme of female
bloodsuckers begins softly, though
develops into heavier territory
despite the keyboards appearing
high in the mix. The former manages
to diversify the album and - even if
the latter song proves to be the low
point - it is followed by probably the
strongest closer in CoF’s career.
“Hammer of the Witches” proves to
be a great album because it contains all of the things that makes
not only Cradle of Filth exciting,
but also metal in general: from

the extreme metal range. Thankfully without the
overage of bree-bree-brees (often heard in the
genre) or reptilian burps. There’s also an occasional shriek thrown in for good measure, often
par for the course. This same vocal style is also
very reminiscent of early output from a legendary death act from the Netherlands by name of
Gorefest courtesy of Jan-Chris de Koeijer. Standout tracks include ‘Slaughter of Gods 09’, ‘The
Wretched Path’ and the epic funeral doom laden
‘Axes of Vengeance’.
If you are anything like me and enjoy the occasional slow stab of old school brutality twisted
with smidgens of sludge, raw groove and elements
of rot n’ roll this is a great place to spend a few
moments while discovering an act that may well
have passed you by. Recommended.
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THE LEADERS OF THE BRITISH BLACK METAL SCENE HAVE
AGAIN ARMED THEMSELVES WITH SHARP TEETH AND
TEARING CLAWS IN AN EFFORT TO BRING BACK THE OLD
SYMPHONIC NOSTALGIA AND VAMPIRIC PUISSANT BLOOD...

the heavy and intricate riffs of
‘Enshrined in Crematoria’ to the
lead guitar and lyrical brilliance of
‘Deflowering the Maidenhead, Displeasuring the Goddess’ to the
epic conclusion of ‘Onward Christian Soldiers’, everything you could
want is present. Not every song is
an absolute winner, but the album
is immensely enjoyable and rich in
content, proving that Cradle of Filth
remain a powerhouse of extreme
metal, whatever form they take.
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CRYPTORIANA - THE
SEDUCTIVENESS OF DECAY
There is no possibility whatsoever if
you are a metalhead of not having
heard this British symphonic gothic
black metal combo before. I must
underline that I lost the interest in
them around the “Damnation and a
Day” album as they were losing the
savageness that I was constantly
looking for. I witnessed the rise of
Cradle of Filth since day one and
back in 1994 I attended one of their
tour gigs when promoting “A Principle of Evil made Flesh” where they
shared the stage with Portuguese
Moonspell in Lisbon. Those were
thrilling times with black metal on
its highest peak! At that time I was
furiously hearing that album and
see them live was a mind blowing
experience (Dani was so small without his high-heeled boots, hahaha)
on a small venue where there was
even fans making ceiling diving
through the use of the metal structure near the top.
Twelve albums after they had their
share of ups and downs, experiencing now again one of their
best moments after the superb
album “Hammer Of The Witches”
and again due to line-up changes.
“Cryptoriana - The Seductiveness
of Decay” picks up where the previous album left, and so detailed
described by Metalegion’s reviewer
Edmund, having probably the main
difference a slight more guitar
driven flavour or refinement. Cradle of Filth is back on track with
the spirit of their older records
and what “Cryptoriana” does is

CRANIAL CARNAGE
ABHORRENCE

IMMORTAL SOULS PRODUCTIONS

Czech Republic is known
for its brutal festivals
(Obscene Extreme and Brutal Assault) and top quality
death metal bands. Krabathor, Pandemia, Godless
Truth, Hypnos and Fleshless are just a few of the
examples that have set the high standard in terms
of death metal coming from that Eastern European country. Despite being a young band and out
of nowhere, Cranial Carnage chews and spits out
a violent album of brutal death metal mixing both
Eastern and American traditions. “Abhorrence” is
one of those brutal albums that make no prisoners neither treat the injured, is plain brutal death

simply consolidate the excitement
and praise that “Hammer of the
Witches” had back in 2015. The
new trio Ashok, Rich and Lindsay
proved to be a crucial factor for the
recent enthusiasm again around
Dani, especially on the guitars by
providing the dense fast riffing
black metal sections and twisting
leads into melodic territory. I feel
they have mixed the best of the two
worlds of Cradle of Filth, the savageness of “Cruelty and The Beast”
period with the modern touch of
“Godspeed on the Devil’s Thunder”.
‘Heartbreak and Seance’ blends the
fast drum tempos with vicious riffing compositions that go hand in
hand with catchy solo sections,
symphonic atmospheres by talented
Lindsay and operatic choirs (think
of Satyricon in “Live at the Opera”)
that break the instrumental viciousness and encloses a grandiose feel
to an already inspiring song. ‘Achingly Beautiful’ opens and shows in
the first seconds Dani screaming at
full lungs in a similar ‘To Eve The Art
Of Witchcraft’ manner yet with the
melodic crudeness that lacked on
that first album. They keep exploring dynamics, tempo changes,
symphonic passages and orchestrations in a typical Cradle of Filth way
throughout yet sometimes abusing
too much on heavy metal soloing nevertheless not falling on the
cheerful and bland times of “Thornography” for instance. ‘Vengeful
Spirit’’ grabs the frenzy atmosphere
of a blood sucking vampire to enrich
it with the vocal dual between Dani
and Liv Kristine that simply creates a tender atmosphere just to be
sliced with a thundering drum section and intense solo.
Despite the controversies and finger
pointing around Dani Filth (the same
happened with other mainstream
black metal bands, no names
here...), they conceived a style of
their own around a peculiar engaging vocal style, symphonic gothic
arrangements, versatile compositions and now again elevated simply
because he heard what the fans
expected from Cradle of Filth.
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metal from the first to the last second using bands
like Pyreria, Suffocation or Dying Fetus as the
foundations to their vicious attack. Like any debut
album, there is still a sense of ongoing development or at least a band that has still space and
the proper skills to push themselves and inject
even more diversity and personality in their sonority. Nevertheless, “Abhorrence” does not betray
the fans of the genre and crawls constantly on
fast-paced blasts and drum patterns with the
chewing guitars as groundwork for the extremely
guttural vocals of Rebus. The songs have a constant sense of ongoing dynamics, laid mostly by
quick rhythmic changes (the opener ‘Antichrist’
might be the most obvious exception to the rule)
and occasional guitar leads (‘Obscenity’ tries to
use some string cacophony to build momentum
and variation and ‘Bastard’ takes full advantage of

the dual guitar attack). However, song after song
it starts to flourish a feeling of recurrence as the
songs roam using the same brutal recipe with little deviation, especially Rebus’ growling voice. The
amazing cover from renowned artist Deather captures perfectly the lyrical antichristian concept
of Cranial Carnage and despite the minor unfavourable notes stated (that will not detract the
fans of the genre), “Abhorrence” is a valuable and
extremely well-produced proposal from Immortal Souls Productions after a 15-year break and
above all a genuine debut album from a band that
has the proper tools to make a strong impact on
the brutal death metal scene.
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CREATED TO KILL
DEATH’S CONSTRUCTION

HORROR PAIN GORE DEATH PRODUCTIONS

Continuing to deliver the
brutality, Kentucky-based
brutal death metallers Created to Kill have been built
around their dedication to
play old school brutal Death
Metal that is uncompromising and intense. With
a five-year gap in between releases that sees
long-time bassist Abe Simmerman put down
the instrument in favour of bringing Phil Good
on-board to join brother Paul, the group releases
it’s second full-length album.
From the outset, this is pretty much a consistent
and constant blast of frenzied, brutal death metal
delivered with plenty of old-school verve. Tracks
like ‘Fascination With Your Death’, ‘Object of Perfect Torture’ and ‘Corpse Collector’ feature the
utterly ravenous and deep, tight riff-work full of
frenzied and utterly frantic arrangements that give
plenty of dynamic speed-drenched arrangements
that makes for some truly impressive times. The
loose, rattling rhythms of ‘Into the Frozen Tomb’,
‘Machete’ and ‘Self-Inflicted Flame Engulfment’
mixed alongside these elements create a fine oldschool approach with plenty of furious and utterly
savageness while still giving plenty of fine tightly-wound riffing which is part of the wholesale
approach to the genre which makes for quite the
appealing time playing into the rules of that genre.
That indeed is one of the main flaws here in that
it’s quite formulaic and goes for the prototypical frenzied brutal death approach even with the
inclusion of the more stable riff-work here and it
does become somewhat of a massive blur as the
album goes along due to the bands’ stature giving them so little room for refining the riffing and
plays itself into that familiar playbook. It’s not the
biggest detriment, but it does come up throughout
this one and does hold it back somewhat.
Despite coming across as quite a familiar blur
of frenzied riffing and pummelling rhythms that
dozens of other bands in the genre offer, there’s
still plenty to really like with this one’s generally
furious approach and competence at their performances that it should be a worthwhile choice for
aficionados of brutal death for the most part.
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CRIMINAL ELEMENT
CRIMINAL CRIME TIME
METAL AGE PRODUCTIONS

This is one of those bands
that fit perfectly on the category: I wish they had
impressed me. When you
have a band consisting of
actual and ex-members from
acclaimed bands like Suffocation or Dying Fetus
I guess it’s natural to expect something remarkable. To tell the truth, when I received the promo
on the mail I didn’t relate the band with the musicians in it before reading the press release, even
if I already have their 2008 debut album. From my
words, you can already predict the impact (or lack
of it) that they had previously on me...
Mixing elements from death, thrash and grindcore

could have resulted in something peculiar, original and extreme (taking in consideration the death
metal background from most members) however,
“Criminal Crime Time” suffers from a production deficiency syndrome that obliterates in my
opinion part of the strength that songs like ‘Jails,
Institution & Death’ or the title-track could have.
I’m not entirely sure if this was some sort of error
during the production process or if the band simply wanted a more plastic (the drums are almost
stripped of muscle and punch), unprocessed and
raw sonority. They maintain their very energetic
blend of rhythms and harshness from the previous records intermingled with dynamic passages
and guitar leads and solos that give a sort of genuine, at times naive and primeval charm to the
compositions (i.e. ‘The Bitch Set Me Up’). Vocally,
the style of Vince Matthews together with the
upfront fast austere tempos of the drums (drum
machine?) can be the hardest aspects to digest.
Vince uses a sort of vigorous harsh snarl layered
with influences that range both death, hardcore
and thrash that is definitely not your usual tone
on a metal band and sometimes leaves a little
to be desired. If all this wasn’t atypical, enough
they do end with the song ‘The Bitch Set Me Up’
that seems to be taken from a different recording
or mixing session, having the needed robust production that the rest of album lacks. All in all, an
album with its own nonstandard charm that suffers from an (almost punk) unproduced posture.
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CRIPPER
HYËNA

METAL BLADE

There are two opposing
schools of thrash metal in
the 21st century: one of
which sticks strictly to the
values of the ‘80s cohort
in terms of style, production, and content, while the other has incorporated
modern elements from metalcore and melodeath in order to spice up the genre. Cripper sits
squarely in the latter category, with a little of
each butt cheek hanging over into groove territory, as can be heard from some of the riffs and
rhythms on “Hyëna”. Hailing from Germany and
boasting an aggressive female singer in the form
of Britta Görtz, comparisons to Holy Moses have
been abundant, though the more clinical modernity and touches of contemplation that Cripper
bring to their music place them closer to latter day
Exodus, Onslaught, or Death Angel. Mild flavours
of more commercial metal are also detectable at
times, with Chimaira and Lamb of God’s riffing
style cropping up every now and then.
As such, thrash purists may turn their noses up at
the fat guitar tone or the alternating chugging and
grooving riffs on songs like ‘Bloodshot Monkey Eye’,
though there are other cuts, such as ‘A Dime for the
Establishment’ and ‘The Jackhammer’, that will
sound more familiar and acceptable. Those thrashier songs are marginally the best on offer, especially
when Cripper keep the intensity high through verse
and chorus and into a screaming solo, though this
kind of consistency rarely happens. Many songs,
barring the shorter ‘Tourniquet’ and ‘Patterns in the
Sky’ take the foot off the gas, meaning that they
sag between verses or during the bridge and end up
feeling overlong. Occasionally the groove riffs work,
notably on the lurching chorus of ‘Animated Flesh’,
but the guitars are not backed up by a weighty bass
or definite drums to enhance the sense of relentless movement. Instead, the bass is quiet and
slightly clicky, compounding the quiet drums, which
results in the rhythmic parts lacking strength and
the faster riffs failing to really ignite.
In the end, that phrase “fails to ignite” sums
up “Hyëna” fairly accurately. None of the songs
stand much above the others and highlights are
more minor details like the great solo in ‘Patterns in the Sky’, the riff that kicks off ‘Tourniquet’,
or the slightly more convincing ‘A Dime for the

Establishment’. The mix of styles could have been
exciting (and indeed has been in other cases), but
here it all sounds too predictable to cause much
excitement, while the band’s original touches come
mostly from ‘90s alternative metal, which has not
managed to survive into the new century. Coupled
with some dodgy lyrics (“7 inches burning in my
eyes” anyone?), these issues relegate “Hyëna” to
the second or third tier of modern metal albums.
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CRYPTIC REALMS
ENRAPTURED BY HORROR

IRON BLOOD & DEATH CORP / DEATH IN PIECES

I’m not sure if having each
member in a different country/continent is the correct
approach or at least if it
works as well as having all
band members just around
the corner. Yes, internet made things a lot easier
with file sharing and Cryptic Realms are probably thee flag carrier of intercontinental/country
bands, nevertheless some compromises are made
and “Enrapture by Horror” is at some extend a
result of that. Grounded with both feet on the
late 80’s early 90’s Floridian death metal scene
and a muddy production taken from the analogue
chest of the forgotten gems of that period, Cryptic
Realms entered in a dark coven which most of us
don’t dare. Obituary, Death and Massacre come to
mind quite often when hearing songs like, ‘In Mortal Distress’, ‘Doomed Cathedrals’ or ‘Begging to
be Dead’ with its vicious yet simplistic guitar solo.
As a stand-alone debut album, I must confess
this is quite strong, showing a band with potential
and solid compositions around riffs, the occasional solo, transitions and mid tempo sections.
The problem, if I must indulge in “Enraptured by
Horror” is that it lacks that sparkle to turn it overpowering or extremely stimulating, enthusiastic
and groundbreaking (if it’s still possible) at some
extend. The vocals of Kostas Analytis sound like
a mixture between John Tardy and Chuck Schuldiner and while it’s surely an effective and winner
solution, the resemblances are incessant and
too evident, which might turn a bit annoying. The
band keeps it simple with no deviation from the
pre-conceived old school formula, and while does
have enough rhythm and tempo changes to maintain the levels of interest, it does not explode on
your face with memorability as it should. I believe
this is one of the limitations of being thousands of
miles away from each other and despite the proximity that internet provides, there are things that
only personal interaction can achieve. This is not
a bad or below average album by any means,
it is just old fashioned authentic death metal,
having only the remark of not being original or
unforgettable in a sea where there are dozens of
overwhelming albums. Still, a nice try and recommended, if you are an old bastard like me.
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CRYPTOPSY

THE BOOK OF SUFFERING (TOME 1) [EP]
SELF-RELEASE

The once boundary-breaking Cryptopsy seems to have
settled on repeating itself.
A listener familiar with the
band’s modus operandi
will get exactly what they
expect. More specifically, this EP is stuffed with
tech-death madness with hardcore flourishes, all
played at high speed with eyebrow raising skill.
If you dare to take off your headphones for just a
second, you will miss something. Throughout its
many incarnations, Cryptopsy has been one of the
bands that spearheaded this swarming approach,
with arguably diminishing returns. This is another
example of the band performing what it knows
with perhaps some resignation.
What is on display here hasn’t changed much from
the old days aside from the ultra-perfect mixing

and robotic levels of precision. “Blasphemy Made
Flesh” sounds as loose as a lady of the night and
“None So Vile” still sounds like actual mammals
played it. Opener ‘Detritius’ promises us that what
will follow is “very disturbing”, cutting immediately
to a predicable all-out assault played by cyberdemons. Monster percussion from Flo lays the
foundation for Christian’s disharmonica and Olivier’s rumble-popping. And above the fray, is Matt’s
barking and screeching, which is nearly identical to Mike’s on “Whisper Supremacy”. People
may continue to gripe about Cryptopsy’s “Unspoken” misstep from 2008, but in reality, Cryptopsy
had many deathcore elements early on. “Vile”
may be the nearly undisputed peak of band’s output, but “Supremacy” might equal or exceed its
considerable influence. ‘The Knife, The Head and
What Remains,’ could have been a b-side to anything from that period, only with a sort of blunted
rhythmic and melodicism that seems content to fill
time. The fact that the band is still making similar
music nearly 20 years later showcases the significance of the DiSalvo years and how punishing that
sound was. I can’t help but wonder why there isn’t
an industry standard for rawness in metal like this.
I prefer my massacres fresh and bleeding, not frozen and microwaved. Overall, the comparisons
to the self-titled from a few years back will yield
many similarities, and due of that, the spread
remains forgettable. Perhaps it is because techdeath isn’t as impressive like it was. Main line
death metal has in large shifted towards gloomy
nostalgia away from the tantric displays of virtuosos. Despite the feeling of redundancy, this is still
Cryptopsy. Highlight ‘Halothane Glow’ effectively
uses tumbling mosh riffs but also ends on a promising passage of atmospherics giving a chance to
breath. It also harkens back to “Once Was Not”
and its more progressive inclinations. That might
be a place the band will look to on “Part II” and
beyond. It would be a welcome change.
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CUELEBRE
OINOS

ART GATES RECORDS / METAL HEART MEDIA

Like many black metalheads, I’m fascinated by
the distant past; pagan
times before the advent and
intrusion of the Abrahamic
religions, and the peoples
and cultures that once ruled Europe and other
nations. That’s why I’m very much a fan of pagan
or folk metal, and the bands that seamlessly integrated shrieked vocals, raging guitar and blast
beats with traditional instruments. “Oinos” ended
up being right up my alley. Although it focuses on
Spain, of all places, instead of eastern Europe, or
Greece, or the Nordic states, it feels like it came
straight out of the Neolithic era. It’s pagan in its
roots but incredibly Iberian in character, which
makes it very unique indeed. The minimalism of
the music is really excellent in my mind, because
too often pagan and folk metal/music ends up
feeling busy, or crowded. This left a lot to the
imagination, and let my mind travel to a time of
men and women dancing around a fire, praying
to ancient Gods of yore. This isn’t even metal, not
really, it’s more like Paleolithic/caveman music. It
makes me want to overlook a vista with a spear
in hand, and that’s what I really look for in pagan/
folk metal and music. It’s magic...
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DAKHMA

PASSAGEWAYS TO DAENA (THE CONCOMITANT BLESSINGS OF PUTRESCING IMPURITY)
GODZ OV WAR PRODUCTIONS

Like any Abruptum fan, I
consider myself ready to
cope with almost everything
in what concerns music,
dark ritualistic patterns or
merely noise... The relation

4

(akin to black metal) that you will either love and
come back again and again or simply hate and
turn off your stereo after a few minutes. A record
that needs time to grow, yet one in which new
details are discovered with each new hearing. Just
turn up the volume (slightly more than usual) and
dive into the occult of Zoroastrians... If you dare!
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DAWNPATROL
THE DAWN OF STEEL

NUCLEARMAGEDDON RECORDS
Photo: Konstantin Smirnov

DARK FUNERAL

NAIL THEM TO THE CROSS [SINGLE] /
WHERE SHADOWS FOREVER REIGN
CENTURY MEDIA

There are few Swedish black metal bands which
can match the fame and legendary status of Dark
Funeral. For over twenty years now, they have
consistently put out quality releases, most of them
in the true/old style of black metal that we all
know and love. “Nail Them to the Cross” is a single, and the name of perhaps the most significant
song in Dark Funeral’s recent full release “Where
Shadows Forever Reign”. It’s a very Swedish style
song that bands like Watain have really seized
upon in recent years. Fast, menacing, evil, with
a dangerous aura to tie it all together. The other
song on the single, ‘Temple of Ahriman’, is unfortunately a bit of a letdown. Perhaps it’s simply
because “Nail Them to the Cross” is a tough act
to follow. There are good points, though. There are
epic, almost Viking metal style moments, but the
vocals just don’t work here. They’re drowned out
by the rest of the musicianship. Overall, the single
is pretty good black/death metal that should prove
enjoyable for DF fans, or fans of Swedish black
metal in general. It really does feel like I’m attending a hellish funeral of sorts, with fires raging and
ash and soot clouding my sensibilities. I’d say
give this one a shot if you like, but you might be
better off if you just got the full release instead.
One year after the release of the short “Nail Them
to the Cross” EP, “Where Shadows Forever Reign”,
the sixth album by the Swedish comes out. Both
songs of the mentioned EP were included on the
album with no stylistically difference rather than a
slight more focus on the vocals of the new member Heljardmadr. Heljardmadr has a singing style
similar to Emperor Magus Caligula with a guttural edge at times (like on ‘Nail Them to the
Cross’ which is probably the most versatile song
with regard to the vocals), so if you were expecting a new version of Themgoroth’s singing grim
fierceness, think twice. Depraved from any holiness, Heljardmadr is more than a fitting choice to
replace the 15 years of leadership by the Emperor,
he attacks with a raging potency and malignancy
that fits perfectly the ongoing speed and extremity
that any Dark Funeral album is.
The opener ‘Unchain My Soul’ is one of the high
moments of the album beginning with an ethereal
atmosphere until it urges with double blasts and
that Dakhma has with Abruptum might not be
as strong as I expected beforehand (I had only
heard their instrumental piece ‘Chinvat’) nevertheless they do share the same passion for dark
ambiences and chaos. The major difference is
the fact that Kerberos, the former and only member at the time of the recording, saturates his
chaotic slew of rituals with instrumentally driven
black and specks of death metal patterns and
vocalizations straight from the pits where Angra
Mainyu dwells. Like this, Dakhma might sound
like a walk in the park for the majority of the metal
fans, but you could not be more wrong! This is
chaos pushed to the limits, exalted with a malignant production that even if entirely unrefined
and rough closes the concept behind “Passageways to Daena”. It’s on the longer tracks like
‘The Silent Tower (Gather Ye of Life)’, ‘Ascension
II (The Light Eternal)’ or the amazing bonus track
‘Rite Of Daebaaman (The Spiritual Invocation Of
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fast riffing discharges in a typical Swedish way
to break it into a melodic guitar lead and midtempo drum pattern just to wrap it all nicely into
a full blast of savage rhythms again. The formula
is not new, especially to any Dark Funeral or black
metal fan, still there is a blackness that is engaging and captures the spirit of the early 90’s black
metal scene, the way only Lord Ahriman could
accomplish. ‘As One We Shall Conquer’ has an
engaging brutal melody and a chorus that sticks
in the end in contrast to the full throttle speed of
Dominator. ‘As I Ascend’ and ‘Temple of Ahriman’
are the slowest songs on the album and flow with
a strong slow, mid-tempo section that gives the
ability to channel your attention towards the melody on the guitars. On the other hand, by following
one after the other it breaks a little the tension and fury of the album. ‘The Eternal Eclipse’
picks again the aggression and speed that we are
so eager to find in any Dark Funeral song nevertheless without sounding overly exaggerated
has enough melody and tempo variation to roam
between slower drum patterns while the guitars
still explore fast tremolo picking structures.
The production focus a bit too much on the drums,
especially when Dominator is double blasting
like a frenetic cocaine addict even though I must
underline that nothing is over shadowed by it and
it surely solidifies the brutal aura that songs like
the fast tempo ‘Beast Above Man’ or ‘As One We
Shall Conquer‘ have with its robust punch.
There is a direct connection to the debut album,
at least visually, either Lord Ahriman likes it or
not, Necrolord’s artwork has an undeniable link
with “The Secrets of the Black Arts”. In the end, a
strong album as expect by Dark Funeral, although
not as ground breaking or inspiring as “Diabolis Interium” or my all-time favourite “The Secrets
of the Black Arts”. It’s just a matter of... Are you
tired of this or not? I certainly am not.
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Akem Manah)’ that Kerberos covers the entire
spectrum of rhythms and pestilential ambiences
that are spread throughout the record. Even so,
smaller cuts like ‘Consuming the Nasu (of Shredded Impurity)’ or ‘Ascension (Flesh and Bone)’ can
be equally deadly as well due to its rampant tempos and obscure charges of energy. Try to conceive
a mix of bands like Mysticum, Order From Chaos,
Abruptum and Burzum, now subtract your notion
of a powerfully produced record and you will end
up with something close to the Swiss Dakhma.
Ritualistic ambiances, riffing covering slowest to
fast tempos, sometimes fierce black metal others
raw technical death metal, diverse song structures
with singular breaks, full throttle drum patterns and on top of it all, probably the aspect that
most of you will have an hard time to deal with...
the vocals. Insane echoes ranging from guttural
moments with a noisy edge, obscure chants but
mostly sonic high pitched laments and screams

On paper Dawnpatrol has
all the elements and necessary old school influences to
become a name to have in
consideration when talking
about black/thrash however this is not what truly happens on their 2016
debut “The Dawn Of Steel”. I believe that this is
essentially due to the fact of being a two beheaded
tamed beast at the time this was recorded (V.Wolfstorm on vocals, bass and guitars and Cendres
on drums); the songs lack the old school enthusiasm of the early 80’s becoming after a while a
bland experience of basic rhythms and primitive
mid tempos and riffs. Inspired on a post-apocalyptic scenario of nuclear war they start with ‘After
The Atomic War’ and ‘ Heavy Metal Addict’ showing a band wandering within the realms of rotten
slow/mid tempos and using (especially on ‘Heavy
Metal Addict’) the occasional solos and up tempos
to spice things up. Yet, the songwriting remains
firmly rooted on the primitive side of black/thrash
metal, using riffing, solos and drum patterns
(there is, occasionally, a sort of metallic drumbeat
throughout that turns quickly slightly annoying)
quite plain and sometimes even dull for a band
that claims to be influenced by acts like Venom,
Bathory, Kreator or Motörhead. This lack of more
“juicy” tunes is what ruins the putrid atmosphere
that songs like ‘Deathgame’, ‘Station 211’, ‘Post
Nuclear Thrash Metal’ or ‘Holocaust 2000’ try to
achieve. Even so, I cannot deny that “The Dawn
of Steel” has its own peculiar charm despite the
non-elaborated songs (hopefully this will change
with the entry of the new element, M’Cka for the
bass) or the monotone raspy vocals of V.Wolfstorm. This is a honest and nicely produced debut
album that unfortunately the younger generation of
metal fans will not tolerate; still I’m sure that old
bastards that grew up with bands like Sarcófago
or Hellhammer will smile a couple of times.
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DEATH ANGEL
THE EVIL DIVIDE
NUCLEAR BLAST

Three decades into their celebrated career, Bay Area
thrash legends Death Angel
remain as hungry as ever
with an uncompromising
urgency and unpredictability
which has defined the group almost from the start
of their illustrious career. With the reunion-era
line-up continuing to sound as tight as possible
and a maturity found in their years together, the
quintet’s eighth album was on Nuclear Blast.
With the band firing on all cylinders in regards to
their revival phase, there’s a deep, flowing hardedged old-school attack prevalent that takes their
signature sound to great heights. Explosive moshers ‘The Moth’, ‘Cause for Alarm’ and ‘Hell to Pay’
feature their signature swirling speed metal patterns in ferocious tempos laying down plenty of
hard-charging and dexterous rhythms that showcase plenty of fiery lead riff-work, tight patterns
and furious rhythms that carry their frantic energy
and relentless surging riff-work that make for a
wholly impressive series of up-tempo work. Alongside these thrashers are efforts like ‘Lost’ and ‘It
Can’t Be This’ which drop that intensity for a more
majestic, mid-tempo sprawling series of rhythms
that go for a more atmospheric, melodic mood

with a plodding energy and more pronounced
melodic vocals than their more furious work, offering a strong and wholly dynamic variety that’s
immensely appealing. This is certainly a case
where the band is comfortable with this approach
as there’s plenty of familiar moments within this
one that brings to mind their past works with this
approach, but for the most part it’s more of the
same enjoyable elements that have always been
part of their attack which makes this such a fun
album. Despite a big reliance on continuing to
offer up more of the same that doesn’t really bring
along much variety or innovation, it’s a rather
moot point on the album as there’s just such
a vibrant, energetic old-school feel to this one
throughout that it’s one of the top albums of the
year in the genre and is of extreme interest to oldschool thrashers or thrash fanatics in general.
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DEATH TOLL 80K

HARSH REALITIES [REISSUE LP]
GIVE PRAISE RECORDS

A quick peek at the track
list tells you all you need
to know about this release.
Twenty-three tracks in just
under twenty-six minutes!
Of course this could only be
grindcore, or music originating from a trailer park
destroying entity known simply in some locales as
fuck me, hide... A tornado!
Whichever moniker you chose there’s no doubt
whatsoever that these guys aren’t fucking around.
Death Toll 80k deliver enough riffs, in record time,
to choke a herd of healthy pachyderms with attitude including enough angst and vinegar to incite
a riot in a Buddhist temple. Yes, this is the real
deal folks! Think early Napalm Death but only
add a smidgen more groove (albeit it saturated in
punk/crust sensibilities), melodies that carve an
indelible mark in your flesh and a whole pile of
grunted, growled and shrieked lyrical content you
need a very talented translator in order to decipher. Of course the same unfathomable discontent
with the ills of society is included. Then and only
then will with all the aforementioned in mind you
be in the same musical themed ball park.
There are admittedly a few stand out tracks on the
album, but I’ll be buggered if I can work out which
tracks these are. And if truth be told I really have
to desire to take my attentions away from the brutal audio raping my earholes unapologetically on
its way to course through the confines of my skull.
Suffice it to say with an average time of just over a
minute for each track Death Toll 80k get straight to
the point with no room for artistic wankery, spoken
word bollocks and whatever else other acts chose
to use to inject intrigue into their sound.
Recommended for Insect Warfare, Phobia, Terrorizer
and Napalm Death fans and only for those brave
enough to want to withstand the chaotic mastery
crafted within. Clear the room and instruct the family to visit the in-laws. You’ll want to break stuff
upon listening to this unforgettable slab of brutality.
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DEATHTALE

WHOLE WORLD BURNS
TERRASOUND RECORDS

Second album for the Austrian quartet founded by
drummer Tom Kräutner,
who you might have heard
before (or not) by having
also formed Demolition back
in 1996 and shared stages with bands like Testament, Anthrax, Overkill, Mercyful Fate to state just
a few. Deathtake is the result of his departure from
the band in 2008 and after a first assault named
“Apocalyptic Deadline” in 2012 and a few line-up
changes the band is back for a new offensive.
With strong foundations on thrash but also influenced by death and traditional metal, the quartet
blends styles and roams freely in constant tempo

changes, melody and pure charges of fury build
upon intense riffing, solos and effective variations.
Compared to their debut album, I feel they have
reinforced that aspect on their compositions, leading the songs constantly in dynamics accentuated
by tempo changes and a production that is able
to disclose all aspects of the songs. The dilemma
on “Whole World Burns” resides on the fact that
this constant variation outcomes occasionally a
sense of going nowhere on the listener which is
not helped by the vocals of the new singer Patrick Pieler. This is where my main issue resides to
the point of sometimes having to make an extra
effort to get to the end of the album (depending
on the state of mind). Patrick’s guttural screaming style is somewhat influenced by the hardcore
genre, which is something that doesn’t blend well
together and even less when he tries to use a
cleaner almost singing approach (the title-track or
‘Before Blood Flows’). Besides some of the issues,
“Whole World Burns” is a solid effort with nice
transitions, melodies (‘Everything Changes’) and a
particular approach to thrash that despite the necessary extra amount of time to get used to it can
provide a few moments of enjoyment... If you can
handle Patrick’s modern singing style, of course.
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DECIMATION

REIGN OF UNGODLY CREATION
COMATOSE MUSIC

Certainly taking their time
between releases, Turkish brutal/technical death
metal legends Decimation have continued to
hone their skills in between
releases with the now four-year gap between
efforts resulting in a minor lineup shuffle along the
way. Pruning vocalist Egemun Seyhan so guitarist/bassist Erkin Öztürk can now take over vocal
duties in the power trio, the group’s third album
comes with beautiful Dan Seagrave cover art and
is released by Comatose Music.
Like the majority of groups in this genre, there’s a
strong reliance here on employing a tight, swirling
series of riff-work with plenty of utterly frenzied
and dynamic rhythms, as in ‘Noncelestical Orisons
Cataclised in the Passage of Ninib’ or ‘Supreme
Wisdom of Blasphemy in Reign of Ungodly Creation’. These are played at rather frantic speeds to
the point of being blistering battering rams, which
is where the complexity of the riffing and bludgeoning rhythms featured generates the technical
formation of their material, featuring enough challenging patterns that there’s plenty to enjoy for the
sheer whirlwind of their playing ability alone while
generating the kind of tightly-wound, blasting segments to offer an onslaught of brutality. That more
brutal-accented part of their sound, featured in
‘Mystic Transformation in Encrypted Scrolls of a
Grievous Sermon’ and ‘Ghoulish Requiem for a
Macabre Dæmonarch’ drives the music moreso
than their technicality as this one really whips up
that kind frenzied charge as the dominant aspect
of the music oftentimes at the expense of the rest
of the track which seems to be the album’s main
failing here. This is more concerned with hammering out brutal sections of the arrangements
that it really doesn’t do much at all with the rest
of the music and turns it all into a blinding blur
of squealing guitars and blasting drumming that
is exceptionally competent in it’s approach yet
doesn’t generate the kind of enthusiasm needed to
stand out in the scene. On the whole though, it’s
really the only issue with this one.
Though the album somewhat struggles with its
identity as there’s little on display here beyond
the lightning-fast and competently-played material, that in itself might be enough to make this
appeal quite heavily to fans of the brutal or technical realms of death metal or fans looking for more
music from that area of the world, while others
should heed caution with this release.
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DEMONIC SLAUGHTER
HAUNTED

PAGAN RECORDS

Furthering their connection to the old-school, Polish
black metallers Demonic
Slaughter have settled into
a solid reputation for not
only their boundless proficiency but also their dedication to writing and
recording material in the traditional old-school
manners. With drummer Nuklear Kriss departing in favour of new drummer Opium and again
featuring usual collaborators Perversor and H.,
the group’s fifth album was released on Pagan
Records. As has been the bands’ penchant from
the beginning, this offers up a non-stop assault
of traditional Norwegian-styled black metal without much deviation. ‘Mystic Rites’, ‘Palm of Mist’
and ‘Załobna procesja (Mournful Procession)”
tends to revolve around simplistic tremolo riffing
and straightforward rhythms that charge forward
without altering themselves or changing up the
stylistic attack with these being placed alongside
harmonic melodies and choppy drumming. This
is a mostly continuous assault that’s unwavering in its attack with these elements being brought
to bear on the tracks without exception, and these
find melodies featured throughout are really where
the majority of the album is taken up by the solid
infusion of those melodies running nicely alongside the plodding tempos. When it gets to the more
charging sections as in the title track, ‘Madness
and Astral Emanations’ and ‘Monks of Cold Mountain’, this change in tempo and aggression leads
to some more engaging cuts alongside the pronounced melodic sections, though these are still
dominated by the melodic mindset for the most
part. That is the album’s one weakness with the
rather sluggish, driving rhythms not really generating much energy or fury which tends to make for
a somewhat bland overall impression for the most
part. It’s not entirely detrimental as the melodies
are engaging enough, but this one really could’ve
used some extra fire.
Though it’s somewhat hampered by the fact that
there’s some rather bland and somewhat lifeless
melodies brought to bear on the album as a whole,
this one still emerges with enough positives from
the melodic atmosphere and old-school rhythms
to give some appeal to the most devout old-school
black metal aficionado only.
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DESTROYING DIVINITY
HOLLOW DOMINION
LAVADOME PRODUCTIONS

Undoubtedly at the top of
their game, Czech death
metallers Destroying Divinity
has cemented their stance
at the top of the revivalist death metal movement
years ago, and have now slain all in their wake
with yet another demolishing effort. With only a
four-year gap between releases to keep the creativity flowing, this crushing and devastating fourth
album was released on Lavadome Productions.
Following up their menacing last release, this one
manages to carry on a lot of the same formulas
that made that release so special and devastating by featuring the kind of technically-challenging
and complex riff-work within a framework that
adds a degree of atmospherics into the proceedings. Tracks like ‘The Eternity Guardians’, ‘Burning
Divine Damnation’ or ‘Empire of Emptiness’ add
plenty of ravenous thrashing mixed with technically-charged rhythms that all compliment the type of
fiery patterns favoured by the group, where it features a wide assortment of riffing to feature that
amount of ferocious work. While this manages to
give a quite dominant display, there’s also hints of
melody featured in ‘Scent of Death’ and ‘Defleshed
Skeleton’ that carries a rather impressive buffer
between these charging rhythms as the band’s

DEMONBREED

WHERE GODS COME TO DIE
TESTIMONY RECORDS

I never really understood the demise of the
German band Lay Down Rotten to tell the truth.
After seven full-length albums, more than 15
years of career and working directly with top
quality labels like Metal Blade Records they
simply, out of sudden, decided it was time
to quit and follow different paths. Demonbreed is born from the ashes of the mentioned
band featuring almost mainly members and
ex.members of Lay Down Rotten, which is
bizarre or at least atypical, but I’m glad they
got back together because what they share
on the debut album “Where Gods Come To
Die” is quite noteworthy even if not possessing a sonority entirely new. They have honestly
dived into their own musical influences and
crafted an album reeking with Swedish death
metal supremacy and a crude passion for the
early nineties. The songs have a hateful and
piercing down-tuned edge, crawling mostly in
thick mid-tempo structures and dual buzzsaw
dense guitars that provides an uninterrupted
sonic attack yet full of harmony and melody.
Nevertheless, there are faster reminders here
and there like on ‘Red Countess’ or the suitably titled ‘Seed Of Ferocity’ with its furious
Bolt Thrower raid that conveniently mutates
towards the end to an eerie Entombed ambiance á la “Left Hand Path”. One of the aspects
that stand out right away, especially knowing
this is only a debut album, is the ability of the
quintet to compose solid detailed songs exhibiting a band that despite been fairly new has
the experience of years of practicing, playing and recording. The vocal section is also
one of the highlights, vocalist Jost Kleinert is
backed up at times by guitar player Ferli Thielmann and he even takes sometimes the lead
like on the cover song of Edge of Sanity ‘Blood
Colored’ where he sings the clean parts (he
does a great job trying to mimic Dan Swanö).
They pay here an honourable and justified tribute to one of the most influential bands on the
Swedish death metal scene, notwithstanding I
feel that slowly they are turning slightly underrated by the youngest generation.
Jost’s growling style is quite oppressive and
fierce, like a hybrid between Mikael Åkerfeldt
and Ola Lindgren, on the early days of Bloodbath and Grave respectively.
“Where Gods Come To Die” is a hellish ride
towards the sinuous paths of old school death
metal and even if they are simply crossing
the same routes of bands like Dismember, Entombed, Grave and so on, they sound
extremely dauntless and strong to stand on
their own. Songs like ‘Revenge in the Afterlife’ with its massive slow rhythmic section
intermingled with the creepy guitars, or the
hopeless and somewhat frightening riffing patterns of ‘Perish’ followed constantly by the
interesting, vigorous and compelling blasts
of drummer Timo Claas are just some of the
highlights that will make you constantly comeback to it. Demonbreed have definitely started
with their right foot and this will unquestionably impress ALL death metal fans, old
and new!
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ability to charge forward at blistering fashions yet
also manage to accompany a slight deviation or
variance that actually works quite nicely in support
of the more dominant challenging riff and blasting
drum-work. That carries itself across the album to
such an extent that its dynamics allow it to feature
enough which combines that amount of old-school
flavour with a more modernized approach to really
gel so well here that it’s appeal is spread out even
further by being able to allow for all these different
elements into an equally coherent and devastating
whole. While it might be a little same-sounding as
it goes along, there’s little about this one to dislike.
There’s so much to really get behind that it
really furthers and cements their status at the
top of the pyramid when it comes to the revivalist death metal scene that the few minute flaws
are so unimportant in the grand scheme of things,
deserving as much attention as possible.
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DESTRUCTOR
BACK IN BONDAGE
PURE STEEL RECORDS

One thing is for sure,
Destructor’s career lacks
of consistency. Already the
fact that their previous fulllengths were released in ‘85
and ‘07 speaks volumes.
Yet this torn career did not result in lukewarm
results. Both “Maximum Destruction” and “Forever
in Leather” showed the band in good form and it
seems as if “Back in Bondage” wants to connect
the present with the past. (Remember ‘Bondage’,
the closer of the debut) Lo and behold, the band is
more or less successful. The characteristic, slightly
melodic voice of Dave Overkill lends the compositions their specific Destructor charm and the
musical approach follows a similar course than
that of “Forever in Leather” in terms of style. Once
again, the guys from Cleveland have forged pieces
that unite elements of power metal and thrash.
Although the warm and vigorous production is also
on a par with that of its predecessor, Destructor have to struggle with some initial difficulties.
‘Fight’ appears as a solid, but unspectacular number that lacks of explosiveness. More or less the
same goes for the next track. Some good leads, but
no fascinating overall picture and, honestly speaking, an overdose of mid-tempo rhythms. They are
neither untalented nor half-hearted songwriters,
but the first track that really whets the appetite
for more is ‘N.B.K.’. This piece provides evidence
that they are still able to construct a multi-layered
song. Thumbs up for this one.
Despite this positive intermezzo, Destructor do not
manage to get the listener to their side. The excessive song designs are not helpful in this context,
because they are at the expense of catchiness and
accessibility. I do not want to say that the formation has chosen an overly progressive approach,
but the songs rather form a lump instead of developing their own identity. Galloping riffs lead to a
weak chorus or strong verses have to make place
for meandering instrumental parts, these are
examples for the typical process. ‘Powerslave’ is
the nadir of the album, although or even exactly
because it is not a cover of Maiden’s classic. Not
to mention the semi-ballad with a playtime of more
than nine minutes, which is a number too big for
Destructor. Slightly dramatic parts are not enough
to present a gripping song. Ballads are not the
metier of the band. Cobbler, stick to your last.
All in all, it is a pity that this album does not really
work. Destructor deliver pure metal and their integrity is out of question. Anyway, it is an ironic twist
of fate that the last song puts the focus on velocity.
In spite of its bumpy bridge, ‘Triangle’ is the best
track in terms of determination, power and riffing.
Too little, too late. Check out another album, if you
like to get familiar with Destructor. “Back in Bondage” fails to reveal the whole possibilities of the
warriors from Cleveland.
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DESERTED FEAR

DISSECTION

FDA REKOTZ / CENTURY MEDIA

2014

KINGDOM OF WORMS
What we have here is an example of
standard death metal. It’s not great,
but it’s not terrible either. “Kingdom of Worms” lies comfortably
between the two. It strikes me as a
very textbook effort. Overall I’d say
it’s a good effort, but not one that
warrants repeated listening. I think
the main problem is that it lacks an
identity of its own. It strikes me as a
death metal album that is that way
just for the sake of being a death
metal album. The band sounds as
though they’re on autopilot for the
majority of the experience. I don’t
think it’s necessarily their fault
either. From what they’ve shown
in the album, they can play very
well. However, the writing isn’t the
strongest on this album. The music
just feels as though it plays without a very clear purpose or idea. I’ve
not yet determined if it’s because
of a lack of inspiration, or perhaps
too much inspiration. It’s almost
as though there are too many
ideas they wanted to cram into one
album, and as such it jumps back
and forth from one riff to the next
without any clear rhyme or reason.

However, it’s also clearly too organized to revel in the chaos. While it
meanders between ideas, it never
goes full force with that approach to
allow for a truly bombastic experience. As such, it just kind of dwells
in this realm line of organized chaos
that simply doesn’t work in the context of this album.
Don’t get me wrong, there are
moments of brilliance here. ‘Call Me
Your God’ is a stellar track all the
way through, and at times the riffs
bear resemblance to some of the
old-school death metal style which
is always a good thing. The vocalist gives a great performance for the
most part and his style is unique
enough for me to remember it long
after the album is done playing. And
special mention should be given to
the lead guitar playing at the end of
‘Wrath on your Wound” because its
absolutely incredible. The problem
is, these moments of brilliance are
too few and far between and this
hurts the album overall.
This is not a bad album, and it’s
worth at least one listen. I think
there is a lot of unrealized potential with this effort. Too many ideas

DISARMONIA MUNDI
COLD INFERNO
CORONER RECORDS

When you first listen to
“Cold Inferno”, particularly
the gradual build-up and
sudden cacophony of opener
‘Creation Dirge’, you might
be forgiven for thinking that
something has exploded either in or very close to
your ears. If the volume is jacked up, be prepared
to pay for shell shock counselling, because the
music comes pouring out of the speakers with a
layered sonic intensity that simply screams modernity, from the powerfully crisp guitar to the clarity
of the melodies and regularity of the drums.
After that violent introduction, you might find
that they are not quite the beast you thought
they were, since the actual content of the album
(as opposed to the production and mixing) is not
nearly as heavy or complex as the first impression would suggest. Balanced somewhere between
the melodic death metal of the band’s past and
the more recent developments that have become
prevalent since 2009’s “The Isolation Game”,
“Cold Inferno” attempts to make its appeal broad
enough to satisfy old and new fans alike. The clinical sound aside, many aspects of metalcore have
been integrated for songs like ‘Coffin’ and ‘Slaves
to the Illusion of Life’, which would fit comfortably onto recent albums by As I Lay Dying or
Darkest Hour. The riffing style sometimes takes
cues from the ‘core moshpit rather than the purer
strains of melodeath, especially in the deployment of more physical guitar styles in ‘Slaves...’,
while the screamed and clean vocals land somewhere between Killswitch Engage and Soilwork
(Björn Strid guests), attempting to grab attention and induce excitement by the contrast and
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STILL CLIMBING THE STAIRS TO PERFECTION, THE GERMAN
DEATH METAL TRIO REFINED THEIR DENSE SONORITY

were thrown in, and as a whole they
suffered as a result. Not enough
ideas were able to be fully realized.
I think that if these guys hone their
craft a bit more, and take a more
focused approach with their next
effort, it could be something truly
great. For now, “Kingdom of Worms”
is good, but not great.

6 | JEFF MINCER

DEAD SHORES RISING
After two albums on the death metal
oriented F.D.A. Records, the trio gave
a step forward and inked a deal
with Century Media. “Kingdom...”
was already an album that revealed
some sort of progression in comparison with their debut yet despite
having a good use of variation and
dynamics they weren’t exactly a
technical band per se. It was more
like a massive wall of sound wavering in enjoyable roller coaster
patterns rather than individual outbreaks even if Fabian Hildebrandt
had its share of credit for the stand
out guitar moments. “Dead Shores
Rising” is pretty much the same, a
band that focus its death metal on
a Swedish melodic framework yet
with an intrinsic aggression, like a
kind of At The Gates, Dark Tranquillity meets Amon Amarth and Asphyx
old whisky blend. Despite the sense
of continuity album after album the
band tries to raise the bar at each
release and this is what I like most
on Deserted Fear, which deliver a

quick exchanges. The result of this move towards
a more modern sound is that Disarmonia Mundi
are now relying more on the dynamics and movement of songs rather than individual playing skills
or invention. Most of the material on “Cold Inferno”
bears some resemblance to another band, be
that Dark Tranquillity in the rushing melodies of
‘Magma Diver’, Devildriver during the introduction
of ‘Behind Closed Doors’, or the metalcore mass in
‘Coffin’. As such, it’s difficult to praise the band for
anything resembling invention, except for ‘Oddities
from the Ravishing Chasm’, which makes an effort
with more than just its title to think outside the box
regarding riffs and song structure. On the other
hand, there is excitement, good musicianship, and
a smattering of memorable sections to recommend
all of the songs on the album, even if some begin
to fade in a generic haze by the end of the album.
‘Behind Closed Doors’ and ‘Stormghost’ are most
instantly satisfying and probably have the edge on
catchiness, while ‘Oddities...’ and ‘Blessing from
Below’ include content that can be satisfactorily
chewed over on repeated listens. Not a stunning
effort, but a worthwhile listen.

7 | EDMUND MORTON

DISCHARGE
END OF DAYS
NUCLEAR BLAST

Discharge’s new album
is yet another surprising
affair. Unlike Anthrax they
source their inspiration from
their explosive debut and
early EP’s. It’s striking how
some songs hit the listener from the first spinning
onwards, and the feeling that something fits in, in
times when nothing does, is almost alien-strange.
Plus count in almost 35 years passed since

third album with slight more convergence towards a real melodic
feeling without neglecting the backbone that is foetid death metal. They
have again used the same recording
team as the previous effort (Eisensound Studio with producer Fabian
Hildebrand and the magic hands
of Dan Swanö to give the final mixing and mastering touches) which
gives the same sonic outcome with
just a minimum pinch of slight more
clarity to the compositions. ‘The Carnage’ is most likely the hymn on
this third album highlighting a band
with a great sense of brutal groove
(humm... Bolt Thrower?) by dwelling
into constant mid-tempo passages
while maintaining a creative riffing
battle between Fabian Hildebrandt
and Manuel Glatter. ‘ The Edge of
Sanity’, ‘Till the Last Drop’ or ‘Corrosion of Souls’ are also stand out
moments and really solidify the feeling of unity among the trio, solid
riffing patterns that are shined
by melodic leads and solos and a
ripping rasping uproar by vocalist Manuel. Despite the throughout
dense energy without going berserk
that each song is able to transmit,
there is a constant addictive melody that brightens each song on the
faster and slower sections and thus
becoming quite enjoyable even if not
necessarily original. If Amon Amarth
and Bolt Thrower are your thing, than
I definitely recommend this!
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Discharge made their first attacks. Yet, d-beat
hard core is not the lone ingredient here, user
would be attacked with a shots of citations from
bands Discharge alone have influenced heavily, be that Voivod, Sepultura or Napalm Death.
‘Falls Flag Entertaiment’ and ‘Killing Yourself To
Live’ boast some thrash metal solos. ‘Accesories By Molotov Pt.2’ is a sequel of a track from
2002 bandname-titled album. Lyrics are as simple
and political as ever, dealing with malicious influence of politics on everyday yet extreme events
and problems, and solutions to them. ‘New World
Order’ is referencing FEMA camps (less elaborate
than Killing Joke did, though). ‘Raped And Pillaged’
is re-emphasizing background of events in Iraq.
‘End Of Days’ speaks in the name of all war crisis
areas, be that Vietnam (once) or Syria and Ukraine
and elsewhere (today). ‘Falls Flag Entertaiment’s
title tells volumes about construction of majority of
modern conflicts. As most tracks are short, messages they carry are concise and clear. Of course,
this was never particular challenge for Discharge.
“End Of Days” could serve as a veritable reminder
for re-connection to reality and one of the final
wake up calls for majority fallen asleep. Everyone
on a steady diet of fantasy power metal should
re-set brain with at least weekly listening to this
album. After a few one may get infected.
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DISHARMONIC

MAGICHE ARTI E OSCURI DELIRI
BEYOND... PROD.

Italy, a real paradise for
obscure/occult bands since
the 70’s (or even before),
just remember cult acts like
Goblin, Death SS, Bulldozer,
Jacula, Mortuary Drape and

tons more. This is the time to present you Disharmonic, a band formed back in 1998 by drummer
Lord Daniel Omungus and guitarist Sir Roberto
Baal, recording two demos, two albums (“The
Black Dance of Evil Spirits” and “Carmini Mortis”)
and an EP titled “Il Rituale dei Non Morti”. Now
the band is presenting us their third album titled
“Magiche Arti e Oscuri Deliri”, a compendium of
eleven rituals of occult music in the pure tradition
of such Italian artists like Death SS, Paul Chain,
Goblin, Devil Doll with some touches of Mortuary
Drape and Jacula, being a good description of their
musical approach as a blackened occult doom
metal/rock. Why that description? Well, their sound
is really closer to bands like Death SS, Devil Doll
(less theatrical) and Goblin, but with a metallic
edge similar to the early works of Mortuary Drape,
resulting in a hybrid sound, very catchy, obscure
and old flavoured, but not a mere copycat. These
hooded guys have added their own touch with a
final result more than good! Add that the use of
their native tongue (Italian) which makes it even
more obscure. Maybe the only unfavourable point
of this highly recommendable record is the shadow
of their influences, because sometimes we cannot
appreciate their own sound, their own ideas.
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DRACENA

RAVENOUS BLOODLUST [EP]
DRAC PRODUCTIONS

Dracena was originally an
all-female black metal band
formed over 20 years ago in
Gothenburg, Sweden, whom
have recorded three demos
and their debut album
“Infernal Damnation”, but 10 years have passed
and a complete band’s restructuring happened
being the only (female) member founder Mia
“Af Necrohell” Larsson, also known from Deathwitch fame on vocals and guitars. Mia managed to
recruit a new line up with K on bass, F on drums
and Piet the J on guitars, with this new line up, the
band released “Ravenous Bloodlust” with five new
tracks of melodic black death metal with some
thrashy touches in the vein of Sacramentum, Sacrilege, Lord Belial and hints of old At the Gates
and Old Man’s Child, plus some traditional metal
influences. Everything (un)blessed with a powerful production, intense guitar riffs, mid paced
drumming and assertive guitar leads with twisted
vocals in the vein of Nifelheim and Sacrilege. As
previously mentioned, it has a powerful production
courtesy of Andy La Rocque, then you have a clue
of the final result, which is intense from the beginning with razor-sharp guitar sound, cavernous
drumming and twisted hellish screams. Lamentably it’s just an EP but the result was so good that
an upcoming new album shall be ground-breaking.
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DRAKKAR

RUN WITH THE WOLF
MY KINGDOM MUSIC

One of the scene’s finest acts, Italian power
metal heroes Drakkar have
cemented their status at
the top of the country’s act
having been one of the first
groups to emerge and have remained remarkably consistent. Taking things to the extreme on
their 20th anniversary, the group’s fifth album was
released with a special bonus CD of re-recorded
tracks from their first three albums.
This is quite an adept and professional style
approach to power metal that makes for quite
an impactful and dynamic approach. Tracks like
‘Under the Banners of War’, ‘Watcher of the Wall’
and ‘Ride the Storm’ rage along with a tighter,
crunchier riffing style than most traditional power
metal acts and gives them a more traditionally-minded approach that leaves the album with a
heavy dynamic that meshes incredibly well with

the explosive keyboard melodies that are sprinkled throughout. Even when it drops the power
metal styling for a fine mid-tempo plod as in the
title track and ‘Gods of Thunder’, it doesn’t lose
much steam as the riff-centered approach keeps
all far more in line with a consistent stylistic
crunch and helps to sell the whole experience in
a streamlined, coherent manner. The streamlined
nature does come back as the albums’ most glaring flaw with the generally explosive fire usually
found by the band which does pop up into a couple tracks here but isn’t consistently apart of their
sound to generate the kind of impact had it been
more prominent. Part of that is due to the low-level
production which undercuts the guitars which are
such a featured part of the album and is strangely
not featured on the re-recorded tracks which
are far more lively and energetic than the album
proper, and this is what somewhat lowers this one.
Despite not necessarily going for the kill as often
as it really should, it’s still a highly enjoyable and
engaging variation of their traditional sound that
manages to overcome it often and does enough to
give this a firm appeal to fans of their past work or
the more crunchy heavy/power metal crowd.

8 | DON ANELLI

DRYOM
DRYOM II

SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

After the first release this is
Dryom’s latest album. Simply called “Dryom ll” this
is an album and band that
is somewhat hidden away.
Not much info is available except that they are from Russia. Musically
they are described as funeral doom metal with a
unique atmosphere of gloomy dead landscapes
of abandoned cities and vast twilight spaces of
dead nature. The opening song entitled ‘Mertvyj Gorod’ which translates Dead City portrays
this theme. A hypnotic acoustic passage floats
through your mind and you can imagine a empty
world with nothing living, only grey dead buildings and desolate landscapes. Synths and guttural
growls follow the acoustic melodies and it’s definitely a slow and miserable feel to the music. The
rhythm guitars are heavy and form a sludgy fuzz
that fits in nicely with the theme. A new addition
is the use of the harp which adds something different to the atmosphere. Vocally it may take a bit
of time to get into the rhythm but I think it fits the
music and accompanies the sludge of the guitar.
‘Metal’’ which means blizzard has some great riffs
in it. The harp follows along, it’s strange that it’s
there at first but you kind of get used to it and the
flute is played along side as well with some panning, it’s not too much at all. This is definitely my
favourite song a real head banging riff in it adds
weight to it. The last song ‘Ona’ is a grand seventeen minutes long and it’s everything you would
expect after the first three songs with its strong
powerful delivery and lively synths. By now you are
trapped within the landslide and it ebbs and flows.
A lovely break of acoustic comes in midway to bring
you back down and contemplate our mortality. This
is such an improvement from their previous work
and I hope it gives them the confidence to carry it
forth. The bass is heavy and the drums are clear
and crash along slowly giving a perfect timing and
attitude to the music. This I think will grow on a lot
of people and as its unusual in some of the instrumentation I find myself drawn back to it.

7.5 | RICCARDO VERONESE

EA

A ETILLA
SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

Did someone say another
Russian band! Well “Entity
Ea” has been one that has
offered us funeral doom
over the last few years that
is long memorising and

grand pieces of work in status. One forty nine minute track the longest yet. It opens your senses
from the very first riff, its beautifully slow, majestic and sorrowful in nature captivating you from
the beginning. Huge vocal synths start proceedings
and engulf you, the guitars are heavy but filled
with emotion that have always been a part of their
work. It’s almost like reading a book, every page
you turn there is a new twist or turn. The production is first class, I can’t find any fault and nothing
is levelled too much or too less. The drums are
slow in tempo and carry the weight of the music
along accompanied by the heavy pounding bass.
As on “Au Ellai” the vocals carry the same torturous vain, they are sporadic and kept to a minimum
over the entire song. Now and again the tempo
changes and the song speeds up only to return to
the depthless abyss that is the core of the bands’
existence. Voices fill your minds and let you ponder what you have just taken in. Almost an offering
to the first part of the song. You expect it to crash
in but a solemn bass line and acoustic melody
follow, this only adds to the excitement ahead.
Strings follow adding some warmth and rich ambience to the structure and we have reached only
the seventeen minute mark which is amazing as
you don’t care about the length only what’s coming next. A piano line that carries huge presence
entwined by twin leads arrives, it’s almost like you
are walking to the gallows to be greeted by death.
Overall a great experience for me. This absolutely
works for them and I hope they stick to this formula. It will take some time for my mood to lighten
up again and if you want to lie down in green pastures and drift into another world then this is well
worth investing your time to.

9 | RICCARDO VERONESE

EINHERJER
AV OSS FOR OSS
INDIE RECORDINGS

As you might guess from its
name, Einherjer is a Norwegian Viking metal band
with a penchant for times
and people long past. This
is evidence by the nostalgic crashing waves and orchestral introduction to
the album. I was intrigued at once. The problem
ended up being that the meat of the album ended
up being, well, mediocre in comparison to the
expectations the introduction built. I will say that
the vocals were quite interesting, guttural in a reptilian sort of way, a bit like Inquisition. In time, the
album becomes better. There’s a melodic pleasant
sort of feel which results in decent atmosphere.
The vocals do add quite a bit to the character of
the music and the energy is pretty good.
What’s interesting is that this album somehow
feels more like Nordic heavy metal than extreme
metal, or true Viking metal. It’s great for casually
listening, but I don’t quite get transported back
to the Viking eras, like I am when I listen to Falkenbach or similar. A good album, not a great, but
worth listening to for sure.

7.5 | ALEX ROSS

EKOVE EFRITS
NOWHERE

HYPNOTIC DIRGE RECORDS

There are a couple of
labels out there that focus
on metal and black metal
from the third or developing world, but Hypnotic
Dirge isn’t among them.
Their focus is on black metal regardless of where
it’s from, and that’s how you know that an artist
signed to it is kind of serious. My expectations for
Ekove Efrits were therefore fairly high, even before
I found out that the only member of the band is
from Tehran in Iran. “Nowhere” is his most recent
full length effort and overall, I found it quite pleasing to the ear. The guitar work was melancholy
and almost hypnotic, and although the focus of

ENNUI

FALSVS ANNO DOMINI
SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

Ennui are a band that have been around now
for a few years. They quietly have been laying a
foundation that now is bearing the fruits of dedication and hard labour. Last album “Our Way”,
was solid and a great album showcasing their
skills. ‘Falsvs Anno Domini’ is already the third
full-length of the Georgian funeral/death doom
metal band. David and Serj have also added
Daniel Neagoe from Eye Of Solitude to join the
band on drums and bass. They have not stopped
and with this in mind Greg Chandler (Esoteric) vocals, Don Zaros (Evoken) - keyboards, Sameli
Köykkä (Colosseum) - lyrics for ‘The Stones Of
The Timeless’, AKiEzor (Comatose Vigil, Abstract
Spirit) - lyrics for ‘No Home Beneath The Stars’
have been added as welcome guests.
‘Forbidden Life’ starts proceedings and it’s a
chugging moody start... Daniel lays some heavy
double bass fills and it has a special dark feel
to it. It’s a great opening track that lets the listener know there is something brewing among
these works. It is a powerful start and am locked
in the mood and mindset of these guys from
early on. You know when you listen to Ennui the
production is always tight and spot in, the guitars sound superb again and leads still carry you
on that long winding road that never seems to
end. Full of emotion this is Ennui at their best.
‘The Stones of the Timless’ is plain and simple gigantic. Greg Chandler’s tortured vocals fall
over another tide of riffs, I love this song. Greg
offers another angle with his vocal approach
and this just takes the song to a higher level, it
fits perfectly with the music. I am a massive fan
of Esoteric and combined with Ennui’s music
this delivers for me on every note. David then
resumes vocal duties and his unmistakable deep
cave like vocals crash against the music cascading underneath. Some keys are present in the
songs but this is something they never really rely
on as Ennui have so much variation in their lead
work. ‘No Home Beneath the Stars’ is another
massive track clocking in at over sixteen minutes
long. This has tremendous variation and another
gem within this album. I am very impressed by
the structures and melodies contained within this
masterpiece. Lyrically the band has always been
strong and the concept for this album is another
well thought out one. Falsvs Anno Domini means
the liars of our age. This has been a complete
step up and new direction by the band. Over the
next few years we hope that they will reach their
peak and I can’t wait for what’s in store. Highly
recommended to all fans of doom.

9 | RICCARDO VERONESE

Ekove Efrits is depression and inner dissonance,
it doesn’t remind me of DSBM. In fact when the
female vocals kick in, it strikes me as an almost
gothic kind of band. It really is fascinating.
The problem is that this results in a kind of identity crisis. At times the album feels like gothic
metal, at times it feels like Enya, at other times
when the guitars are really dissonant, it drags
us a bit closer to true DSBM. There’s a kind of
organic liveliness to the undertones of the music
that even reminds me of EDM or pop music, and
although I enjoyed it... It’s just not very metal! As I
drew towards the end of the album, I wasn’t quite

sure what to make of it. I wasn’t honestly sure if I
was listening to metal or extreme metal or what,
and although I enjoyed having the album on while
I was focusing on some other work, it didn’t take
front-and-center in my consciousness, not at all.
Yet it wasn’t simple and unobtrusive enough to
be background noise. At the end of the day, I’m
not sure what quite to do with it. It’s decent, not
great, and I still can’t figure out what it is or what
it’s trying to be. Give it a listen if you come across
it, and support a metalhead from the Middle East.
But don’t expect a masterpiece.

7 | ALEX ROSS

EMINENCE
THE STALKER

EMINENCE RECORDS

It appears I’m a little late to
the party with this release.
No matter as even after
three years this still remains
an album that’s deserved of
recommendation. Crap! Did
I just ruin this review with a conclusion/spoiler?
The allure of Eminence and “The Stalker” lies in
the sound. A style that’s a little different though
sports a great deal of familiarity, which to be
honest took me a more than a few moments to
pinpoint. Eminence sounds somewhat familiar to
an intriguing 90’s act out of California under the
moniker Ultraspank. Tracks like ‘Satellite’ (intro)
sound as if lifted from their first outing and make
this point easily. Heavy bouncing bass driven riffs
and aggressive vocals remind me of the première
Deftones album “Adrenaline”. Mix with the aforementioned the programming elements associated
with Static X and the style found in the earliest of
Derrick Green helmed Sepultura albums and the
sound/overall vibe is very close. I’m trying very
hard not to mention the coined phrase nu-metal
(as it has horrid connotations stemming from acts
such as, not in no way limited to, Limp Bizkit), but
I’ve failed miserably, as you can see, however, with
that in mind this album doesn’t in the slightest.
‘Self-Rejection’ is a fantastic opener that lays
the groundwork for the top notch aggression level
to follow. Tracks like the pounding, djent leaning, ‘No Code’ deliver the goods, making one wish
that mainstream radio was only confident enough
to broadcast the same quality onto the masses
rather than the positive themed adult contemporary crap clogging the airwaves. ‘Eyetricity’ is one
of my favourites on the album, though it’s hard to
pick as each is solid, it boasts a brief spoken word
interlude, impressive atmosphere and rhythms
that are more than merely addictive.
In conclusion “The Stalker” came out of nowhere,
Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais - Brazil to be more
accurate, kicked me on my ass, and nearly (nearly)
made me think twice about the term nu metal,
let’s just term this something else so this release
receives the praise it so rightfully deserves.

8.5 | CULT

EREB ALTOR
NATTRAMN

CYCLONE EMPIRE

Ereb Altor have created
some great albums since
they formed a few years
ago. Members from the
well known and established
doomsters Isole. The opening is a short intro leading us into the massive
‘Midsommarblot’. This is total Ereb Altor at their
best, everything you want and imagine is packed
into this song. The singing is epically majestic and
moving, clean and perfected to some kind of Nordic magic. The weight of the guitars is again huge
like previous albums and after this first song I’m
hooked and ready to be pulled in. The title track
‘Nattramn’ is a faster paced song, it has a black
metal feel to it and the riffs are powerful and dark.
The vocals change to screams and these flow
along with the song. It’s another strong song in
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THE QUANTUM ENIGMA
It’s dramatic from beginning to end,
with a symphonic, even operatic
opening with plenty of choir vocals.
This segues to strong typical gothic
metal, with excellent guitar cords
and a nice underlay of vocals. The
progression of chords is very interesting... it results in an epic, but
very sad ethos that is exactly what
gothic metal aims for. Another strong
point was the use of violin backed
by piano to create mournful atmosphere. ‘The Essence of Silence’ is a
great example of this, although the
beauty and the beast vocals could
use some polishing. They came
across as a bit grating to my ear,
and when there’s so much going on
already, I found the music almost
too much to listen to (then again,
I like minimalistic, ice cold black
metal, so take my view for what it’s
worth!). Occasionally, the female
vocals were too shrill... the transitions between the sections wasn’t
done that well either, and the album
sometimes felt frenzied or rushed,
in a negative sort of way. The album

feels very gothicy overall with plenty
of symphonic influences. It’s enjoyable and the different instruments
used add a lot to it. Apart from the
transitions and minor complaints
I have about the vocals, it’s really
excellent. Pentatonics in a few
songs resulted in an almost Oriental feel and create a very cool kind of
bridge between other songs. It came
at me out of left field and on the
first listen, I didn’t like it too much.
Later, when I was prepared for it, it
sounded much better.
I guess my greatest complaint is very
subjective, and that is that the music
can often end up feeling too busy, too
overpopulated. I have to temper this
with the overall magic, though. Pick
it up if you’re at all interested in, or
open to, gothic metal.

8.5 | ALEX ROSS

THE HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLE
Following the grandiose concept of
the previous album “The Quantum
Enigma”, the Dutch sextet return for
another dose of the already typical
symphonic Epica incursion based

this album. The creativity is super and it is a complete change from the opening track as well.
‘Dance of the Elves’ is yet another bombshell of
a track, dark in nature but what stands out is the
singing. Clean and screaming vocals tear through
your emotions while riffs are splendorous and the
drums drive and pound out a heavy rhythm. Mats
and Ragnar have an abundance of musical talent at their disposal. What I really like about their
work is that you feel almost like reading a story or
watching a film. Everything has meaning and substance, it is not just a bunch of melodies thrown
together. The guitars are once brilliantly heavy,
leads sail along and leave you in a dream like
state. It still has some similarities to “Fire and
Ice”. Some moments are as strong as previous
works but falls a small bit short in terms of consistency. It contains great emotion and atmosphere
and the structure of each song is well thought out.
The songs are not too long or drawn out but pack
a punch to keep you gripped. ‘The Nemesis of Frei’
is the last song, again epic in nature and brings to
close a solid album again. Have these guys peaked
or is this just not as good compared to their past
albums. Still a great piece of doom to get your
head into, they seldom disappoint.

8 | RICCARDO VERONESE

ESHTADUR
MOTHER GRAY

BLEEDING MUSIC RECORDS

Jorg August’s path has not
been an easy one with his
band Eshtadur despite his
commitment. Constant
line-up changes in a band
tend to saturate the remaining members and sometimes the loss of interest
is inevitable, however that only seems to make
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A CAREER CEMENTED ALBUM AFTER ALBUM WITH THE
DESIRE TO PRODUCE GRANDIOSE EPIC ORCHESTRATIONS

this time on the dreadful (or exciting) world of virtual reality. More
and more a legit reality... or is it
the other way around? Typically I’m
really not into this sort of sonority, usually when Epica are playing
live you probably will find me leaning against the bar drinking a few
beers and contemplating from the
back or simply chatting with friends.
Nevertheless, I must recognize that
from the myriad of symphonic metal
bands with female vocals, Epica are
probably among one of my favourites mainly due to its aggressive
nature and overwhelming compositions. How I miss After Forever,
though! What sets “The Holographic
Principle” apart from the previous record is probably the liveness
and vivacity that the orchestrations
have, which is a result from months
at the studio planning and a greater
quantity of instruments recorded in
the studio. I can’t imagine the complexity of the recording sessions and
how many zillions of times they had
to record every instrument in order
to reach the sense of perfectness
that the whole album has. It’s massive, generous, abundant the way
Epica has already used the fans
with constant choir leads (this time
they seem even more present), progressive patterns blending nicely
with eccentric classic arrangements, eastern influences at times
and bewildering flowing harmonies.
Like the predecessor “The Quantum

the contrary effect on Jorg August, vocalist and
guitarist of the Colombian melodic death metal
quartet. Formed more than a decade ago, Eshtadur have been evolving during the years and I feel
that they have found their own swamp after the
sophomore album “Stay Away from Evil and Get
Close to Me” which was still influenced by black
metal but at smaller degree. “Mother Gray” does
not cut entirely the chains with black metal, anyhow sees them developing consistently towards a
modern melodic death metal sonority with strong
Swedish roots and symphonic, epic at times synth
based atmospheres. Influenced by the likes of In
Flames, At The Gates and at the same time Cradle
of Filth (more prominent on the previous records),
Graveworm or Behemoth they managed to create
an interesting mixture combining elements of different genres with a modern flavour. ‘Belong To
Nowhere’ opens with an atmosphere that reminds
me old Moonspell just to be completely obliterated
with a fast, furious double blast drum pattern, Jorg
growling like a vicious deathster and the sharp
menacing guitar upfront. The song evolves showing a more diversified vocal approach, melodic
leads and exploring symphonic ambiances without
losing any of its brutality. ‘Plaguemaker’ and ‘Cornered at the Earth’ follows showing a band mixing
melodies with an evergoing brutal edge, constant
rhythmic changes accompanied with perilous
details on the keys that create treacherous atmospheres and a larger spectrum of Jorg’s voice.
‘Desolation’ and ‘March of the Fallen’ are the
only moments where they slowdown substantially
entering on a tortuous world of doom and epicness
and where the melodic guitars gain a passionate
feeling and build momentum. “Mother Gray” ends
with two songs, one featured on the EP “Oblivion” (displaying a weaker unsync distorted vocal
effect) and a 2014 cool cover song from Survivor’s

Enigma”, it’s an album that needs
several spins, not that isn’t an easy
listening like any symphonic metal
band or Epica album, but mostly
because is so complex in what concerns the orchestrations that every
detail to be fully absorbed needs
time and attention. Simone’s vocals
seem more realistic with less tricks
or trimming in studio, which may
be, consider a flaw to most fans but
as it is, incorporates a more realistic and emotive shore to her voice.
Songs like ‘Universal Death Squad’
or the majestic closer and longest
song on the album ‘The Holographic
Principle - A Profound Understanding
of Reality’ displays the best combination of elements found in Epica...
Contrast between male and female
vocals (I wish Mark Jansen grunted
more often even if it’s considered
nowadays a cliché), full throttle
aggressive rhythms, massive riffs
with the occasional stand out lead
guitar shredding with vivid solos,
abundance of twisting rhythms and
a good use of transitions, dynamics
but always with the symphonic and
melodic framework much present.
Though not being the metal genre
that pleases me the most, I would be
an idiot if I didn’t see the major effort
of the band in creating a compelling
and detailed record, which results
afterwards on the deserved success
that they achieved so far. I will keep
leaning against the bar, though!

8 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

‘Burning Heart’ (aka Rocky IV soundtrack) featuring guest participations from Börn Strid (Soilwork),
Per Nilsson (Scar Symmetry) and Allan Marcus
(Arecibo). Despite its longevity will most likely be
a surprise for most listeners and regardless of
the downward spiral of the last songs, have managed to create a diverse aggressive record that
impresses for its rhythmic transitions, tempo
changes and symphonic contrasts.

7.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

ETERITUS

FOLLOWING THE ANCIENT PATH
GODZ OV WAR PRODUCTIONS

Almost 30 years after the
conception of the Swedish “buzzsaw” death metal
sonority new bands still
keep coming back to the
classic Boss HM-2 distortion started in late 80’s with bands like Carnage or
Nihilist and developed further on the beginning of
the 90’s by Dismember, Entombed and Unleashed.
The debut album by the polish quartet Eteritus is
no more no less than a pilgrimage to the obscure
depths of the Swedish scene without prejudice or
compromise neither any sign of ambition nor interest to evolve. From this perspective, this sounds
like another attempt to rewash the same patterns,
structures and formulas, which in total honesty
may be to some extent, however Eteritus are doing
it with a proficient and honest attitude reflected on
a vigorous even if inflexible Swedish album.
From the very first chords of the instrumental
opener (aptly titled ‘intro’) and ensuing ‘Biocentric’ that is obvious the path traced by the band,
dense distorted guitar riffs enhanced by tempo
changes, leads and solos that keep the interest
and focus of the listener yet without falling into the

“excessive” trap. Melody is an important aspect
of Eteritus (like any Swedish death metal band),
for this purpose the guitar duo Liam and Zima is
quite effective and even on the faster brutal parts
when Nitro is hitting the drum skins like a barbarian Viking the harmony of the guitars give that
melodic rough edge that is hard not to like. Vocally
Liam sounds like an hybrid between Ola Lindgren
(Grave) and Matti Kärki (Dismember), guttural
vocalisations with a raw edge that never become
extremely deep. Structure wise the songs are vigorous with a constant full charge vibe despite the
effort of the band to highlight specific moments
with rhythmic changes and tempo shifts. The
album results as a whole not giving the possibility
to point particular songs, which can be a drawback, even so ‘Mortal Prophecy’ is probably the
song that stands out mainly due to its vastness of
rhythms and solos yielding a dynamic grand finale.
Despite not bringing new cards to the table, “Following the Ancient Path” results for its honesty
and assertiveness, showing also a young band
with a true sense of professionalism.

7.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

EWÏG FROST
NO DÏCE

DISCOS MACARRAS

It’s hard not to appreciate a band like this one
when beer (or whiskey),
party and metal go hand in
hand. I can surely visualize your house completely
destroyed after an wild Friday night party with your
punk friends at the sound of Ewïg Frost’s newest album “No Dïce”. The previous album “Dirty
Tales” had that sort of black metal punk character adorning the front cover that reminded me
the same figure used by Darkthrone on “F.O.A.D.”
(but rawer and nastier), and to some extent Ewïg
Frost follows the same raw black / speed / thrash
metal highly influenced by punk music that existed
on the early 80’s and was revived by the Norwegian gods on “The Cult Is Alive” in 2006. The trio
guides their compositions through what can be
described as a nastier and filthier side of Lemmy
and injects equally black metal, punk and rock
influences giving “No Dïce” a in your face sonority that will please fans from different realms.
This Austrian band praises the enormous influence that Motörhead had and still has, not only
on metal but on music in general and through different generations and ultimately themselves.
Besides the punkish energy that the songs have, a
few details will grab instantly your attention courtesy of the good job behind the mixing table. The
drums have that dry punch that instigates your
most pure yet savage animal instincts; the bass
lines of Fuel are constantly present and give the
needed bulkiness when they speed up like on the
thrasher ‘Atomic Release’. Vocally, Niitro sounds
like a mixture between Tom G. Warrior and Lemmy,
with the occasional backing vocals from the rest
of the members, like on the groovy ‘A Achterl auf’s
Sterben (Schenk nu ans ei’!)’. They keep everything
simple, fast and near the 2 - 3 minute mark, turning “No Dïce” a slightly longer album in comparison
with “Dirty Tales”, which lasted only 22 minutes,
but always extremely energetic, raw and somber.
They have blended successfully the crust punk
attitude in a speed / black metal album clearly
influenced by the scene of the early 80’s... raw,
primitive and above all, genuine.
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EXTREME COLD WINTER
PARADISE ENDS HERE
VIC RECORDS

If you thought VIC Records
was only re-releasing old
stuff you’re wrong, they‘re
releasing brand new bands,
and Extreme Cold Winter is
one of the best examples.

This Dutch trio comes to continue Holland’s tradition to bring us brutal high quality sounds, this
time, covering the brutal spectrum of doom death
metal, not only in the best Dutch way, also adding
the miserable sounds of the British tradition, you
know, early performances of bands like Paradise
Lost, My Dying Bride, Anathema, etc. but enhancing the brutal facet than the melodic one. This
recording marks the band’s debut in the form of
a mini album, consisting in 5 agonizing cuts with
such titles as ‘Warriors of the Wasteland’, ‘Siberian Darkness’ or ‘The Cosmic Rain’, all full filled
of sorrow and misery, blasting your head with
crushing heavy slow riffs, everything highlighted
with ultra-deep vociferations.
What about the line up? Well, the main character is A.J. Van Drenth, on strings, well known for
leading cult bands like Beyond Belief, Throne and
even some support to Asphyx in the past, Pim
Blankenstein on vocals, well known for his contributions on Officium Triste and the 11th Hour and
finally Seth Van de Loo on drums, who has played
with Centurian, Severe Torture and Deicide, so
we have only amateurish people here (laughs). I
cannot wait for their next release, in the meanwhile, “Paradise Ends Here” is an excellent way
to start to strangle myself and beat my head
against the wall with apocalyptic sounds. Both
thumbs up here!

9 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

EYE OF SOLITUDE
DEAR INSANITY
KAOTOXIN

Eye of Solitude return once
again with another mammoth slab of doom metal.
“Dear Insanity” which
boasts a single track at over
fifty minutes long this time.
The concept for this latest work is chronicling a

man’s decent into utter chaos and insanity.
The opening intro of synths and what sounds like a
man wailing and been out of his mind. This spans
over eight minutes. You begin to paint a picture of
what this person is going through. What darkness
has befallen him. It’s a long intro but I think in this
kind of work, specially this long you have to treat
it as you would a film. This is a story been told or
expressed so you need to take everything in and
understand the concept at hand.
When it comes in heavy it’s big. Daniels vocals are
ever present and are a blanket of darkness over
the entire music. Leads float in and out and it’s a
sorrowful riff that goes on for a further ten minutes
or more. Some may find it maybe repetitive but
like I said try to understand the emotional background. At around twenty two minutes we have
a quite passage which is started by piano and
synths. The mood suddenly changes and you feel
a glimpse of hope in this sorrowful bleak world.
Clean singing follows that is morbid in nature, sad
to the ear and you feel the loss. The heavy guitars
come again to continue this journey. After about
forty minutes there is another break and some
really nice acoustic solos. This is carried forward
with the ever present synths. The drums on the
song are heavy and give you everything you would
expect. Huge crashing cymbals keep the tempo
slow but add a weight to the melodies.
Overall would I listen to this time and time again.
It’s a hard one. There is variation in the music
but to some will it be enough. A lot of the song
is heavily filled with synths. Eight minutes at the
start is a lot to take in. Can I say it’s a great song
considering the level they are at. It’s a tough
one. I think it could be mixed feelings for listeners but you have to give them credit for trying this.
Another cleverly put together song that shows that
Eye of Solitude are not slowing but opening their
creative minds.
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WACHT - INDIGEN DLP & LIVE DVD

FLESHLESS

DEVOURED BEYOND RECOGNITION
METAL AGE PRODUCTIONS

My first encounter with this
Czech war machine was in
2000 when they released
“Abhorrence of Cadaveric”
through Obscene Productions. During the years that
they were signed with them I followed their rising career until I lost contact with the band and
the previous album “Slaves of the God Machine”,
released back in 2011, passed me completely
aside. Therefore, I must confess that it was with
a real sense of enjoyment that I got my hands on
this 8th full-length, discovering that they sound
as good as I remember them. Considered one of
the top death/grind acts coming from the Czech
Republic they have been extremely active playing
live on bigger and smaller venues. Despite this,
and the already long career (more than 20 years) I
still have the same impression that I had 10 years
ago... It is one of those bands that if you don’t follow the metal scene narrowly it may go unnoticed.
“Devoured Beyond Recognition” starts in the traditional way, small intro to set the mood and as
soon as the first riffs of ‘Dead Never Dies’ kick
in and you hear a chilling pig squeal you know
you are going for something special. Brutal death
metal full of melody, powerful dynamics between
guitars and drums, blast beats, fast rotting tempos with the occasional momentum reduction to
stimulate the attention of the listener and a pinch
of old school grooviness. On top of that, there is
Prokos’ robust and very intense guttural approach
that leads you in a vertiginous descend into the
depths of hell with no possibility of survival. This
8th album is probably one of the best albums by
this band where they managed to merge perfectly
influences from death and grind (a strong production that blends both worlds) without neglecting

melody, songwriting and uniqueness of each song.
‘Mind Eclipse’ is probably the best example of
that, covering all aspects that I mentioned earlier and having a guitar work that will stick on your
head. I honestly hope that this album will give the
proper worldwide recognition that they deserve.
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FROM THE SHORES
OF APATHY

METAL SCRAP RECORDS

I must confess that I was
a bit sceptical after checking their logo with clear
resemblances to modern
core bands akin to Suicide Silence or Whitechapel.
Yes, they have a modern flavour but much of
their aggression resides on old Swedish death
metal traditions and bands like At The Gates or
In Flames come to mind frequently. “Of Apathy”
is a step forward and a sort of turning point for
the Italian band From The Shores that previously
had a larger portion of modern metal influences
on their previous efforts and especially on the
2008 EP “Until My Last Breath”. The main factor
for this entrenching on older traditions was due to
line-up changes where the new elements brought
their own death and even black metal influences
to the already vicious blend, which is definitely
a good thing. After the small bland instrumental
introduction, the band starts its reaping with fast
tempos, sharp riffing and brutal enraged vocalizations (Luca’s vocals wander between guttural and
deep raspy vociferations) on the form of ‘Heaven’s
Dark Harbringer’ leaving no space whatsoever for
the listener to digest what was coming. There is
a constant putrid smell that reeks from “Of Apathy” and despite the dry edge that Maurizio Baggio
gave to the album at Hate Studio (sometimes
slightly too much with needed extra punch on the

WACHT - KORONA DIGIBOOK CD

SWISS BLACK METAL LABEL AND CULTURE SUPPORTER
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EVOLUTIVE SONIC

FURIA

DISSECTION

PAGAN RECORDS

2014

NOCEL
Absolutely killer 4th album by Polish quartet Furia, “Nocel” (old Polish
word meaning ‘Deep Night in the
woods’, according to their interviews), which literally kept me
engrossed in listening to it for days
in a row, 6 or 7 times a day. This
time you will find 8 tracks that comprise what I dare calling one of the
most complete black metal albums
ever made. Their sound is still raw
and corrosive, yet very distinguishable in its details, deliberately tuned
to remain organic and dirty, and not
hiding its performance imperfections that most often give a band
its unique personality. “Nocel” is
emotionally dense, occasionally
changing from rage to the melancholic moments, from uplifting
disgust to impressions of motivation
failure. Aggressive and fast passages do exist, however, most of the
times occurring briefly as a bridge
to breakdowns or abrupt changes in
each song’s approach. The tracks

are rather mid-to-slow paced with
interesting riffs and arrangements,
the former dragging in constant
loops and the latter adding bits
and pieces to it as the vocal determines their tone or mood, as a string
being stretched until right before it
snaps and then retracting by changing to another riff and atmosphere. I
found this resource particularly wise
since it does work well when keeping the listener present in each riff’s
atmosphere, changing gradually into
and through its different passages.
Musically-wise, they present a set
of varied riffs that wouldn’t be easily related to the Polish bands of its
time, although I have the impression
that the overall production brings
them closer to the finely tuned Polish black metal of our days. There
are moments in which the tones
are more low-fi as if to state that
Furia stands for the rotten and
unclean black metal standards, but
overall, the album has enough contrasting passages, including some

drums) it still has the rawness and grim fringe
common on older records. Song after song what
lasts is a sense of endless speed and brute riffing force that benefits the band even more when
they insert an extra dose of substance and variation to accentuate the uniqueness of each song.
Despite the violent and constant fast rhythms,
they are still able to grab the listener here and
there, mostly due to the guitar work of Giorgio and
Leonardo, which randomly pulls out brutal riffing transitions or slower melodic moments (like
on ‘Incest of the Wretched’ with its Edge of Sanity
unexpected melodic influence around the middle),
‘The Constellation Thirst’ or the cool solo of ‘Hourglass’) that prevent to a certain degree this debut
album to sound much the same. They have certainly matured as composers if taken in account
the previous older 2008 EP and even if “Of Apathy” is not extremely original is certainly a fine
blend of vicious Swedish death and black metal
that destroys everything that stands ahead.
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FUNERAL

IN FIELDS OF PESTILENT GRIEF [REISSUE]
SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

This is a re-release of their
second album “In Fields of
Pestilent Grief”. The first
time it was released the production was not so great so
with more time and quality
it’s getting the justice it deserves. The band hails
from the cold waters of Norway. The album is been
released by the ever popular Solitude Productions.
‘Yield to me’ starts off proceedings with a heavy
dirge combined with female vocals that creep
upon your soul. These are provided by Hanne
Hukkelberg, she only appeared on the works by
Funeral, a demo in 1999 and in 2001 with this
album. The riffs are quite fast paced in sections
and the band has gone from funeral the first time
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DERIVING FROM THE TYPICAL BLACK METAL STANDARD, THE
POLISH GEM LEADS OBSCURITY THROUGH NEW HEIGHTS

surprisingly odd beats, all tethered to their main core of dissonant
and contemptuous atmosphere.
I’m inclined to say this is already a
mandatory record to any black metal
fan, let alone one of the albums
that really pushes the boundaries of
black metal within its harsh expression, experimenting yet not deviating
to more progressive music agendas.

10 | DIEGO RODRIGUES

KSIEZYC MILCZY LUTY
“Grudzien za grudniem” was the
turning point to Furia’s own sonic
discovering; they expanded the
vicious black metal to a new range
of influences that layered a second
album full of emotional and contrasting moments. Yet, I feel that
it wasn’t until the fourth album
“Nocel” came out that Furia took
things to a completely experimental new level and as Diego Rodrigues
stated, revealing an album that
should be considered a masterpiece.
They pushed again the boundaries
of black metal to new heights while
mixing folk, post rock and grim elements, something that was already
described as nekrofolk.
“Ksiezyc Milczy Luty” might be the
most devious record released by
the Polish quartet just because they
reached an alarming level of musicianship that is both transgressing

to a more traditional death doom style this time
around. Drums and bass carry along the music.
There are some great fills and solos throughout the
songs which add more emphasis to the structures.
Organ sounds accompany the music in one of my
favourite songs ‘Vile Are the Pains’. The female
vocals work brilliantly on the slower sections of
the album because they are so high and majestic on some parts especially when the riffs are fast
that I feel it’s like listening to two different songs.
They don’t belong together. These type of vocals
would be superb on a slow drawn out funeral
montage. This is just my opinion on having further
listening but I still can get drawn into the music.
The two demo bonus tracks feature male clean
singing and they remind me of My Dying Bride
and Opeth. Very melodic and cold but still bring a
warmth to the listener. This has been a pleasant
listen. The overall production is so much better so
they have got what they achieved and they have
chosen to change the main elements of the songs
to freshen them up. I’m a bit torn between the
original and the new version. The original has the
chemistry and the raw vibe of something mysterious. I’ll leave it to you to decide.

7 | RICCARDO VERONESE

FURYON

LOST SALVATION
DREAM RECORDS

Do you like your rock music
to have passion and vigour?
Do you like singing choruses
at the top of your lungs and
with your hand over your
heart? Do you mind a bit
of modern metal riffwork propping up said huge
choruses? If the answer is yes to all three, you
probably owe it to yourself to check out Furyon.
The English five-piece had some very solid EP’s
under their belt as far back as 2006, though have
yet to tour the stadiums they are aiming for.

as well as intoxicating. You still have
the focus that black metal is, yet its
way more overshadowed (in contrast
to their origins) by hypnotic rhythms,
wicked post rock moments, slow to
mid-tempo passages, deviant guitar harmonies, Nihil’s emotional
vocal range (from spoken to harsh
grim lines) and Sars’s ominous
bass that cracks through the thickness of songs like ‘Ciało’, ‘Grzej’ or
‘Zwykłe Czary Wieja’ with its clear
stoner doom metal framework. What
has been peculiar and a real trait on
Furia’s own sonority and developing
journey, is their ability to experiment
while retaining a true sense of direction, drive, impetuous, blackness
and aggression even on the slower
soporific moments or melodic leads.
While “Ksiezyc Milczy Luty” might
not be an easy listening to untrained
hears, I admit, as soon as it blossoms unveils a atypical band with an
innate ability (derived from years of
experience also in bands like Thaw of
Massemord) to crush your pre-conceived ideas of how black metal
should sound. This is all wrapped
with a organic production where all
realms of inspiration are perfectly layered with a perceptible sensitivity that
reveals accurately the wide spectrum
of sound extremity that Furia is. Definitely an essential album!

9.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

At first glance, “Lost Salvation” seems like a
change in direction from their previous material,
especially since almost every song here is streamlined back to three or four minutes, barring the
more extensive ‘Scapegoat’. However, what this
really means is that the songs cut straight to the
point, leaving little in the way of flab and toning
down the minor elements of prog that flavoured
older songs. Upon listening to the likes of ‘These
Four Walls’ and ‘All That I Have’, one instantly
hears the shouts of “play this on the radio!” metaphorically backing the performance. The sound is
poised somewhere close to other successful rock
acts of the last five years, not least Shinedown,
Nickelback, and Black Stone Cherry, while more
than a hint of Soundgarden’s Chris Cornell can be
found in the vocals.
Furyon succeed at the intention of sounding radiofriendly, though there is a heavier edge to the
guitars and a fondness for solos that balances the
regular use of chorus pedals and crashing cymbals. Some of the riffs are reminiscent of Tool or
the complex crunch of modern Katatonia, tripping
from low guitar strings, while others groove more
heartily in the fashion of many post-grunge bands,
so that the mixture can be viewed as both technical and simple. Despite the added heaviness to
the rock formula, “Lost Salvation” can feel one-dimensional at times, not only because each song
has the same basic structure but also due to the
fact that almost everything is played at the same
pace, which is a medium-slow lope. This leaves
the album feeling ultimately unsatisfying, since it
has neither variety nor a sense of building towards
anything - “Lost Salvation” is essentially an album
made up of singles. Therefore, some listeners may
find the experience a very frustrating one, with little to choose between the songs’ style and quality,
while others might find “Lost Salvation” a great
listen, perhaps for the same reasons. The album
is slightly frontloaded, ‘These Four Walls’, ‘Scapegoat’, and ‘Left It With the Gods’ proving mildly

superior, though if you like one song you should
like them all, barring the disappointing ‘What You
Need’. All in all, Furyon have created that paradoxical thing - a perfect formula that doesn’t work.
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GADGET

THE GREAT DESTROYER
RELAPSE RECORDS

It has been ten years
since the radical Gadget
last dropped a full length,
the gorgeous and vicious
“Funeral March.” It and the
2005 album “Remote” featured a highly developed sense of songcraft and
melodicism that simply screamed to be followed
up upon. When that time finally rolled around,
2016’s “The Great Destroyer” delivered on its
title’s promise of pulverizing the asses of its sorry
listeners, but in a manner somewhat less memorable than previous material.
This is partially because “Destroyer” uses the dirtier olde’ buzzsaw guitar tone of their death metal
elders for the electric backbone. Compare this
more conventional approach against the vivid collage-construction-paper riffage of older material.
Those older songs, including ‘Failure,’ ‘Unreachable,’ ‘I am’ and ‘The Anchor’ began to veer into
post-hardcore territory and made the minute long
rage-fits feel much more songlike than they would
have otherwise. Detailed melodies interspersed
with the extremely violent trantrums of grindcore
simply invited a lot of listens. Gadget were much
closer to the artiness of Pig Destroyer than the total
brutality of Insect Warfare back then. The melodies
are still here on “Destroyer,” making appearances
on highlights like ‘The 02666 Heritage’ with its very
cool and sparse breakdown and the diverse and
moody ‘Down and Out,’ but they don’t pull your
heart cords with the same assurance.
On the lyrical/thematic front, the topics on here
are pretty cut and dry. “The Great Destroyer”
refers to religion and its negative effects on
humankind and the natural world. There are also
passing references to economic anxieties, most
notably on them mega-timely ‘From Graduation
to Devastation’ (perhaps a riff on “From Enslavement to Obliteration”), where the mass-production
students of the college-factory find themselves
overlooked in favour of larger economic chessmastery. Thus, a section of youth that came of age
during the band’s long absence are both unable to
replace their forbearers in the economy while also
finding that such a pursuit is in of itself empty of
meaning. They then “walk hand in hand/ towards
extinction... of mankind,” following a script that
they (myself included) must reluctantly overwrite
in the end, being historio-political and timely is
part of grinding as much as the music itself, and
it serves the listener well to pay attention to what
their idols are spitting. This music is about education at its core.
The band knows how to close an album as well.
It is part of the format of grind/powerviolence
albums and live sets to finish off the listener(s)
with a larger scale closing statement that insist
upon a sense of gravity and finality. Here, the
beautiful and devastating ‘I Don’t Need You/Dead
and Gone’ takes on that responsibility. With perhaps the longest running time of all the band’s
output, that powerful songwriting is put to full use.
The song is affecting in the same way that the legendary band Infest closed their uber-classic “No
Man’s Slave,” with the utterly wrecking and horrified ‘My World... My Way’ in that it reroutes some
of the generalized rage toward institutions and
concepts and makes it all emotionally and musically specific. It is the type of moment where the
audience shuts the fuck up and stops to take
notice, their own physicality becoming more emotionally charged as a result. This is where the true
catharsis occurs. All of you readers have felt this
in the live setting as well as with your headphones
camped out in your parent’s attic. That moment

where the music REALLY connects. We are all
enraged, and all this anger simply must go somewhere. Otherwise each of us will undoubtedly seek
to destroy instead of creating. This is real stuff.
But these moments of salvation are much rarer
than before, both on wax and in the real world.
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GATHERING DARKNESS
THE HEAT OF A DYING SUN
NECROMANCE RECORDS

More than 10 years have
passed since the debut
album “Beholders of the
Pain Planet” by the Spanish
quartet Gathering Darkness.
Back then, they introduced us the new version of their sonority, shifting
from a death doom sonority towards a brutal US
styled Death Metal, which in all honesty did not
impress due to the lack of originality, biased production and insipid compositions. A decade after,
I’m glad to witness the evolution of the now quintet (several lineup changes occurred with the only
remaining former members being the vocalist
Lavín and drummer Jesus) that finally managed to
hit the sweet spot where they blend the brutality
of death metal, abusing on both mid and fast tempos, with dense guitar harmonies that truly enrich
and give a melodic side to the songs. It’s obvious
by now that going to Moontower Studios in Spain
is a synonym of well-produced material and this
is where the strength of “The Heat of a Dying Sun”
starts with. Perfectly layered instruments where
even on the most brutal double bass drum parts
is still possible to be choked by the guitar solos
and riffing skills of both David and Abathor while
Lavín’s vicious growling style obliterates throughout. Still influenced by the American death metal
scene, they have left aside the need to sound
brutal just for the sake of it and have grown as
musicians by creating compositions that still
sound devastating but now provide brutal melody
and constant rhythmic changes as backbone of a
relentless album also influenced by the European
school. ‘The Light will not Save You’, ‘The Nihilist Manifest’ or ‘The Darkness that Dwells Inside
Me’ are fine examples of superior execution where
there is a constant sense of dynamics by providing
diverse rhythmic patterns, fast and slower tempo
variations, breaks and guitar details that sound
engaging. Despite the unambiguous sense of quality throughout “The Heat of a Dying Sun“ with the
imposing guttural vocal approach of Lavín and the
instrumental binding to bands like Vile, Immolation
or Dying Fetus where the guitars give some deviation and technical trademark song after song,
there is still an ongoing sense of path already
travelled. A decade after they seem like a welloiled beast that displays full potential to climb the
rugged mountain that death metal is.
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GORGOROTH

INSTINCTUS BESTIALIS
SOULSELLER RECORDS

Gorgoroth’s most recent
album begins with a chaotic
assault of powerful guitar riffing, blast beats and
vocals between the style of
death and black metal. It’s
neither quite a growl nor a shriek, rather it’s a very
new, very interesting style that I haven’t seen yet in
Gorgoroth. It makes sense, of course. Gorgoroth’s
only consistent member since the early nineties
is the founder and lead guitarist, Infernus. We all
know about the legendary vocalists Pest, Gaahl,
and Hat, but Atterigner, who Infernus describes as
a Serbian Satanist, is pretty good in his own way.
His style is not particularly striking, but the way it
combines with the chaos and warlike atmosphere
of Gorgoroth is very effective indeed.
So the first part of the album is good, it’s a classic
black metal style sans the shrieking and extremely

GALAR

DE GJENLEVENDE
DARK ESSENCE RECORDS

After the justified positive response to their second album “Til Alle Heimsens Endar” in 2010,
the Norwegian duo return having as base the
previous record and the determination to pursue their own identity and push the boundaries
of their sonority a little further. After more than a
decade of existence and a much rawer archaic
start, almost as a portion of what they would
become, Galar unveils “De Gjenlevende” which
roughly translates via google as “The Survivors”
and more precisely according to the band “The
Bereaved”. I’m not sure if this allusion has anything to do with the remaining ones that still
carry the Norwegian black metal essence, but
one thing is certain, despite not sounding like
your typical Darkthrone, Immortal, Mayhem or
Emperor clone, they surely have the fury, rage
and substance of the Norwegian 90’s black metal
scene. What makes them quite special is the
fact that they have broaden their influences and
mixed the “music of the devil” with folk, pagan
and sparse classic music moments (some even
almost quite cinematic like on ‘Gjeternes tunge
steg’ or the short instrumental piece ‘Ljós’). This
is the type of record that you will surely feel the
urge to play it over and over again in order to
catch all the details, transitions and different
instruments (piano, violin, cello, bassoon, French
horn, double bass and so on) that they have used
during the recording of “De Gjenlevende” with the
use of guest musicians. This multiplicity, of not
only instruments but also vocalisations, tempos,
rhythms, arrangements and song structures provide enough juice to turn this third opus into their
best album to date. Compared to “Til Alle Heimsens Endar”, this new album has a harsher and
more destructive side, despite the constant contrast of moods and tempos ranging from pure
Scandinavian black metal to symphonic delicate epic folk moments. Vocally they have also
grown immensely during the years and the divergence between the Norwegian clean vocals of
A. B. Lauritzen (aka Fornjot) and the screams
and shrieks (sometimes they remind me In The
Woods in their “Heart of the Ages” fabulous
period) of Marius Kristiansen (aka Slagmark)
provide also moments of extreme beauty and
grandeur. The songs on “De Gjenlevende” are
longer than before ranging the 9:00 minute mark,
yet despite stretching the compositions they are
able to maintain the focus and high level of interest on the listener thanks to the multidirectional
approach and strength of the compositions. Definitely an extraordinary folk black metal album
with direct links to bands like Borknagar, Mistur,
Falkenbach or Ulver.
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lo-fi aesthetic that defined the early nineties productions. There are slow parts to space out and
highlight the chaos and frantic pace, as well as
epic interludes that make it sound like production
took place in the mines of Moria itself.
Unfortunately, it’s after this point that the album
takes a slight downward turn. It starts to get a bit
repetitive... it feels too similar to stuff earlier in the
album, let alone earlier Gorgoroth work. ‘Rage’ and
‘Kala Brahman’ are particularly guilty of this.
‘Awakening’ has a very interesting feel, though.

It feels strangely evil and rowdy, almost like a
country song screamed by the Devil himself. I particularly enjoyed this one and thought it was a fine
way to end the album... It’s black metal, sure, but
it’s different, and new, and at the same time the
lyrical content and overall darkness of the song
are clear salutes to Satan, our master.
Overall, “Instinctus Bestialis” is a decent album,
though a bit forgettable. I definitely think it should
be part of any serious Gorgoroth fan’s collection,
but it’s far from a masterpiece, like some of the
earlier work. It’s worth listening to, but at the end
of the day, it’s just another Gorgoroth album.

7.5 | ALEX ROSS

GRAND MAGUS
SWORD SONGS
NUCLEAR BLAST

One can’t help feeling with
Grand Magus that they
could be so much more if
they only had a finishing
touch. The Swedes’ occasional brilliance only serves
to highlight their usual dependability and average quality albums that excite at moments and
disappoint at others, largely due to an imbalance
in intensity and memorable moments. “Sword
Songs” continues on the trio’s dogged journey in
the same vein as before, melding classic heavy
metal to a doomy guitar sound and soaking it all
in a big barrel of mead to produce that distinctive
Viking flavour.
Stripped back to a mere 35 minutes, you would
hope that this album is filled to the brim with great
moments and a vigorous approach, which is certainly what the opening pair of songs provides.
‘Freya’s Choice’ kicks things off in unexpected
fashion, with a chugging riff reminiscent of metalcore that ignites with a low growl, before a
clattering drum fill sets up the more traditional
Grand Magus riffing style. It’s nice to see the
band trying something new, but the opener is definitely the odd one out in this regard, ‘Varangian’
setting things straight with a happily winding riff
from the folk metal textbook, giving the song an
easy momentum and buoyant rush of energy following the chorus. However, at times it feels as if
the band were too content to make simple hooks
and capture the listener by the song’s accessibility instead of driving at the point, as proved by
the insistency of ‘Frost and Fire’ and that dramatic opening. The laidback feeling of some of
the verses is totally at odds with the nature of the
powerful riffs and the equally powerful voice of
JB Cristoffersson when he makes full use of his
pipes. ‘Last One to Fall’ is a prime culprit, simply
pushing power chords into spaces where something more purposeful is needed - and indeed is
expected if the pumping drum beat is anything
to go by. The same thing happens to some extent
in ‘Every Day There’s a Battle to Fight’, though,
as the closer, the relaxed approach is more
understandable and works to produce nostalgic atmosphere at the opening of the song. Upon
reaching the chorus, it’s a different story however:
lines like “Got to get up, be strong and fight them
all / Never let the fear stand in your way” require
conviction, something that just isn’t present in
either the vocals or the music, watering down a
potentially inspiring message.
On the flip side, that simplicity also makes
“Sword Songs” easy to get into. Even during the
first listen, you’ll find it difficult not to join in
with the “Viking metal!” refrain in ‘Forged in Iron
- Crowned in Steel’, while after a couple more listens your house will resound with the tones of
more exuberant numbers like ‘Born For Battle
(Black Dog Of Brocéliande)’ as you roar them out
from every room. Despite some underwhelming
moments, most of the songs have a good balance
of tasty marching riffs, classic lead guitar, and
anthemic bravado, rounded out by decent performances on all instruments. The best songs are
probably ‘Born for Battle’, ‘Freja’s Choice’, and

‘Frost and Fire’, which are also those that keep
their energy and focus from beginning to end. One
can always hope for more from a band as experienced and with such pedigree as Grand Magus,
but in the end these guys still give most of what
you want, just without that extra something.
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GRAVE

OUT OF RESPECT FOR THE DEAD
CENTURY MEDIA

Living through the ups and
downs of the genre, Swedish
death metal legends Grave
have persevered through the
trenches of the scene and
for the most part survived
close to three decades of existence. Now after a
three-year gap between releases bridged by a EP
and once again given a Costin Chioreanu cover
art, the powerhouse four-piece offers their eleventh full-length effort on Century Media Records.
This one is quite an easy and refreshingly simple release to get a handle on as it’s once again
a simplistic take on the Stockholm death metal
sound brought to life by one of the genre’s inventors. Basically ‘Intro/Mass Grave Mass’, the title
track and ‘Redeemed Through Hate’ are full of the
prototypical approach and style found throughout
the genre with this one going for the blaring buzzsaw-style grind so heavily popularized here with
the swirling riff-work throughout with the pummelling thrash rhythms keeping this one fast, vicious
and intense which gives the band it’s staying
power with it never really deviating much from this
style under only a few select circumstances. These
minor variations are typified by ‘Flesh Before My
Eyes’, ‘Plain Pine Box’ and ‘Grotesque Glory’ where
they drop out of the relentless bashing to deliver
more of a swirling mid-tempo grace that offer up
a strong, plodding pace and more dynamics in the
riff-work which makes for a more varied attack by
meshing the viciousness with the cool-down periods. This may be a highly unoriginal approach yet
it’s not that big of an issue as this is a band that
started it so it’s not all that big of a detriment.
Still going strong and still churning out top-notch,
high-quality Swedish style death metal the oldschool way, this is still one of the strongest bands
in the scene and with this legacy still has the final
word on the matter when all is said and done
which not only makes this a strong release for
those into the Swedeath style but also old-school
death in general.
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GRUESOME

DIMENSIONS OF HORROR
RELAPSE RECORDS

When Gruesome released
“Savage Land” last year,
they were heralded as a
faithful homage to Death,
the band many argue pioneered the genre more so
than any other. And in many ways Gruesome succeeded. Hell, you’d be forgiven for thinking that
you were listening to a previously unreleased
Death album. This was “Savage Land”’s greatest
asset and biggest down fall. It was an incredible homage to a band I greatly admire, yet unlike
being an homage to a specific genre, being an
homage to a specific band (or even more specifically, the sound of Chuck Schuldiner) leaves even
less room for innovation or growth. However, in the
end, it was so awesome it didn’t even matter.
When it comes to the new EP, “Dimensions of Horror” things are more or less the same. It sounds
like it came right out of the “Leprosy” era of
Death’s career. In fact it’s so similar it’s uncanny.
Everything from the riff structures to the productions just screams old school Death. Matt Harvey
(whom you might know from Exhumed) absolutely
nails Chuck’s vocal style. I can’t think of a better suited vocalist to take on the task of emulating
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HERETIC

ALIVE UNDER SATAN [EP]
VÁN RECORDS

20 years in the scene, not many bands can celebrate it... and what a way to celebrate with this
8 track EP, featuring only one brand new track,
the other 7 tracks are re-recorded insane versions from their album highly praised “Gods over
humans, Slaves under Satan”, what marks a kind
of reinvention of the band, from their unholy black
metal roots (with a respectable and prolific portfolio of releases - 6 demo tapes, 3 full lengths, a
live album and two split recordings) to their current punkish black n’ roll sound. Just imagine the
classic The Misfits sound (Danzig years of course)
with early Venom dirty sound and attitude, in a
few words a frontal crash between ‘Static age’
with ‘Welcome to Hell’, where cuts like ‘Mr. Chainsaw’ or ‘Seven hails’ incites you only to get drunk
and go berserk at the front row breaking your neck
with hellish headbanging!! Sometimes reminding
me of another hellish cool band, the Swedish hell
patrol Gehennah... who have a similar musical
progression (or retrogression?), from the typical
old gods worship (Bathory, Hellhammer, etc.) to
a punkish sound (Venom, Misfits, etc.). Personal
favourites... All the eight tracks! Negative points,
it’s just an EP, and less than 20 minutes lasting...
but don’t care as The Misfits stated ‘Death comes
ripping’!!! More cool news, their new album must
be out when you’re reading this review under the
suggestive title “Underdogs of the Underworld”,
again under the Ván Records banner, with such
inspiring song titles as ‘Black metal punks’, ‘
Overlords of sleazy’ and ‘Raw infernal bitchf*ck’.

9 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

UNDERDOGS OF THE UNDERWORLD
VÁN RECORDS

For the past twenty years the Dutch Heretic have
been delivering a primal and raw form of Black
Metal greatly influenced by the character of the
Punk scene, especially on the latest releases.
Even so, only around the release of the album
“Gods over Humans, Slaves Under Satan” that
Heretic has an actual feeling of being a “full-time”
band, even if in the course they lost part of the
bestiality of the previous records. After 3 years of
silence Thomas Goat returns and explores even
more the Punk influences by delivering an album
full of attitude, energy and typically straightforward. Despite being a breeze of fresh air, I must
Chuck’s iconic vocals. Moving onto the guitar
playing, you can tell they’ve studied Death extensively. Every riff sounds straight out of the 80’s
and has that beautifully grimy production. The
leads are nice and melodic without losing the
brutality you’d come to expect from this style of
music. The leads exemplify this perfectly, having that signature style of long notes interspersed
between moments of absolute shredding that so
often permeated Death songs.
Now, again, much like “Savage Land”, there’s
hardly any innovation here. If you’ve heard Death’s
earlier albums you know exactly what to expect. So
much so in fact, that you might be caught off guard
by just how right you are when going into it. For
example the opening to the second song ‘Raped By
Darkness’ sounds a lot like the opening to ‘Open
Casket’ from “Leprosy”. In terms of tempo, songs
range from mid-paced to blisteringly fast. It really
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confess that “Underdogs of the Underworld” may
pull away some of the more inflexible metal fans
and especially those who don’t have any link with
the punk scene. It’s almost impossible not to
draw immediate conclusions when checking the
front cover that adorns the new album... If there
were still any doubts, they are highly influenced
by The Misfits and this reflects not only visually
but also musically. Short songs full of groove and
drive that conciliates metal with a large dose
of horror punk influences. Or is it the other way
around? Songs like ‘Nuclear Pussy’, ‘Overlords
of Sleaze’ or ‘Black Metal Punks’ show a more
vicious and tenebrous side, reminiscences of the
previous album, while ‘This Angel Bleeds Black’
or ‘Godless Masters, Savage Bastards’ crawl
into the swampy waters of horror punk with sing
a long chorus. The 2015 EP “Alive Under Satan”
introduced a second bass player (Jimmy Blitzer)
to the fold with 8 original cuts; this extra thundering bass is something that gives depth and
sense of rhythm to the songs, not to mention that
boosts immensely the grooviness of the record.
It’s impossible not to bang your head with the
strength of the pounding lead bass of Tony Hellfire on ‘Black Metal Punks’, it’s surely a lesson on
how crucial and effective a bass guitar can be, as
well as a production centred on that instrument.
When the band released the primitive debut
album “Black Metal Holocaust” in 1999 I’m
sure nobody imagined the evolution (instrumentally and vocally) and direction that Thomas Goat
would give to the band. Although, despite the
changes during the years, Heretic have kept their
left hand path lyrics, now in a more humoristic
and broad sort of way, with themes around Satan,
sex, horror, sluts and so on.
If bands like Misfits, Celtic Frost, Motörhead,
Venom and Ramones are close to your heart, I’m
sure that “Underdogs of the Underworld” will be
a hell of ride...

8.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

is just like an old school Death album. Whether or
not that’s a good thing will be up to the listener.
For me personally, I eat this stuff up. They have
done an incredible job at emulating a sound I long
believed to be too difficult to emulate. The band
lives in the shadow of one of the genre’s greatest, but that’s okay. That’s where they’re meant
to be (I mean, it’s not like they can’t innovate.
Just check out Matt Harvey’s work in Exhumed.
It’s fantastic and I expect great things from the
rest of the band). If you’re a fan of the older Death
albums, get this fantastic trip down memory lane.
If you’re not a fan of the old school Death albums,
give this one a pass. There isn’t much new for you
here. If you’ve not yet been introduced to the old
school Death albums, I recommend starting with
those and then checking Gruesome out. You’ll be
impressed by just how well they pull it off.

8 | JEFF MINCER

After an excessive hiatus,
Hades Almighty return with
three songs. Quality beats
quantity? Well, one thing is
for sure. “Pyre Era, Black”
alone shows that the band
members still have a lot of musicality in their
veins. An emotional, almost dreamful sequence
kicks off the song timidly, but Hades Almighty add
dark guitars and masculine background vocals
that create a terrifying density and a noteworthy
suction-effect. The charismatic vocals of the new
lead singer fulfil the expectations as well. He conveys this certain mix of insanity, desperation and
pain which matches the sub genre very well.
Yet the opener is not the only song of the Norwegians which have penned two further black
metal monuments. The large format of the tracks
is ambitious, but Hades Almighty do not run
out of ideas in order to fill the enormous frame.
In alignment with the works of their “first life”,
they do not focus on velocity and icy guitar lines.
Instead, they prefer heavily stomping rhythms
and atmospheric sequences. ‘Funeral Storm’ is
solid, although it stands in the shadow of its predecessor, but ‘Bound’ hits the bull’s eye again.
A rambling guitar line builds the fundament at
the beginning, before ironclad and less harsh
sequences appear in quick succession. The configuration leaves room for vocalist Ask Ty to
reveal his full skills and he takes the chance in an
impressive manner. All in all, it’s great to know
that the Scandinavians are back.
Having said that, let’s visit the Ukrainian zoo of
Drudkh. Today the band exhibits a ‘Golden Horse’
and a ‘Fiery Serpent’. To be honest, these animals
are interesting, but not very exciting. The horse
trots leisurely and it takes some time to realize the
structure of the song. As it progresses, the song
reveals its power step by step so that I can quote
the old motto: all’s well that ends well. The serpent also does not fully convince, inter alia due
to the slightly noisy and undifferentiated sound.
Especially the guitars suffer from the more or less
high-pitched production. The fast-paced song
has some good parts, but ironically, it has its best
moments when the band slows down the tempo.
However, the long-standing institution from East
Europe has forged a song that stays loyal to their
pretty hypnotic approach without neglecting the
necessary amount of variety. Fans of the wellknown concept of Drudkh will not be disappointed,
I miss the final thrill.
Hades Almighty are the winner of this split and
future generations will praise “Pyre Era, Black” as
a true classic of the sub genre. The record label
promises that this EP is “an introduction to a new
era and an introduction to the forthcoming album”.
Hopefully, the band shows its regained strength
once again and releases a full-length that can be
deemed as an equal partner of their old Hades
classics. Remember the magical aura of “Crusade
of the Underworld Hordes” and further monuments. But even if the veterans fail to deliver a
fifth full-length, this output is worth its money.

7 | FELIX1666

So I was quite pleased when I found a Finnish band that plays this style of music. Though
Havukruunu defines itself as pagan metal, they
have, in interviews, alluded to the fact that subgenre lines in extreme metal are blurred. This is
quite true for “Rautaa Ja tulta”. Vocals are often
death metal style and always use Finnish, which
really assists with the epic ethos of the work.
There’s nothing particularly different or special
about this album, except that it’s Viking-style
metal that from Finland. It quite reminds me of
Falkenbach, but there are a few problems. One is
that the album doesn’t always stick to the powerful pagan/Viking feel that works so well... There
are sections of 80s-style guitar solos which don’t
quite work. The album needs a unified message, and it needs to stick to the Viking-style stuff
which makes it great. It is superb for casual listening, though. The only exception is the last song,
‘Maan Alainen’, which means “Under Earth”. It
really threw me for a loop, as it was so interesting
and unexpected, so it was a great way to end an
already pleasant album. Pick this one up for sure.

8.5 | ALEX ROSS

HELLLIGHT

JOURNEY THROUGH ENDLESS STORMS
SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

HellLight are a Brazilian
funeral doom band who
have steadily built their
name up with some very
complete and competent
works. Their main strength
is the balance of atmosphere and melodies formed
in some of their previous works. This is the band’s
latest offering and they do not disappoint. Dark
skies appear as the opening gloomy soundscape
starts, female vocals blend in with synths and
you await.... What comes next is a big opening to
proceedings, the huge riff is slow dark and memorising. Synths are loud and in your face but this
adds enormous weight to the music. The vocals
in the first song have everything, deep guttural
grunts bury you in the song. Clean vocals are also
featured, whispers and great sweeping clean harmonies add to the music. I love this sort of music
as it fills me with so many emotions and thoughts.
‘Dive in the Dark’ shows that the band are just not
all about atmosphere because they lay down some
huge super riffs, real powerful in your face stuff
that one can’t simply ignore. This album is really
strong in all departments, the production is excellent and lets everything breath beautifully.
‘Beneath the Stars’ displays good variation with
acoustic melodies that leave you pondering about
life, emotionally they nail it. ‘End of Pain’ brings
this story to a close. Piano, strings and mournful female vocals accompany each other and
its a perfect end to this album. It was a album I
heard every day for weeks so was I engrossed in
the music and depth of it all. The mix and mastering was brilliant and a great sounding album
this is. When listened to with headphones you can
hear every element of the music and how heavy
it is. Superb! Overall a superb album packed with
atmosphere and emotion. HellLight have once
again delivered and I for one will be searching
through my back catalogue for previous albums.

9 | RICCARDO VERONESE

HAVUKRUUNU

HELLOWEEN

NATURMACHT PRODUCTIONS

NUCLEAR BLAST

I have been pleased and
entranced, in recent years,
by Viking metal bands. This
is because they often take
me to the heights of fjords
in Norway, before plunging me through battles with ringing steel and glory
that eventually end in the halls of Valhalla, where
we await Ragnarok at Odin’s side. Pagan metal is
great but Viking metal, which I would say requires
epic interludes, is really a favourite of mine.

A new Helloween album
usually brings with it a
surge of nostalgia and
expectation, coupling
together the band’s position as one of the founders
of European power and speed metal back in the
‘80s and their role as consistent producer of said
Euro power metal ever since. Having been on a
very solid streak since 2007’s “Gambling with
the Devil”, you could anticipate the quality of “My

RAUTAA JA TULTA

MY GOD-GIVEN RIGHT

God-Given Right” almost exactly, knowing that
you are likely to hear exuberant, fun, and catchy
metal from the moment you press play. And kudos
to Helloween, because that’s exactly what you get
and - although recognizable - there’s still room
for some surprises. Two things stand out about
this album compared to other Helloween releases:
guitars and catchiness. The aforementioned
“Gambling with the Devil” ushered in a new era of
heaviness and modernity for the Germans, incorporating muscular guitars, some semi-extreme
rhythm work, and a directness that has remained
in the band’s repertoire ever since. “My God-Given
Right” follows that trend, crunching guitars storming out of the opening track ‘Heroes’ and afflicting
most of the other songs here, with particularly
brutish riffing on ‘Claws’, ‘The Swing of a Fallen
World’, and ‘Russian Roulé’. Opting to put big fat
riffs at the front of the sound also means that lots
of songs get straight to the point, meaning we get
all the way to the ninth song without exceeding
five minutes, which is rare for Helloween.
Those concise songs prove to be packed with a
fair bit of content too, ‘Russian Roulé’ proving irresistible in the slick transition between punchy riff,
quick fire vocals, and a cheeky melody. ‘Lost in
America’ and ‘If God Loves Rock ‘n’ Roll’ prove
similarly fun and all three include choruses you’re
unlikely to forget without brain surgery. Most of
the songs are simple enough to remember quickly
and include plenty of nice vocal and instrumental ideas, but Helloween importantly provide a few
more detailed pieces to give the album staying
quality. ‘The Swing of a Fallen World’ goes off the
beaten track both structurally and atmospherically,
while the closing ‘You, Still of War’ is climactic in
the same way as ‘Far in the Future’ from 7 Sinners, not to mention space for musical expansion
during ‘Creatures in Heaven’ and ‘Claws’.
As such, the album has enough variety and classy
moments to make its 61 minute runtime acceptable, although some of the ideas feel typical for
Helloween, especially concerning choruses and
solos in the more traditional power metal songs.
One would have hoped for more from Michael
Weikath, since he contributes only one song and
the solos aren’t all high points as one might expect.
Andi Deris has been around enough to sound in
control of his voice, though his contribution is more
successful on the faster-paced and heavier songs,
struggling slightly during ‘Creatures in Heaven’ and
‘Like Everybody Else’, the former of which has a
slower chorus and the latter being the only ballad.
That one ballad is well-positioned, right in the middle of the album, and the playlist is actually very
important to making a slightly overlong album feel
breezy and energetic. Thus, “My God-Given Right”
is about as good an album as Helloween could
have produced without risking disappointment by
changing things too much. A lot of fun.

8 | EDMUND MORTON

HELLSODOMY
CHAOSTORM

GO FUCK YOURSELF PRODUCTIONS

After the auspicious EP
titled “Sodomy Is Nigh” in
2015 (which included the
debut demo-tape “Masochistic Molestation”) the
very first thing that crossed
my mind when listening to this debut album was:
“They did not disappoint”! The metal scene in
Turkey has slowly evolved during the years nevertheless few names get to the point of reaching
some notoriety across borders (I only remember
Cenotaph at the moment) which taking in consideration what Hellsodomy are able to offer us in
“Chaostorm” is a sign that times may be changing... At least I like to think so. Old school (in this
case death metal) is a description frequently used
on the past 20 years to emphasize an attitude
and sonority increasingly present on the metal
scene, despite the waves of new metal trends
both fans and musicians keep coming back to the

HORRID

EVOLUTIVE SONIC

THE SPEW RECORDS [REISSUES]
DUNKELHEIT PRODUKTIONEN

DISSECTION

A SOLID EVOLUTION WHILE KEEPING THE
SKELETON OF A STYLE NOT FORGOTTEN
BLASPHEMIC
CREATURES [REISSUE]
Any album that gives me the chills
while listening to it automatically
has to get a good score from me.
It’s such a rare occurrence that an
album does that when it does happen I’m immediately compelled to
give it a second go on the spot. Horrid’s “Blasphemic Creatures” did
just that for me. What we have here
is an ode to the old school Swedish death metal sound done so well
that you’d be forgiven for not realizing these guys hail from Italy and
that this album wasn’t first released
until 1998. Like their 2014 effort
“Sacrilegious Fornication” they
don’t exactly break any new ground
here, but they play the style so well
that it doesn’t even matter. I’m currently reviewing the 2014 reissue
of the album. I have not heard the
original so I can’t compare it to that,
but I will say that just going in blind
without knowing any of the background, it sounds incredible.
The album was of course recorded
at Sunlight Studio (where else
would you record something like
this?) and as such has that lovely
buzzsaw guitar tone trademark of
the Swedish scene. On this effort
Horrid went the Dismember route
by adding meticulously placed
moments of melody amidst the
brutal assault of each pounding
riff. Given that “Like An Everflowing Stream” is my favourite death
metal album of all time, I welcome
this sound with open arms. Now,
unlike “Sacrilegious Fornication,”
this album actually through me for
a loop from time to time. They managed to put their own spin on it and
throw in just a bit of innovation to
keep things fresh and new. The first
time I realized this was towards
the end of ‘Misunderstood God’ at
around the 4:00 mark and then
again throughout multiple segments
of ‘The Prophecy.’
Vocally speaking, I think James better fits the grunting bark that you’d
expect from the Swedish scene
when compared to Max’s vocals. He
sounds like a cross between Matti
Kärki and L. G. Petrov. All in all a
solid performance if not as memorable as the former two. The bass
is inaudible for the most part which
is fine I suppose. The guitar work
is often the focus of the genre so
it makes sense that it would be at

1998

the forefront. The drums are pretty
damn good however. There were
a couple of times where I found
myself air drumming wildly, much
to the dismay of my family.
Horrid has given us a clear window
into the Swedish sound and I could
not be happier that “Blasphemic
Creatures” has been reissued like
this. Their efforts here are right up
there with Nominon’s “Terra Necrosis” in terms of recreating a classic
sound that was all too short lived.
I highly recommend it for fans of
death metal, and especially for fans
of the Swedish death metal sound.

9 | JEFF MINCER

REBORN IN SIN [REISSUE]
If there’s one thing I’ve learned
over the past three months, it’s
that the Italian death metallers
that make up Horrid are some of
the most consistently good players I’ve heard in the genre in a long
time. “Reborn in Sin” is their first
LP, being released four years after
their amazing EP “Blasphemic
Creatures.” As such, a lot of things
I loved about that album remain
intact here. They are a truly great
homage to the old-school Swedish
death metal sound of the 90’s.
It’s clear from the title track alone
that these guys graduated from the
Dismember school of brutal melodies and buzzsaw guitar tones. I’ve
always admire Dismember’s ability to insert melodic elements into
their music without losing any of
the brutality, unlike the melodic
death metal scene that would
erupt shortly after them. Horrid has
done an excellent job at replicating
this. The opening track alone has
some of the best leads I’ve heard
in a long time largely because
they struck that balance so perfectly. The second track continues
this trend, though strays a bit too
close to “melo-death” territory in
that one. It doesn’t matter though,
because it sounds great.
Now if we talk about the riffs the
fifth song ‘Away From Christ’ has
some of the best riffing on the
album. This is where they sounded
more like they were channelling Entombed to create a horrific
atmosphere that works on multiple
levels. In terms of riffs, one of the
most interesting songs on the album
is ‘Immortal Passion.’ There are
moments where it sounds like New

milestones of 80’s. Hellsodomy represents perfectly this constant metal music retrospective of
recent times by layering the early days of death
metal, both European and American styles, with
the energy that only thrash metal can provide. The
blend is surely not new, neither the band claims
that, nevertheless it sounds as fresh and genuine
as if it were crafted 30 years ago.
Mostly at a frenetic pace (i.e. ‘Drop Dead Ritual’
or the compelling ‘Total Disgust’) with dense riffing patterns by Nekro Kasil (also the vocalist)
and Turbo Rodrigo they do not neglect the winning recipe of keeping the songs simple yet with
enough rhythmic variation and detail in order to

2002

2014

York death metallers, Immolation,
accidentally wondered into Sunlight
studio and just decided to roll with
it. However, two minutes it the song
goes back to being distinctly Swedish death metal worship.
Now the album is not perfect. If
I had one complaint, it’s that the
songs start to sound really similar to one another after a while.
This can be expected on some level
as the band is clearly attempting
to capture a specific sound and as
such, they have a clear blueprint
with what they’d like to create.
As such it makes sense that type
of writing would eventually lead
to similarities in the music. It’s a
minor complaint, however, as over
all the album is solid.
Horrid has convinced me of their
uncanny ability to keep the Swedish death metal sound alive. No,
they aren’t pumping out albums
quite in the league of “Like An Everflowing Stream” or “Left Hand
Path.” Even attempting to do so
would be a futile endeavour. What
they’re doing is preserving a sound
that deserves to be remembered,
and they sit comfortably amongst
other great bands working to do
the same. If you haven’t yet experienced the crushing brutality of
Swedish death metal, this isn’t a
bad place to start.

8 | JEFF MINCER

SACRILEGIOUS FORNICATION
By title alone, when you give this
beast for a spin you know what
you’re getting. Pure, raw, unapologetic death metal. “Sacrilegious
Fornication” is an album firmly
rooted in the sound of early 90’s
Swedish death metal, but with a
commanding authority I liken to
Cryptopsy’s opus “None So Vile”.
Granted I mainly hear Cryptopsy in
the vocals, but maybe that’s just
me. Among a slew of bands trying
to replicate the sound nowadays,
such as Nominon, Carnal Tomb, etc.
Horrid gives a valiant effort worth

ensure enthralment and consistency. The drums
of Eren Steyr-Aug stand out completely on the
mix with a sort of dry punch, which is something that provides enough vitality to make, even
the softest metal fan, headbang violently. In
fact, the production is one of the aspects that
pushes “Chaostorm” to the next level. The band
had already recorded in Studio Demir with Akin
Erdem, but this time he materialized perfectly
the essence of Hellsodomy by providing a sharp,
raw yet unblurred sonority. Songs like ‘Antiscene
666’, ‘Mazochistic Molestation’ (that appeared
on the 2014 demo) or ‘Coven of Abomination’
(sounds like a Morbid Angel song title) reveal a

checking out. It doesn’t quite reach
the heights of “Like An Everflowing
Stream,” “Left Hand Path,” or even
Nominon’s effort “Terra Necrosis”,
but what it does do is bring you
back to the past when the Swedish
scene was bludgeoning everyone
into submission.
The album starts off with what
sounds like the sample of a horror
movie, though this one in particular is unknown to me. It doesn’t
take long for that buzzsaw sound
to kick in though and take you on a
ride. Immediately you’ll notice the
riff structures borrow heavily from
Swedish giants Entombed, Dismember, Grave, and Unleashed.
While Horrid isn’t treading any new
ground here, they aren’t ashamed
to revel in their influences. And
thankfully they do it well by getting straight to the point, rarely
letting things get stale. The vocals
sound like they’re belted out of the
mouth of an angry demon singing in
the shower (in a good way). Drumwise, I don’t have very much to say.
They work well, but there was never
a moment where I could really say
“wow that’s some good drumming”.
They just kind of set the pace for
the rest of the album.
Lyrically the album’s alright. I’ve
always been more of a fan of the
tongue in cheek horror movie blood
and guts type stuff when it comes
to death metal. That or a more philosophical approach to the lyrics is
always welcome. This one focuses
more on the Satanism side of the
genre kind of like “Altars of Madness”. Nothing too deep or complex,
you get what you paid for. Horrid
relishes in the old-school Swedish
sound of the early 90’s. While they
aren’t exactly breathing life into it
with this effort, they are more so
giving an autopsy and showing us
all of the reasons why it dominated
in the way that it did. I highly recommend it for any fan of the genre
and death metal in general.

7 | JEFF MINCER

band with a tremendous dexterity in the art of
composing catching songs that are immediately
winners. Vocally, Nekro has a robust raspy tone
full of viciousness and charge that is elevated at
times with the help of bassist Necrolepsy in dual
shouts moments. Unlike other bassists, Necrolepsy plays an important role on setting the tempo,
rhythm and even taking the lead on the mix on a
few occasions, which not only gives that dynamic
aspect to the songs referred earlier but also provides character and soul.
This is definitely a strong debut album recommended for fans of death/thrash metal!

8 | RICARDO AZEVEDO
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HELMSPLITTER/THE
COMMUNION
GREAT VIOLENCE AND HIDDEN
DEPTHS [SPLIT]
HORROR PAIN GORE DEATH PRODUCTIONS

Helmsplitter starts this split
off with a galloping cavalry
charge. ‘When Black Rains
Fell’ is a suffocating mixture
of black metal and sludge
that’s sure to incite a devilish grin on many extreme metal fans features.
The vocals provided bring to mind Vader whilst the
music is a rampaging beast that whips ferociously
at a frenzied pace only in other moments to take
a breather, albeit still an evil menacing pace,
slowing to a dense doom-esque chugging crawl.
‘My Darkness Complete’ has a triumphant aura
paired with a pace that’s unholy, even at its slowest, making for an excellent track and a standout
amidst four other tracks of the highest calibre
sure to put the listener in the mood for some midnight shenanigans. Highly recommended for those
that enjoy blistering melody in their daily dosage of
blackened audio. [9]
The Communion take another approach. Preferring
instead a more chaotic approach theirs is a style
that’s decidedly drum salvo heavy accompanied by
a take no prisoners screaming vocal, venom fuelled
anger, attack (more a crust style if you prefer).
Invoking more of an old school grindcore vein, four
of their five tracks are straight to the point short
and carved from the same traditional cloth. Whilst
the last, ‘Gallstone Seedbed’, is an epic fourteen-minute affair that drags the listener, choking
violently, through murky depths, in no hurry whatsoever to reach a destination, bringing to mind a
bleaker Neurosis with an axe to grind. [6]
Showcasing extremes from pitch black ends of
the doom metal spectrum this split offers melody
wrapped in ferociousness and spite wrapped in
crawling sludge tainted in the blackest metal,
All in all, a diverse selection of seething wickedness that, if given the opportunity to, will introduce
a new audience to only a small example of what
the metal underground has to offer.

7.5 | CULT

HESPERION
WHO ALIVE...

TOTAL METAL RECORDS

It’s sad... It isn’t often that
I feel a band could have
nailed it if they simply have
done things just slightly different. “Who Alive...”, is
the debut album from the
Ukrainian progressive heavy/power metal quintet
Hesperion and while instrumentally is really strong
for a debut album forcing the band to be comparable to names like Stratovarious, Vision Divine or
Symphony X, it’s the vocals that, for me, obliterate
almost completely the atmosphere of the album.
I’m not against the use of mother tongue in metal,
there are in fact quite successful stories of bands
using their native language, black metal uses
and abuses this variant, however when a strong
accent turns it tricky and almost ruins the harmonies and melodies of a solid instrumental base
then I must be definitely against. I recognize that
it can be simply a matter of not understanding the
language and Hesperion might be a tremendous
sensation among Ukrainian or East European fans,
nevertheless for the large majority of the fans it’s
slightly ambiguous. Based on heavy metal structures and the excitement of power metal, they
surely have built a strong instrumental base where
the guitars dwell with sharp riffing and solo patterns while the bassist solidifies the rhythmic
changes either on more melodic, untamed, doom
or progressive tempos. The longest cut ‘Lenore’ is
probably the highest point on “Who Alive...”, which
despite the 9 minutes of running time sees the
band taking full advantage of the dual vocal effect,
choirs, frenetic guitar transitions, slow and faster
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arrangements and bewitching keyboard melodies.
‘Ghost of War’ and ‘Who Alive’ follows with steady
paces and being very powerful songs they manage sometimes to overcome the language barrier
by blending vengeful upbeat tempos with melodic
leads and lavish guitar sections. A band that if
want to reach bigger audiences really needs to
consider the possibility of singing in English. The
way it is now, yes it’s exotic but it might turn big
only among Eastern Europe metal fans.
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HUMAN

IHSAHN

EARTHQUAKE TERROR NOISE

CANDLELIGHT RECORDS

If “Human” weren’t enough
of a dull and awkward title
for an album - Death’s 1991
release, that is- a new Italian technical death metal
act has taken this word as
its band name. Beyond this purely nominal matter,
Human’s debut seems equally derivative of both its
contemporaries and predecessors. While this might
suggest the band’s relevance to a very well-defined niche of today’s extreme metal scene, it also
suggests a lack of unique musical identity.
Compared to the atonal madness practiced by
most technical death metal acts, Human’s sound
borders on the melodic; no moreso, however, than
Anata’s brilliant release, “The Conductor’s Departure”. It’s quite likely that other listeners will even
sense in this young Italian band an embryonic
version of Anata’s sound: a lot of hyper-precise,
palm-muted riffing, an almost “sterile” recording quality and an overall professional standard of
performance (the vocalist’s monotone bark being
the most conspicuous flaw). What Human critically
lacks is the ability to modulate between dissonance
and melody in the particular way that makes Anata’s work so surprisingly memorable, a true feat for
any tech death band. The finger-tapped motif on
‘Mutant’ and the use of soaring open-note arpeggios on the titular track indicate a direction in which
the band may fully realize its sound through more
effort and exploration. Generally, the band’s sense
of technicality is very superficial in its over-reliance
on speed and soloing, as opposed to challenging
time signatures and unexpected note choices. The
average listener of tech death probably wouldn’t
need more than a single listen to fully comprehend the riffs; such is their underlying simplicity,
once the listener’s ears become accustomed to the
fast tempos. Some criticisms should be directed
toward the work itself, while others are more contextual; Human’s debut welcomes both. In a scene
currently flooded with guitarists whose speed
and skill amounts to musical acrobatics as well
as drummers who can seamlessly execute both
blastbeats and jazz-inspired patterns, technicality
has become a fairly cheap quality in the extreme
metal underground. Human would have been a
generic band even a decade ago, and, if these Italians continue to release material which continues
to be weak compositionally, will continue to be just
another faceless tech death band.

Besides Virus, the other artist who also managed
to eschew overt melodicism of domestic black
metal, is Ihsahn. Not that he is particularly dissonant, he manages to apply a less common chordal
structures and less melodic melodies, if this can
be called so. This is one aspect of his endeavours on “Arktis.”. The next of at least few more is
the immediate presence of surprising (amounts
of poppy, poppish or otherwise very tuneful
and listenable elements on it) influence of last
year’s Ghost milestone, “Meliora”. And if Ihsahn
wouldn’t use it to its own advantage, no one else
would. Lyrically, songs are quite symbolic and as
with “Eremita”, hidden meanings should abound,
surely they are present. Musically, however, things
are a bit, if not quite a wee bit different, than
on its “composed” predecessor (to remind you,
immediate predecessor, “Das Seelenbrechen” is a
free form, improvised recording.).
Already the opener ‘Disassembled’, is a harbinger of something tighter, more compact and,
believe it or not, something generally more
pleasant than black metal of any shape and size.
Its chorus has a very catchy, “pop” feel. The next
track ‘Mass Darkness’ starts incredibly melodic,
and although melody retreats, it lurks constantly
in vicinity, and returns with chorus. Surprises do
not cease, as ‘My Heart Is of the North’ sports
some tasty Hammonds, and a guitar solo for
which Amorphis would sell some vital body
parts. ‘South Winds’ is suffused with electronic
and has outstanding lyrics, even for Ihsahn’s
standards. ‘In The Vaults’ has the most successful balance of black metal, classic heavy metal
and hard-rocking elements, you will be likely to
encounter so far, though after rather bombastic
intro, it starts to sound pretty menacing in best
Emperor manner. ‘Until I Too Dissolve’ is perhaps
the closest thing any black metal musician could
make to sound like Dream Theater, and from
their best times, at that. Plus lyrics are again
excellent. ‘Pressure’ is the track with the highest per cent of defining black metal elements
(trance-inducing rhythms, screeching vocals,
etc.), however, the highpoint of pleasantness is
probably ‘Frail’. I guess mentioning the sax of Mr.
Munkeby on ‘Crooked Red Line’, which is pure
70’s and his solo is jazz standard, is thoroughly
superficial. However, the proper bomb is spared
for the end. ‘Celestial Violence’ is half soul tune,
half black metal “apart-torer”, something that
could compete on Eurosong (no joke intended).
Under the line, “Arktis.” is astoundingly variable and multifaceted, a virtual passage to a land
where boredom is exiled. It is a very brave album
even for preternaturally uncompromising Ihsahn.
Along with Virus’ “Memento Collider”, “Arktis.” is
essential listening, coming from Norway this year,
and one of the top albums at the same time.

CEREBRAL INWARDNESS
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IN THOUSAND LAKES
AGE OF DECAY
XTREEM MUSIC

The legacy of metal is full
of names that were brought
back to life due to different reasons, ranging from
financial difficulties or simply free spare time to hang
out with older and wiser buddies. I do not know
the reason(s) for the fifteen year break however, Javi and Jokin, the only remaining members
from the original formation, seems like they haven’t aged and release the follower of their ‘98
debut “Lifeless Waters...” using the same melodic
death metal tradition that they started back then.
Proudly influenced by the Swedish scene (Dark

ARKTIS.
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Tranquillity, In Flames, Amon Amarth), this is
an album that easily recovers some of the lost
memories from that era without compromise or
unrealism. Focused in creating compelling melodic
harmonies using the twin guitar effect, tempo
shifts and various patterns this sophomore album
shows a band that even if aren’t creating new
“bridges”, have clearly reached a maturity level

that allows them to compose dynamic and fully
layered songs. ‘Ethereal’ is a good example, a song
that has a multitude of tempos and gaining a monstrous dimension when reaches the guitar solo.
The guitar section is probably what maintains the
level of interest, pushing songs like ‘Fall Into The
Void’ or ‘I Rise’ with its catchy vocal lines (Jose’s
vocals throughout sound like a restrained version
of John Hegg) into a higher class, even if sometimes they sound like rewashing the same old
riffing patterns. There is also space for an injection
of heavy metal moments in the form of the titletrack, where they combine melodious vocal lines
(ballad alike) with the usual guttural tune that in
total honesty sound for me a bit misplaced.
What makes this a very solid effort is the fact that
the quintet tries to incorporate different styles and
approaches, which result on an interesting and
high-spirited album full of memorable melodic
moments. The almost twenty-year gap between
albums reveal a tremendous production leap where
they take advantage of a balanced crystal clear
production that crushes into your ears with a massive intensity, a vigorous punch (the bass drums
sound quite intense) and energy. In a period where
bands are trying harder and harder to push the
sound further, it’s important to have bands like In
Thousand Lakes that are loyal to the roots of metal
and keep us reminding how great the 90’s were.
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INCINERATE

ERADICATING TERRESTRIAL SPECIES
COMATOSE MUSIC

Cryptopsy’s “None So Vile”
is one of the greatest death
metal albums of all time
in my opinion. It’s fast but
deliberate, technical but not
so much so that it loses the
brutality, and every song is instantly memorable as
they crafted a brilliant atmosphere with extremely
memorable and emotion fuelled riffs. What does
this have to do with Incinerate you may ask? Well,
they attempted to do everything accomplished on
“None So Vile”, but did it completely wrong.
My first and greatest problem with this album is
the technicality of it. Technical death metal can
be great when done right (see Cryptopsy, Suffocation, later Death albums, etc.), but this album
struck me as attempting to be technical just for
the sake of being overly technical. It feels too cold
and calculated and so it loses a lot of the raw
aggression it’s going for. So what it loses in emotion it attempts to make up for by shoving in horror
movie samples in-between some of the songs.
Again, that can work really well if done right (see
Carcass’ “Necroticism - Descanting the Insalubrious”), but here it feels so forced and contrived
primarily due to the fact that by focusing so much
on the technical aspects, they lost so much of the
emotion they were going for. As such, these horror
movie samples add nothing. They should be there
to build on the horrific atmosphere, not be the only
source of horror in the album.
Now it’s not all bad. The band members are all
competent players, but the material they’re working with here doesn’t let any of them shine. There’s
this prevailing sense that they’re constantly bogged
down by sub-par material, unable to break the
shackles and rise above it. The vocals are serviceable, but are ultimately just cookie cutter growls
we’ve heard time and time again. Thankfully, unlike
a lot of technical death metal, they at least have a
good understanding of time. I never got the sense
that the songs were dragging on too long.
So like with any album I really don’t like, I checked
out the predecessor to see if they’ve always been
like this, or if something went wrong. And I’ve
concluded that their previous effort “Atomize” is
absolutely incredible. There’s so much more heart
and effort put into it. I can only speculate that
it’s because their former guitarist/vocalist, Scott
Ellingboe, left that they took such a sharp wrong
turn with this latest effort.

Incinerate’s “Eradicating Terrestrial Species”
is an example of what happens when technical
death metal is done wrong. There is far too much
emphasis on the technical side of things, and not
enough emphasis on establishing some form of
emotional response from the listener. It sounds as
though it’s being played on autopilot most of the
time, and the overall effort ends up feeling cold,
calculated, and overall hollow. If you are a huge
fan of tech death, you may find something here to
love, but for everyone else there isn’t a lot here.
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INFECTION CODE

0015: AVANGUARDIA INDUSTRIALE
ARGONAUTA RECORDS

While references for the sake
of comparison or contrast
are often cheap, the bold
and unique styles of certain
artists sometimes frustrate the average reviewer’s
tendency to categorize at the risk of meaningless
generalization; Infection Code fits this description.
Blending industrial and psychedelic elements into
a very particular kind of “soundscape rock” (my
term, not the band’s) these Italian musicians have
crafted a musical niche which, while not entirely
alien to the adventurous listener, nevertheless
offers a sense of deep ambience more often found
on cinematic soundtracks. Already acquainted with
Canaan and Monumentum, I’m well aware of how
Italy’s alternative scene produces some of the
most compelling mood-based rock acts; the character of Infection Code’s music, while not bearing
so blatant a darkwave/goth influence, inclines
more toward a haunting than an aggressive presence; this is one of the reasons why I find existing
comparisons of Infection Code to Skullflower (far
more abrasive), Neurosis (too stoner-ish) and
Godflesh (the least inaccurate reference) to be
somewhat misleading. While the most meaningful comparison would be Aneural’s obscure though
excellent avant-rock release, Noctambulant, perhaps a more familiar reference would be the more
atmospheric and experimental moments of A Perfect Circle and Deftones.
If the bass, guitar and even vocals have a minimal
presence beneath the densely layered electronics, the percussion largely keeps the listener’s
ears from drowning listlessly within the immersive soundscapes. In lieu of guiding melodies,
the very capable drummer’s supple, nuanced
rhythms supply more than just a backbone for the
often trance-like repetitiveness of these songs. In
the opening song, the coldly psychedelic atmosphere often bursts with perfectly placed drum-rolls
and other subtler fill-ins. And if the listener will
remember anything from the next track, it likely will
be the syncopated hi-hat work woven around the
staccato, almost bluesy lead motif. The remaining songs only further demonstrate the band’s
singular style and, consequently, do not merit further mention. Forgoing easy melodies and rhythms
for atmospheric resonance, Infection Code’s latest
release aims to leave the listener with an overall sense of a sonically-induced head-trip rather
than the mere memory of a hummable tune. With
an emphasis on mysterious moods over angst, this
material wouldn’t be the easiest recommendation to the average reader of any metal magazine.
Infection Code’s work, however, should be of interest to any listener who believes that music can
(and should) be a psychonautic experience.
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INQUIRING BLOOD
MORBID CREATION

KERNKRAFTRITTER RECORDS

Not sure if anyone is expecting the re-invention of the
wheel, but in what concerns metal and especially
on Inquiring Blood’s case,
death metal, there is little

space for improvisation, if any at all, mainly if you
are an old bastard and want to stick to the “purest” form. Influenced by the groovy death metal
portion where bands like Obituary or Six Feet
Under have been crawling for dozens of years (it
sounds like they are dinosaurs) the German quartet took six years to release the follower of “Born
in a Grave”. Stylistically, doesn’t differ much from
the debut album however, “Morbid Creation” has
a noticeable boost in terms of production which
was probably the main issue on the previous
record. Groove and strong bass lines go hand in
hand within the forty minutes of “Morbid Creation”
compelling you to a constant headbanging urge
state. Even so, despite flowing mostly on grooving
mid-tempo areas, chugga chugga riffs with fluent rhythmic twists brought alive by the bass lines
of Lars Robrecht, they also impregnate occasionally everything with strong thrash metal sections,
magnifying the fervour in particular moments of
the album. Songs like ‘Japanese Knife Assassin’, ‘Three Feet to Carnage’, ‘Stabbed by Mirror
Shards’, ‘Suffocation’ or ‘Faceless’ are crammed
with simple yet magnetic song structures saturated with hooks, electrifying tempo changes and
blasting drum patterns. Vocally, Daniel Siebert
has a menacing deep guttural groove edge that
is frequently rammed by an austere vocal charge
yielding a diversity and (sometimes) dual-effect that enriches and gives a dynamic touch to
the songs. Overall even if not crawling on fresh
swampy waters, they fuel everything with efficient song writing skills and structures that result
on effusive and captivating sheer songs. Recommended for fans of old school death metal, just do
not expect something groundbreaking.
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INTERMENT

SCENT OF THE BURIED
PULVERISED RECORDS

One of the original bands
in the genre, Swedish
death metallers Internment have gone through
numerous hardships in their
near three-decade existence which has seen the group continue to churn
out their old-school Swedish sound in the interim.
Now, after six years between releases and a few
lineup changes that sees Toob Bryndal on guitars and Allan Lundholm on bass, the group finally
releases their sophomore release. From the onset
there’s little change-ups on display other than
prime early-90s Swedish death metal with all the
usual trappings, and it doesn’t really offer any difference from these rhythms throughout. Tracks
like ‘Sinister Incantation’, ‘Repugnant Funeral’ and
‘Rise of the Dead’ run through all the prototypical elements that should get featured in the genre
which means it utilizes the same general churning buzzsaw riffing patterns that alternate nicely
between ravenous blistering thrashing with pounding drumming and agonized melodies swarming
along. There’s also the usual tempo changes from
songs like ‘Chalice of Death’, the title track and
‘Dawn of Blasphemy’ that go from these thrashing rhythms to a more majestic mid-tempo sprawl
that utilizes a fine mid-tempo chug frequently as
the speed is dropped in favour of the heavy-set
riffing which changes the style and sound significantly. As those are dropped off in favour of the
thrashing material on the second half of the album
it significantly adds to “Scent Of The Buried” an
enhanced aggression, offering up plenty of ravenous tracks which make for a rousing, high-energy
affair. Now, none of this is anything revolutionary within the genre or even the individual scene
where this is yet another in a long-line of bands
to emerge playing this exact kind of material.
There’s nothing wrong with it, and it works more
often than not, but it is a determining factor for
this one. Though it’s nowhere near the most original band on this very (Swedish) scene that they
were originally involved with at the very beginning,

INTO COFFIN

THE MAJESTIC SUPREMACY OF
COSMIC CHAOS
TERROR FROM HELL RECORDS

Curious to see that by the time I’m reviewing this
Mcd I’m actually reading one of the HP Lovecraft
tales... This to say that Into Coffin are worshippers of Yog-Sothoth to the extreme and “The
Majestic Supremacy of Cosmic Chaos” reeks
about it and other abominable cosmic creatures.
Surpassing their previous debut album might be
a hard task even for Shub-Niggurath devotees
and while they have done it due to the augmentation of the song writing and playing skills there
is part of me that senses the loss of some of the
heaviness, rawness and monolithic abomination
of their 2015 debut “Into a Pyramid of Doom”.
Clocking at 28 minutes but comprised by only
2 songs this new effort sees the band crossing
again the arid path of crushing death doom metal
with funeral influences yet investing more on
crafting a diverse record that sees them expanding their own brand of relentless slow oppression
and fast tempos to create more tension, momentum and skull-crushing rhythms. The opener
‘Crawling Chaos’ picks up where songs like
‘Into a Pyramid Doom’ or ‘Black Ascension’ left
on their debut, a song that fundaments its burdensome on slow cadent instrumental patterns
with the occasional roam into faster territories. The trio manages to accumulate strength
and build momentum by using slow riffing patterns, sinuous rhythmic transitions and tortuous
deep vociferations until unexpectedly deviates
towards full charge pummelling drum and guitar
attacks. The closer ‘The Evanescence Creature
From Nebula’s Dust’ has a faster approach leading the listener into a catatonic state of relentless
fast morbid aggression not very common on the
previous releases, yet it suits perfectly the ruthless atmosphere of the German trio by slicing it
abundantly with slower riffing and terrific drum
patterns, the trademark of Into Coffin. If you miss
the confining obliteration of bands like Disembowelment, Thergothon, old Evoken or Winter,
this trio is slowly claiming their own share of
darkness and misery.
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citing the promo material, the band’s sole master recording DAT had degraded since it’s last use
and it was deemed unusable. By a stroke of luck,
the original engineer had preserved the session
reels and it was determined that a brand new mix
could be created from scratch. The unexpected
additional expenses were solved with unbelievable reaction of fans in a crowdfunding campaign,
so the album was helped being made by the fans
for the fans. And thanks to everybody involved this
magnificent album is preserved for the future adorations. Tracks recorded and included are nigh
fantastic. Tracks are full of little surprises. ‘Fight
No More’ sounds even better than what Fates
Warning did on “Awaken The Guardian”. It’s chorus is simply mind blowing and singer Lee Dehmer
Jr. can climb the heights of John Arch effortlessly.
The opener ‘State Of The Union’ is peppered with
small doses of funk and groove, ‘On Gossamer’s
Wings’ has even stranger groove (ditto with ‘Pillar
Of Fire’) and with John Arch hooks listener records
almost unearthly feeling. Fortunately these giddy
proceedings are then deadened with ‘Mourn For
Her’, which is somewhat inspired by Priestly balladry, something I haven’t heard for quite some
time, even vocals come close to mighty Rob’s
ones. ‘Yikes’ is a nice if slightly odd instrumental
that pays homage to Primus, as well as to some
tech metal greats of the era, yet growling voices
of Bill Steer emerging everywhere there. Claypoolian bass can be heard on ‘The Vicious Circle’,
were you can meet some raping and Anthraxian/skateboarders’ chanting. Afterwards, ‘Denial’
again slightly presses on brakes, but its groove
is convincingly infectious. Does anybody of precious readers still remembers S.L.A.M.? Probably
not. ‘Inner Sanctum’ is not so much ballad as very
peaceful, almost bucolic (as abucolic as heavy
metal can be) and with violins augmented, paean
to personal freedom. Band also decided to cover
‘Dazed And Confused’, written by Led Zeppelin,
but let it sound quite close to the original. “Zeps”
were hard’n’heavy institution already back then,
so it comes as no real surprise. This track is perhaps the closest to what we know as filler. The
classic late bay-area thrash number, ‘Too Late But
Not Forgotten’ rounds out the silvering. At, or better said, after the end, there’s hidden track which
praises Cannabis Sativa rather festively. All in all,
“Nails” is incredibly multifaceted record (to me it
resembles tropic choral reefs), and which could
have only been recorded in first half of 90’s, yet
it contains incredible doses of 80’s, so much so
its first half could even be called groovy “Awaken
The Guardian”. Like not of this world, but then you
ought ask yourselves: What were real reasons this
was not released in real time, 24 years ago?
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INVOKER
AEON

NON SERVIAM RECORDS

this is quite the enjoyable and thoroughly an oldschool blast of Swedish-influenced death metal for
die-hard fans or simply those that appreciate the
old-school sonority as well.
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INTRINSIC
NAILS

DIVEBOMB RECORDS

“Nails” is an album
that should be released
almost 25 years ago - it
was shelved, because it
was deemed unreleasable by important labels at
the time - but then again these times seem to be
more suitable for it and its release. Even without
trend-changes back then, it would come across
as something granted. Today it is something that
should be revered, if it isn’t yet. And it is a more
than great album at that, as its melodic lines
and harmonies were made with much passion.
Besides that, we would almost be shorn of it, as,

Invoker leads the listener
into this album gently using
‘Hunger’ as an excellent
introduction. The second
track, the title track, should
leave no doubt in the listener’s mind as to the style of the album that’s to
follow. Utilizing waves of riffs much like the same
style Dissection perfected many years ago (in their
outstanding “Storm of the Night’s Bane” release)
rather than stabbing riffage used primarily in the
brutal death realm helps Invoker lend nuance to
their music. Rhythms that aren’t so much bludgeoning weapon blunt as subtle. In essence “Aeon”
is an album the listener has to pay attention to in
order to fully appreciate and thankfully it’s also so
impressive they will be pleased to do just that.
Straddling the boundaries of melodic death metal
and melodic/atmospheric black metal Invoker
have crafted this album with elements of doom
also, albeit the darkest kind of atmosphere, to
add an extra edge to keep exciting, intriguing and
very listenable. ‘The Lawless Hunter’ is a great
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IRON MAN

SHADOW KINGDOM RECORDS

1994

1999

VINYL REISSUES
THE PASSAGE
Being slow, fuzzy, and under-appreciated seems
like the crucial criteria for albums being reissued on vinyl nowadays; three things that can
be ticked off against the name Iron Man without
a moment’s hesitation. The Maryland doomsters got their start in the early ‘90s, releasing
debut album “Black Night” in 1993 before moving onto this, their sophomore effort, two years
later. Still taking most of their musical cues
from Black Sabbath (they formed as a Sabbath
cover band) and Pentagram, “The Passage”
saw a honing of those influences into a more
distinctive and powerful whole.
With a classic sound that owes much to the
warm, surging riffing of Tony Iommi and Victor
Griffin, as well as the deep bass backing of their
respective bands, Iron Man rarely resolve to
trudge along at forlorn paces, but instead inject
a lot of bounce and swagger into their doom
metal. Choice cuts such as ‘The Fury’ and ‘Iron
Warrior’ include more energetic guitar playing
from Al Morris that sometimes verges on stoner
rock with its downpicked buzz, contrasting with
more oppressive sounds straight from the classic doom book on ‘Harvest of Earth’ and ‘Time
of Indecision’. Dan Michalak joins the band for
his first album, happily avoiding any copycat
vocals and providing drama and focus amongst
the low-down grooves. The focus is the guitar,
yet the drums occasionally stand out too, like
in the instrumental sections of ‘Iron Warrior’,
though Gary Isom always does a good job of letting the riffs speak for themselves.
The balance of quality on such albums as “The
Passage” is usually judged not only according to
whether the music is enjoyable, but also on the
grounds of creativity. Doom metal bands, particularly many from the ‘90s Maryland scene,
have often been seen as backward-looking,
plagiarizing a narrow range of ideas from the
style’s originators, which can certainly be seen
in the way Iron Man borrow a “Vol. 4” riff and
verse in ‘Unjust Reform’ or pilfer from Pentagram’s debut in the (admittedly gorgeous)
harmonized riff from ‘Time of Indecision’. However, these moments are mostly enjoyable, if
intensely familiar, while ‘Freedom Fighters’
does its own thing, importing a Middle Eastern atmosphere by way of a distorted vocal and
supporting acoustic guitar. The two longer songs
both give off a pleasantly epic vibe, plus the two
instrumentals keep things from becoming too
repetitive, and even the minuscule ‘The Gargoyle’ has its place.
There’s a reason why so many bands have
revisited the classic doom sound with so much
enthusiasm and Iron Man captured the instinctive appeal of the genre on “The Passage”
without entirely giving in to idol worship. There’s
also a reason why vinyl reissues are so popular
these days and that’s because some kinds of
music sound great in the format - another thing
that Iron Man understand totally.
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GENERATION VOID
If one accepts that they sound a lot like early Black
Sabbath their music should prove enjoyable, if
uncomplicated. One should also understand why
Shadow Kingdom opted to re-release “Generation Void” on 12” vinyl, since the noisy, dirty guitar
riffs and drums stolen from 1972 should come
across as totally authentic in the format. Originally
released in 1999, a whopping five years after the
impressive “The Passage” and featuring even more
line-up changes, “Generation Void” sounds looser
in songwriting and closer to the original doom
metal template.
Al Morris III managed to find an even more classic
guitar tone for this album, creaking and grooving through riffs that stink so much of analogue
that you practically get a whiff of Tony Iommi’s
shirt into the deal. The riffs he plays owe a small
debt to stoner rock as well as Sabbath and Pentagram, though his solos are straight from the book
of the latter band’s Victor Griffin, blues scale jamming and all. He is ably backed up by an enormous
bass guitar played by a woman known only as Ginger, who spends her only Iron Man album churning
out massive surges of fuzz that must surely have
destroyed PAs up and down the country when
played live. It’s disappointing to note that Dan
Michalak, who was the focal point of the preceding
album, is unfocused and unrefined, adding slightly
to the nostalgic feel of the album though not finding
his own voice or commanding the songs. The other
new face Vic Tomaso is rarely given space to shine
except in the closing ‘Juggernaut’, which builds up
a lurching groove before giving him several minutes
for a drum solo.
As with “The Passage”, this album has quite
a mixture of songs, including short instrumental interludes (‘Ironica Blue’ and ‘Juggernaut’) and
many different lyrical topics, ranging from disaffected youth in the title track to serial killers in
‘Boston Strangler’ to Alexander the Great in ‘King
of Kings’. The quality varies little between songs,
although ‘Forever Yours’ and ‘Generation Void’ have
the most subtle and convincing performances,
while ‘As the Gods Have Spoken’ and ‘Survivor’
both jar due to repetitive guitar work and a poor
performance from Michalak. ‘Winds of Change’
provides a nice - err... change - to the low grooves,
incorporating acoustic guitars and a gentler pace,
making it a well-positioned ballad considering the
number of full-fat doom songs surrounding it. However, what generally holds the album back from
being great instead of merely solid is that there
are few creative touches to differentiate songs
from one another: they are all cut from the same
cloth and leave only a mild impression once they
have passed.
Iron Man produced plenty of good music in the
1990s and continue to journey down their classic doom path, though “Generation Void” does not
represent the pinnacle of their achievements. Nevertheless, wouldn’t it be fun to play this really
loud to see if the bass could make the sofa vibrate
across the living room? It sure would.
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example of this also incorporating excellent drum
structure to make it a track that stands out as one
of the albums highlights. This effective and fluid
mixture of styles is only one of the many factors
that separates them from the pack; the hordes of
other emerging black metal artists still struggling
to hone their own particular style.
‘The Wolves Chant’ is a surprisingly top notch
instrumental. It utilizes pianos, cellos (and other
instruments I’m unable to decipher at this moment
in time) for a full bodied, highly effective aura,
boasting a quality I wasn’t expecting to have fill the
space betwixt my ears, to be honest. The heavily
accented vocal style, courtesy of Tino Büttner, fits
the music perfectly though is more of funeral doom
origins than perhaps a style associated more with
either traditional black or death. To answer the
question; would I recommend this? If you haven’t
already guessed the answer is a huge YES! Without
any reservations. “Aeon” is an album that delivers
from start to finish. An amazing find to be honest.
A collaboration of tracks that deserves its place
amongst anyone’s collection of most prized death/
black hybrid releases. “Aeon” bodes extremely well
for both the future of Invoker and the love of the
genre, no matter the moniker this release is most
likely to be labelled with in the very near future.
This is a must listen, a release that needs to be
sought out and an act that deserve attention.
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IRON SLAUGHT

CRUSADING METAL MERCENARIES
ARMÉE DE LA MORT RECORDS

Out of nowhere, the French
trio Iron Slaught releases
their debut full-length album
with a suggestive title
aiming their guns for a traditional heavy / speed metal
sonority full of influences from the early 80’s.
Nevertheless, I feel that the opener ‘Battle Ready’
with all the Manilla Road, Omen and Manowar
affinities does not represent or possess the “fury”
stamp that the rest of the album has with songs
like ‘Demonic Possession’, ‘Straight For Hell’,
‘Inquisition’ or the keen last song, ‘High Grade
Metal’. With this, I’m not saying that it shouldn’t
be on the album, I just feel that, as an opener,
they sound restrained and sets the bar slightly
lower than the rest of the material, which has full
charge riffing attacks (thus the speed sometimes
almost thrash metal influenced) or a broader vocal
approach by the charismatic vocalist. With this
initial and abrupt criticism, I’m probably not being
fair with the trio because in fact they are one of
the few newer acts that have summoned perfectly the essence and enthusiasm of heavy metal
of the early days. They take influences from the
already mentioned bands, and blend them with
other acts like Savage Grace, Exciter, Iron Maiden,
Running Wild, Heavy Load or Metalucifer accomplishing the respectable feat of without prior notice
(no demo, ep or whatever) release an album that
will appeal to all old school metal fans and set the
right path for the younger generation. The band is
proficient in rambling between strong heavy metal
structures, solos and violent riffing attacks that
provide enough belligerence to satisfy also fans of
more aggressive metal forms. This constant feeling of variety together with the dynamic vocals of
Iron Jérémy (he has a solid harsh vociferation that
deviates to high shrieks á la speed/power metal or
chorus raids together with the bass player Arixon
or even clean singing) are the focal points of Iron
Slaught’s music. The trio is skilled in composing songs that not only stick on one’s head easily
but also are in fact a solid guide about the science of writing simple material with just the right
dose of hooks to turn it memorable without sounding forced whatsoever. This is a recommended
acquisition for heavy/speed metal fans, despite its
small running time (30 minutes spread in 6 songs)
and unrepresentative opener.

7.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

ISOLE

THE CALM HUNTER
CYCLONE EMPIRE

Over a surprisingly long
career (they started as Forlorn in 1991), Isole have put
together a quantity of epic
doom releases that adhere
to the austere and thoughtful tenets of the genre without shirking heavy riffs
or injections of pace. Prone to a more progressive
style of songwriting than masters of epic doom like
Candlemass and Solitude Aeturnus, Isole heap a
lot of content into their songs, which makes “The
Calm Hunter” a dense and lengthy listen even at
only 51 minutes.
What this album draws closer to is a more
boisterous and less reverent - though equally sorrow-filled - travel through doom’s heartlands of
woe and regret as imagined by Swallow the Sun
and October Tide in the 21st century. Guitars chug
heartily, death growls meet monkish croons and
choir-boy cleans, while some sections leap off the
track and scramble down a hillside at pace. The
important thing here is to recognize that Isole are
not following the established rules of this style,
but attempting to introduce some new features
and add excitement, though not at the expense
of losing the sombre mood. This is immediately
apparent from the way the title track skips off its
marks instead of building atmosphere or opening gradually, while ‘The Eye of Light’ and ‘Dead to
Me’ also bear marks of the same character.
These energetic insertions generally work well,
giving ballast to the songs and driving the compositions forward, especially in the case of the
powerful riffs of ‘The Eye of Light’, which gain
atmosphere from the vocal melody, creating a perfect balance between the two key elements. The
way that riffs begin to branch out during a song
is another impressive feature, occasionally setting out in one direction at the beginning of the
song and returning later in slightly altered form.
This may be a result of the band’s tendency to use
song dynamics to affect the emotions generated,
so some of the pieces here build intensity towards
the end, while others wind down in gentler style.
Also present on this album are several melodic
moments that flurry around the basic song chassis in a manner that sometimes makes one think
of melodeath (as in ‘Dead to Me’) but often sound
menacing or ethereal in a true doom sense, like
during ‘Perdition’. These are very effective, either
breaking up the occasionally plodding traditional
doom fare and lifting the mood or crushing down
harder to produce feelings of loss and despair.
A prominent feature of the band’s sound has
always been the transition between heavy and
clean parts, though these are not used successfully throughout the album. Due to a progressive
structuring in some songs, clean parts can
appear too suddenly or remain for too long, causing songs such as ‘Alone in Silence’ to lose steam
and become easy to forget. The lack of truly
memorable vocal parts also dogs certain songs,
since neither clean nor harsh vocals have a distinct quality to them, while the sections that are
sparser musically would benefit from a powerful
doom singer like Robert Lowe to add some emotion and grandiosity. That said, when the clean
vocals follow the riffs and the harsh vocals erupt
with anger during ‘Into Oblivion’, the combination
is hard to fault.
“The Calm Hunter” is not an immediately accessible album, partly due to its deviations from the
doom metal norm, though it grows more potent
with each listen and some of the odd structures
begin to reveal their merits. Hardest to follow is
the title track, although that probably has the
best ideas among the songs here, while ‘The
Eye of Light’ is a more instant highlight. Daring
to keep doom metal relevant without forgetting
their predecessors, Isole continue to push forward strongly.

8 | EDMUND MORTON

KALEDON

LEGEND OF THE FORGOTTEN REIGN
- CHAPTER IV: TWILIGHT OF THE
GODS [REISSUE]
SCARLET RECORDS

Taking their sound to it’s
fullest extreme, Italian
symphonic power metal
masters Kaledon have furthered the exploration of
their epic sound while continually adding more and more melodic elements
to create one of the finest hallmarks of the Italian symphonic sound. Being the last record with
vocalist Claudio Conti before being replaced by
Marco Palazzi, the group’s fourth full-length ‘Legend of the Forgotten Reign - Chapter IV: Twilight
of the Gods’ was originally released in 2006 on
Mythic Silence with a reissue now on Scarlet
Records with two re-recorded tracks featuring the
new line-up.
This is such a frantic and explosive mixture of
traditional Italian symphonic power metal that
there’s very little doubt about the album’s origins.
Tracks like ‘The Holy Water’, ‘Clash of the Titans’
and ‘Eyes of Fire’ take their penchant for utilizing
the strong, swirling riff-work and furious speedmetal tempos to their grandest extremes as the
assault is laced throughout in grand fashion for
glorious symphonic-laden work. Given a boost by
driving the speed-drenched patterns with blaring
keyboards, majestic choirs and pounding double-bass blasting drumming there’s a bombastic
quality to the epic rhythms here with the basic
attack replicating that country’s most famous
acts. Added alongside this bombastic nature is a
great amount of harmonic melodies throughout
as ‘Hell on Earth’, ‘War Plans’ and ‘Into the Fog’
introduce a memorable sense of highly-melodic
series of riffing into the attack which simply aids
this along in determining that symphonic-laden

approach that the country is known for. That
alone might be the album’s greatest weakness
as well, though, since this one tends to play just
about everything so obviously and intentionally as a part of the style that it becomes lumped
into the clichés of the scene without trying at all.
Every hallmark is explored, from furious speeddrenched moshers loaded with bombastic, epic
hymns and relentless tempos, slow-downed ballads and cheesy fantasy-based lyrics that all
manage to still make this one incredibly listenable
for the most part.
There’s nothing about this one that strikes as
memorable, original or creative at all within the
style or even their country’s particular releases
yet this one is such a fun and highly enjoyable listen that it overcomes so much of this it becomes
a mandatory listen solely for that crowd who can’t
take enough of the style while those who can’t
take the cheese featured here should avoid this
at all cost.

7.5 | DON ANELLI

KEEP OF KALESSIN
EPISTEMOLOGY
INDIE RECORDINGS

Strange that this is my first
taste of Keep of Kalessin as
they’ve been around close
to twenty years and have
received more than merely a
truckload of positive reviews
on their past discography. Thebon’s recent departure is more than a mite controversial. As a long
time vocalist and contributor to the bands more
recent style he’s helped their fan base to explode
and the music to mature. In regards to “Epistemology” I can’t compare it to past material, as
again this is my first experience, but I’ll endeavour
to give it an unbiased opinion based on its merit.
From the very first its apparent that the listener

is in for a fantastic ride, or journey if you prefer,
the first indication is that the tracks are lengthy,
most upwards of the seven-minute mark. Fear
not however, as the music itself is a stylistic mixture of black, melodic death and progressive
metal crafted with attention to both detail and
keeping the listener’s attention. In essence “Epistemology” is a boiling pot of styles/ ingredients
engineered to form what many refer to as epic
metal, also a damn sight easier to use as a moniker if truth be told!
Following a brief introduction ‘The Spiritual Relief’
bursts out of the gate as if propelled by the winds
of hell, sporting a blast beat attitude any fan of
the black/death metal realm will be able to appreciate. The track soon shows the bands diversity
by adding symphonic and atmospheric elements,
which work very well. An impressive start to an
album that continues to enthral with its addictive nature. ‘Universal Core’ is a favourite of mine.
Its frenetic, unforgiving, industrial machine like vibe puts me in mind of ‘Psalm 69’ era Ministry
cloaked with black metal sensibilities.
The coalescing of all these elements throughout bring to mind a variety of different acts from
across the metal spectrum. At the forefront of the
list is The Devin - Strapping Young Lad - Townsend
Project which also boasts a progressive / ambient
rock vibe rather than a style that can be easily pigeonholed. Keep of Kalessin are an act who
aren’t afraid to dabble in a slew of traditional genres, borrowing from each, in order to conjure the
end product that they originally envisioned. Theirs
is a style also makes me think of Amorphis and
in other moments a darker Opeth with more an
emphasis on dark atmosphere, intriguing guitar
passages and catchy rhythm structures.
Closing the album with the title track (unless
you’re lucky enough to be able to locate the
bonus track version) Keep of Kalessin have managed to solidify a release that offers a wide

technicolor sonic scape of styles and delivers
quality in spades, pulling off what many have
only attempted and at best achieved only competently in the past. Recommended for an audience
with an open mind, or alternatively those that can
comprehend a damn solid release when they hear
it regardless of categorization. This is an album
you’ll want to spinning all day as it easily lives up
to repeated listens.
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KRIGSGRAV

THE CARRION FIELDS
NATURMACHT PRODUCTIONS

Krigsgrav, Swedish for “War
Grave”, is a melodic black
metal band from Texas,
of all places. Their 2014
album’s title, “The Carrion Fields”, leaves little to
the imagination with regards to the subject of the
piece. It’s a unique take on metal and black metal.
There are a lot of acoustic interludes that let the
mind wander, and the feel of the album overall
reminds me of what Burzum might have become.
Vocals are relatively few, but they are decent. Not
great, not bad, just decent.
Also present throughout the album is a cold, sort
of minimalist feel. A few sections are a bit cheesy,
like 70s-80s rock type riffs, but these were rare
enough that I could pretty much ignore them. The
album is also not without its epic moments! And
I really did enjoy the arpeggiated sections in ‘Cold
Wounds of Virtue’. That song might have been the
best in the album. Overall, “The Carrion Fields” is
a neat little album, not nearly as dark or compelling as what I had hoped for. In fact, it’s not even
quite as metal as I’m used to... it was a very postmetal or even acoustic effort. It’s worth a listen,
but don’t expect a masterpiece.

7.5 | ALEX ROSS

LATITUDE EGRESS
TO TAKE UP THE CROSS
ART OF PROPAGANDA

This is the debut offering
from Latitude Egress. Niklas
(aka Nerrath) has done previous work under the name
of Licht Erlischt and again
he performs everything on
this album. So let’s see what lies inside this darkened mind. From the opening riff it’s a grey moody
atmospheric trip. It took me a while to become
accustomed to the clean torturous vocals, it’s a
harrowing experience. There are also no keyboards
at all on this album which puts the emphasis on the
leads to carry emotional tension and ambience on
each song. This is doom metal but it sways in and
out of the genre and tries to strain it’s capabilities
and boundaries. ‘To Walk at the hands of a Dial’ has
some emotional drum patterns, slow and mournful
they carry each segment of music along. It’s a very
depressing experience and the overall leads are sad
and make you think about the bad things in your life
like a twisted storyboard of one’s past. ‘To Tread on
loose Boardwalks’ has a slow painful start, guitars
dwell in a slumber. Clean vocals and death grunts
entwine to paint a harrowing picture.
The sound production is good and a little high in
frequency in small places I found strained my
ears. I like the notes of the bass that flow effortlessly through each song. Slow sea sounds drift
in on ‘To Restore the pride of Petravore’ accompanied by acoustic passages. It’s a pretty morbid
affair, one filled with sorrow and pity. I was not too
sure when I first heard the opening song but it’s
a pretty solid work and a brave effort to try something different. Songs reach over eight minutes so
it needs to be effective and have enough variety to
keep the listener actively listening. If you are into
doom with a little twist and exploration then it will
be worthwhile to have a listen to this.

7.5 | RICCARDO VERONESE

LOCUS TITANIC FUNUS
CASTUS LACRIMA
ANOTHER SIDE RECORDS

One of my favourite things
about the modern metal
scene is just how unexpected it can be. We expect
the traditional style of black
metal to come from Norway,
chilling and evil black metal to come from Finland,
we expect death metal from the US, and from
eastern Europe we tend to expect pagan metal
or similar. For this reason, I was pleased to find
a serious gothic effort from Russia. Locus Titanic
Funus seems to find its home in Moscow, so don’t
let the Latin titles fool you - these guys are pretty
much Russian through and through in their lyrics.
I can describe the album overall as lugubrious. It’s
lethargically slow from beginning to end, and while
interesting, it’s not the greatest take on gothic
metal in my mind. Furthermore, the gurgled male
vocals just aren’t my thing. It makes the album feel
a bit overdramatic, perhaps even corny. It’s when
the female vocals pick up that the album takes a
turn for the better. Buzzing guitar in the background
and piano progressions are a few of the high points
in the album, but I fear that they’re just not enough
to make it a great. There’s promise, but the lack of
energy and the vocals just didn’t cut it for me.

5.5 | ALEX ROSS

MASK OF SATAN

SILENT SERVANTS - CHANTS OF
LOVECRAFTIAN HORROR
STAR SPAWN SOCIETY

Lurking in the Finnish underground scene
for just a couple of years,
this trio submerges in the
rotten, obscure and cryptic world of HP Lovecraft.
Although not being a new topic in metal bands, I
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MALEVOLENT CREATION
DEAD MAN’S PATH
CENTURY MEDIA

With a legacy back to the genre’s inception,
Floridian death metal legends Malevolent Creation have endured harder and longer than most
with one of the strongest collection of albums in
the scene that truly continues on “Dead Man’s
Path”. Graced with returning drummer Justin
DiPinto and a charged focus in the five-year gap
between releases, the groups’ celebrated twelfth
full-length album is released on their new label,
Century Media.
As is to be expected, this one is a crushingly
heavy and dynamic old-school style death
metal album straight from the swamps of Florida, giving this a mostly stereotypical sound
and approach. The album has the rabid, fervent
near-thrash riffing of ‘Soul Razor’, ‘Imperium
(Kill Force Rising)’ and ‘Extinction Personified’
that manages to evoke plenty of technically-proficient rhythms and ferocious charging patterns
that are given plenty of room to breathe within
the tight patterns. This old-school approach is
quite prominent as the band dives through thrash
rhythms at frantic tempos, and is merged with
a tight backbone of sprawling tempos to off-set
the aggression with deep, churning riff-work and
relentless drumming as in ‘Corporate Weaponry’
and ‘Blood of the Fallen’. With such a strong,
even mixture between these styles and generating quite an enjoyable attack by alternating
these tempos so well in the running order that
the album tends to swarm through it’s paces
with seeming ease, it’s quite an effective blast
that offers up very little to dislike overall here
except in one minor area that continually showcases itself in the music. This one is so strongly
and effectively evocative of their sound that it’s
really hard to tell the tracks apart at times as
they loose themselves within that familiar blur
of swampy riffing and technical thrashing that’s
been apart of their work from the beginning, and
it can cause this to drop off at times. Still, it
barely registers at all and doesn’t impact it much.
By getting this overall stylistic and fervent
approach to the forefront in yet another utterly
strong and dominating release, there’s so little to
dislike here which mainly comes from being too
similar to their past works that it still remains a
top choice for any fervent fan of their past catalogue, old-school death aficionados or those
looking for more of the same from these legends.
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must confess that it’s a subject close to my heart
and soul and thus makes it a bit more interesting especially because usually bands tend to have
a slightly more obscure sonority. Mask of Satan
has all the elements to create a dense mid paced
death metal scenario full of stinky putrid creatures
summoned by an ambitious rhythmic section and
a reasonably deep guttural approach. There are
a few synth based deviations like the instrumental piece ‘Daemon Invocations’ that impregnates
a mysterious edge to the record, ‘Death Lives in
the Cellar of Mr West’ with its sort of cryptic horror movie samples and ‘Lurker at the Threshold’
which starts with a typical Impaled Nazarene chaotic goat laughter and sabbath alike atmosphere.
“Silent Servants” needs some extra spins to grow
on the listener due to the dense ambience and to

entangle all rhythmic changes and guitar twists.
With this, I’m not implying that it’s utterly deviant, twisted or technical, quite the opposite, the
trio keep things simple and old school yet with a
fair share of nuances and song structures to create an intriguing and engaging record, if given the
necessary time to grow. That’s probably the main
issue on this debut for some, it’s too demanding and despite singular sections here and there,
like the atypical riffs on ‘Drawn Through Nameless
Aeons’ or the hazy guitar melodies of ‘Thousand
Young’, as a whole it needed a bit more juice to
catapult Mask of Satan to an higher league. Even
so, I must confess that “Silent Servants...” has its
own enigmatic charm, taking advantage of muddy
growling chants, dark atmospheres and random
stand out moments, particularly on the guitars. If
you like your death metal mid paced with enough
obscurity to create somber atmospheres, Mask of
Satan might fulfil all your needs.

7 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

MAYFAIR

MY GHOST INSIDE
PURE PROG RECORDS

Mayfair are one of those
bands that are constantly
juggling with interest of those
who know them. Always on
the verge of not sounding
alluring enough, the listeners are often compelled to give ‘em another chance.
Their music is called progressive metal, too, and
they perhaps deserve to be called that way, as
some others definitely don’t, but it is not their
fault after all. After predecessor, which was bland
at very best, Mayfair have released quite powerful album (for their standards). It can be viewed
from many aspects. One is that the whole thing is
actually a wordplay. “My Ghost Inside” could literally mean, that they have Ghost (the band) inside,
as titletrack sounds like a leftover from “Meliora”
sessions. The vocal line is identical to vocal line of
Papa from one of “Meliora” tracks (readers could
check for themselves). This could work to band’s
disadvantage, because on the first listen, this track
stands out from the others like The Great Pyramide on a Giza platform. Only with a fair number
of repeated listenings could others rejoin, but the
difference is still palpable. In a way it is nice to see
that Mayfair members are actually Ghost fans, but
the rest of the songs actually pales acutely in comparison with title song. The rest of material on the
album is melancholy in various sub-forms, to lesser
extent upbeat, and to greater extent downbeat,
heavily braked or plain slow. Still, the short opener
‘Loss’ and appropriately entitled ‘Desert’ are fine
tracks as are German tongued ‘Schrei es raus’ and
‘Boom’. Mayfair sound very “post” from beginning of their career, they also embrace something
of a shoegaze atmosphere. They opt for sparseness, delicateness, killer riffs are seldom heard,
vocalist can also be accompanied in a singer/songwriter style and they have adopted “less is more”
approach quite successfully. Although this is very
tricky terrain - the results can be terrifyingly drab
and could only be suitable to very narrow range of
metal listeners - Austrians manage to pull it away
somehow and despite towering appearance of title
track album functions with some sort of cohesion.
The biggest “minus punkt” is that on a few tracks
they sound a tad too much like Slovenian band Siddharta, which play modern rock with metal touches
and are very radio-friendly.

7.5 | NENAD KOBAL

MEFISTO
2.0.1.6.

VIC RECORDS

When I got the first news
about the ancient Swedish
gods Mefisto were reforming
with the complete original three piece line up,
I couldn’t believe it! One

of my favourite demo bands was reforming and
finally recording their proper and well deserved
debut album (as Pentagram Chile did a couple of years ago with such a brilliant result!). My
memories ran back to my old tape trading days,
even remembering when my friend Chuck Keller
of Order From Chaos fame (now Ares Kingdom)
dubbed me both Mefisto demo tapes... just genius
extreme music. So my expectations on this album
were so high, but I must admit I’m a bit disappointed, some of the magic was gone, only three
tunes from their legendary demos were re-recorded, in my opinion, the best move would be an
extra disc with all the demo tracks re-recorded,
only featuring brand new tunes in the proper
album (as Pentagram Chile did it). Is great to listen proper full studio renditions to the classics
‘Act dead’, ‘Frost of Inferno’ and the ‘The Puzzle’, but there is a lack intensity as the raw 80’s
demo tapes, the new tunes are well structured,
in the vein of their early compositions but again
they fail in the intensity, may the production or the
mix affected the final result, because the intricate
riffs of Omar Ahmed, the thunderous drumming of
Roberto Granath and the bulldozing bass of Sandro Cajander are almost untouched by time, but
my first demur comes on Sandro vocals, they are
not so hellish as back then, even his voice sounds
so processed and the guitar sound isn’t intense
as in the demos. But please don’t misunderstand
me, “2.0.1.6.” is not a bad album, on the contrary,
it’s a very enjoyable album, with (new) tunes like
‘Deathrace’, ‘Void’ or ‘Hate consumes me’ beating your head against the wall, but I was expecting
more for a legendary band.

7 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

MENIN

LORD OF PAIN [EP]
DOOM STEW RECORDS

Second release for the
young US label Doom
Stew Records, which
previously unveiled a tremendous debut album from
Brume. Not as overwhelming as their label mates, Menin are still able to
keep things well packed and interesting on this
23 minute EP, properly titled “Lord of Pain”. The
quartet uses doom/stoner structures and tempos
with the heaviness of sludge to expand the levels of aggression and rawness while rocking at
the same time, like on the instrumental 7 minute closer ‘Mercer’. This blend turns them quite
dynamic and dramatic throughout the album,
especially instrumentally, which is where the juice
and heaviness is coming from. Comprised by
two drummers, I can assure you that you will be
entrenched by the extra punch and liveness that
they manage to spawn and by the way how Chris
Gray, behind the console as producer at Revolver
Studios, absorbed it, almost like being a living
organism. “Lord of Pain” is mostly hypnotic with
Chris leading the pack with a heavy and diverse
vocal approach, fitting his style according to the
demands of the song, from visceral to spoken to
grunt to chant sections. Nevertheless the title
track is probably the most sober and direct to the
point on the EP, having strong links to both doom
and stoner metal while ‘Logrus’ and ‘Mercer’
sound more experimental, bewitching, hypnotic,
drug induced and sci-fi related. ‘Logrus’ starts
with a tribal, ritualistic percussion that is sliced
randomly by short guitar and bass notes until
Chris starts expressing his hate in a surprisingly
almost Indian sort of way. At the middle, twists
completely towards a The Doors infused expressionism just to be lacerated by constant wha
wha guitar effects. ‘Mercer’ is a gentle beast that
seeks again shelter on slow stoner tempos that
progressively gain a thunderous and dominant
edge with semi discordant riffing patterns.
Menin are just scratching the surface with the
short EP “Lord of Pain” and while they don’t
release a full-length record, it manages to satiate

our thirst for wicked doom metal even if it gives the
impression that the EP is divided into two sections,
the conservative and the more experimental one.

7.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

MESMUR
MESMUR
CODE666

So begins this monstrous
adventure... Musically they
describe it as “isolation and
paranoia, to death and loss,
to cosmic cataclysm and the
destruction of human society, and the album as a whole carries an almost
Lovecraftian feeling of hopelessness for humanity
in the face of uncontrollable horrors”. Code666 are
the label providing us with this funeral doom feast
hailing from North Carolina, with the album just
under fifty minutes.
The first song ‘Dedication’ is huge. Massively
depressing sounding guitars cascade upon your
soul, it’s an extremely well presented opening song. There are so many elements to enjoy
that it’s a wonder it’s under ten minutes. The
quiet passages are beautifully crafted and nothing dwells for too long. Chris G’s vocals are deep
and lie on top of the music like a rotten blanket
of blackness. Emotion pours out of every part of
him, fans of Evoken will particularly be drawn to
this. The second song ‘Lapse’ has a faster pace to
it, but still has a falling crushing feel to it. Maybe
for me the weakest track on the album as I was
so down from the first one. ‘Abnegate’ starts with
piano and mournful grey clouds float past my window as I listen to this. Leads and guitar crash in
and we descend once again into misery. Drums
pound away to the beat of decaying vocals. I’m
really digging the drums on this album, Alkurion
has done a great job here keeping the tempo at a
deadly slow march. This is not pleasant to listen to
at all, one feels nothing but gloom on this journey.
The use of synths is not overwhelming but adds
substance to the songs. Spooky dream like acoustic sounds float between the riffs. The riffs
themselves are long chords that hang in the air
as if they are vultures awaiting their next carcass
to devour. The last song ‘Osmosis’ has an almost
cosmic transcendence dream like feel to it. Quiet
vocals accompany the synths before it explodes
into a montage of funeral doom that penetrates
ears and mind. At the end you are left drained and
helpless wanting to travel back and experience it
again. A highly mournful and delicate album which
challenges your inner self. Highly recommended
to funeral fans.

8.5 | RICCARDO VERONESE

METAL CHURCH
XI

NUCLEAR BLAST

With Mike Howe back
among the fold, some loyal
Metal Church fans might be
hankering for a return to the
lofty songwriting heights of
“Hanging in the Balance”,
though those same fans should also remember
that the San Franciscans haven’t released a truly
great album in the 22 years since that milestone.
Things start off promisingly with the speedy riffing of ‘Reset’ and a nice chorus in ‘No Tomorrow’,
for which a video has been made. Nevertheless,
things go awry during the album, particularly in
the second half, where there is too much filler and
several songs that feel overly lengthy.
The main issue with post-reformation Metal
Church seems to be the band’s lack of a killer
edge, and that’s just how “XI” feels too. There is
plenty of promise shown during most of the songs,
but that promise is rarely converted to make the
whole song gripping and worthwhile. Aside from
the straight-to-the-point ‘Reset’ and the more
atmospheric ‘Shadow’, many of the songs include
clean or acoustic introductions that merely wait

for the rest of the song to come in, instead of
building tension as intended. That six of the 11
songs exceed five minutes in length should indicate that the band are in no rush, but happy to
plod through at half the pace that excitement
requires. Upon reaching the final stretch of the
album, the tedium becomes almost unbearable,
as ‘Blow Your Mind’ creeps into the better ‘Soul
Eating Machine’ and then the album concludes
with two of its weakest songs.
It’s distressing to watch the band at times, especially to notice how worryingly few musical ideas
are packed into some of the overlong compositions, like the flavourless riffs of ‘Needle &
Suture’, the ineffective suspense of ‘It Waits’, or
the simple agony of waiting for something to happen during ‘Sky Falls In’ and ‘Blow Your Mind’.
Though not quite in the same musical vein, some
of the songs are reminiscent of Metallica’s “Death
Magnetic” album, since those also carried some
excess weight though rarely contained more than
three riffs apiece. Also like that album, the instrumental sounds on “XI” are all carefully mixed and
well-chosen, giving a lot of crunch to Kurdt Vanderhoof’s rhythm guitar, more fluency to Rick van
Zandt’s lead, a welcome focus on Steve Unger’s bass, and a sharp drum sound for Jeff Plate.
If there were many inspired riffs and instrumental sections, there would be the potential for a very
powerful album; however, none of those musicians
manage to put the advantage to good use and it
falls to Mike Howe to take the lead.
Largely due to Howe’s charismatic performance,
some of the songs manage to pull themselves
out of the void of inspiration, since he adds some
original vocal lines to ‘Needle & Suture’, pulls off
the creepy, quiet verses of ‘Shadow’, and belts
out some decent choruses. His familiar snarl
is perhaps more pronounced than ever, making a rather ordinary set of lyrics more believable
and dynamic. That said, he isn’t able to save all
of the songs, resulting in ‘Blow Your Mind’ and
also ‘It Waits’ (the two weakest songs) possessing unintentionally funny lyrics, since the former
promises “Going to blow your mind / If you have
the time” and the latter “Still it waits for you” so
many times that you begin to wonder just when
your mind will be blown and how long you need
to wait. That means that if you’re in the right
mood, you can still have a good time with “XI”
even though it isn’t Metal Church’s best, with
only several good songs to offer and an altogether
excessive playing time.
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MINNERIKET

AN ALL TOO HUMAN HEART [SINGLE]
AKSLEN BLACK ART RECORDS

“Hvis Lyset Tar Oss”
together with “De Mysteriis
Dom Sathanas” changed my
perspective of Black Metal
back in 1994; I wonder how
many hundreds of times
both albums played on my stereo... Anyway, 1994
was a glorious year for Black Metal and a turning point for myself as a 17-year-old youngster
that until more or less that period was mostly into
death and thrash metal with a few exceptions, like
Venom, Bathory, Celtic Frost or Darkthrone.
Stein Akslen, the sole member of Minneriket,
shares my fascination for Burzum and unleashes
after his tribute album to that particular band
entitled “From the Veins of a Nearly Dead Boy”,
a single showing what we can expect from the
band’s fourth full-length album “Anima Sola” to
be out in the first days of 2018. Following the
same Norwegian one-man black metal band concept and picking up where he left on the previous
2016 album “Stjerner, speil og svartebøker...”, ‘An
All Too Human Heart’ is musically and production-wise more cruel, vicious and with a higher
degree of sonic impact courtesy of the mastering
services of Steve Nagasaki. Stein’s high-pitched
vocals have a deeper impact contrasting with

ON THE IMMINENCE OF A NEW ALBUM,
WE DIVE IN RETROSPECTIVE

MONOLITHE

DEBEMUR MORTI PRODUCTIONS

ZERO
“Zero” features two EPs, “Interlude Premier”
which came out in 2007 and “Interlude Second” in 2012. Now it has been released for the
first time on CD. We also have two cover versions
which are ‘Edges’ (Skepticism) and ‘So Sprach
Zarathustra’ (Sunrise). This one halts us in our
tracks at a massive 65 minutes, 36 minutes alone
for track four ‘Harmony of Null Matter’.
So it starts with strange ambient noises, small
acoustic parts build, synths and drums add as the
level gets higher. This is one of the cover versions
and it’s a familiar sound to most musicians as
you recognise the melody. After you have settled
in for the long haul comes the monstrous ‘Monolithic Pillars’ at nineteen minutes. It’s heavy,
atmospheric trying to capture your inner self. The
vocals are deep and penetrate through you, spoken samples are included in small passages
which is something different. Even different vocal
effects are used over machine gun riffs, it’s odd
but somehow works. I think the song has enough
changes in it to keep you hungry for more. The
production is really good and suits each members musical talents. The lead guitars flow in
and out, not too exciting but are there to accompany the other elements rather than take centre
stage. I enjoyed the riff at about sixteen minutes,
a great ending riff which is dark and meaty and
slides off into oblivion. ‘Edges’ is a solid cover
version of a Skepticism song, it’s got a massively
epic heaviness to it. The bass adds some much
needed weight to the riffs and leads are balanced
enough not to escape and stay within the frame of
the melody. ‘Harmony of Null Matter’ is a whopping 36 minutes. These guys really don’t pull any
punches when writing material of this length,
they must have tremendous belief in their work
to keep presenting mammoth songs. This has a
faster pace with the drums more prominent and
the bass drum pounding a rhythm over the atmospheric melody. It may be repetitive for some but
you have to bask in the waves of cosmic wonder.
The leads are winding and explore the rhythms
beneath. There is a mix of screams and deep guttural growls which add something different. It’s a
long painful song. It’s does keep the same feel for
most of it and there are small moments when the
rhythm changes. For fans this is a great opportunity to find out more about the band’s earlier work
and definitely worth getting your teeth into.

7.5 | RICCARDO VERONESE

the romanticized lyrics, and while instrumentally, there is an intrinsic melodic aura, it sounds
more down to earth than ever with sharp and
fast riffing and basic drum patterns. The drumming is probably the weakest point on ‘An All Too
Human Heart’ exhibiting at times an overly artificial (programmed drums) and basic side of
Minneriket that was delicately buried on the previous releases. Nevertheless, they go along nicely
with the relentless grim riffing patterns and the
extra dose of barbarian asperity that Stein’s voice
is now able to transmit. If you are up to a medley between Burzum and Darkthrone, Minneriket
is certainly for you.

7 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

2005

2014

II
Monolithe originate from France and offer us a
massive fifty minute montage all in one sitting.
This is the second album from them, the reissued version and once again the concept is about
the origin of mankind. While epic beginning synths
and guitars crash in, leads follow along while the
accordion marches it’s own death song accompanied by Richard’s death grunts. This definitely
gives you a feel of suffocation, it pulls you in and
leaves you lost searching for a way to end it all
with its long piece of music to digest in one take.
To keep yourself dedicated to just one song is hard
as a normal album shifts balance and gives you
breathing space. At about the twelve minute mark
the song is building and building, accordion and
synths keep rising taking you on a magnificent
dreamlike state. The actual tone of the guitar is
nice and with enough variety so you do not have to
wait for something to happen with the drums filling with enough punch and sounding quite strong.
Small acoustic parts come in briefly before disappearing suddenly. I found some parts a bit
disjointed where the song changes direction. On
bandcamp they state: “Monumental melodic riffs
intermingle with dissonant parts intended to mess
up all comprehending senses” which I guess its
really the general idea and it works to some extent.
The second half of the song is where I got lost and
found it hard to concentrate. It still had a large
overall presence and there are some great twin
leads that sway to and fro but I’m struggling to
find the vision in this section, perhaps it would
have been better if they had split it into two songs.
More acoustic follows and we are left with a
long cold ending album, eerie sounds play at our
senses and we drift off to a bleak river somewhere gently floating to meet our maker.
This was an experience to listen to and breath all
of this in one sitting, at the end you are left holding and clinging onto a some sort of existence. I
love the ending and it’s a great way to finish the
album. They definitely make you think about the
unknown and why we’re here on this blackened
earth. Any listeners out there into atmosphere
and huge works should give Monolithe a listen.
Patience and endurance are needed in abundance, be warned!
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MORBID SLAUGHTER
WICCA [EP]

BORIS RECORDS

As a fight that ends when
one of the contestants
knocks down its opponent with just two punches
in his fucking face, Morbid Slaughter hits hard with
the two black/thrash attack ‘Wicca’ and ‘Nightly
Breath of God’. Either the fistfight or EP leave,
nevertheless, not much for the commentator to
fill in than a whole sack of wordy bollocks!!! This
is crude, noisy, fast, simple, organic and straight
to the point the way a South American band is
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MYRKUR

DISSECTION

RELAPSE RECORDS

2015

M
To be honest, when I was preparing
to write this review it was a really
difficult time, because I have two
opposite points of view about this
project. The first one is about music
(the most important one), my musical opinion on this recording is it’s
really a very good album, with a
lot of atmosphere, like early Ulver,
mainly “Bergtatt” and “Kveldssanger”, with good acoustic parts,
hypnotic (female) chants, a lot of
Scandinavian folk music mixed with
metal and some grim parts. In just
a few words, has all the elements
to be an instant classic, everything
enhanced by the prodigious compositional and vocal talents of Amelie
Brunn (Myrkur). I had the chance
to listen her previous recording,
the self-titled EP, but it was a minimal advance of this phenomenal
sophomore. On the other face of the
coin, all the press coverage done
by the label, sometimes make me
thing it’s just another artificial project, created and managed by the

record labels only to make money,
don’t caring about the artist behind
it. Furthermore, if you check the artist’s background as a haute couture
model and singing rap then it makes
you think about the real intention
behind this project... But in the last
minute I’ve done some homework,
searching for more info, viewing
some videos and checking her latest updates and my opinion has
changed. Brunn is a real talented
and committed artist, and after listening a lot of times to this album
it has become one of my favourites
in the last year and one of the best
for this year ranking. I really enjoyed
it!! Additional facts on this great
recording: It was produced by Kriss
“Garm” Rygg from the Ulver fame
featuring Teloch from Mayhem on
guitars, Myrvoll on drums and guest
appearances of Haavard Jorgensen
from Ulver on acoustic guitar and
Chris Amott on additional guitars
on the song “Mordet”. Be not dead
serious and let the music flows...

9.5 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

usually expected to be! Not frequently had the
bands from Peru drawn my attention, but Morbid Slaughter is (as my local Dubliner community
expresses) “Good Alright”. Influences range from
the very early days of Bathory to old Destruction,
and that on its own is enough for a casual entertaining listening but I simply haven’t grasped
anything really special about this band, be it a
riff or any mind-blowing passage. Sticking to the
initial analogy in this review, they seem to have
picked a weak opponent by not showing any distinguishing feature (either with riffs, vocals, drums
or even production, which personally is what
pleased me the most), and lacking some challenge, any fight might seem a bit boring. On a side
note, their Full-Length presents a more varied set
that gives the listener a better idea of what this
band is up to. Bands like this are not common at
all in Peru, so I believe they must be really stirring
the pot over the Inca lands...

8 | DIEGO RODRIGUES

MUSSORGSKI

CREATIO COSMICAM BESTIAE
GODZ OV WAR PRODUCTIONS

Classic music have certainly
influenced metal bands during the years, some even
consider that from a composition stand point of
view there are some rules
followed by both metal musicians and classic
composers. The link between the Polish one-man
band Mussorgski and classic music is undeniable
but it is also with ambient, atmospheric music and
ultimately also black metal... Something understandable, especially if I tell you that the musician
behind this Polish act is no less than Khorzon from
the black metal band Arkona. “Creatio Cosmicam
Bestiae” marks the return after a five year hiatus
and reveals a very consistent development of their
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AMALIE USED ALL HER SPARE BRANCHES AND CREATED AN
ALBUM THAT SOUNDS HONEST AND DARKLY STIMULATING

MARERIDT
I never understood all the fuzz around
Myrkur and the controversy about if
she was legitimately into black metal.
I believe she was given much praise
and attention probably because
Myrkur is a one-woman black metal
band and thus Relapse pushed things
having in mind that is still unusual
and also because the debut album
had its share of well-known session
musicians (Mayhem, Ulver or Arch
Enemy) and produced by Garm from
Ulver. Ultimately, it was a solid debut.
Like Rodrigo, I was also divided
around giving the rightful merit to
Amalie simply because everything
seemed too artificial and forced
(how many rap/pop musicians do
you know that play black metal?)
despite being a good attempt of creating a wicked style of her own.
From that perspective, “Mareridt”
seems more honest from an artistic
point of view by seeing Amalie drifting away from her initial black metal
incursion towards the realm of Nordic folk wicked music in most of the
songs featured on this second album
with the aid of instruments like
piano, organ, violin, contrabass or
more traditional, singular ones like
Nyckelharpa or Jew’s harp. With the
exception being songs like the fast
grim paced ‘Maneblot’, ‘Elleskudt’
that wanders between fast rhythms
and emotional slower moments or

own sonority, especially taking in consideration
the debut album “In Harmony with the Universe”
released back in 1995 which showcase a band
lacking grandeur, vision and quite imperfect.
20 years have passed and Khorzon matured their
own composition and technical skills to the point
of being able to blend pure black metal charges
of energy (ranging from fast to tenebrous slow
rhythms) with ambient driven melodies, symphonic arrangements and a sense of indigenous
cosmic obscurity and rituality. This is not your typical furious symphonic black metal album á la
Limbonic Art or the superb Polish Profanum during
their “Profanum Aeternum - Eminence of Satanic
Imperial Art”, Khorzon utilizes frequently a different approach (especially on the second half)
almost to the point of not been able to categorize, if necessary, Mussorgski as a black metal
band. Instead, “Creatio Cosmicam Bestiae” is an
album that uses dark ambience to drown the listener into a multitude of rhythms and cosmic
dimensions, ranging from slow tortuous (i.e. ‘Key
to the Universe’ with its monstrous doom metal
structures and brute force) to frantic tempos (i.e.
‘Sabbathum in Perpetuum’ starts with a spoken passage that reminds Galadriel on Lord of the
Rings, exploding afterwards into a menacing drum
and riffing pace, and back again into ambient
almost cinematic state, and again into black metal
realms). Diversity is probably the key word to
define this third album, not only instrumentally but
also vocally, the range of vocalisations throughout is immense, from spoken, chanted, shrieked,
screeched, high pitched and even operatic in a
few occasions (besides Khorzon taking the lead
vocals, there is also two musicians involved on
the recording process of the vocals, Ronve and
Odo). Khorzon manages to defy your sense of
musicality and anticipation, especially on the second half of the record with songs like ‘Implanted
Consciousness’ (with its sci-fi threatening

‘Gladiatrix’ where she mixes faster
sections and tremolo picking riffs
with her emotive and dynamic singing style. ‘Maneblot’ stands probably
as the fiercest moment on the album
and leaves a sour sweet taste wishing she had refined Myrkur into that
vicious grim direction from start to
finish. What might grab the listener,
especially the black metal fans, is
the constant bleakness and somber
aura that most of the songs are able
to attain. ‘The Serpent’ has a slow
nefarious pattern that clashes with
her witty singing style and grim riffing while ‘Crown’ seems monstrous
and epic at first but slowly turns
into a dark rock sort of ballad with
a catchy female choir. With almost
40 minutes of length, “Mareridt” is
an album that constantly embraces
moods and emotions by the use of
chilling Nordic folk ambiances (‘De
Tre Piker’), Amalie’s sinister vocal
style full of transitions, a funereal
gothic atmosphere and a occasional
blink of the eye to metal patterns to
sustain a little foot grounded in black
metal. Ending with an uncomfortable
childish devilish Sméagol monologue (‘Børnehjem’) places her again
in the spotlight for another dose of
uncontrollable controversy probably because she is disseminating to
an alarmingly low level the metal elements on this second opus!

8 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

industrial atmosphere) or ‘Paradisum’, something that few albums manage to do so. Certainly
not an album for all, especially if you are not open
minded, but surely one that pushes the limits.

8.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

NAPALM DEATH

APEX PREDATOR - EASY MEAT
CENTURY MEDIA

To introduce Napalm Death
would be carrying coals to
Newcastle. This is especially
true because their fifteenth
studio album spits on experiments and one still wonders
how aggressive and enthusiastic these old boys
are. Those “metal” fans who never liked the band
will also hate “Apex Predator - Easy Meat”. Anyway, these guys have no clue. Napalm Death
still mix their unique cocktail of chaotic, anarchic, hyperventilating and sometimes ponderous
lines and rhythms. 98% of the non-metallic part
of mankind will say that “Napalm Death” is the
definition of everything that cannot be described
as music. Yet we, the experts of good music taste,
know it better. The formation from Birmingham
has created its own acoustic universe, definitely
noisy, revolutionary and totally uncompromising,
but exciting at the same time.
As always, it is not easy to realize that the chaos
is based on a solid structure. Blast beats, animalistic screams and sawing guitars shape an
almost indecipherable code of terror. The entire
album appears as a bloody lump of meat which is
as appetising as the meat on the album cover. It
needs some time to figure out individual features
of the single songs, but Napalm Death deliver
a certain degree of variation. ‘Hierarchies’, for
example, starts with some rumbling lines that roll
out the carpet for Barney’s inhuman articulation.
Rather slow, but hostile as hell. Anyway, suddenly

an almost “normally” singing choir shows up and
proves evidence that Napalm Death are able to
write interesting melodies. They just do not like to
do so. Just as a friendly reminder, this is Napalm
Death, not Europe. ‘Dead Slum Landlord’, to name
another example, is rather a desperate intermezzo
than a regular song. Its fairly melodic parts dominate and convey a slightly surrealistic mood. But
don’t be fooled. It goes without saying that the
album is mainly characterized by the erratic and
aggressive vandalism of the British dudes. Brutality is a pleasure as long as no one gets hurt.
Of course, this musical approach needs a vehement sound and therefore I appreciate the fact
that “Apex Predator - Easy Meat” does not lack
of pressure, transparency and harshness. This
mixture creates a truly demonic impression. The
constantly attacking guitar leaves a trail of devastation and I bet that no fan of the band’s former
albums will be disappointed. Quite the opposite,
the orgiastic violence of the musicians convinces
with its irresistibility. Just listen to explosive outbursts such as the slowly starting ‘Timeless
flogging’ which turns out to be a real sledgehammer. Or do you like to enjoy ‘Bloodless Coup’
with its mercilessly shredding riff at the beginning? Give yourself time to identify your highlights
of a full-length with an even quality level. I admit
that outputs of Napalm Death always leave me
slightly disturbed and I am not able to say which
one is the best of their albums. Yet I know that the
here reviewed work is a strong piece of extreme
metal and there are not so many bands out there
that are able to record such an intensive fifteenth album.

7.5 | FELIX1666

NIBIRU

PADMALOTUS
ARGONAUTA RECORDS

As any veteran metalhead
knows, “new” subgenres
often amount to little more
than a marketing ploy; one
becomes even more cynical when the band itself, as
opposed to critics or fans, proclaims the invention of an unprecedented musical style. Nibiru,
being one such band, only half-fulfills the promise
of being a “psychedelic ritual sludge” act. Yes, this
latest release has its moments of dark, immersive
bliss, but there’s too much filler and insipid riffage
between the more lucid intervals.
‘Krim’, the first track, establishes the largely textural aspect of the lead guitar, in its alternations
between abrasive feedback and wah pedal-saturated concentric patterns. Through the use of
simple though continually nuanced rhythms, the
drummer ably creates a foundation for the often
amorphous guitar-work. This pairing of strippeddown percussion and aggressively psychedelic
leads points to the “ritual” aspect of the band’s
somewhat gimmicky, self-defined style previously
mentioned. With a more defined lead motif ever so
slightly approaching melody, ‘Ashmadaeva’ truly
exemplifies how well Nibiru creates atmospheric
tension through carefully controlled dynamics.
This intuitive approach to composition, however, doesn’t justify the voluminous song-lengths.
Once the intervals of ritual-inspired percussion
and the white noise-like leads end, only simplistic riffs, generic harsh vocals and an excess of
spoken-word samples remain. While it’s only fitting to Nibiru’s overall musical identity to keep
the riffs simple, the fuzzy distortion and wall-ofsound recording often makes the violent sections
of the songs more boring than trance-inducing.
One exception to this often unfortunate quality is
‘Trikona’, whose opening boasts an acid-soaked
groove which could have been ripped straight
from Alchemist’s early material. But unlike that
now-defunct, brilliant Australian act, Nibiru’s
strong inclination toward creating strangely meditative soundscapes doesn’t extend into generally
inspired song-writing.

If you own a home-based meth lab or just like to
burn incense until your head swims, Nibiru’s aesthetic of menacing sublimity will be an adequate
soundtrack to your next trip. If on the other hand,
you’re the kind of listener who simply enjoys riding
the soundwaves of strange music, then these Italian sludge-heads should also be appealing. But to
those particularly fastidious listeners in the metal
scene, don’t expect to find anything genuinely
masterful on this album.

6 | JOHNATHAN

NINJA

INTO THE FIRE
PURE STEEL RECORDS

German metal fans, aufgepasst! I mean, watch out, as
this is some hellagewd little “classic” German metal
album! Originally self-released in 2014, only as cdr,
folks at Pure Steel actually decided that it deserves
proper carrots’ envelope, and sister label Karthago
records re-released all three other albums, two
from 90’s, cdr-only ones, on cd for the first time.
Though Ninja worshipped intensely at 80’s German metal altar, “Into The Fire” does the same,
yet with important difference. It goes back to very
early 80’s, and is revisiting old mines that have
empowered early Accept for instance and adds
significant portion of hard rocking groove. Ninja
sound very Accept-ic, though not at all acidic (pun
intended), but during listening you may glimpse
AC/DC, Motörhead, and some NWOBHM-isms (I’d
swear I heard something akin to Deep Throat) and
more. However derivative and prone to borrowing, we can look at effort with sympathy. Sound
is fulfilling, sometimes surprisingly fit, production ditto, true some solos get lost in cul-de-sacs
and then have trouble getting out, but this is minor
slip. There are some rare combinations and some
angles there that you don’t have a chance to view
things from every day. I wonder if Ulrich Siefen
and Holger vom Scheidt actually checked and liked
what Black Trip or Dead Lord are doing in recent
years as HM/HR mixtures are re-gaining popularity. Holger is a very decent singer who could be a
dead ringer for Udo Dirkschneider, but mid-90’s
could hear him sounding like Hansi Kürsch, too.
This way or another, I am going to buy all Ninja
albums on cd’s, and suggest you do the same.

7.5 | NENAD KOBAL

OBSCENE JESTER
CITADEL’S ON FIRE

9 | NENAD KOBAL

DISSECTION

STEAMHAMMER / SPV

A SECOND ALBUM FULL OF GENUINE HEAVY METAL THRILLS
THAT SEES THE TRIO PUSHING ADRENALINE TO NEW HEIGHTS
CURSE OF THE DAMNED
Think of all the classic heavy metal
bands you know who were active
between 1979 and 1984. If they
didn’t wear either denim or leather,
cross them off your list. If they
wrote ballads about women, cross
them off your list too. Now slice
10% off each of those bands and
combine those small slices into a
Frankenstein’s monster of a band.
Play speed metal to that monster
until it’s able to storm through two
verses and choruses in 60 seconds. Finally, take your monster
to a graveyard and make it write
songs until it has enough for a
whole album. That’s Night Demon,
and that album it’s just written is
“Curse of the Damned”.
There’s nothing terribly complicated about the creation of such a
sound, but there was no extraordinary science needed in the creation
of Frankenstein’s monster until it
was galvanized by the shock of
electricity, which is exactly how
Night Demon must also be judged.
Do this bunch of revivalists manage
to galvanize their traditional heavy
metal and turn it into something
that’s truly alive? At first impression, you would be strongly inclined
to agree, certainly with the way that
‘Screams in the Night’ leaps out of
the gate, assailing the listener with
racing riffs and a gripping vocal
delivery. However, digging deeper
into the album, there are some possible objections to the way the band
have crafted their material.
In the first place, mixing Iron
Maiden, Diamond Head, and Angel
Witch requires good chops to play
to the standards of those bands,
while adding in the lyrics of Mercyful Fate also necessitates a
singer with the conviction to bring
the drama to the boil. For the
most part, “Curse of the Damned”

DIVEBOMB RECORDS

Wow! Now, this is a real
surprise. Obscene Jester’s
are (currently active) an
obscure band from Texas,
(though not obscure there)
that were active at the close
of 80’s / beginning of 90’s and who have worked
hard to create and record their unique brand of
power thrash, yet circumstances forced them to
abandon the efforts prior putting their recordings
onto oil or carrots derivates. Music on present cd,
perhaps sold out already (Matt, you should do a
repress, then), is magnificent amalgam of Helstar who crash-meet with late 80’s Iron Maiden on
a windy and twisty (read: quite slow) Nasty Savage highway and drag along whatever they caught
on. And among those caught-ons I met Anthrax
and (gasp!) Paradise Lost (yeah, the ones that
recorded “Gothic” not another obscure US power
band). The latter may come as not so out of place
here, as you would be made to think. Sounds
seamless to me. And very effective. Then, it makes
me cry, when I think what would these guys be
capable of doing, would they not lost stamina so
early on. Anyhow, we should be hugely thankful to
Matt for unearthing this band. Gotta wonder, has
anything left? Cravings aside, “Citadel’s On Fire” is
excellent companion listening to “For All Kings”.

EVOLUTIVE SONIC

NIGHT DEMON

doesn’t take the route of emphasizing creativity, relying more on speed
and hooks to succeed, which makes
sense given that Night Demon are a
trio, not a quintet. Riffs tend to race
forward strongly in either speed
metal (‘Killer’, ‘Screams in the
Night’) or hard rock (‘Livin’ Dangerous’) style, giving the shorter
songs an immediacy and sense of
purpose that is difficult to resist.
Longer, slower numbers like ‘The
Howling Man’ and ‘Curse of the
Damned’ have a more stately air to
their riffing that doesn’t quite match
the twin guitar bands being worshipped, although the latter song
makes use of a potent bass gurgle
to bolster the verses. There is some
Steve Harris work going on at times,
while the drumming locks into a
galloping rhythm on occasion, but
there is more than enough variety in
this area to prevent the Iron Maiden
association arising too often.
Therefore, some of the riffs work
well based purely on their impetus
and others won’t raise more than a
shrug unless played at high volume
halfway through a party. It’s also
disappointing to notice that ‘Run
for Your Life’ seems to be a repeat
of ‘Screams in the Night’ - main
riff, theme, and all - which shows
that the band might have run out
of ideas in places. The other drawback to “Curse of the Damned” is
that Jarvis Leatherby has a voice
that’s slightly too nice for his lyrical
subjects, sounding triumphant and
confident when he should be menacing or frightened, meaning that
we can’t take him seriously, just
rock out. And for some of the songs
here, like ‘Killer’, ‘Heavy Metal
Heat’, or ‘Mastermind’ with its
great bridge, that’s good enough;
however, for some of them “Curse
of the Damned” doesn’t quite cut it.
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OBSCURA
AKROASIS

RELAPSE RECORDS

Obscura, named after
Gorguts’ album from 1998,
are part of the international
death metal scene for over a
decade now and “Akroasis”
may be their best album so
far. However, this is not guarantee, that it is really
good. The strongest point is the use of vocoded
vocals in the best Cynic manner and it adds a lot
to the album being interesting to a more demanding listeners. To the albums detrimental, they are
used a bit to shyly. Some tracks get lost in the
self-searching of identity and many times too ordinary “solutions” are utilized. Listener too, can get
lost in meanderings as in ‘Weltseele’ (gladly, in the
second part, synth-string theme arises. Then some
middle-eastern melodies. Then some whole-philharmonia cacophony, then back to Sweden. And
around). It is clearly a fusion, but it doesn’t bring
that much new. When the band goes into attack it’s
often Gothenburg school of melodic death metal,
without any pretensions, also the deep growls tend
to be very common, ever since the early 90’s when
most of doom death metal bands take hold of them.
Obscura involve just as much interesting elements

2015

DARKNESS REMAINS
The thirst for metal revivalism continues to be quite strong, new
bands appear with solid albums
despite just a few bring something original to the pot. Second
album from Californian heavy metal
(What?! Is there other metal style
in California besides death metal?)
sensation Night Demon sees the
band gaining a slight more deadly
sonority with a fierce contemporary
production that emphasizes again
the bass lines of Jarvis Leatherby
in a typical Maiden way. Grounded
with both feet in the NWOBHM
period, Night Demon composed by
only three members has the ferocity
and energy that lacks in many new
and old school bands with a slice
of punkish rock’n’rollish vibe that
really boosts songs like ‘Maiden
Hell’ or ‘Dawn Rider’. “Darkness
Remains” picks up where they left
on the already strong debut album
“Cult of the Damned” and inject
a few more personality into a noisome sonority influenced by bands
like Mercyful Fate, Iron Maiden,
Satan, Tokyo Blade, Angel Witch
or Diamond Head. Everything on
“Darkness Remains” was spiced
up, starting from the vocals of Jarvis that sound more balanced,
focused and warm, the guitar
riffs of new member Armand John
Anthony have that punkish heavy
metal joviality of the early 80’s with
some soloing reverie while Dusty
Squires consolidates it all with

as it is minimally necessary. ‘Sermon of the Seven
Suns’ starts in well-trodden Dark Tranquillity/In
Flames manner of mid 90’s (“Of Chaos And Eternal Night” anyone?). Thankfully very soon vocoded
vocalizes start to creep in, first together with growls
(very nice effect) then again when aggression
retreats and a few djentish solos come to the fore.
‘The Monist’ is a hit. Here and here only vocoded
vocals serve in full effect, as does fretless bass and
flanged-chorused guitars. This could be the only
Cynic number, that wasn’t written by Cynic themselves. Almost excellent. I crave more of this here.
With title track we are back to Sweden. Vocoder
is again used in ‘Ode to the Sun’ as is clean vocal
choir. Then we’re back to Sweden again with ‘Fractal Dimension’, where black metal shriekings come
as more innovative to the mix. ‘Perpetual Infinity’
starts more promising, and fretless bass is saving
the number throughout. The less usual elements are
well interwoven into the main cloth, but you have
to be utterly cautious, which is not always easy, as
listener is constantly driven to Gothenburg centre.
“Akroasis” as a whole is an album not developed to
full potential. Too much of things already heard are
there to actually share the excitement of the rest of
the music press. Shame because it is easily noticeable what the band is capable of.
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2017

a solid drumming. Opening with
the straight to the jugular ‘Welcome to the Night’ with its ongoing
pounding energy and catchy guitar harmonies that make your
ears bleed sets a fast pace to an
album that uses dynamic tempos,
vicious riffing and memorable vocal
lines to gain impetus and tenacity. ‘Stranger in the Room’ goes
for a complete different direction,
focusing on melodies on both guitars and vocals ending up sounding
almost like a heavy metal love song
that picks momentum towards the
end. ‘On your Own’ has a sort of Joe
Satriani vengeful beginning (similar to ‘Summer Song’) that never
explodes on mind-boggling soloing
the same way he used us back in
1992 while ‘Life on the Run’ seems
like a more energetic version of the
Swedish, now defunct, Black Trip.
It’s not brilliantly original neither I
believe the band is aiming for that
yet works like a charm resulting on
a classic heavy metal record full of
adrenaline. “Darkness Remains” is
an album that bridges perfectly the
old and new school of metal bands
by mixing aspects of both worlds,
the drive, simplicity and soul of the
old with the joviality and sonority of
the new. If “Curse Of The Damned“
left a pleasurable impression about
this hard working Californian band,
this second album will definitely
leave you speechless at least while
you aren’t singing along!

8 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

OBSIDIAN TONGUE

A NEST OF RAVENS IN THE THROAT
OF TIME
HYPNOTIC DIRGE RECORDS

Obsidian Tongue is another
American treehugger type
band in the style of Wolves
in the Throne Room and
Agalloch. Perhaps interestingly, they’re from New
England rather than the Pacific Northwest, but in
terms of style and ideas, they’re firmly in the company of the aforementioned bands.
Their most recent full length album, “A Nest of
Ravens in the Throat of Time”, was released three
years ago. But since the style of atmospheric US
black metal hasn’t changed much since then, it
still feels modern and “fresh” now.
From the beginning to the end, “A Nest of Ravens
in the Throat of Time” is gritty and raw, unwashed
and rough around edges, just as black metal
should be. There are aggressive moments and
angry moments, but the feel that really came
through, for me, were hints of post-metal combined with the general treehugger/atmospheric
genre. There are also really good keyboard ethereal
passages, too. Vocals were another interesting point. They were croaky and distorted... not
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OCEANS OF SLUMBER
WINTER

CENTURY MEDIA

OLD GRAVES

THIS RUIN BENEATH SNOWFALL [EP]
NATURMACHT PRODUCTIONS

Even after the release of his first full-length “Long
Shadows”, I would say that an album which
someone spent quite some time with deserves
its praise. Colby Hink’s one man project hit the
darkest hours of our days with other 4 desolating
tracks in ambient black metal fashion overflowing of inspiring acoustic passages. The songs vary
from slow to relatively fast pace, although the
slow moments prevail all through the album with
a few change of riffs only, almost as attempting
to give you time to make sure its negative waves
stick to your brain. Nevertheless, all the songs’
climaxes are perfectly distinguishable through
the guitar melodies, which despite having nothing to do with the atmosphere this band projects,
they still resembles some of Gregor Mackintosh’s
old lead riffs up to a certain extent, fitting really
well the harsher riffs that background them. Old
Graves is nothing unheard of, yet it captures the
very essence of black metal made for the lone
listener. The lyrics dwell on the very moment
preceding dying with even a mention to the Canadian night skies, which allures me in a sense
that these songs are mostly, if not all, composed
from a very personal urge of expression. Another
interesting feature is that the scratching sound
of fingers sliding upon the strings was kept quite
audible, delivering the performance without any
attempted polishing. This is a noticeable trace in
this album and I believe it is also a respectable
way of recording music, “branding” it as a sole
performance with all its energy and intensity and
not just a set of notes to be repeated, so common
to Bathory albums, and which precisely happens
here once again. I would like to highlight ‘Hang My
Remains From The Crescent Moon’ track for its
blend of acoustic passages and faster drumming
passages that give the whole album its balance.
An interesting album if given the time to properly dwell on it.

8 | DIEGO RODRIGUES

LONG SHADOWS
NATURMACHT PRODUCTIONS

Black metal for me it was always an introspective style that aroused, first and foremost, deep
and strong emotions. Quorthon around 1990 was
probably one of my first contacts with the style,
despite having just 13 years old a song like ‘One
Rode to Asa Bay’ marked me for the rest of my life
in a period when MTV had the impressive Headbanger’s Ball show with Vanessa Warwick. I’m
sure that like me, Colby Hink the man behind Old
Graves share also the opinion that black metal

death growls, nor true black metal shrieks, and
they weren’t quite that loud. This was an intentional decision in the mastering process, so I am
led to believe that vocals are merely a layer in the
music, rather than the centre point.
The eponymous song of this album, though... It
felt like Blut Aus Nord the first time I listened to
it. At least to start off with. And then, at once, I
was blown away. Some have complained that the
introduction is too long. I enjoyed every minute of
it, plus it really drives up anticipation for the blistering cold wind that is the main part of the song.
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should rely on emotions and for that, “Long Shadows” is more than a fitting option. One year after
the EP “This Ruin Beneath Snowfall”, reviewed
previously by Diego Rodrigues, the Canadian
multi-instrumentalist Colby sinks deep into the
British Columbia forests seeking inspiration. The
result follows the same guidelines of previous
releases however with more emphasis on atmospheric ambiances and emotions. The combination
of atmospheric black metal with folk and post
metal influences results on a debut album that
not only reckons on grim riffing patterns but also
on acoustic passages and above all a true sense
of melodic variation of epic proportions, at times.
‘Sumas’ opens with an acoustic delicacy, similar to a wolf with sheep’s clothing, until it reveals
its true nature with icy cold riffing, ominous bleak
buried vocals and cunning drum textures. Compared to the previous EP, “Long Shadows” has a
clearer edge that benefits the acoustic passages,
the folk atmospheres as well as the melodic
instrumental belligerence that reaps and sows
constantly. The variation of tempos and moods
throughout each song creates a thrilling aspect
that becomes sweeping on tracks like ‘Slave to
the Boiler That Heats the Baths’ or ‘Teeth Pulled
from Gnashing Jaws’ and despite the sense
of continuity between songs they stand alone
on their own. Instrumentally “Long Shadows”
couldn’t be stronger, however, the same cannot
be said about the harsh tortured vocals, they are
slightly buried on the mix to a point that sometimes you really need to pay attention to notice
them. This creates a sense of a certain neglect,
albeit intentionally, creating an overly instrumental aura to the album despite the dependency, or
more accurately, the correlation with the vocals
even if only at times (the vocals aren’t used
often). I must state that the impact of this is minimal since the strength here resides deliberately on
muscular atmospheric passages intertwined with
melodic leads and acoustic pieces. The seven
tracks included clearly show the progression that
Colby had during the last year (instrumentally and
composition wise) and provides enough juice for
long hours of introspective submission.

8 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

I ended up listening to it multiple times in a row;
not only that, it inspired writing, visual art, and
intense introspection on my part. I can’t emphasize just how much “A Nest of Ravens in the
Throat of Time” resonated with me, it felt like the
rest of the album was just background noise that
was building up to it.
For this reason, I recommend the album to any fan
of metal, 100%. Enjoy the meat of it as much as
you can, but the centrepiece is the final track, and
it’s a masterpiece.

9 | ALEX ROSS

Modern prog(?) metal at its
most exposed. Prog because
a lot of metal subgenres as
well as non-metal ones are
mixed in the pot? Because
of applied female vocals?
Because of...? Dunno, but what I hear is decent
modern metal with one less usual influence more,
to be comfortably thrown into one box or another.
The prevalent if pretty masked component is
doom, overladen with powerful, bluesy and soulful
vocals of Cammie Gilbert. Death metal vocals are
applied, as is bluesy fingerpicking. A lot of things
we have heard time and time again, whether we
wanted to or not. Then there is rather nicely done
cover of Moody Blues’ ‘Night In White Satin’, but
I am not sure if it fits the bill. Four short interludes passes listeners by, two of them in a row,
which begs questioning (They tell stories? Create tension? One wouldn’t be effective enough?),
the last one, in fact outro with piano solo, reminds
me of post-rock/post-something of a group known
as Rachels. If here indeed lies some prog of any
sort, than it is very well hidden in the mix or has
been transformed into something very slick, but
this cannot be heard. King Crimson could be present but their limbs are chopped off. However, there
exist another possibility. Aforementioned cover
could point in a direction and time when music
was far less defined, but still not without definitions or boundaries. Moody Blues were perhaps
the first proto symphonic rock ever, and that didn’t
happened overnight (baroque pop anyone?), but
on “Days of Future Passed” where ‘Nights...’ was
originally published listeners would still have to
struggle to glean sounds that would recall any similarity of what was to come in next five years, both
technologically and sonically. Bluesy they were, but
moody would be definitive term, as minor chord-inflected compositions and quite muted production/
sound round all things up. Still, what has that to do
with “Winter”? From prog or better said any standpoint Oceans Of Slumber are best when they avoid
both blues and pseudo prog leanings of any kind.
There’s one quite good track, namely ‘Devout’,
which testifies of pleasant ferocity this band is
capable of. One other thing that is instantly likeable is front-cover picture. All the rest is shakily
put together jigsaw puzzle of relatively poor looking
building blocks. Frankly, for those who insist, if this
is a prog metal album, the grade is 5,5. For decent,
modern metal with few less usual influences, it’s
8,0. (What about something in between? - ed)
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ODROERIR

DAS ERBE UNSERER AHNEN
EINHEIT PRODUKTIONEN

I have discovered during the
years that metal fans are
usually quite open minded
and have broader interests
rather than just plain metal,
of course there are exceptions and those are just as valid as the opposite.
Odroerir has a specific type of listener and with
“Das Erbe unserer Ahnen” have definitely also
broaden to non-related metal music fans, maybe
at the cost of losing some metal ones. Until now,
Fix, the former member of this German band,
spread metal elements on their compositions by
the use of the so-called “typical instruments”,
meaning guitars and drums. On this fourth album
and after a hiatus of seven years, Fix, contrary to
what everybody was expecting releases the follower of “Götterlieder II” in a typical acoustic
pagan folk music direction and opposed to what
had previously announced years ago. Therefore,
if you were expecting again a nice blend of metal
with pagan folk ambiances you might just stop
reading this, wipe your tears and clean the dust
of your “Götterlieder” duology. Apprehensive was

certainly the word that described me accurately
in the first audition of “Das Erbe unserer Ahnen”
(roughly translated, it means the heritage of our
ancestors) since I’m not exactly an avid consumer
of folk music (without a metal backbone) yet I do
like textured compositions that have the sole purpose of creating nature driven ambiances. On this
fourth album, Fix uses acoustic guitars, percussion instruments and a solid heterogeneous vocal
approach (mostly chants and female leads) to
create the spine of a pagan folk album enriched
with all sorts of instruments, like flute, mandolin, jew’s harp, cittern, bagpipes or violin by the
use of guest musicians. This is loaded with constant folk music patterns and joyful atmospheres
that create the perfect scenario for a visit to your
local artisans. They are mostly cheerful slow to
mid-tempo acoustic passages that occasionally
like on ‘Idisi’ (with the entrancing female chants of
Sara) or ‘Phol ende Uuodan’ (with compelling choir
moments) take the vigorous path towards the
bonfire and create a distinctive sonority blended
with a swift lively pace. This goes to the next level
when there are particular arrangements and tempo
changes that give solid twists to the whole affair
and create standout moments. After a while, the
percussion sounds slightly trapped on the same
patterns and the stand out moments referred earlier as well as other scattered throughout, prevent
this to fall apart. By its specificity, I’m not sure if
this will appeal to most metal fans either way this
is Odroerir stripped from all metal roots, definitely
back to the heritage of our ancestors. I hope that
this is just a one-time thing for Fix...
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OPHIS

ABHORRENCE IN OPULENCE
CYCLONE EMPIRE

I first discovered Ophis from
their second release “Withered Shades.” I was drawn
to it because the cover art
struck me as something
very Celtic Frost-esque. As
such I had some unfairly formed preconceived
notions about the album and wound up liking it,
but not quite as much as I would have had I not
expected it to sound like a Celtic Frost clone. So
when it came time for “Abhorrence In Opulence” I
went in with as little preconceived notions as possible. I came out of it liking it a great deal more
than “Withered Shades”.
Preconceived notions aside, I’d still probably say
that Ophis surpassed themselves here. From what
I remember from “Withered Shades” it had struck
me as a doom/death album that strayed more on
the death metal side of things with the doom side
taking more of a passive role mainly prevalent in
the speed of the album. Here I think they found a
much more balanced approach and honed in on
the sound they were going for on previous efforts.
The first song ‘Disquisition of the Burning’ has
both some great death metal riffing and some lead
guitar work you’d expect to hear in the finest doom
albums. They’ve managed to carefully weave the
two together so as to not distract from the overall
message of the album. The track ends on a slow,
somber note, complete with pained vocals seemingly off in the background. It was chilling and
really set the bar for the rest of the album.
Throughout the album there were times where
I felt it really reminded me of Ennui, the funeral
doom project from Georgia, but played at a faster
tempo. Honestly I’m quite pleased with this as
Ennui is amazing, but the thing to draw here is
that the band is capable of slowing down to a
funeral doom-esque crawl and pulling it off very
effectively. Even the odd violin and piano can be
found interspersed between the crushing riffs.
Lyrically the album deals with sorrow, pain, suffering, etc. but focuses more on the grimy and filth
ridden aspects of these concepts. It struck me as
more physical than mental in its imagery, if that
makes any sense. Rather than go into great detail

about the pain like contemporaries such as Paradise
Lost, My Dying Bride, early Katatonia, and the like
would do, it focuses more on the effects and horrors
of said pain rather than the pain itself. That was my
impression at least. Regardless the lyrics are well
crafted and make the album all the more crushing.
Overall “Abhorrence In Opulence” is a solid doom/
death album that is sure to please any fan of the
genre. While devoid of any real flaws, there wasn’t
quite enough here to convince me that it’s the next
“Dance of December Souls” and as such I can’t
say they’ve broken any new ground here. What
they did do is surpass themselves and forced their
way onto my radar by crafting an excellent balance between the horrors in the death metal and
the sorrows in the doom metal. Keep an eye on
these guys because if they continue on like this,
they could be the next big doom/death unit.
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ORATOR

KAPALGNOSIS
ARMÉE DE LA MORT RECORDS

It’s true that Bangladesh
might not be on your top priority (or even middle) list
of countries for new Metal
bands to emerge, so for that
I guess we must all thank
Armée de la Mort Records for having a clinic eye
(or ears) and sign with good bands and not being
at all discriminatory.
Orator might be a new name to most of us nevertheless they have been active since 2008 and
struggling hard to reach the next level, something
that they actually did with their impressive debut
album “Kapalgnosis”. The very first thing that
you will notice is the intensity of the songs akin to
what Swedish death/thrash masters Merciless did
on their early days, especially on the debut album
“The Awakening” which is covered here with the
song ‘Bestial Death’. The level of musicianship of
the trio is already tangible on “Kapalgnosis” which
lead them to sign a record deal with Pulverised,
so you can be sure Orator are one of those brutal
gems buried deep on the underground. The maturity, force and breakneck intensity that this young
Bangladesh trio demonstrates during the 40 minutes of their debut is something to be amongst
the finest acts of the (old school) death/thrash
genre. However, rest assure that “Kapalgnosis”
does not rely strictly on speed and for that matter, vocalist/guitarist Skullbearer is able to inject
enough variation both vocally and instrumentally,
in order to keep the level of enthusiasm throughout the album together with the surgically precise
drummer, Mephistopheles. There aren’t many
slower or mid paced moments, the band is usually at full charge, but the ones that exist like for
instance on ‘In Tamas They Dwell’ (which explodes
into a burst of speed and is the longest song of the
album, around 6:00 minutes) or the exotic instrumental piece ‘Devoid of Dharma (Aghorey Bhyo)’
provide enough rhythmic contrast. This debut is
full of subtle instrumental nuances, from both guitars and drums, and compelling raw vociferations
(sometimes using intense gang chorus like on the
opener ‘First Born of Sataninsam‘ that strangely
reminds me of old Deicide during their self-titled
period on the song ‘Dead by Dawn’) that result
in an album full of character, personality and
authenticity. If their nationality doesn’t prevent
them from reaching higher there is a promising
future ahead for this intense death/thrash combo.
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ORKAN
LIVLAUS

DARK ESSENCE RECORDS

After the low profile debut
album entitled “Crimson
Canvas”, the Norwegian
quartet Orkan strikes back
with a vengeance never
seen before, at least by

them. They return to a primal state and unleash a
furious album of blasting and straight for the jugular Black Metal like the Norse people have used
us. Comprised by live and ex.members of bands
like Taake, Byfrost, Grimnorth and Gravemachine,
“Livlaus” proves just after the first seconds of
‘Fanden Pa Veggen’ (when Gjermund unleashes
his riffing fury, the music style is immediately recognized) that we are dealing with a different band
than on “Crimson Canvas”. Their debut album
released back in 2012 had the foundations built
on Thrash Metal territory with influences from a
few other styles including Black Metal, this time
it’s quite the opposite. “Livlaus” defines Orkan
as a prideful and fierce Black Metal Norwegian
entity that focus on creating fast paced menacing guitar driven melodies blended with Thrash
Metal influences, a small dose of that Black’n’roll
attitude that we all love (‘Skodde’ for instance),
subtle variations and instrumental details that
serve not only to enrich each song but also to
maintain the senses of the listener fully aware.
On top of all that, a vicious vocal attack courtesy
of Einar Fjelldal that gives a true sense of harshness to the music. The recipe is clearly not new,
but in a period where modern bands are trying to
mix Black Metal with whatever style and sonority (sometimes leaving fundamental principles of
Black Metal behind), Orkan sounds like a breeze of
fresh air to my ears and a sincere polished return
to the primal roots.
The exquisite vile instrumental part of “Livlaus”
is what will immediately stand out in the first listening, at least it did for me, and song after song
with careful listening the little drum details and
guitar deviations will take a bigger dimension,
although as a whole I must say that sometimes
it may sound a bit repetitive, especially on the
faster parts and if you are channelling your attention towards other things. This second album is
charged with an extra dose of emotion because
the instrumental side of “Livlaus” was recorded
live in the studio with no editing and together with
the Norwegian aggressiveness of Einar’s vocals
unfolds a band that will work perfectly in the live
environment. Based on the concept of a lost soul
trying to find peace in the kingdom of the dead,
“Livlaus” rises again high the flag of Norwegian
Black Metal. If you are into Taake this will surely
not disappoint.
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OSIRIS

FUTURITY AND HUMAN DEPRESSIONS [REISSUE]
DIVEBOMB RECORDS

Osiris were Dutch techno
thrash mavericks whose
music still sounds quite
relevant in 2016 (Always
welcome, actually). Their
sole 1991 year album
“Futurity And Human Depressions” was mixture of American-German techno-thrash and
Dutch tradition of melodicism. There are notable traces of not only Watchtower or Mekong
Delta, but also of Dutch melodic thrash/speed
a la Mandator (Mysto Dysto), Speedica, Leader,
Asgard, Defender, even Angus. Playing is leather
tight. Guitar and drum acrobatics abound, as is
the norm. Vocals come a tiny bit closer to Ray
Alder (peppered with those from Midnight) than
to Alan Di Tecchio or Doug Lee. Of course, there
are enough of Voivodian intrusions, to keep things
tenser than most of listeners would be used to
- example ‘Inner Recession’ which is also referencing ‘Inner Combustion’.
One flaw if we could call it so, was a little
strange (over)production of the whole album. It
has a mildly nauseating quality, as if afterwards
one has eaten too much of sweet /salty biscuits at once. Funny, whenever dissonant chords
appeared, this feeling was even more present.
The other flaw was, that it never got a successor.
Band renamed into Circle Of Emotions, but only

ÓSSERP

SANG I SUTGE
KREMÓN RECORDS / BLOOD FIRE DEATH

OPPROBRIUM

SERPENT TEMPTATION [REISSUE]
RELAPSE RECORDS

A dream come true (or a nightmare?), after years
and years begging for a proper re-release of this
classic, the personnel of Relapse Records listened our prayers. Finally the debut album of the
Brazilian New Orleans based death thrash metal
legends Incubus has been reissued, and yes, it’s
Incubus for me, not the uncatchy rechristened
Opprobrium (due legal actions by the ridiculous pop rock act formed much later the band
even released their sophomore “Beyond the
Unknown” through Nuclear Blast Records early
1991), well, that’s not the point now, please put
your attention in this amazing classic jewel, originally released early 1989 by Brazil based Brutal
Records in America and through Metal Works
(UK) in Europe, only on LP and cassette formats. It shows the (then) three piece act, led by
the Brazilian born / US relocated brothers Moises and Francis Howard (drums and guitars) and
New Orleans based bass player and frontman
Scot Latour at its most intense stage, performing a true classic of the early death metal records
history, full filled with speed, electrifying guitars,
crowned with ice cold vocals. Just imagine a perfect mixture of Sodom’s “Persecution Mania”
with Death’s “Scream Bloody Gore” and Kreator’s “Pleasure to kill” plus some touches of
early Morbid Angel, Possessed, Onslaught and
Necrovore, where tracks like the opening ‘The
Battle of Armageddon’, the strangling ‘Voices
from the grave’ or the insane ‘Incubus’ where
Scot Latour send you shrills through the spine
with his vocal lunacy. Everything is blessed with
the professional care of Relapse in the packaging (with the original art, lyrics and liner
notes) and to make this jewel even more interesting it includes the only demo tape released
by the band back in 1987 titled “Supernatural
Death” as bonus. Don’t be fooled by the reissue
done by Radiation Records back in 1996 featuring a reworking of the album with new vocals,
lyrics and final mix totally inferior to the original recording.

9.5 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

produced one demo entitled “Plan B”.
In present version, nothing like it can be sensed,
perhaps the remaster has abolished incongruities. Back in 1991 CD had one bonus track over
LP, namely ‘Fallacy (The Asylum)’. Today’s Divebomb version adds two demos on a second CD.
As we got used to, the sound on demos was more
natural and down to earth than original full-length,
and some numbers have slightly different arrangements. Three of the tracks haven’t found their way
onto “Futurity”, with reasons, perhaps, though
funky solo on ‘Equivocal Quiescence’ shouldn’t
be one such. ‘Christopher’ was probably one of
the first tracks they made. A few reasons to get
this: back in the early 90’s it was one of very few
prog/thrash releases, inspired by Watchtower,
Mekong Delta and obligatory Voivod (not much
has changed), it has a nice, non-Euclidian cover,
and music in this vein was welcome antidote for
those, that had overdosed on death metal two to
three years later (and went into direction of technical death metal, as well). “Futurity” is good, old
prog thrash wine.
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I’m still recovering after
the first spins on “Sang
i Sutge”... The intensity
and overwhelming oppressive sonority full of energy
that this Spanish quintet plays is something to take my hat off. I was a
bit sceptical at first because they sing in Catalan, but as soon as the first brutal vocal lines of
Xavi (the band has now a new singer, Vali from
Morbid Flesh) of the opener ‘Ensorrant Castells‘
kick in, I was sure that Ósserp had hit the jackpot. Blending influences from extreme styles as
grindcore, death metal, d-beat and crust might
raise eyebrows in some metal fans, but the fact
that they inject a high dose of old school death
metal influences (like on ‘Heretant Enemics‘)
makes them an appetizing hearing, especially for
fans of extreme bands like Pig Destroyer, Extreme
Noise Terror, Napalm Death or Nasum. The songs
are full of energy and dynamic rhythmic changes
accompanied with blast beats and fast riffs that
drop on the next moment into ominous midtempo moments of agony to explode again (i.e.
‘La tomba de l’ós’) to your delight. Vocally the
band had several guest participations throughout the album, that give a very compelling feel,
yet the main guttural lead by Xavi has that old
school grind attack that fits perfectly into the
constant brutal pace of “Sang I Sutge”. Production wise this couldn’t sound better, extremely
raw to the bone yet keeping all elements quite
balanced and audible nevertheless with a slight
focus on the drum sections, which in the end
only reinforces the brutality of Ósserp. The front
cover is probably the weakest aspect on this
debut album, but hey we can’t have it all can
we? If you are into vicious attacks of brutality
(‘Clot o carner’) this is will for sure satisfy your
grind/death needs!
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PERDITION WINDS
AURA OF SUFFERING
WOODCUT RECORDS

This is another record I
didn’t give a buck for it but
after a couple of listenings
I just admit it caught my
attention with their intense
sound, highly influenced
by the northern winds. Just think mixing Finnish
influences from Behexen and Horna with touches
of Scandinavian acts like (early) Throne of Ahaz,
(old) Darkthrone, (early) Behemoth, (early)
Watain, (early) Dark Funeral, Carpathian Forest
and a brutal (over)dose of Archgoat and Beherit.
The record which we’re talking about is their
debut album “Aura of Suffering”, a cruel grimoire
of six (six six) cuts of pure blood freezing black
metal, mid paced, with some speedy attacks, (un)
blessed with a great production, in other words,
intense guitars, infernal drumming, a remarkable
bass and twisted vocals. With song titles as ‘Revelations in blood’, ‘Night of thousand plagues’,
‘Into the womb of oblivion’, ‘Gray’, ‘Temple within’
and ‘Storming primordial oceans’, all with an
average length of 8 minutes, make this whole
record a real interesting debut album, highly recommended. Listening after listening this album
embraces me stronger, because of it’s suffocating
atmosphere, the shredding guitar strangulation and infernal vociferations... Holy death!!!
I’ve changed its rate three times, from lower to
the current one. If I continue I would change it
again... it seems to be the one with horns taking my hands while I’m writing it’s review. It’s
really difficult to give more words on this disturbing recording, you must experience it by yourself,
and obvious consequences are under your own
responsibility.
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PROCREATION
GHOSTWOOD
VIC RECORDS

To be honest, I was expecting more of this Dutch
band because of its name,
just take the Swedish and
Canadian (almost) legendary acts with the same
name in consideration, but I’m a bit disappointed.
Still don’t misunderstand me, this is not a bad
or low quality act, but nothing new is under the
sun, they perform some catchy death metal with
closer influences of Gorefest in “False”, with some
touches of Death and Morbid Angel later albums
(don’t consider the “I” album in this reference
please), some touches of Nevermore and even
of current Testament with a hint of Master, nevertheless there is something they lack! The voice
reminds me a lot to Jan-Chris from Gorefest, some
touches of David Vincent and a bit of Ron Van Pol
(Asphyx, Malignant). The band has really great
musicians and this album has an excellent production, but there is something in this album that
isn’t my cup of tea, I don’t know what, something that doesn’t make it a total must, and it’s
my opinion after listening several times, the same
final result, good album, good production, but
lacks something. But if you’re into well executed
death metal, with no overdose of technical performance and good production, then you must give it
a try. I’m completely sure it will catch the attention of a lot of our readers. Not a album hard to
get, but be sure and make your orders directly to
Vic Records and ask them for their huge catalogue
and really great own releases.
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PSYCHOPRISM
CREATION

PURE STEEL RECORDS

Psychoprism sounds like
a cool band name. It hints
at something scientific and
therefore “progressive”
enough. Based on these
premises I expected, I will
have something to enjoy, but it had not really happened. Psychoprism are very melodic US power
progressive metal band with vocalist that could
be Geoff Tate’s clone and not Midnight’s, as was
written elsewhere. Band wear their influences on
their sleeves, that is Queensrÿche and Crimson
Glory, augmented with all the boons of the today’s
production, and these are peppered with neoclassical soli that immediately call Symphony X or
early Malmsteen to mind. Kevin Myers was once
in Gothic Knights and Cypher Seer, but “Creation” may be his most accomplished work to date.
Aforementioned cool name somehow reflects
band’s affinity for “Operation Mindcrime” album,
which means another point that band taps into
“l’ouvre” of prog metal giants. However, there’s a
threat of overdose and you have been warned. If
nothing else, as album closes it gets somewhat
less predictable and therefore more interesting.
This perhaps foretells somewhat less derivative
things to come in the future. But of course, those
of readers who wouldn’t mind having another
dozen of “Operation Mindcrime’s” and/or “Transcendence’s” and/or possible combinations in
between them, will absolutely love this band and
“Creation”.
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QAANAAQ

ESCAPE FROM THE BLACK ICED
FOREST
ANOTHER SIDE RECORDS

Whatever metal band that
chooses to cover a Pink
Floyd song has my unconditional respect. As opposed
to other music styles,
metal was always a genre
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that absorbed influences from different areas of
the music realm, from rap to classic music or
from folk to rock. The debut album from the Italian avant-garde/progressive doom metal quintet
is certainly a breeze of fresh air to any trained
metal ears even if sometimes the execution leave
something to be desired. Mixing 70’s keyboard
influences with doom metal, a slice of progressive structures, and even death metal elements
can be something difficult to visualize and delineate however they have certainly aimed for an
original mix and a debut album that could to
some extend create some fuzz around them.
‘Body Walks’ creeps in with a slow death/doom
melody and twists completely with a groovy keyboard driven lead (reminding some old game
soundtracks) that for a first listen leaves the listener scratching his head and not knowing very
well what to think about it... Especially because
they have slowly lead it onto a devious compendium of rambling hardrock horror tunes. At the
time ‘Eskimo’s Wine Is A Dish Best Served Frozen’ (haha) I guess the listener is already up for
anything... Even for an awkward attempt of clean
singing on the second half of that particular song
(Enrico Perico’s vocals are mostly guttural and
blending both death and doom worlds) building only the crescent desire to slap each one
separately for that poor attempt to sound either
funny or annoying. Song after song the importance of the keyboard melodies take more and
more weight and when it reaches ‘Untimely At
Funerals’ it even gains some light jazz driven proportions, blending it with your throughout smile
on the face and unexpected progressive rhythmic transitions. The cover song ‘High Hopes’
is certainly one of the highlights on the album
displaying a good use of all avant-garde combinations and elements known so far with an
interesting vocal approach of Enrico, memorable
piano melodies yielding the shortest song on the
album with a bit more than 7 minutes. ‘Escape
From The Black Iced Forest’ is a journey into a
lunatic universe where all rules are shattered into
a million pieces by mixing different elements and
ambiances on a dry analogue production. Just
give a few spins and I’m sure that if you have an
open-minded approach to music, the range of
both complex and simple structures and rhythms
will certainly at least impress you.
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QUERCUS

HEART WITH BREAD

RAGING DEATH
RAGING DEATH

PUNISHMENT 18 RECORDS

RUDE

SOUL RECALL
FDA-REKOTZ

With tons of bands using (and abusing) the old
school death metal formula sometimes I started
to be more reticent, even if I really love the formula, because I’ve found a lot of graceless
and shameless clones. But to be honest, this
year that kind of scum almost has disappeared
from my ranks, and almost every recording
I’ve received has impressed me a lot! And it’s
the case of this American act, they have been
around since 2008 (under the Forsaker moniker), but isn’t 2014 the band finally found a
sound that really fits their capacity. I know we
have tons of bands nowadays making their
day with the old school death metal sound, but
believe me this band is on the top ten, because
they manage the classic influences like Pestilence (mainly “Consuming impulse” era), early
Morgoth, some touches of “Piece of time” era
Atheist, but enhancing it with great riffs, cool
breaks, speed changes, deep vociferations, etc.
All that kind of stuff we love is here. The recording that I’m talking about is their debut album
“Soul Recall”, released through Germany’s own
insane brand FDA Rekotz. It’s a compendium
of eight insane cuts of pure old school death
metal, where songs like ‘Haunted’ (mmhhh
this song title sounds familiar to me), ‘Last of
us’, ‘Memorial’, among others will be the total
enjoyment of the lovers of the old school death
metal in the American way. Another big “selling”
is the cover art done by Dan Seagrave himself!! You can be sure this record is inevitably
amazing!! Don’t be a poser and grab your putrid
hands on a copy of this putrid master piece. For
your own misery, their next album was released
by the time you’re reading this review... A perfect two way death.
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SOLITUDE PRODUCTIONS

Czech band “Quercus”
have been around since
2002. This is their third full
length album. Their music
can be described as avantgarde funeral doom metal.
I found this interesting read on Bandcamp that
explains what the band is about: “Heart With
Bread” amazes by the depth of the church organ
sound. Musicians, addressing the nature and the
organ, are trying to combine these two accurately
elaborated mechanisms into a unified concept, a
single organism. In the temple we find the nature,
in nature we find the temple: they are in a symphonic harmony. Another research area of the
musicians covers melancholy, pain and sorrow of
no return. And it is not surprising that the album
features the cover version of the composition by
the famous contemporary Estonian composer Arvo
Pärt, who has disclosed the intertwining of the
spiritual lines in his avant-garde music.”
With that in mind let’s start proceedings with
the owning song ‘A Canticle for the Pipe Organ’.
It’s a 22 minute song, that’s big for an opener.
Pipe organs mournfully start building up a sorrowful tune followed by monastery bells and you
await the appending doom. Sludgy guitars cut in
followed by epically crafted lead guitar. Drums
slam in a super double bass fill. It’s a great start.
Death grunts come in, they sound really good and

clear. Organs once again come in and you feel
an emotional emptiness. Lord Morbivod has a
dark feel about his vocals and they sit perfectly
over everything. There is a nice break around the
11-12 minute mark that changes direction. A very
good opener.
‘Illegible Tree Name’ starts quietly with clean
electric before guitars and this time growls with
a touch of tortuous screams resonate over the
music. This interchanges with clean again and
beautiful lead guitars. Organs again are folded
into the mix. The sound is crushing, slow and
used cleverly to let momentum build. I like the
variation in this song as you don’t quite know
what is going to happen next and it keeps your
ears alert. The next two songs follow the same
pattern with leads, clean and organ again swapping position. Some may find the organ too much
in every song but it’s what this album is sort
of about. A homage of sorts. ‘My Hearts in the
Highlands’ is the last song. This is a great song
to end showcasing the church organ in its glory.
The vocals stand out filled with emotion and texture. I feel this song has the strongest sense of
feeling. It’s a painfully dark experience. I have
been quite impressed by this band and will
rightly seek out earlier albums to get more of a
picture of what the band are about. Another welcome addition to the collection.

8 | RICCARDO VERONESE

It’s hard to know what
to assume of the style of
this release from its cover
alone. Artwork a tad on the
cheesy side and torn from
the eighties from within
a genre a little different than the one touted
here. A Grim Reaper stands overlooking a graveyard, accompanied for some ungodly reason by a
well-proportioned naked lady who appears happy
enough to be there (a fact that makes me ponder
upon seriously reassessing my hangout locales).
Raging Death hail from a country better known
for its death metal output namely Vader and evil
brethren Behemoth. They prefer instead to play
thrash at break neck speeds giving little time for
the listener to massage their aching limbs from all
the musical punishment on offer.
“Raging Death” starts off on a high note with the
blistering ‘Space Invaders’. Sporting an energetic
90’s thrash vibe it bodes well for the remainder
of the album offering riffs, breaks and occasional
gang vocals that most thrash fans will be able to
easily appreciate. The next track, the title track,
only adds to the initial allure of the album by
keeping the pace fast, boasting rhythms that are
both catchy, additive and reminiscent of standout acts from years past. It is about this point that
the album hits a plateau. The following tracks,
though still listenable, are mired by ‘whiney’ and
seemingly rushed vocals, elements at most times
I personally abhor. ‘Race of Races’ and ‘Challenged by the Unknown’ are highlights that finish
off an album that’s perilously close to neck snapping fodder, mostly impressive throughout though
still boasts numerous low points for the most part
courtesy of shoddy vocals. Recommended for fans
of Violent Force, vintage era Overkill, Ultra Violence, F.K.U and Sacred Reich.
Following the release of ‘Raging Death’ there was
a significant line-up change. The band’s founder,
Igor Falinski, has also since departed leaving the
bands future in the delicate balance.
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REACTORY

HIGH ON RADIATION
IRON SHIELD RECORDS

Initially formed in 2010, German thrashers Reactory
quickly took their influences
of American and European
thrash acts from the 80s
and have used those influences to carve a feral, rabid path of destruction
through the underground. Following the replacement of original drummer Stachu Crash with Cauê
Santos, the group prepared it’s full-length debut on
Iron Shield Records. As is expected on an album as
this, there’s the fact that the band is going through
the rabid riff-work and charging patterns typically
found in the German variety of thrash metal. The
deep, jagged riffing and angular arrangements of
‘Shellshock’, ‘Spreading Brutality’ and ‘Kingdom
of Sin’ often-times recall primitive black metal
with their heavy churning patterns yet are still
able to maintain the type of furious intensity in the
main rhythms that became popular in the country’s acts in the first place. This produces a far
more vicious and engaging energy with the chugging patterns of ‘The Raid’ and ‘A.B.C. Warfare’
which are typified by this type of simplistic and
hard-hitting brand of thrashing that goes for the
more one-note approach than what is usually featured in the genre. By going for this strong mixture
of churning ferocious thrash off-set by the more
one-note chug-heavy secondary tactic there’s a
rather impressive tight, confined atmosphere here
that works incredibly well at displaying the oldschool German wave while still opting for a more
traditional style of dexterous, dynamic soloing
that recalls the US school. That said, it runs into a

sense of familiar far too often, which is somewhat
distressing as the band does go for the old-school
German approach without much deviation and
that tends to make this a wholly familiar effort. It’s
engaging and competent, but not exactly unique
or varied. Though there’s a few minor elements
of identity crises to be found here which is to be
expected with a band’s debut offering, there’s still
enough to find engaging here with the powerful,
competent performances and infectious enthusiasm managing to overrule the familiarity and make
this a solid choice for German thrash fans.
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RELLIK

SPIRALING INFINITE CHAOS
HORROR PAIN GORE DEATH PRODUCTIONS

Sometimes the promotion departments of the
record labels tend to exaggerate the description of
their albums, but in the
other hand we have really
accurate ones and Horror Pain Gore Death Productions is a clear example, their description for
this deadly jewel is the nearest picture to an sudden brutal death “old school Death/Thrash Metal
with absolutely no filler. Devastating riffs, annihilating drums and intense vocals do not disappoint
as Rellik destroy on this crushing album”. Need
more words? Well, the eight tracks of this intense
record are a real fist in your face since the first
seconds of opening anthem ‘The weeping eyes of
christ’, through intense cuts like ‘Doomsgarden’
or ‘Nothing but the faith that failed you’ you can
appreciate clear influences of early Immolation, Goreaphobia, Incantation, surprise, behind
the drums is no one less than Craig Smilowsky,
a true legend in the death metal scene, who fits
perfectly to the twisted creations of mastermind Matt Dwyer, who formed Rellik back 1987.

Everything is crowned with the insane vocals of
former Vicious Circle frontman Darrell Rapp. Now
have you a clear picture of Rellik’s apocalyptic
marches? Well, if do you think we’re facing a mere
clone of the bands cited, you’re wrong, Dwyer has
added great influences from masters like Autopsy
(mainly first two albums), Deicide, Kreator, Morbid
Angel, making of this record a real Pandora’s box.
But why they didn’t get the maximum score? Well,
the only negative critic is the (a bit) weak sound,
we have really powerful riffs, insane breaks and
twisted vocals, but the lack of a powerful sound
takes away your attention, a real shame for a
well-structured album. I hope that the sophomore
effort will correct this fault, but in summary and
putting all the pros and cons, this debut is highly
recommended, with almost everything well done.
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RUNNING DEATH
OVERDRIVE

PUNISHMENT 18 RECORDS

Thrash metal is usually a
mix of spontaneity, fury,
ferocity, sharpness and
energy. Under these conditions it remains a mystery
why a newcomer starts the
debut with a vapid, pretty lame and faceless number like ‘Hell on Earth’. Do not trust its title, the
song lacks of unbridled aggression in a significant manner. Fortunately, Running Death do not
only deliver mediocre pieces. Already the next
song (‘Psycho’) is equipped with some fast-paced,
insistent riffs that push it on a higher level. Thus,
we can overlook the fact that more than six minutes are a little bit too long for the somewhat
fragile substance of this tune.
Apart from the quality of single songs, one must
accept that the band has written a comparatively
high number of rather slow parts. Fiery thrash

sounds different. Additionally, some songs do not
come to the point or hold just too many meandering sequences. An actually good track like ‘Raging
Nightmare’, for example, fails to make your pulse
race faster. Some instrumental parts destroy
the power of the song in view of their pretty soft
appearance. These intermezzos lead to a lack of
intensity and this is a pity, because the technical skills of the band are out of doubt. Yet we all
know that this is not the crucial thing. The compositional capabilities leave room for optimization, to
say it politely. Good tunes such as ‘Pray for Death’
are rather the exception than the rule. Despite
its dominating mid-tempo, the song scores with
a certain catchiness. I do not listen to a masterpiece, but a solid number with an effective main
riff. Nevertheless, the songs fail to present a good
flow. They suffer from a lot of stop-and-go parts
that just do not make sense at all (‘Reduced’) and
overlong instrumental sections are not helpful as
well. The same goes for the average voice of the
lead singer. This guy has nothing that recommends
him for higher tasks.
I freely admit that the production is putting
emphasis on the guitars and that’s a comprehensible decision for a thrash album. Moreover, the
sound does not suffer from any major flaws. Nevertheless, the album is too long, it does not create
the necessary level of energy and there are no
parts that stick in the mind immediately. No track
has a long-lasting effect and thus, the verdict is
clear. Running Death do not lack of ambitions and
manual skills, but I wish they would start to write
coherent, strong and energetic songs or stop to
release albums. In their current state, they are
not able to hold a candle to comparable bands
such as Pripjat, Skeleton Pit or Traitor. These guys
impress with their spontaneity, fury and... well, all
these features that I have mentioned at the beginning of this review.
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SACRILEGIUM
ANGELUS [EP]
PAGAN RECORDS

Sacrilegium is a polish
pagan black metal band
who has been active since
20 years now, releasing
some amazing stuff like
their demo “Sleeptime” and
their debut “Wicher”, both under Pagan Records in
the second half of the 90’s plus a couple of underground releases until disappearing early the past
decade. Later 2015 the band re-emerged with
this new release, a single featuring a brand new
song, ‘Angelus’ presented on none than six (!) versions, being the opening one a song from their
brand new album (to be out nowadays), which
shows a solid return in the vein of early Behemoth
and first records of Dimmu Borgir (“Enthrone”
and “Spiritual” era) with a powerful production.
The problem begins just after this amazing version finishes, because the next 4 “songs” are just
remixes of ‘Angelus’ from 4 different artists, being
the first the legendary Swedish dark industrial act
In Slaughter Natives, doing a boring work for a
great song, not compared with their own records,
the monotony is abused here which is a real
shame, because the proper releases of In Slaughter Natives are amazing, enough. The next remix is
done by polish avant-garde artists Zenial, whom
did a good work, putting emphasis on keyboards
and weird structures, one of the highest points in
this record. Echoes of Yul is the next artist doing
their service of remix, these doom/drone psychos
have a similar interesting result than Zenial, adding
some noise atmosphere. The final artist destroying, sorry, remixing this song is ROD, a Slavonic
folk artist, bringing more traditional instruments
to the blackened metallic sound of Sacrilegium
with a good result. Finally, the closer version is a
demo recording that shows a rawer but interesting
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EVOLUTIVE SONIC

REVEL IN FLESH

DISSECTION

CYCLONE EMPIRE

2014

DEATH KULT LEGIONS
Continuing to honour their heroes,
German death metallers Revel in
Flesh have stayed remarkably consistent as they dwell in the realms of
the Swedish scene for which they pay
homage not only in their sound but
from their namesake being a classic
Grave track. Now almost two years of
in-depth songwriting and production
process with several split releases
stuck between them has brought
forth their third full-length effort on
new-label Cyclone Empire once again
graced with Juanjo Castellano cover
art and a Maggesson production.
There’s little overall surprise here,
its straightforward and unyielding
Swedish-styled death metal which
goes for the traditional elements frequently. Tracks like ‘In the Name of
the Flesh’ or ‘Hurt Locker’ go for that
typical swirling-style buzzsaw riffing patterns that were born in the
early-90s Stockholm scene and
manage to feature the same energy
and infectious bursts of aggression that are featured prominently

throughout here that give this one a
touch of the strong melodies woven
nicely into the main rhythms. While
these are quite impressive, on
‘When Glory Turns to Ruin’, ‘Graveyard Procession’ and ‘Cryptcrawler’
there’s a more prominent midtempo aspect that simply features
those elements played more with a
chugging rhythm pattern that makes
this one far more prevalent in keeping the effort plodding along rather
than dropping it in favour of the blistering speed. Though it still conjures
up the effortlessly melodic rhythms
and epic arrangements that have
always been featured, with this one
sounding quite massive. The fact
that there’s just too many of the
same plodding tempos does way
this one down somewhat as there’s
just not as much of a change within
the album to really generate much
more beyond the obvious enthusiasm of playing this kind of material.
Likewise, it’s all too similar to
numerous other old-school death
metal bands that actually come from

rendition to this track. If you notice the final score
is 6 not for being a bad or boring recording but in
my opinion it would be more attractive for the fans
to release the proper album or maybe an EP with
own creations (even cover songs would be suitable) than spending resources in this kind of release.
Anyway their new album seems promising, and it
must be out nowadays under the title of “Anima
Lucifera” through Pagan Records again.
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SEHER

NACHZEHRER
TOTTENMUSIK

This is of one of those new
black metal bands that will
surely appeal to a large
spectrum of metal and
oddly enough non-metal
fans. The German quartet is combining melodies of post rock with black
metal that result in a robust, engaging yet sombre record where its strength relies on creating
different ambiances and effective instrumental moody moments. “Nachzehrer” (which is a
sort of vampire creature) combines the previous 3
song demo with 4 new tracks, that even if results
in a homogeneous release, production wise there
are slight differences that although do not have
a major impact, are certainly noted. Despite the
fierceness of the opener song where the quartet
clearly demonstrate that they are strongly rooted
on black metal (fast tempos, raging guitars and
high-pitched vocals), only in songs like ‘Geist’
or ‘Mensch’ (with running times around 12:00
minutes) they are able to bewitch and hypnotise the listener with their doom rock black metal
mixture. Much of the magnetism on those two particular songs is defined by the contrast between
the moody and melancholic guitar/bass work of
the slower moments and the fury of the faster
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2016

ROTTEN TO THE BONE, GERMAN REVEL IN FLESH SERVED US
ANOTHER MEAL OF WELL PLAYED AND COMPOSED SWEDEATH

Sweden which has that same general approach and attack, and it can
lose it’s identity quite easily. Otherwise, this one is still a somewhat
solid and enjoyable effort. Though
it really does seem like numerous
other efforts, which can cause this
to become quite voiceless at times,
there’s a palpable sense of enthusiasm playing these same rhythms
throughout that makes this one a
solid choice for any Swedeath aficionado, though those looking for more
original tunes should heed caution.
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EMISSARY OF ALL PLAGUES
No matter how you put it, how many
twists you give or complains you
have, there is only one way to play
Swedish death metal and it’s the
buzzsaw HM-2 distortion way. The
growing quintet have been delivering
for the past half-decade a real tribute
to the Swedeath gods and now reaching a point that perfectly blends with
bands like Dismember or Entombed
by pulling a great sonority on their
fourth album and having an old
school enthusiasm only portrayed in
the early 90’s. The persistent cooperation with Dan Swanö for mixing and
mastering and the recording at Vault
M. Studios by guitarist Maggesson
have being giving its fruits because
from early on they have been steadily
growing and creating a status of their

parts where the vocalist is also invited to vomit
a few shrieking vocal lines sparsely. Instrumentally they are quite strong and even fascinating
at times (simple tunes like the instrumental rainy
‘Donner’ are fine examples of that); the duality
between constant sombre melody and secluded
outbursts of rage creates a sense of structure and
dynamism that not all bands are able to achieve
on a debut album. The demo material is slightly
harsher, rawer and down to earth (i.e. ‘Der Seher’
with its astral synth influence), nevertheless on
songs like ‘Ader’ they already try to blend some of
the elements and melodies of the newer material.
Seher have crafted an album that is a roller
coaster of nebulous emotions and in spite of its
unshakable black metal influences, I’m sure fans
of more melancholic sonorities will be impressed
with it as well. Despite being quite young, they are
already showing a natural talent to compose grandiose atmospheric songs and if they do not make
the mistake of plunging too much into the “post”
movement or camouflage too much their black
metal roots, they can surely turn bigger...
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SEPTIK ONSLAUGHT

TWITCH OF THE DEATH NERVE [EP]
SELF-RELEASED

This is the beauty of underground, from nowhere
quality bands appear without prior notice! This is the
case of Septik Onslaugt
hammering us with a fine
blend of crossover thrash metal with a pinch of
punk. “Twitch of the Death Nerve” is fast, raw,
diverse and cruel at the same time in a typical The Accüsed, Cryptic Slaughter, Slayer (some
guitar sections) and S.O.D. sort of way. Its undeniable the old school influences and I’m sure
Septik Onslaught wear them proudly on a daily

own among the myriad of new bands
influenced by this style that continue to appear. I feel that they have
been progressing during the years
with the melodic edge always in mind
and in “Emissary Of All Plagues”
they reached a point that they sound
truly melodic without compromising aggression and viciousness. From
the opener and title track to the closer
‘Dead to This World’, Revel in Flesh
sound massive and dense with dual
riffing patterns that combine the
treachery of swampy waters with the
growling malice of singer Haubersson and powerful rhythmic changes
of drummer Vogtsson. Songs like ‘Torture Throne’, ‘Fortress of Gloom’ or
‘Lord of Flesh’ use slow patterns to
create momentum and build character so that when they speed up sound
destructive, rotten and sick or when
they infuse faster charges with catchy
melodic guitar leads or solo moments
like on ‘Sepulchral Passage’ or ‘The
Dead Lives On’ everything sounds
seminal and funereal. Although the
focus here is not to create a sound or
own identity they stand strong with a
good combination of melody with brutality, which is the base for a solid
Swedish death metal album. If you
thought “Death Kult Legions” was
a great album you will be seriously
blown away with the magnitude of
this new one.
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basis, even so, this debut EP is much more than
just a mix of influences, the trio is already building a strong and personal sonic character. From
the instrumental short groovy opener ‘Murder’,
to the last riffs of the also instrumental ‘Suicide’
they brutalize the listener with just mere 14 minutes and a total of 6 songs! Yes, its incredible fast
(short songs with mid-tempo sections to create
momentum), but it’s also well played and structured with enough rhythmic changes and riffs
to drive you insane and make you couchdiving,
which is basically the goal of thrash metal in its
essence. Nicolas’s vocals with the occasional raw
band chorus provide the necessary attack that
combined with the pounding bass lines of David
on songs like ‘Black Circle’ or ‘Suicide’ deliver a
well-balanced and produced EP. There are several sections that remind different bands, ‘Swear
on Satan’ has a typical Slayer solo near the end,
‘We are the Beast‘ blends The Accüsed with Sacred
Reich “Ignorance” era (the heavy mid paced section
blended with Nicolas’ vocals) and the S.O.D. resemblances are throughout. Even showing traces of
some bands, Septik Onslaught were able to create
enough personality to stay away from being considered mere imitators. Judging by the quality at this
early stage, I believe that this American band will
not stay unsigned for much longer and “Twitch of
the Death Nerve” is certainly the beginning of something consistent and exciting at the same time.
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SERPENT SPELLS

MANTRAS WITHIN ASCENDING FIRE [EP]
GODZ OV WAR PRODUCTIONS

A solid bet from the polish label Godz Ov War when
picking a totally unknown
band straight from the
exotic lands of Bangladesh and release their first

songs on a well-designed CD package. There are
hardly any metal fans out there (I’m not counting with the Bangladeshi’s) that have heard about
Serpent Spells, nevertheless “Mantras Within
Ascending Fire” is a convincing preamble that will
attract quite a few people and above all make the
band known to the world. Strongly rooted on the
rawest side of the blackened death metal (some
thrash also), the trio mixes influences from bands
like Blasphemy, Impiety, Absu or primeval Arkhon Infaustus in a crude production reminiscent
of the early 80’s. Gregorian chants and an acoustic guitar opens the hostilities in the form of an
intro and then ‘Piercing the Cervix of Nehemah’
kicks in with a brute sanguinary force revealing a band that is able to create a dense sonority
yet full of diversity ranging from slower moments,
melodic leads, solos, fast riffing and chilling raspy
vociferations by Krypthoth. ‘Scourge Heretic Consecration’ follows next and in a few occasions
the greenness of the band shows up with forced
tempo changes and some naive guitar lines, even
so there is enough strength and blitzkrieg to keep
everything together despite the mentioned (gladly
just a few) setbacks. What makes Serpent Spells
a serious case of future success is their ability,
at a very early stage, to compose songs that are
not unidirectional but rather try to create different
structures and a multitude of tempos, momentums and rhythms yet keeping the brutality and
fierceness. For a start and despite revealing some
limitations (some uncontrolled distortion on the
beginning of ‘Scourge Heretic Consecration’) of a
barbarous yet fitting production, “Mantras...” is
more than what is asked to a band giving the first
steps, especially in a country with almost no metal
history at all. Keep the good work guys.
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SONICK PLAGUE
SONICK PLAGUE
PAVEMENT MUSIC

A little surprising comes
this Big Apple band, that, as
linear notes say, was playing in this manner since
its inauguration, that is,
around 1984 and their
only full-length is from 1989. If so, they would
be quite original, pre-dating certain Death Angel
and Anthrax releases by at least two years. Had
events around them happened this way or another,
I gather a lot of pressure, from this sole Sonick
Plague album, that carries no additional material.
As implied, here “Frolic Through The Park” collides
politely with those rougher parts off “Among The
Living”. The vocals are a bit more punky/crossover. This could be either positive or negative. Would
you prefer them to be in the Belladonna or Osegueda way or the way they are? Opinions will always
split. Anyhow, this should be released on a bigger label back then, some others were, but fared
way worse, but history cannot be changed. Besides
what’s mentioned, there isn’t much other things,
except that ‘I Don’t Want To Relax’ has almost
southern feel to it with strange march echoing Civil
War. Contemporary thrash kids should love Sonick
Plague no end, as it also has one very modern trait.
Most of tracks are quite long, in general longer than
five minutes, some coming close to 7-minute mark.
Overall, it is more than ok TV thrash metal.
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SOULBURN

THE SUFFOCATING DARKNESS
CENTURY MEDIA

The biography of Dutch gods
Soulburn is too complex and
entangled with the existence
of Asphyx that deserves
a proper article itself. But
we can summarize it when
Asphyx original members Bob Bagchus (drums)
and Eric Daniels (guitars) reunited after the break
of the “Last one on Earth” album (‘92), where both

took separate ways. Daniels recording alone (with
sessions members) the “Asphyx” album and Bagchus exploring some obscure projects like Throne
and reactivating Asphyx with the “God Cries”
album (‘96) and in a new project baptised as
Soulburn, highly influenced by their love to early
black metal releases of godly bands like Hellhammer, Venom and Bathory, considering to add as
bass player and vocalist to original, Asphyx vocalist/bass player Theo Loomans. But destiny said
another thing and the later died on a car accident
(presumed as suicide), then contacted Wannes
Gubbels of Pentacle fame to fill the vacant place,
recording a demo and being signed to Century
Media, releasing the highly acclaimed “Feeding on
Angels” in ‘98. The trio continued writing stuff but
the final result was too close to the early Asphyx
sound that they decided to change their moniker to Asphyx again releasing the fantastic “On
the Wings of Inferno” to break later on. Years later
Asphyx was reactivated by Bagchus with Martin Van Drunen inviting Daniels on board, it was
not possible due the life commitment of Daniels... But Bagchus and Daniels kept on contact
and the result was a project called Grand Supreme
Blood Court. In 2013 Bagchus decided to step out
Asphyx and rejoin forces with long time comrade
Eric Daniels, unearthing the beast of Soulburn.
Original plans were to bring back Wannes Gubbels, but he declined the invitation due family and
his own band (Pentacle) commitments but himself recommended the guy who would fill his boots
properly, namely Twan Van Geel from Legion of the
Damned, bringing with him guitar player Remco
Kreft and the beast was unleashed... Being their
first offering a brand new record entitled “The
Suffocating Darkness” a compendium of eleven
hymns to darkness, recorded on Harrow Productions, the same place which brought us the most
legendary Asphyx’ albums. “The Suffocating Darkness” sounds like a blackened continuation of the
band legacy put on “Feeding on Angels” where the
razor-sharp guitars show the trademark imposed
by Daniels in a dual form, with Kreft well fitted to
the style of Daniels, creating an infernal wall of
sound, encompassed with the precise drumming
of Bagchus and crowned with the infernal screams
of Van Geel, making a definite separation between
Asphyx and Soulburn. Don’t think Soulburn is a
mere blackened version of Asphyx, absolutely
not! Soulburn is an individual beast with its own
sound, image, personality, so be suffocate by
darkness... Be prepare for the upcoming darkness,
their third effort entitled “Earthless Pagan Spirit”
is by now also unleashed upon mankind.
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SPIRITUAL BEGGARS
SUNRISE TO SUNDOWN
INSIDE OUT MUSIC

Auditorium worldwide had
always considered Spiritual
Beggars to be more psychedelic affair, stoner metal
and the likes but in recent
years they have leaned
so heavily onto 70’s hard rock, that stoner simply crept away. If “Earth Blues” still kept two or
even three stoner slabs, this album contain only
one, and even this “on parole” (‘Lonely Freedom’). Judging album as whole, it really is more
dynamic, yet the initial two tracks don’t showcase that. They act oddly mechanic, even stiff,
but with track no.3, ‘What Doesn’t Kill You’ different landscapes open before thirsty ears. Sonics
of Deep Purple and Rainbow come alone each or
they intertwine with sometimes odd but welcome
(read different) results. The same is with vocals.
Appollos Papathanasiou, better known for his work
with Firewind, is hitting both Dave Coverdale or
Joe Lynn Turner, sometimes even mighty Ronnie
James. When Michael hits the high note solo, as
on ‘Hard Road’, it reminds me of Uli Jon Roth from
his most inspired times, it is a signature solo, yet
it fits nicely as it acts very poignantly, and kinda

reinvigorates the listener. It is another piece in
the Spiritual Beggars 70’s hard rock mosaic. On
a few occasions things come dangerously close
to AOR or early sweet metal, but it cannot be said
the danger’s not appealing. For a one or two other
fleeting moments Stratovarius can came to mind,
but so do Survivor or even Van Halen. As said, the
arsenal of 70’s hard rock is used almost to its full
potential. “Sunrise” takes a little more listens to
get along with it, but despite suspicions that you
heard all its contents ages ago, fares strangely
alluring, and you too might be obliged to return to
it to listen again and again. There’s nothing here
Michael should apologize for. “Sunrise” sounds
like something it will be listened to a lot in the
months and years to come.
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STAINED BLOOD
HADAL

BLOOD FIRE DEATH

I’m not too enthusiastic
with this whole (something)
core movement but that’s
probably because I started
listening to metal around
mid-late 80’s. But when
reaches our offices a promotional album where
the press release states that it will please fans
of bands like Dissection, Emperor and The Black
Dahlia Murder or Lamb of God at the same time, is
something to at least scratch your head leaving an
enormous interrogation mark in you.
Instrumentally the Spanish quintet are quite
competent in creating contrasts between fast passages and convincing mid-tempo sections full of
melody and energy where the guitars emerge with
strong riffing structure. The main issue for me is
when vocalist Rou starts screaming/shouting and
it is where the whole core influences start leading with its vicious screechy vociferations and
rhythmic reveries. They are influenced by melodic
death metal (the modern kind) despite being most
of the times blasting like maniacs and shouting,
they surely have guitar patterns with a melodic
twist, some even remind the Swedish school. Still,
is it enough to fit them into the “melodic” category? I guess not because “Hadal”, as a whole,
is a vicious record that will not please the faint of
heart nor the ones looking for sweet tunes.
As for being an album that will please fans of
Emperor or Dissection, I guess it’s going way too
far, yes they have some fast passages where the
guitars lead the way through vicious riffing that
reminds black metal (like on the song ´F.R.M.’)
but that’s it. The good thing on “Hadal” is that
has many metal influences forcing you to forget (if
you overcome Rou’s constant vociferations) what
you are listening in its true essence... A deathcore
album with a in your face production.
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STEAK NUMBER EIGHT
KOSMOKOMA
INDIE RECORDINGS

Never exactly ones to follow the rules, Steak Number
Eight have unleashed their
creative beast on album
number four. The Belgians
have incorporated diverse
elements into past studio releases, but here there
is a sense of wilful eclecticism and esotericism that
should appeal to those on the outer fringes of reality. However, stoners beware, this isn’t an easy ride.
It’s an odd phenomenon that S.N.E. have managed to make an album that sounds like it’s
full of final tracks, since even from the opening ‘Return of the Kolomon’ (when did it leave?)
the sense of experimental sprawl takes over the
music and leads the listener on a winding 65 minute path. The post rock panorama is more deeply
entrenched in the band’s sound than ever before
and even with the booming heaviness of songs like
‘Gravity Giants’, there is nothing as instant (or as

None of the songs on “Kosmokoma” are unworthy, though it might have been nice to see a more
attention-grabbing opener. Perhaps with ‘Principle Features of the Cult’ to lead off the album
and a little more thought put into structuring the
tracklist, this could be a truly colossal post-metal
release. As it is, it’s consistently interesting and
a depthy experience. If you still don’t like it after
three or four listens, you probably don’t like music.
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SKEPTIC SENSE

MIND VERSUS SOUL: THE ANTHOLOGY
DIVEBOMB RECORDS

Another album that sounds as good today, as did
22 years ago, and I mean this in very positive
way. Watchtowerisms were never present in sufficient quantities within HM community, even today
devoted consumers would be hard pressed to list
half a dozen of bands that took inspiration from
excellent Texan band. As said, Skeptic Sense took
Watchtower as the music base (complex base,
one might say), but then actually look to somewhat deaden the innate complexities of base with
straighter and also more energetic approaches.
They were also prone to cite (not to borrow) some
of thrash institutions and thus discreetly help
keep the wider genre in, however brief, prime spot
of times when progressive metal had gathered
considerable part of heavy metal audience.
Added here are both bands demos, and especially the first, “Demonstration I” comes as quite
refreshing, as it shows the band as a worshippers
of Deathrow in their most progressive era, mixed
with Watchtower and some other notable thrash
staples of time with convincing results. “Harmony Of Souls” demo reflects the band as ready
to record their one and only record, of course the
sound is more “on the ground”, energetic and
powerful than later on long-play, as is the case
with Osiris, whose debut re-release on same label
I reviewed elsewhere on these pages. The only
number that is not already featured on the demos,
is opener ‘Structures And Interuptions’ but this
sort of efforts are so few and far between, that
you have to cherish every single ounce of them.
These recordings are indispensable for any serious techno-thrash fan, as they show enough
variety at positioning Watchtower fandom in 90’s
contexts and thus helped maintaining sound/
bands importance.
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juvenile) as ‘Dickhead’, from 2011’s breakthrough
album “All Is Chaos”. Lyrics are rarely a major
focus, the instruments doing most of the talking
throughout progressive structures that occasionally loop back round to specific hooks, although no
single song becomes too aimless or unwieldy.
The band opt for a dense sound without so much
of the shimmering ephemerality as before, building up the musical picture via insistent guitar
melodies and a few hulking riffs that pay homage to their sludge roots as well as more modern
metal. WHO’s bass is a busy presence, bouncing and twisting gymnastically through ‘Charades’,
and often appears more direct than the guitars,
which soar and glower on a grander scale, while
WHO keeps slow time. For those disappointed
by Gojira’s recent “Magma”, “Kosmokoma” is a
veritable playground of invention, slipping in subtle surprises in almost every song. ‘Your Soul
Deserves to Die Twice’ includes a lot of vocal
repetition (you will get used to the line “this is
the place where your soul deserves to die” very
quickly), though musically sounds like Mastodon battling aliens, while ‘Principal Features of
the Cult’ has probably the coolest bassline you’re
likely to hear this month, plus a load of carefully
deployed aggression. Even when things get quieter for ‘Knows Sees Tells All’, WHO manages to
provide some intimate vocals, which shine in a
trip-hop-meets-shoegaze marriage.

STEEL PROPHET
OMNISCIENT

CRUZ DEL SUR MUSIC

After a seemingly long
absence between albums,
only releasing a few Ep’s in
the process, Steel Prophet
return with their first album
in ten years. “Omniscient”
continues the band’s tradition of writing intricate,
melodic Power Metal, and seem quite confident in writing a record that brings the listener
new surprises in the songs. Steel Prophet are a
band that have successfully blended the sound of
Iron Maiden with a power metal approach, writing some very good metal along the way. This is
the type of band that seems to try and take long
extended breaks between albums to let the creative energy come naturally and in return they can
make the best album that they can. “Omniscient” is the band’s first album in a decade and is
a record that takes elements of previous works,
and they try to broaden their sound on a few of the
songs in order to create something more interesting for the listener. This being a long anticipated
album, the quality of the band is still present, and
the songs on the album are very well thought out,
some standout more than others of course, but for
the most part, it works quite well. Still on some
songs, it feels that the ideas are all over the map,
a prime example of that is on the song ‘666 is
Everywhere (The Heavy Metal Blues).
The standout tracks on the album are ‘The tree of
knowledge’, ‘Trickery of the scourge’, ‘Funeral for
Art’ and ‘Transformation Staircase’. These songs
emphasize a band that takes a no holds barred
approach in writing their music. Considering that
this is a long awaited album, the band seem all
but keen on writing the best songs that they can.
With a sound reminiscent of their older albums,
while capturing some of the genre’s best elements, Steel Prophet clearly haven’t lost the touch
in writing some hard hitting, melodic heavy metal
that have made the band what it is.
“Omniscient” seems to have a more trash metal
element to the bands previous works, retaining
their typical power metal formula, while adding on
some variety in the sound. The band write some
strong songs here and like most of their work,
“Omniscient” is a well written album that grabs
you by the throat and by the first note up to the
final note. The songs are interesting, with a few
that are lacking, but overall the material is typical
of Steel Prophet. Although an album that is strong
in its material, and will please older Steel Prophet
fans, “Omniscient” would not be a good place to
start for newer fans of the band. This is more an
album for older fans, as the material here is very
good, but newer fans might want to listen to some
of their older material just to get a broader picture
of what this band is able to achieve. “Omniscient”
is a well structured album, with intricate song
writing and interesting ideas.
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STOIC DISSENTION
AUTOCHTHON

RAIN WITHOUT END RECORDS

For reasons I have never
understood, people often
like to make fun of the
United States’ (lack of a)
black metal scene. It’s true
that there aren’t that many
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black metal acts, and there are certainly nothing like the circles of artists that arose in Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Poland, France, etcetera. The
closest the United States has to that is the tiny
prog/tech black metal scene involving artists like
Dysrhythmia and Behold the Arctopus, centred in
New York and Philadelphia, and they’re not even
true black metal. But the US has its greats. Xasthur, for example, completely wrenched the genre
off of its intended path and down into the rabbit
hole of depression and self-hatred. Leviathan also
secured its place among the greats. And now, perhaps, we have another great in the making.
Stoic Dissention is from Colorado, and while they
aren’t classic style black metal, their mixture of
doom and black metal techniques is excellent for
creating an introspective and sorrowful atmosphere. Vocal use is minimal, but that’s fine - too
much screaming is superfluous anyway. When the
vocals are used, they’re so unexpected and so
chilling that it works well.
The slow pace of the songs and album as a whole
are also powerful. It really forces you to calm down,
ignore your text messages, Facebook posts, and
similar nonsense, and focus on yourself. The occasional weird techno element is unexpected, but
adds to the cult-like ethereal feel of this effort.
“Autochton”, or a rock formation that has never
been moved from where it first lay its roots, is
overall a very, very interesting album. It’s nothing
like what I’m used to... It’s like a mix of black metal
and doom, or really slow melodic death metal with
Gothic vibes. There are vague references to Lurker
of Chalice (a side project of the man behind Leviathan) and overall, I’d rate this album as a diamond
in the rough. It’s varied, it’s powerful, it’s compelling, and it’s decently composed. I’m proud to call
“Autochton” a product of the United States!
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SWALLOW THE SUN

SONGS FROM THE NORTH I, II & III
CENTURY MEDIA

Before “Songs from the
North” debuted, I was
really only a passing fan
of Swallow the Sun. Their
other albums are very solid
death/doom material, and
they even had one of my favourite vocalist, Jonas
Renkse, help out with the chorus on ‘Justice of
Suffering.’ However, this is the release where they
really pushed the boundaries and broke away from
just being an above average death/doom band.
“Songs from the North” can either be viewed as
one album with different chapters, or three albums
released in one package. On account of this fact,
I find it best to split them up and talk about each
one individually as its own separate entity.
Gloom: The first disc showcases the melodic
death/doom side of Swallow the Sun. Here there
are a lot of clean vocals interwoven with death
growls. Each vocal style is competent though the
vocalist strikes me as a better growler than he is
a singer. That being said, he does a very good job
with the clean vocals, and they’re good enough to
the point that they don’t detract from the album’s
overall power. Feelings of loss, sadness, and yes
especially gloom permeate through this first disc.
The lyrics are well written and serve to add to
these feelings, really driving home the point of
this first disc. The highlight for me here is ‘Heartstrings Shattering’ which features a guest vocal
performance from Aleah Stanbridge who tragically
passed away earlier this year. Though her segments aren’t long, she really knocks it out of the
park here. Couple that with an amazing chorus and
you have the most memorable song of disc one.
Beauty: Here we find Swallow the Sun at their
most mellow. Disc two is predominantly acoustic
with no growls whatsoever. That is unless I’m forgetting something. See, that’s the problem with
disc two. While not bad by any means, I find it
to be generally forgettable. It took a lot of guts to
go in this direction and for that I respect them,
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SURGE ASSAULT
LUST & MISERY

EARTHQUAKE TERROR NOISE

Italy was once a sunny country, but the growing
number of noise making musicians is working
hard to cover the land with darkness. The heirs
of Necrodeath and Bulldozer try to take the land
by storm, regardless whether they are called Violentor, Blindeath, Baphomet’s Blood or, naturally,
Surge Assault (and the list could well become an
endless one). The latter have released a debut
that puts a stoke in the wheel of those guys who
say that black metal and thrash are no longer
exciting. They whine that these sub genres do
not deliver new aspects. How tragic! Well, at the
same time they are sitting about their ten-thousandth beer and enjoy the fact that it tastes like
it has always tasted before... Yes, things are
quite easy: if you like the formula itself, you like
to get new stuff which is exactly based on this
formula. Good news, Surge Assault know the
recipe for suspenseful black thrash hammers.
Of course, the Italian squadron is roughly comparable with other black thrash bands. At the end
of the day, all bands of the pretty narrow-minded
bastard scene are comparable with each other.
However, the here presented formation does not
follow the most primitive approach. Thus, the listener is never at risk to be confronted with overly
simple or even insubstantial songs. The opposite is true. Surge Assault present well designed
tracks without neglecting the necessary degree of
spontaneity. This means that the lead vocalist is
not afraid of an ugly (yet totally convincing) performance and the instrumentalists are aware of
the fact that high velocity ennobles each album
of the sub genre. Yet they also do not shy away
from powerful mid-tempo sequences. In terms of
black thrash, ‘Whoreship Me’ is an almost epic
number and exactly this tune is kicked off by
mercilessly howling guitars that do not strive for
high-speed. Do not get me wrong, the song has
some fast-paced parts as well. Yet this mixture
shows the entire force of the Italians. They do not
overload the pieces with tempo changes, weird
lines and breaks, but they integrate more than
one riff per song. Thus, fans of bands such as
Nifelheim should lend an ear to “Lust & Misery”.
Equipped with a certain currishness and a
strong will, the non-fickle band makes good use
of the usual tools in order to create a homogeneous and authentic album. One can feel
their juvenile enthusiasm, the lust for destruction and, to my surprise, the mature degree of
their technical skills. Hence follows that the fulllength offers an intensive listening experience.
Tracks like ‘In Hell from Earth’ are really forged
in hellfire. Indeed, Surge Assault know the old
title from Heathen’s second album: mercy is no
virtue. With this in mind, the band commutes
between total destruction (‘Anti Human Black
Thrash’) and rather occult spheres (for example,
the beginning of ‘Infernal Riot’) while avoiding
any sort of banality and triviality.
Finally, the fact that the songs are presented with
a heavy, hard and surprisingly modern sound
matches the approach of the band. Thus, I cannot
identify any kind of serious deficiencies and I hope
that Surge Assault are heading for a lasting career
- whatever this word may mean in terms of black
thrash metal. Anyway, the band has an enormous
potential. Italy, I am sure, will fall into darkness.
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however I feel the execution could have been a lot
better. As it stands it strikes me as a generic acoustic album. No song really stands out to me and I
struggle to pick out a highlight. Honestly I feel like
I should be saying more, but this is so forgettable
that I can’t quite think of anything to say. That being
said, this album is so diverse I wouldn’t be surprised to find out that a lot of people really like disc
two, so I’d still highly recommend giving it a spin.
Despair: Disc three is the true highlight of the
release. Here Swallow the Sun really indulge
their death/doom side and do it better than ever
before. They’ve slowed it down to a pace bordering
funeral doom, but fast enough to keep the intensity of disc one. There are no clean vocals here
outside of some narration on the disc and album
highlight ‘Empires of Loneliness’. Despair, pain,
despondency, depression, everything this disc
touches is perfectly melded into that one song culminating in some of the best death/doom you’ll
hear. Disc three allows me to forgive them for disc
two, as the songwriting and musicianship is some
of the best I’ve heard all year.
This comes highly recommended from me. There’s
something for everyone, from the melodic death/
doom from “Gloom,” to the mellow acoustics of “Beauty,” to the pseudo-funeral doom of
“Despair.” They have really pushed the boundaries
and released what I believe to be their best album
to date. Give it a try. You won’t regret it.
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SYLOSIS

DORMANT HEART
NUCLEAR BLAST

Despite it being 10 years
since their first release,
Sylosis still seem almost
like a new band, with the
word “potential” flung
around a lot in reference
to their output. The first EP’s certainly showed
potential, but “Dormant Heart” is album number
four and one cannot keep using the word forever at some point, that potential must be realized.
At the very least, “Dormant Heart” goes some way
to solidifying Sylosis’s position within the modern
metal scene. Still a hybrid of metalcore, melodic
death metal, and thrash, the four-piece continue to
include more of the atmospheric and progressive
touches that made 2012’s “Monolith” an interesting but sometimes difficult album to listen to.
Making use of the distinctly 21st century practice
of synchronizing bass drums and riffs, many of the
songs on “Dormant Heart” possess copious quantities of aggression without seeming altogether
threatening, a criticism which groups Sylosis
together with many metalcore bands. However, the
use of second guitar and occasional keyboards layers the sound with subtle atmospheres, creating
a sense of unease behind the otherwise standard riffing of songs like ‘To Build a Tomb’. Add to
this some nice licks and the band’s penchant for
frequent guitar solos and the overall equation of
“Dormant Heart” starts to look more interesting.
Indeed, purely for guitar work, there is a lot to recommend the album - more, probably, than any
other Sylosis album. The doom riff thrown boldly
into ‘Victims and Pawns’ shows the band’s comfort with their songwriting choices and ‘Quiescence’
proves that a reflective mood can go hand in hand
with creativity, while there is excitement to be
found in the effect-laden solo of ‘Overthrown’ and
the charging riffs of ‘Indoctrinated’. The structures show a great improvement from the previous
album, where extra parts were inserted at random and to mixed effect, causing some songs to
become bloated and directionless; here, they tend
to have more repeating parts and a better sense of
momentum. Those repeating parts are significant
too, causing ‘Harm’ and ‘Leech’ to stick in the mind
on first listen, as do some of the other choruses.
Josh Middleton switches between harsh and clean
vocals at these moments, but sadly isn’t able to
provide the finishing touch to the refrains, lacking

both power and charisma with his plain roar.
That plainness is a problem for “Dormant Heart”,
since whatever the instrumentalists do to spice
up familiar ideas, there is no strong presence to
lead the songs and imprint the stamp of drama on
them. The lack of aggression in the riffs compounds
the limitations of the vocals and, when coupled
with a clinical production, leaves the album needing spontaneity like hot days need cold beer. Some
of the chugging riffs and mid-paced material simply doesn’t work because nothing drives it forward,
whereas the slower or lightning quick sections succeed, especially during solos, which are usually
highlights. Ultimately, “Dormant Heart” ends up
with Sylosis treading water: there’s a lot of potential, but it still hasn’t all come together.
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TAAKE

STRIDENS HUS
DARK ESSENCE RECORDS

Feels good to see again Mr.
Hoest adorning a front cover,
which is a sign of a new
dose of the lethal Taake,
after the usual three-year
break that we are already
used to. I feel that the light grey cover reflects perfectly what is happening with Taake and especially
on “Stridens Hus”... Is Hoest losing his black soul
and extinguish his torch? I wouldn’t go that far
but it does feel that he is injecting more and more
loose elements in the black’n’roll vibe with slices
of old epic Enslaved into the vicious formula (the
song ‘Orm’ towards the end embodies the spirit
of the epic Viking era). But hey, after the controversial or awkward banjo section on the previous
album “Noregs Vaapen” I guess everything is possible even on black metal. With this, I’m not trying
to say that “Stridens Hus” pushes the limits even
further like Hoest has been trying on each new
album, in fact this feels more lenient, more on
the safer side than what he has created in recent
times and especially on the acclaimed “Noregs
Vaapen”. There are ferocious grim guitar tremolo picking moments that legitimately remind the
Norwegian dark spirit like on ‘Stank’ or the vigorous opener ‘Gamle Norig’ but you also end up with
mellow chord sections that break/build energy
(‘Kongsgaard Bestaar’) or simply build momentum (‘Det Fins En Prins’). Together with Hoest’s
ruthless vocals, the guitar section was always
one of the most important aspects of Taake (or
any other black metal band per se) and I feel that
this even if possesses Taake’s trademark, tries
also to incorporate loose elements and rhythms
in an attempt to disrupt the norm and give it a
dynamism of its own. Sometimes the issue with
this resides on the simple fact that they sound
compelled and slightly unnatural, the instrumental piece ‘En sang til sand om ildebrann’ is a fine
example of an enthusiastic piece driven by twists
that in the end goes nowhere and everywhere at the
same time. The drums follow the lead of the guitars
without much deviation or technical enthusiasm
throughout the seven tracks and keeping everything
methodically together, which in truthfully it’s their
main and sole role. “Stridens Hus” is not a mediocre or bad album at all; it’s just overshadowed
by superb releases like “Over Bjoergvin Graater
Himmerik” or “Hordalands Doedskvad”, even so
recommended for Taake or black metal fans.
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THE 3RD ATTEMPT
BORN IN THORNS
DARK ESSENCE RECORDS

A really ugly cover and a
band name that sounds like
punk, these are not the best
presentation cards for a
newcomer band, but when
you dig into their bio and
the first thing you see it’s the new band of legendary Norwegian black metal musician Tchort, well

known for his monstrous appearances on truly
classics like Emperor’s milestone “In the nightside eclipse” or the best albums of Carpathian
Forest among others. His partners of crime aren’t
so “famous” as him but we find musicians from
bands like Fortid, Den Saakaldte and that’s a
good beginning. The first impression after listening
the album is pretty satisfactory due to the similar sound to the best records of Carpathian Forest,
even if do you listen it without any info your first
opinion would be it’s a new CF album, returning to
their (best) roots, but it would be not fair because
the band managed to bring some thrash and punk
rock influences resulting in a very catchy black
n’ roll sound with a lot of influences from Hellhammer, Darkthrone, Motörhead, Discharge, etc...
Another highlight point on this very good album is
the wide range of the songs, because as I mentioned, their main formula is a black n’roll sound
each song has its own personality, not a simple
mix of influences, we have punkish songs like ‘Art
of Domination’, pure black metal songs like ‘We
Defy’, more thrashy anthems as ‘Beast Within’ or
suffocating hymns like the title track. May the front
cover (what reminds a lot to Nattefrost solo efforts)
and the band name play against the total success
of this highly recommended record, but definitely
an album you must get! A total must! Hail Tchort!
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THE DEAD GOATS
ALL OF THEM WITCHES
TESTIMONY RECORDS

I’m glad that The Dead
Goats have kept their
humour... If I didn’t knew
them since their debut
“Path of the Goat”, I would
never guess just by looking at the cover of the new album, that they are
a rotten piece of death metal. Coming straight
from the Polish lands, the trio despite the different
music backgrounds (punk, grind and black metal)
embark on a journey of extremely putrid and raw
death metal that will make some of the old death
metal legends blush. Shaped by the Swedish guitar sound, the band picks up influences from
Entombed or Dismember but at the same time
they use the purulent and fetid atmospheres of old
Carcass or Autopsy to impregnate the songs with
a vicious and pestilential edge. This extra dose of
rawness and the slight more complex structures
are probably the divergence points compared to
their debut album “Path of the Goat”. Not to mention a production that pushes distortion to its
limits, sometimes even surpassing them, which
occasionally result in denser instrumental passages and almost indistinguishable riffing patterns
on the more brutal and faster sections. Gladly this
is something that has no negative influence in
the music and the transitions between the more
distorted areas of the compositions with standout moments like the breakthrough bass section
on ‘Conquering The Worm’, the unexpected guitar
solo during the last seconds of ‘The Curse of Gallows Hill’ or on the title track build momentum and
character. They seem quite energetic for a trio of
Dead Goats... I couldn’t restrain myself from telling this joke! They have a constant crust up-beat
tempo (drummer Radek makes all the difference
and his experience in grind bands like Squash Bowels or Neuropathia is noticed) interjected with mid
to slower moments that add the needed variation
and dynamics throughout the almost 45 minutes
that it last. There is even space for a creepy synth
section on the title track or a moody Lucio Fulci
grand finale on ‘Of Darkness and Decay’.
Even if not reinventing the wheel, the trio exploits
the Swedish distortion concept successfully and
releases a putrid sophomore album that has all
the ingredients (from faster blasting moments on
‘Into the Fiery Grave’ to groovy mid-tempo sections on ‘The Curse of Gallows Hill’) to please the
most demanding Swedish death metal fans.
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THE GREAT WOUND

by focusing on the things that make songs to rise
from the average and grab the listener by the balls
without trying to be utterly original or even ground
breaking. Their mixture of American, Swedish and
Spanish death/thrash influences makes them
quite enjoyable. Try to imagine Arch Enemy, Morbid
Angel, At The Gates and The Haunted on a blender,
the result might be The Hole.

VOICES OF REGRET

ERZSEBET RECORDS / INDAR PRODUCTIONS

This is one of those records
that neither the band logo
nor the cover artwork disclose the type of sound that
you will find inside, both
can in fact be quite misleading. I must say that before pressing the play
button I was expecting some sort of progressive
metal, perhaps something in the vein of Nevermore. How I was mistaken! This duo was formed
after the split-up of Darkness By Oath by Tristán
who invite Ekaitz (ex. Legen Beltza and Extinction) to handle both guitar and vocals. The result
is a hybrid between Dissection (the opener ‘Substract the Light’ could have been taken from either
“The Somberlain” or “Storm of The Lights Bane”),
Hypocrisy (‘The Scarecrow’ is a fine example with
a typical Tägtgren chorus) and Naglfar (‘Sheol’
or ‘Pariah’ era) that immediately surprises us
with its colossal level of musicianship, powerful
vibrancy and tenebrous symphonic energy. “Voices
of Regret” is their first release and this is why it
surprises even more because there is no background whatsoever so the listener is taken purely
by shock. Relying solely on the spirit of the Swedish melodic black/death metal scene this debut
album is a driving force to be feared among the
newer generation of post-metal fans... Intense
melodic riffing, symphonic synths, fast tempos
interspersed with mid-tempo sections to build
momentum and darkness and thundering vocals.
Using a drum machine can sometimes ruin the
atmosphere of an album but “Voices of Regret”
is one of the best examples on how to use it and
end up sounding like a real drummer. My only
small remark goes to some of the approach of the
keys, which rather than creating a haunted atmosphere (as they do aptly on ‘The Shadows Behind
Us’ or ‘Unncany Valley’) have a progressive edge
that sounds slightly stiff (‘Unpredictable Mass’)
or have been heard before and turn less defiant (‘Defiance of Existence’). Nevertheless, this
are just very, very, small details that probably will
pass unnoticed.
If you miss, Dissection as much as I do or if you
think Naglfar do not release albums as often as
they should (vocally Ekaitz Garmendia sounds like
a mixture between Helmuth from Belphegor and
Kristoffer Olivius from Naglfar), this could give you
45 minutes of pure pleasure and agony even if
they are simply crossing battlefields already won!
Recommended!
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THE HOLE
THE WRATH [EP]

NECROMANCE RECORDS

If you had the opportunity
to grab a copy of the debut
album from this Spanish band you might already
foresee what to expect from
the brand new EP “The
Wrath” released also by Necromance Records.
However, you couldn’t be more wrong! After the
line-up change that turn them a trio, I would say
that they have simplified things though boosting the aggression, heaviness and production. The
2014 debut album “A Monument to the End of the
World” had a fine blend of melody with a death/
thrash framework and plenty of rhythmic changes,
which culminated in attractive songs that had
plenty of space to grow on the listener yet with
a certain inherent youthfulness. “The Wrath” is
almost the opposite, straight to the jugular death/
thrash songs with little space to breed and a production that not only made everything denser
but also increased the levels of fury and aggressiveness. I miss some of the slower and melodic
moments found on the previous album, which
gave the ability to contemplate the music, nevertheless songs like ‘The Shepherd of Souls’ or
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THE SLOW DEATH
TEMISTO
TEMISTO

PULVERIZED RECORDS

Emerging out of Stockholm as another prominent duo to perform death metal in times of
mystical frenzy, Temisto debut album is, without a shadow of doubt, one big revelation of this
year. It presents an extensive set of catchy riffs
and balancing arrangements that fortunately
makes pigeonholing their music a tough job to
any listener. In this homonymous album, one
can instantly notice this is a band able to combine pure violent death metal in its embryonic
state with ceremoniously slow passages, flirting with albums as Aura Noir’s “Hades Rise”
(and consequently with American legend Possessed), Nifelheim’s “The Devil’s Force” and
Absu’s “The Son of Tipareth” albums in both
aggressiveness and obscure appeal. It is a
majorly fast album in an old school way, and
saving the few manic speed riffs and blast beats
(also in the old school sense of it), all through
the album one may feel like paying close attention to its riffs and nuances, so well composed
they are. Temisto plays tight and original music
as most people would expect from a competent
Swedish band. However, I personally find this
album to diverge from the typical Swedish trademark tones, at least to a certain extent, which
surprised me in a positive way. Moreover, every
detail of their performance seem to be fairly loud
and clear, in spite of the general rough sound
that pervades de album. The album had Robert
Anderson (Ex-Morbus Chron) and Elias Scharmer
(Ex-Abduction/Mutilate) as producers and Tore
Stjerna (Necromorbus Studio) mastering its 10
tracks, whose previous works might also contribute to what you should expect from Temisto in
terms of production. Conceptually though, Temisto
is not up to any innovative crusade. The titles
comprise virtually all sorts of 80’s devilish clichés
as “Medusa”, “The Ritual”, “Succubus”, and
“Bestial Visions.” But does anybody care? Certainly not!!! In fact, it makes it all the more likely
to remember each track will be your earworm at a
different hangover without the hassle of checking
it. Mine, at the moment, happens to be the instrumental track “Demiurge” and it’s quite metallic
bass sound sustaining the trippy guitar riffs all
through its nearly 5 minutes, and then culminating on “Bestial Visions”, a fast and pungent
composition filled with twists and odd but catchy
riffs, sometimes broken, sometimes quite straight
forward, but masterfully patched together.
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‘Dawn of Deception’ have plenty of dynamics and
guitar moments to break the viciousness without slowing down and clear death metal roots
which is also a plus for me. “The Wrath” is full of
little nuances that prevent it to be a simple raw
hammering session with the abrasive yet dominant vocals of Eduardo Rodríguez on top of it (one
of the highlights of the band). For instance, the
opener ‘Diss’ is a robust rhythmic lesson on how
to break you in two with the splendour of groove,
‘Glory Kill’ kicks in with a cool shotgun shot, frenzied thrash riffs and steady rhythmic transitions
while ‘Messianic’ has a strange guitar polarity that
is quite captivating, melodic and Swedish correlations may occur. I would say that The Hole as a
trio managed to mature their song writing process

ARK

CHAOS RECORDS

Hailing from Australia “The
Slow Death” have a moniker that makes one think
about the style they’re about
to experience before hitting
play. Is this to be a muddy
brutal fuse drenched in dirge or a funeral doom/
death mix more akin to My Dying Bride and Thy
Mourning Beloveth? The latter is a better description although you can add a avant-garde nuance
to the list also.
This release is laden with emotion wrapped within
a pace that (apart from the rarest of instances)
goes absolutely nowhere in a hurry. Crawling past
the eighty-minute mark, with only six tracks listed,
there’s no doubt that this album is far beyond
epic (value for money is a phrase that springs to
mind, especially when most metal releases fall
far short of the forty-minute mark) though what
makes it truly outstanding is the number of very
recognizable influences easily detected throughout. A strong nod goes out to Theatre of Tragedy as
the vocals displayed within “Ark” are similar. The
style boasts a beauty and the beast motif courtesy
of Mandy Andresen (hauntingly emotional female
vocals) and a slow brutal touch lent by Gregg Williamson (who sadly died before this album saw
the light of day) very reminiscent alone of the
male vocals heard in vintage, aforementioned,
ToT. The music itself is melodic far surpassing a
level expected in the genre, powerful and hypnotic
yet seldom (‘Declamation’ stands alone and hints
at a veering from the normal course of things)
encroaches on the brutal boundaries of what many
bands choose to take the style to in the same
genre using Swallow the Sun here as the example.
It’s very difficult for me to choose only a few of the
tracks to mention as the album is a testament to
greatness and should be experienced as a whole
rather than on part.
In essence this is an album you can listen to
whilst sipping Absinthe. I would even go so far
as to say that this is a journey a listener should
immerse themselves in whilst taking one of their
own, on a lazy holiday weekend perhaps, with no
real destination in mind. Unforgettable and haunting this is an amazing achievement an album with
stellar appeal, dedicated to the memory of Gregg
Williamson, that should stand proudly in the forefront of any metal loving fans collection.
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THIRTEEN BLED PROMISES
THE BLACK LEGEND
BLOOD FIRE DEATH

Sometimes I really feel kind
of old watching the younger
breed of metal fans, especially in festivals where the
organizers nowadays try
to blend different styles in
order to have something for everybody... The fact
is that deathcore has being burned on the upside
down cross since day one and there are not that
many older metal fans impressed with the whole
“breakdown” movement, at least judging by the
ones I talk with. “The Black Legend” is the sophomore album by this Spanish quintet and shows
a band that already matured to the point of creating a burst of technical brutality infused by
elements of both death, core and alien invasions.
Instrumentally they are your typical deathcore
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TOMBS

DISSECTION

RELAPSE RECORDS / METAL BLADE

2014

SAVAGE GOLD
“Savage Gold” is a fairly powerful
offering right from the very beginning. It picks up with blasted drum
beats mixed in after organ work
and the traditional, ominous sort of
chords you’d expect from any black
metal band. It was intriguing and
reminiscent of the black/post metal
stuff that NY city has really been
famous for these past years, including Cobalt, Dysrhythmia, and others.
“Savage Gold” quickly began to
remind me of a 1980s arcade game
or Terminator. It’s chaotic, and
fast, and aggressive, and raw, and
doesn’t leave much to imagination.
The riffing isn’t great with its familiar and similar patterns. It comes
to be predictable and doesn’t create the kind of atmosphere that
one looks for in black metal. There
is some old school aesthetic to be
found in the overall lack of technicality and originality. It certainly

feels like something in between
black metal and post metal in that
it’s similar technically to black
metal, but the lack of chilling atmosphere and upbeat moments put it
closer to the post metal genre.
High points are sprinkled throughout, but overall I found the album
to be suffering from identity crisis.
It’s not post metal but it’s not evil
or chilling enough to be black metal.
However, the high points are pretty
superb, ‘Deathripper’ in particular
reminds me of Leviathan’s weirder
moments, or even Lurker of Challice.
It’s a decent album, worth getting
for the high points, but overall it’s
not quite a great one.
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THE GRAND ANNIHILATION
Tombs fits perfectly in the nonconformist category, whether by natural
choice of frontman Mike Hill or simply because people have a hard time

band full of continual rhythmic changes (‘Year 666
(The First Arrival)’ or ‘Biblephagy Slender Phytobezoars’ are good examples of the continual
loop around really fast and slower parts), blast
beasts, breakdowns, solos and in the end inducing a real state of euphoric sonic discomfort upon
the listener. Their ability to create a massive brutal sonority with significant metal influences is
what will probably create some attention inside
the metal community, especially those fans more
open-minded. Turri’s voice is a blend of growling,
screaming and shouts leading the band through
the tortuous path of insanity and despair that “The
Black Legend” carries. For what it stands, Thirteen
Bled Promises is with no doubt a valuable bet by
Blood Fire Death that will please fans of bands like
Carnifex or Thy Art Is Murder. Despite not being a
fan of the genre, there is a genuine sense of consistency, dedication and musicianship throughout
the album that will surely impress, even the truest
of the metal fans. Nice cover artwork, by the way!
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TIMOR ET TREMOR
FOR COLD SHADES
TROLLZORN RECORDS

There is no doubt that the
second album “Upon Bleak
Grey Fields” from this German quartet was the turning
point on their careers back
in 2012, which lead the
interest of Trollzorn Records. Compared to the
previous efforts they do not have only grown production wise (a major leap was given compared
to the debut album “My Oaken Chest”) but also
matured their black metal compositions with
diversified arrangements and escalation of melody with enthralling riffing patterns back then.
The third album “For Cold Shapes” is nothing
else than a strong refinement of that turning point
and a fiery statement that they have become a
force to reckon on the German pagan black metal
scene. The four-year gap in between albums gave
the necessary amount of time for the musicians
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EMBARKING ON THE METAL BLADE EXPERIENCE BROUGHT
THEM A NEW ALBUM FULL OF EMOTION AND MELANCHOLY

dealing with things that they cannot
categorize in simple words or in this
case music styles. Hill in each new
album is pushing himself harder and
harder by creating different music
branches, like an octopus seeking his next victim, and introducing
new elements or simply using different approaches and atmospheres.
“The Grand Annihilation” is the most
ambitious and emotional album of his
career where he even blends gothic
rock (the song ‘Underneath’ is a clear
example) aspects on his blackened
post metal amalgam of flamboyancy,
aggression and visceral beauty. I do
miss some of the dark magnetism,
vileness and grimness of the previous album, like Alex Ross stated on
his review, ‘Deathtripper’ was a monolithic beast that searched for shelter
on Lovecraft’s hypnotic dark realms
and this is my only issue with “The
Grand Annihilation”. You still have
random attacks full of cold riffing guitar patterns that fit perfectly into the
black metal spectrum (the first three
songs, ‘Black Sun Horizon’, ‘Cold’ and
‘Old Wounds’) however as the album
progresses Mike slowly moves more
and more into slow, mid paced sludge
dark rock territory, both vocally and
instrumentally. Songs like ‘Temple of

to grow and to genuinely explore and develop the
concept of melody that they already had.
The dual riffing attack of Martin Stosic and Marco
Prüssing on the guitars settled a grim almost melancholic edge, that on the past efforts was more
bestial and barbarian. Now songs like ‘Alpha and
Omega’ or ‘The Ghost in All That Dies’ hit you not
only with fierce tremolo picking attacks but also
with ominous bleak atmospheres, melodies and
different structures. Much is due to the production
of Markus Stock, who already worked with bands
like Bethlehem, Alcest, Dornenreich, Empyrium,
The Vision Bleak, Secrets of the Moon or Ahab.
Markus was able to capture the austere spirit of
Timor Et Tremor and give it an extremely relentless
guitar driven prevalence yet without neglecting
the necessary harmony with the rest of the instruments and especially Jan Prüssing’s drums. “For
Cold Shades” is the most dynamic and mature
album released by the quartet and leads the listener through diverse tempo passages and moody
sections that differ not only in speed but also in
texture and ambiance. They are on the same boat
of bands like Winterfylleth or compatriots Waldgeflüster or Helrunar, nevertheless they are making
an extra effort not to sound the same by impregnating their compositions with constant dynamic
passages that reveal different perceptions of
darkness, from straight forward furious tempos to slow melodic pathways (i.e. ‘Pale Faces’).
For instance, the initial section of ‘Oath of Life’
show a melancholic chanted vocal facet similar to what Johan Edlund does in Tiamat, which
is curious to say the least. In fact the vocals of
Hendrik Müller are one of the highlights on “For
Cold Shades”, he has grown immensely since the
previous album and his diversified style range
spoken, chanted, grim, harsh and melodious sections that truly emphasizes the moody or savage
instrumental passages.
“For Cold Shades” is an extremely detailed album
that will appeal not only to those who like vicious
black metal but also those bewitched with absorbing dark melodies and engaging varied songs.
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Mars’, ‘Walk with me in Nightmares’
or ‘Underneath’ have an exquisite
dark aura with eerie gothic atmospheres or clearer vocal styles and
even if they are fortified by a strong
metal backbone and catchy moments
(‘Underneath’ is wicked and gloomy)
they lack mostly the dexterity and violence that made “Savage Gold” so
extreme. From this perspective, the
more emotional pieces even if they
stand on their own, feel out context
at times (only because they became
frequent) and arouse a sense of complete uncertainty for what comes next.
Nevertheless isn’t this the motto of
Mike Hill? I mean, progressing in each
record without compromises, barriers or not making music for the sake
of others! It’s still dark yet much
more melancholic than the previous records, like a hybrid between
Celtic Frost, Fields of the Nephilim
and Darkthrone mixed with harsh post
metal sinuosities. To complement all
this, you get the experience of Erik
Rutan as producer, which delivered
a robust analogue sonority that captures perfectly the essence of Tombs.
A solid album for fans that wish to
experience a wide spectrum of emotions on a single record.
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TRISTANA

VIRTUAL CRIMES
BAKERTEAM RECORDS

I got my introduction to
Tristana a little over five
years ago, when a friend of
mine who was interested in
gothic metal and other melancholic stuff linked me to
it. Since then, I haven’t quite considered myself a
fan of Tristana... But I have never disliked them,
either. Perhaps a good analogy is that I’m more of
an acquaintance of Tristana than a true friend. The
beginning of their most recent effort has bizarre
and intriguing electronic-style notes. Quickly,
the guitars kick in in a manner that I’d liken to
80s-style arcade/video game music. There’s definitely technical prowess to be found in a few solos,
and slowly clean singing and more recognizable
riffs bring us back to the world of extreme metal. It
almost sounds like melodic death rather soon.
The vocals, however, are a problem. I hate to use
the word weak, but I feel that I must in this case.
I am a fan of metal, not -core type stuff. And
although the two genres may sound roughly similar
to the unnuanced layman, the differences are stark
in my mind and anything that is too close to -core
makes me quickly lose my patience and interest.
Slowly, though, the album returns to the world
of metal and becomes more conventional gothic-style metal. It’s not memorable, but it’s
certainly listenable insofar that I’d be happy to
mosh or headbang to it if given the opportunity.
The vocals continue to rear their subpar head,
though, and it’s a real shame. The riffing is
decent, the atmosphere is decent, the percussion
is actually pretty good, but the clean vocals are
just okay and the harsh vocals drag it all down.
There are high points here and there with hypnotic
guitar work and mournful clean vocals, but then
the -core vocals kick in and ruin the whole thing.
At the end, we are left with a decent gothic album.
It’s not outstanding in any particular way, but I
will say this, it’s solid in its own way and could be
fine background noise for a party or something like

that. It’s not aggressive or in-your-face enough
to take front stage, but the mix of guitar and electronic styles should make it listenable even for the
least metalhead of your friends.
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ULVER

TROLSK SORTMETALL 1993-1997
CENTURY MEDIA

Talk about mega-primo
packages! This five CD or
four LP+1 MC set gives its
purchaser a royal flush of
Ulver’s metal years (well,
maybe 2/3rd metal overall) along with a bevy of photos, artwork and liner
notes. Any self-respecting black metal fan should
already have most of the music included here in
one format or another, but here is another rare
chance to get a beautiful repackaging and remastering of this classic material. If you can shell
out the cash and not have to sell your body to
make up for it, this is an essential purchase. For
those who are familiar with the band and its early
years, the musical additions of interest here are
a boosted production, an additional song entitled ‘Synen’ from the “Kveldssanger” era, and four
rehearsal demo tracks (sans vocals) from “Nattens Madrigal”. ‘Synen’ is beautiful and fits in
well with the rest of “Kveldssanger”, despite feeling a little tacked on after the clear album closer
‘Ulvsblakk’. The four “Nattens” demo tracks are
excellent in that they are actually less (!) trebly
and harsh than their respective album versions. It
gives us a chance to see the works from a slightly
different angle, and it is very possible that some
will prefer them over the finished products. It is
unclear if all of “Nattens” was recorded in this
format, but having all eight tracks would have
been nice. For the completest, a copy of their ‘93
rehearsal tape or perhaps a rare live set from the
period could have been excellent additions, but that
is nitpicking, as what is included is masterclass.
For those who are less experienced with the band
or the band from this period, what follows is a
breakdown of the collection proper. To begin, the
demo “Vargnatt” is much rougher around the
edges, at times moving at a leaden pace and lacking the narrative/conceptual tightness than what
followed it. But it encapsulates the coming masterworks breadth in a summary fashion. The
Satyricon-like ‘Tragediens Trone’, is a highlight,
as is the epic and churning “Nattens Madrigal”.
Garm’s (the only constant member of the band)
vocals are a little all over the place, also hinting at his ambitions during and after Ulver’s metal
period. While the man easily has some of the most
compelling tones of any frontman, he has his
weaknesses, most evident in his falsettos and his
reaching at the lower and higher ends of the spectrum. The band itself is pretty workmanlike, opting
to move at a moderate momentum, leading to the
aforementioned pacing issues. Don’t get it twisted
though, this is still essential listening.
Onto the meat. “Bergtatt” is leading choice for the
centrepiece of this collection, as it sums up the
band’s “Bewitching Black Metal” modus operandi. There is a lot of laudatory statements to be
made here, but in my opinion the album’s greatest
strengths are in its details. For instance, the beautiful string picked interlude of ‘Graablick blev hun
vaer’ eloquently describes the sensation of being
lost, visualizing the “Alice in Necroland” album
plotline within the space of twenty seconds. There
is a distant female vocal in ‘Een Stemme locker’
that belongs to our doomed heroine, adding further depth to the “characters” communicated
through the vocals and music. All the members
put in great performances, but Garm steals the
show with his reigned in semi-Gregorian verses
and strengthened pitch-black rasps. Everything
just clicks in all the right places. “Bergtatt” is so
successful in imparting the basic tenements of
black metal and its romantic leanings that it could
be easily visualized as a film for mainstream

audiences, despite its perceived harshness. If
there is one gripe I could make about the record,
it is that is so tightly conceived and executed, that
may come off as contrived (something that could
potentially be said about the group’s entire output).
But of course, that is a matter of personal opinion.
“Kvedsangger” is a much lighter affair, famously
being a straight ahead euro-classical/folk showcase. That being said, it continues the gravitas
of its predecessor in its darker selections. These
handful of tracks include ‘Kledt i Nattens Farger’,
‘Utreise’, ‘Nattleite’, which are beautiful in a desolate seaside Edvard Munch manner. The earthier,
brighter exercises like ‘Halling’ or ‘Høyfjeldsbilde’
are pleasant and suggest more pastoral Scandinavian scenery. The combination of the two moods
result in a well-rounded set of tunes that give the
audience a sense of the talent and versatility of
the band. Out of context the record could easily
figure into an easy listener’s rotation, but without
its presence here there would indeed be something missing in the chronology.
The final album proper, “Nattens Madgrial”, is
something of a mix of the “Transylvanian Hunger”
ethos taken up to eleven and “Bergtatt”. It is both
tremendously raw like the former, but also densely
plotted and executed like the latter. Infamously
trebly and caustic in aspects of its production,
“Nattens” was no doubt intended to be a sort of
“last word” on black metal of that period, the year
being ‘97. The hour of its arrival is indeed late, but
there is so much vicious and horrific power in this
recording that it simply doesn’t have to be from
‘93-’94 to be compared to the quality of that hallowed period. Subtitled, “Eight Hymns to the Wolf
in Man”, we, the aural prey, are subjected to some
of the most well concealed melodies of the genre,
that once discovered make the music reach a sublime pitch and intensity. Highlights are constant:
‘Wolf and Fear’ manages to blow open the gates
and also lull with its beautiful acoustic guitar deviation, ‘Wolf and Hatred’ is gorgeous and violent,
‘Wolf and the Devil,’ is powered by a monstrous
gritted-teeth riff, ‘Wolf and Passion’ central melody showcases the band’s deft juggling of beauty
and horror, and the singleminded hunter-sounds
of ‘Wolf and Destiny’ keep us locked in suspense.
But the very best is ‘Wolf and the Night’. That
track further summarizes and pushes Ulver’s thematic and musical thrust to its coda. A brief string
motif compliments the guitar chorus, consistently
building to a climax so powerful that it brings shivers to my human body. Simply put, “Nattens” is
another massive achievement for Ulver.
The band went a variety of different directions after
“Nattens”, but to many the material here is the
peak of their output. No matter your viewpoint, if
you are reading this, take action and experience it.

10 | ARJUN ARMAN

UNEARTHLY
THE UNEARTHLY

METAL AGE PRODUCTIONS

After some grumble about
the evident Polish influences
(sometimes a bit too much
of Behemoth and Vader) of
the previous record “Flagellum Dei” on the previous
issue, the Brazilians return with a fifth deadly
dose of black/death. I feel that during the years
the band has been searching for their own identity,
starting as a pure black metal band and evolving with their third album “Age of Chaos” towards
a more death metal influenced sonority. “Flagellum Dei” cemented their obvious blackened
death metal influences with a strong Polish production courtesy of Hertz studios, and now “The
Unearthly” unveils a band that was able to consolidate the path already travelled to a point of
almost reinventing themselves. This album reveals
a band proud of their Brazilian origins incorporating ethnic musical influences in the compositions
and lyrics in Portuguese on ‘Eshu’, something that
was completely absent on the previous album.

Structure wise the songs rely slightly less on diabolical fast tempos and pure discharges of guitars
and drumming energy (‘Agens Mortis’ are one of
the exceptions to the rule) allowing the melodic
and tribal influences to show up now and then,
like on the opener ‘The Sin Offering’. Solos play
now also an important role during the compositions
and tracks like ‘The Confidence of Faith’, ‘Where the
Sky Bleeds in Red’ or ‘From Womb to Reborn’ show
a band committed in creating memorable standout
points, even the plain melodic guitar instrumental
piece ‘Chant from the Unearthly Rites’ has a sort of
unadorned beauty. The decision of recording on their
homeland was also a smart move, they were able
to incorporate a sonority of their own by maintaining
the same level of quality of the previous effort but
leaving the Hertz Studios sound trademark behind.
At the moment the band is on hold, they suffered
an unexpected hit in 2016. Guitarist/vocalist Eregion had to leave the band after finding out that he
had a heart condition that was not fully fixed with
surgery and wasn’t able to maintain his career as
musician. Best wishes for him and for the rest of
the band, hopefully “The Unearthly” will not be
their last album... and if it is, they ended undoubtedly well with one of the Sepultura’ classics ‘We
Who Are Not as Others’ and a really good album.

8.5 | RICARDO AZEVEDO

UNREAL TERROR
THE NEW CHAPTER
JOLLY ROGER RECORDS

I wouldn’t call this second
album a completely new
chapter in Unreal Terror legacy, its rather a polished
contemporary record full
of their old heavy metal
formula circa their ‘86 debut entitled “Hard Incursion“. What sets this apart from that record is
the time gap between them, 30 years after, the
recording, mixing and mastering techniques have
progressed, and “The New Chapter” takes full
advantage of it. They were one of the names to
have in consideration back in the 80’s when talking about Italian heavy metal and for some, their
‘85 EP “Heavy & Dangerous” is still one of the
milestones of the best made, back then. Their
return back in 2012 was perhaps something unexpected but was surely a nice surprise. They have
regrouped with almost the complete line-up from
that EP with the exception of Mario Di Donato (The
Black, Requiem) and welcomed two new guitarist,
Iader D. Nicolini son of Enio Nicolini (bass player)
and Paolo Ponzi. The fresh blood have introduced
a more melodic edge to their old school heavy
metal, layered sometimes in groovy arrangements
(‘The Fall’) and on top of that is Luciano Palermo’s
vocals. 30 years later, he unveils the full potential of his harsh melodic vocal leads in songs like
‘Ordinary King’, ‘The Thread’ or with the sharp
attack of ‘Lost Cause’ with the ferocious guitar solo
and powerful riffs. If we compare “The New Chapter” with the previous ‘86 debut, I would say that
there is definitely a pronounced sense of maturity
in their sonority nowadays, which doesn’t necessary mean that they don’t rock hard and freely like
on the past. Grounded in the eighties this is the
type of record that consolidates opinions from both
old and new heavy metal fans by blending, the
passion of their Italian metal heritage with some
hints of American heavy metal. An auspicious new
album with the potential to mark positively their
return, we just hope that they have come to stay.
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UTTERTOMB
SEMPITERNAL [EP]
PULVERIZED RECORDS

The Chilean scene has been
one of the strongest in South
America since the 80’s, and
one whom has unleashed
the most promising acts
in that continent just after

VIRUS

MEMENTO COLLIDER
KARISMA RECORDS

UNDEAD

FALSE PROPHECIES
LISTENABLE RECORDS

After years and years receiving/reviewing stuff
it’s turned so difficult to get impressed by new
releases but just after listening one time this
record my whole point of view has changed, for
good!!! This untraceable act (no members nor
country is known) has caught my complete attention with only 8 powerful tracks of pure old school
death metal but not as the current trend (that I
like so much), the early Death influence is present track after track, but calling them mere Death
clones is a total injustice, because these guys
have managed their love for the early works
of Chuck Schudiner (r.i.p.), as one of the most
respectable tributes in his memory, with a real
personal touch, the remembrances to “Leprosy”
and “Spiritual Healing” are easily to appreciate,
but you can feel the presence of Possessed, Morgoth, Bolt Thrower, Deicide through the whole
record, not sounding directly to them, wow,
these guys have impressed me much, because
they have managed to put real great influences together in their own way. But how we can
describe their music on a few words? Well, as I
early stated, it’s death metal, mid paced, with no
blast beats, using “Leprosy” and “Spiritual Healing” as blueprint, with a sound recording near to
the Swedish one mixed with the early Morrisound
touch, with not complex but full of feeling guitar leads, a drumming highly influenced by Bill
Andrews (Death/Massacre)... This record sounds
as if Death would have being in cryonic sleep
since 1989 and were awakened nowadays to
record a new album with songs written between
“Leprosy” and “Spiritual Healing”. Please don’t
be confused with Gruesome, a very good Death
tribute, Undead kicks their asses!!

10 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

Brazil ever since, but having a lack in the second
half of the nineties (well, it was a common situation in the whole continent). After the 2000’s
the scene was reignited with a new generation
of amazing acts and mainly in this new decade with a more active approach, releasing stuff
on big labels, touring inside and outside the continent. From this new generation of fresh bands
is Uttertomb, formed back 2009 under the Ultratomb moniker, they have released only two demos,
a split tape with Chilean Deathvomit and two Ep’s
(the first on CD format only). The stuff we have
received is their latest EP under Pulverized records
entitled “Sempiternal”, a limited to 300 copies
release which features two brand new tracks of
pure mid paced death metal, or necrological death
metal as they call themselves, with a lot of breaks
and speed attacks (not blast beats). With a sound
that reminds Incantation, Autopsy, Krypts and
Funebrarum with some Dutch death metal influences like Delirium and Asphyx, or putrid Finnish
godly bands as Abhorrence and (early) Disgrace,
sometimes similar to other locals bands like Istengoat or Unaussprechlichen Kulten, but with their
own personality. The two tracks featured here are
‘Excarnation’ and ‘Incarnation’, both forming part
of a main concept behind the title of “Sempiternal”. In summary an excellent vinyl debut for a
talented band, now we only can wait for a devastating debut album soon.

9 | RODRIGO JIMÉNEZ

Virus have made it! They
managed to overcome the
burden of “ol” Norse black
metal melody. I just keep
my fingers crossed they
would continue this way and
shed even more of it. At the moment the balance
of this kind of melody with dissonances is agreeably pleasant, even if not discernible at the first
go. For this sole reason “Memento” is a class and
half if not two above “The Agent That Shapes the
Desert”. The whole atmosphere is sombre, but
there’s something mischievous about this sombreness. Imagine a giant space cruiser turned
into a coroner van or a hearse, transporting hundreds of deceased from one corner of the galaxy to
another. Imagine the crew is stoned for the most
of time, not from fear of deceased becoming alive
suddenly or worse turning into zombies, but from
utter boredom from endless intergalactic voyages.
From what I could glean, album seems to describe
the traumas of inevitable collision of two heavenly bodies (one fully settled), particularly of those
who will unwantedly wait until collision becomes
executed act, and are going to perish. Some will
become ‘Rogue Fossil’s (second track), few others will be ‘Dripping Into Orbit’ (third track) until
slowly corroded by stellar winds (slowly is relative
here) or will simply be desiccated and pulverized (‘Steamer’). To further scan the lyrical content
‘Gravity Seeker’ deals with the few chosen ones
who survived unavoidable cataclysm and are now
searching for gravitationally accommodatable planets or similar spaces, where they could park their
spaceships. They are not necessarily lucky after all.
On “Memento Collider” the band could patent a
few new, heretofore never listened to chords and
especially riffs, as is most distinctly presented
on ‘Afield’. Opener is also more than ten minutes
long, and this checks off as positive regarding
“progressiveness” of the track and album alike
(prog records were once judged solely by inclusion
of really long, suite like track on the albums). The
other song which brims with weird chord progressions is ‘Gravity Seeker’. This song could be also
seen as ‘Into My Hypercube’ (and ‘Sub-effect’
at once), pushed two dimension horizontally and
three vertically. Here guitar acquires the ability to
actually sound like a tenor sax. ‘Rogue Fossil’ possesses a rhythm which forces to dance with its
trampled trance. Its inaugurating riff compels one
to try lopsided steps and jerky, caffeinated moves.
‘Dripping Into Orbit’ continues in this “steroidal”
fashion, yet it incorporates additional rhythms
which seemingly brake it, too achieve schizophreniac combination of urgent and slowing-down at
the same time. To portray on that, imagine someone who’s interring a relative yet it has consumed
enormous amounts of B vitamin complex, coffee and even some crack. Honestly told, this
could be the feeling after listening to this album
three times in a row. Haunting theremin like synth
augment charnel atmosphere on ‘Steamer’. To
summarize, the gothic overtones of ‘Hypercube’
are turned inside out and ballooned to proportions
of red giant. In reality they permeate the whole
album, yet its “gothic” is upgraded to more variable and rhythmically convex dark post-punk.
Lyrically, this is the »title« track, as here one can
find the lines, in which “Memento Collider” finds a
smooth rhyme. ‘Phantom Oil Slick’ is appropriate
closer that hints at closing in the way ‘Sub-effect’
did, and that “anoints the dark”. However realistic, content of the album is uniquely morbid (and
to which presentation and sense I also added my
two cents, I guess), as pertains post black metal
in most of its variations, if not all.
Virus should be “the band of the hour”, but by
now you probably know how things work on this
planet. Nothing will be solved by Metalegion, at
least we hope to turn a few heads in a proper
direction. Also in no way everything regarding this
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album will be discovered in time of release of this
review, and I guess there will be no need to. I and
other listeners alike will probably continue to find
interesting details, that will surface in next three
to five years at best, not to mention the enjoyment
that comes with such activity. I dare to say this is
album of the year. Chapeau!
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VUYVR

INCINERATED GODS
THROATRUINER RECORDS

“Incinerated Gods” is an
album by the Swiss band
Vuyvr (not to be confused
with Vouïvre by Peste Noire)
released a couple of years
ago. It’s supposed to be a
black metal offering, but I found the style rather
similar to death metal or brutal death metal. There
are quite a few tremolo sessions with the guitar
and the vocals are shrieked rather than growled,
but there’s not much atmosphere about it, nor
does it quite have the ethos of real black metal.
If anything, it’s a bit similar to certain forms of
Swedish black metal, but even this is a stretch.
What we’re listening to is an extreme metal album
for sure, I’m just not sure what kind.
Still, the guitar work is quite good and works well
with the drum beats. The vocals are okay, if that,
since they rather take a back seat to what feels
frenzied and harried rather than the way good
black metal masters and controls an overall sense
of chaos. It’s not bad by any means, but the reason this review is so short is that there’s relatively
little that I noticed about this album. It’s on that
line between death and black metal that some
other bands straddle and while it’s good, certainly
listenable and good party material if you’re hanging out with a bunch of metalheads, it’s not great,
or different, or special in any way. I suggest that
you pick it up and put it on if you get a chance, but
don’t expect it to become one of your favourites.
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WIDOW

CARVED IN STONE
PURE STEEL RECORDS

If you like guitar music, you
will find yourself having a
great day every time you
give this a spin. Riffs and
solos spill over from the 12
songs on the album, dripping down the sides of your player and crystallizing
as hard stalactites that will never snap off. It’s
good to know there are some bands who have such
an instinctive grasp on heavy metal songwriting as
well, since the songs here feature universally fistin-the-air choruses that beg to be screamed out by
a room - scratch that, a field - full of raucous fans.
Surprising, then, that Widow are not a well-known
name amongst the metal elite, but rather a dogged
bunch from North Carolina who have been ploughing the same furrow for 15 years now. Call it what
you will, be it bad luck, bad decisions, or public ignorance, but Widow are playing the kind of
fashionably unfashionable traditional metal that
should ignite the fire of anyone who has ever
enjoyed a Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, or Mercyful Fate album - and there are certainly a few of
them! The power and energy of Widow should
have put them in league with the other bands
playing this style in the last decade, particularly those more successful proponents such as
White Wizzard, Cauldron, or Sweden’s Wolf, all of
whom also add excitement to the classic formula.
Widow also claim to draw from artists such as
Ozzy Osbourne and Alice Cooper, an influence that
can be heard in some of the hard rock tendencies
to the riffing and the lyrical themes, which tend
towards tales of night time fantasy. In the vocal
melodies, especially the powerful choruses, there
is also more than a hint of US power metal, since
two voices sing as one with the backing vocal
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WHIPSTRIKER

ONLY FILTH WILL PREVAIL
MORBID TALES RECORDS

It’s about time! During the latest years we have
been bombed by regular short-length releases or
splits by this Brazilian war combo, nevertheless
despite a quite extensive discography, more than
25 releases so far, it’s almost hard to believe
that this is only their third album. In this aspect,
they are quite similar to bands like Nunslaughter or Japanese almighty Sabbat that despite
been deeply rooted on the underground, they
have so extensive discographies that easily you
would need a complete day to tell the names of
all releases and song titles. I’m not sure if there
is some sort of competition for the band with the
largest discography but one thing I’m certain, I’m
glad that they took this extra time to mature and
release the follower of “Troopers of Mayhem”
because they have surely surpassed my expectations with this one. Combining elements of
Celtic Frost, Venom, Kreator and Motörhead the
Brazilians hit the jackpot once again, this seems
like pulled out straight from the 80’s where acts
like Sepultura, Sarcófago, Chakal or Vulcano
were worldwide references for thrash metal.
This third album follows the same line of the
precedent one with the addition of more punkish and rock’n’roll influences, resulting in a raw,
dirty old school speed/thrash/black album that
explodes in your face and truly instigates your
head-banging and beer drinking instincts. The
songs wander mostly on the fast side, with sonic
riffing attacks that will grab you by the balls and
put you slam dancing on the pit (i.e. ‘Nuclear
Metal Blood’, ‘Flag of Cruelty’ or ‘Armageddon
Delight’). Nevertheless, there is also space for
mid paced moments (reminding Venom) like on
‘Flames of Hate’ with more contained tempos
giving you the necessary time to taste your fine
cold beer leaning against the bar and banging
gently your head. Vocally, Whipstriker is the perfect mix between Tom G. Warrior and Cronos and
I’m sure that after the first verses of the opener
‘Waiting for the Doomsday’ it will become also
one of the highlights for you on this record with
the necessary dynamics throughout the album.
The production is also a plus because is able
to provide the clarity and force of the modern
approach but been fully grounded on the 80’s
rawness. If you found the comeback album by
Gehennah like a walk in the park, try “Only Filth
Will Prevail” and I’m sure you will amazed by the
punkish speed charges of Whipstriker.
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often pitched higher to create that epic, celebratory feel so essential to the genre.
Those influences, however overt they might seem
on paper, are not the simple sum of “Carved in
Stone”, as the three-piece prove capable of leaving
their own mark. The nimble fingers of Chris shred
through not only ripping solos on every song but
flavour basic riffs with catchy and playful fills, such
as on ‘Nighttime Turn’, which proves memorable
even on first listen. His constant riffing and skilful
lead work is surely the highlight of the album, particularly as the familiar Maiden and Priest styles
are mixed with some European speed metal (see
‘Of the Blood We Bind’ for a masterclass) and technical modern flair that keeps even the closing ‘Let
It Burn’ fresh and unpredictable. Coupled with a

clear and heavy production that emphasizes guitar
above all else, one need not spend time looking for
additional intricacies in the bass and drum work
and can concentrate on headbanging, fist pumping, and roaring out the lyrics to the guide of John
E. Wooten’s charismatic voice.
For an album that contains 12 songs, it is gratifying
to see that none of them are dispensable, with best
numbers being extremely hard to choose: ‘Another
Time and Place’ gets all the epic points, ‘Of the
Blood We Bind’ is most viscerally exciting, and the
opening and closing songs are both great too. Two
softer songs also have their place, ‘Time on Your
Side’ slowing things down nicely and ‘Live by the
Flame’ profiting from its quiet and loud dynamic,
though it seems Widow can do no wrong on “Carved
in Stone”. After this, these guys deserve to be huge.
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WINDBRUCH

NO STARS, ONLY FULL DARK
HYPNOTIC DIRGE RECORDS

Depressive-suicidal black
metal is one of those genres that’s very close to my
heart... Like many, I grew up
on Xasthur and Striborg, and
some lesser known acts from
all over the world, including Sweden, Russia, even
Balochistan. Therefore, my standards for the genre
in general are quite high, and Windbruch’s offer, “No
Stars, Only Full Dark”, didn’t quite meet them.
The album begins with static and then a mournful
series of almost acoustic guitar progressions. The
album then continues into a mix of melodic death
metal and gothic metal minus the female vocals
and orchestral backdrop, opting for synthesized
instruments instead. It’s like it’s almost DSBM, or
like a gothic metal band’s cover of a DSBM song.
I’m sure others will have different opinions, but it
just didn’t do very much for me.
Another letdown was the replacement of good riffing with “ambient” stuff. This is a risk that a few
artists can pull off very well, but in this case it
was just a distraction. Every time I was really
starting to get into a song, it would pause, all of a
sudden, and some sort of ambient section would
enter. There is quality in it and I think if, in the
future, the band focuses more of the almighty riff
instead of ambience and striving towards gothic
metal, future albums will be much better. As it is,
this one is just okay.
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WITCHWOOD
HANDFUL OF STARS
JOLLY ROGER RECORDS

There are times that we
just need to travel back in
time and listen to something prior to the Metal
explosion. I’m quite open
minded and usually for that
I have few albums that I keep returning, like Black
Widow’s debut 1970 album “Sacrifice”, Deep Purple’s “Made in Japan” which I consider one of the
best live albums ever recorded or simply anything
from Pink Floyd. It’s curious, that for instance
Black Widow, I got to know them through a cover
made by the Swedish black/thrash metal band
Bewitched back in 1996, where they featured
‘Come to the Sabbath’ on their “Encyclopedia of
Evil” Ep. It was love at first sight!
What in hell has all this to do with Witchwood,
you are probably wondering. “Handful of Stars”
is one those new albums that will simply transport you to the progressive psychedelic hard rock
period of the early 70’s. Influenced by names likes
Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Jethro Tull, Deep
Purple or Black Widow without the creepy obscure
atmosphere of some their classics, they managed to blend several aspects of the mentioned
bands and deliver an album full of emotion, retro
and analogue mood. You have the keys with strong
Deep Purple reminiscences, the flute bringing

memories of Jethro Tull classics like ‘Locomotive Breath’ or the sad emotion of Zeppelin in ‘A
Mother’ where Riccardo “Ricky” Dal Pane delivers a stellar melodious vocal performance. Formed
in 2014 from the ashes of Buttered Bacon Biscuits
they released the successful debut album in 2015
entitled “Litanies from the Woods” and two years
later, “Handful of Stars”. Despite its lengthy playing time, 45 minutes, it delivers only 3 new songs,
intro, an alternative and slightly longer version
of the title track featured on the previous album
and 2 amazing covers, ‘Flaming Telepath’ of Blue
Öyster Cult and ‘Rainbow Demon’ of Uriah Heep.
All this wrapped into a fine artwork akin to what
was done in late 60’s early 70’s, where simplicity
was considered aesthetically pleasing. Following the revival of the last years, Witchwood is one
of the new names to have in mind when wishing
to bring back good old memories or have a joint
hearing between older and newer generations.
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WRATHRONE
BORN BENEATH
INVERSE RECORDS

Before checking Wrathrone’s
country of origin, I had a
hunch that it might be Denmark; the band’s low-end,
groove-oriented approach
immediately recalls the
catchy yet brutal sounds of Illdisposed, Iniquity
and Slow Death Factory. In spite of this stylistic similarity, Wrathrone hails from Finland, which
probably would have been my second guess.
Given the extremity of the Finns’ historically significant experiments in death metal (Demilich,
anyone?) it’s easy to forget the milder invention of
death ‘n’ roll pioneered by Convulse, Xysma and
others. Wrathrone’s success, however, results
from matching this old Finnish-born tradition with
a much more aggressive sensibility.
The biggest obstacle for most death ‘n’ roll bands
to overcome is the tendency to stagnate at midpaced tempos. Of course, this aspect derives from
the influence of classic rock, but Wrathrone’s work
clarifies that such an obvious potential flaw is
hardly inevitable. From the very opening, it’s clear
these Finns have moved far beyond the Led Zeppelin-infused riffs on Convulse’s seminal death ‘n’
roll release, “Reflections”. The riff-style is often
staccato yet, thankfully, steers clear of the cheesy
and sleazy territory staked by Pantera. This is
largely due to the band’s frequent tempo changes,
especially the strategic incorporation of blastbeats,
which is quite uncommon for this brand of death
metal. For further variety, the guitarists have also
integrated elements of melodic death metal and, to
a lesser extent, black metal into the riffs.
While each musician has wisely contributed only
what is necessary to the overall sound, the bassist stood out the most to me; perhaps this is at
least partly due to the slightly rough and imbalanced recording which, strangely, gives the bass an
unexpectedly strong presence. Beyond production
values, two songs clearly showcase the bass-work.
In the opening of ‘Eternal Salvation’, the bassist
perfectly executes a churning rhythm which sounds
like the musical equivalent of tectonic activity; on a
lighter note, ‘Sea of Sickness’ boasts a nicely melancholic bass solo backed up by a tambourine, a
nice surprise which works better than expected.
Considering this is Wrathrone’s only full-length
release so far, there are still moments when the
mid-range tempos begin to stagnate and fail to
stimulate the more demanding listener; I’m glad
to say these moments are few. And when one
considers how well these Finns have executed a
more accessible brand of death metal which other
bands have tried and failed to master over the
course of decades (Six Feet Under comes to mind)
this debut’s reasonably successful blend of classic Finnish death ‘n’ roll with modern brutal death
metal seems even more impressive.

7 | JOHNATHAN
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he very first thing that the fans will notice on the
new album is that you dropped your old logo to a
more sober version.
“The new album integrates a new logo due to the advances and
ideas of the music itself, as Eshtadur have been mixing both
edges of death and black metal earlier. Something that has never changed and won’t change is the melodic melt, the Swedish
style riffs with melodies represent better the new logo. We just
didn’t want the fans to judge it at first sight when watching our
old logo and say “its black metal” before listening.”
“Mother Gray” is your third album and most likely your most
distinctive one. If we compare it with the previous ones, I
have the impression that you are slowly drifting away from
your black metal rawer side or at least bringing into the mix
more singular elements and playing more with dynamics.
“Yes absolutely. In the previous releases, we did mix elements
that could be more balanced towards black metal; however,
I was just trying to get something more serious, mature and
distinguishing at the time. In “Mother Gray”, I end up with
something better, which I am very satisfied. It happened naturally during the writing process.”
I know that on the past you were the sole composer of the
songs and lyrics. On the new album, have the new members
participated actively during the composition process? Or
have you kept the secluded formula of creating the songs?
“I really wanted to have all the band members helping in the
creation process, however since I am the founder member, it is
not easy to have everybody into the same direction and vibe. I
have composed and arranged all the music and I will be doing
it probably in the future. I wish I could get that type of creativity
connection with someone in the future, it would be perfect.”

ENTIRELY ON HIS OWN

Tell us what happened with the previous line-up. It looks
like after the second album, “Stay Away from Evil and Get
Close to Me”, everybody left the band...
“The story of the band resumed is an eternal chapter where
there is me trying to reach and get a lot of things with people
that does not share the same interests or goals in life. You can
find lots of people that play guitar or drums, but most of the time
these people are unsure of what they are doing or what they
want. Since I was a kid, this is something I want, I want to have
a band, write music and show it to the world. Metallica probably
inspired me with their big scenarios and crowds of fans. All who
played with me, probably wanted the same too, but not with
the same strength and desire. It’s difficult to find people that
want to left their lives behind for a band, because if you don’t let
your soul and your skin bleeding at the end of the day, then you
are not gonna make it. You will end up being just another crap
irrelevant band and that’s it. This is why there is 30 or more
past members in Eshtadur. It has been a nightmare, fortunately
we are four now and it looks solid.”

Introduce us the new members and tell us how you met.
“I have played in other bands with bassist Victor (muchacho),
I met him a long time ago and he probably knows the songs
even better than I do, so it is easy to play with him. The new
guitar player, Sebas Patiño, played years ago with the iconic
Colombian band Internal Suffering, he is a great guitarist and
wants to play every day, which helps a lot to learn and develop.
Drummer Mauro Marin has a long experience, has played in
European bands and he lived some time in Sweden.”
Despite the constant line-up changes you have been able to
tour with well-known names like Cradle of Filth, Vader and
recently you played with the cult band, Anvil. Tell us a bit
more about those experiences. Are those the high moments
that give you the necessary strength to carry on?
“Sure, that definitely helps. I have worked hard for that, I
realized that we could share stages with anyone and get huge
crowds if you work for it. Many of those opportunities had a NO
as first answer, but it is your decision if that is a NO or a NEVER. We always expect to achieve more and more, sometimes
I even think I am spending 70% of everything on working and
earning money to invest on the band, and very short time to
practice and play. Which is the main reason for having a band.
It could be ironic sometimes; I wish I could play 70% of the
time and work only 30% (laughs).”
South American fans are known worldwide for being quite
passionate and die-hard, unfortunately Colombian bands
remain quite obscure and unknown to the rest of the world.
You are playing in Eshtadur for more than 10 years now,
how do you see the progression of the Colombian and South
American metal scene at this level?
“Yeah that is true, the thing is that economy and culture is not
the same and we have to work 10 times more to buy an amp, a
guitar or simply merchandise. If you play thrash metal and have
a budget, you can make it happen here as Nervosa did. Inquisition is a Colombian band and they are huge worldwide. Thy
Antichrist are following them and I want to be there too, following
those well-known bands, but you have to push hard and go internationally. Because promoters in South America don’t care for
national bands, they don’t support anyone, even if the band has
their’ mothers playing drums, they won’t help; there are few that
support South American bands. Now talking about music and
style, we are developing a lot in Colombia and South America. We
need to improve production and booking/promotion.”
You are signed with Bleeding Music, which is a European label. How did you end up getting a record deal with a Swedish
label and what are your expectations now for the band?
“We are very lucky at this point with Bleeding Music. They are
supporting us and believe in our potential. This is the opportunity I have been waiting for, to make the change and jump to
European scenarios. I just did the same stuff I do every time, record with my own budget, send the material to worldwide labels
and keep working. Read replies like: “hey thanks for sharing, we

are not interest at the moment but keep working”. That’s every
day every time, but you don’t always get a NO, sometimes you
get a YES and opportunities open more opportunities.”
“Mother Gray” is your most well produced and balanced
album. You returned to RebelSign studio, where you have
already recorded your latest singles, but you had also this
time the help of Christopher Clancy for mixing duties and the
mastering was done at Dugout studios in the UK. How was the
experience in comparison with the previous records?
“Mother Gray” is very special for me, I spent two years doing
everything and collecting the budget to get a great production and
sound, is like a dream come true working with such iconic people
that had worked before with In Flames, Soilwork or Darkane. Chris
is a great producer, he worked also on our previous album. Fans
are always expecting something perfect, I push myself to do the
best I possibly can. Chris, Daniel and Lawrence did a great job.”

BOXING FISTS

I cannot end this interview without asking you about the
‘Burning Heart’ (Survivor) cover song included on the album.
The association with Rocky is unavoidable, it was one of the
movie’s soundtracks and is one of the 80’s hymns. It’s one of
the most original songs to cover on a Metal album.
“‘Burning Heart’ is the soundtrack of my life as well as the Rocky
movies. There are no words to describe the impulse and emotions
that the movie and the song makes me feel. My favorite band of
the whole world is Survivor, and I just wanted to tribute that song,
it won’t be the same without Bjorn Strid, he sings like a goddamn
beast, and the guitar solos are incredible. ‘Burning Heart’,
Survivor and Rocky represents high motivational moments in my
life. Thanks for asking it is really special.”
You had also quite a few guests on that particular song
and on the album. How did you end up having members of
Soilwork, Scar Symmetry, Arecibo and Darkane helping out?
“It was at first an idea of guesting great musicians. I interchange
some emails with Ola Englund and Jeff Ioomis, who were busy
at the time but Per Nilsson was kind and he wanted to support
the idea. Bjorn liked the song, he is a great fan of hard rock and
he really enjoyed the version we did. After that, I knew the new
album needed a great guest guitarist, Christopher was amazing
on the solos for “Mother Gray”.”
The title “Mother Gray” and the cover artwork what portrays?
“Mother Gray” represents the nature and the earth dying. Is death
devastating humanity, how man is destroying the world and how
the earth is destroying man. Is also a dark chapter of my life,
when I was struggling and very depressed. Songs like ‘Desolation’
or ‘Belong to Nowhere’ talk about that. The woman with the plague
crow mask on the cover represents mother earth. His death
symbolizes mother gray after a devastated world.” c
“Mother Gray” available via Bleeding Music [www.bleedingmusicrecords.com] / Eshtadur [www.facebook.com/EshtadurOfficial]

PERSEVERANCE HELPED
WITHOUT ANY DOUBT THE
COLOMBIAN MELODIC DEATH
METAL COMBO ESHTADUR
TO OVERCOME DAILY BAND
DIFFICULTIES. VOCALIST /
GUITARIST JORGE LÓPEZ
CLARIFIES HOW DARKANE
OR SOILWORK MEMBERS
SUPPORTED THE NEW ALBUM
“MOTHER GRAY”...

AFTER MORE THAN A DECADE OF STRUGGLE, ESHTADUR REFINED THEIR
MUSIC AND UNLEASHED AN ALBUM COMPELLED BY OLD SWEDISH TRADITIONS
.. JOURNALIST: RICARDO AZEVEDO MUSICIAN: JORGE LÓPEZ ( VOCALS / GUITARS ) ..
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PAKKANEN (“FROST”)
“If you’ve ever experienced a temperature so low,
that it’s difficult to breathe, and even the air seems
like glass about to shatter, that is what inspired me
to write this song. Lyrically it’s really just painting
with words to complement the music and make it
seem as cold as possible.”
01.

RAUTAA JA TULTA (“IRON AND FIRE”)
“This is about inner strength, finding yourself in
a world concentrated on achieving for others.
Hopefully I have found something for other people
also to vent their frustration too on this, as I think
I managed to convey a lot of anger into the musical
and vocal performance, and I’m quite proud of it.
The guitar solo in this one is a kind of an blueprint
for Havukruunu-ish solos; they kind of expand on the
emotions and lyrical themes. So, guitar leads act as
an complement to lyrical and emotional content.”
02.

EPIC IN A FIERCE VIOLENT PAGAN FINNISH WAY, IT BRINGS BACK DESTRUCTIVE MEMORIES FROM A
CHAOTIC PERIOD WHERE DARKNESS, HATE & BLACK METAL REIGNED SUPREMELY!
.. WORDS: ALEX ROSS MUSICIAN: STEFAN SORGHAMMER ( INSTRUMENTS / VOCALS ) ..

MUSTA YÖ (“THE BLACK NIGHT”)
“I’m really into progressive and psychedelic rock from
the 70’s, so I tried to bring some of that into a “black
metal” environment. Not too difficult, though. The
ending choirs give me a shiver still.”

E

03.

NE SALAPERÄISET (“THOSE MYSTERIOUS”)
“I wrote something about being initiated to something
secret. Also, I intended the lyrics to be interpreted so
that the secret knowledge where the narrator is being
drawn to, can be anything the listener/reader wants.
I think the part where the witches dance around the
fires in a wintry forest is fucking cool, you can figure
out which part it is.”
VALHALLAN PORTIT (“GATES OF VALHALLA”)
“You might know that I’m REALLY into Bathory and
early Manowar. So that’s the basis of this song. A
Viking funeral.”
05.

VERTA JA TUHKAA (“BLOOD AND ASHES”)
“This was the ending of the original EP, but later it
came to be a interlude. I like to do sombre acoustic
passages every now and then.”
06.

MAAT MENNYTTÄ SOI (“SING, OLDEN
LANDS”)
“First of the songs I recorded later, but I had them
written around the same time. It’s a fierce track,
performed with a taste of blood in my mouth.”
07.

SURMATULI (“KILLING FIRE”)
“I came up with the dual guitar harmony-riff and
thought it was good enough to build a song around
it. Basically, it’s about the wrongness of religion. All
these rules and slavery people dedicate their lives to.
But I don’t give a fuck if they wanna waste their time
on that, many are happy with it. But on an ideological
level, I’d burn all gods to death and oblivion.”
08.

JOKA PUUN TAKAA (“FROM BEHIND EVERY
TREE”)
“It’s about those thoughts you don’t want to think,
when walking home during nighttime in the countryside. I had to do so for many years of my life, and
often that one nightmarish glimpse of being followed
by some gruesome horror came to my head. Usually
one tries to just shake that thought, and move on, but
it just gets worse from it. And it haunts you behind
every fucking tree.”
09.

MAAN ALAINEN (“BENEATH
THE EARTH”)
“An expanded sombre acoustic
passage. It’s a nice ending.”
10.
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Stefan UNVEILS “Rautaa ja tulta”

04.

xcellent work on “Rautaa ja tulta”. please tell
us, what was the muse for this album? Was it a
specific time, or place, or event, or perhaps just
a general feeling?
“Thanks! “Rautaa ja Tulta” was written in winter, and with
much anger and frustration, so those might be the inspirations
you can hopefully hear from it.”
Although the aesthetic of “Rautaa ja tulta” was very Finnish
to me, very raw and cold, the juxtaposition with an epic
pagan feel was very unique and unexpected! How did you
make this style work?
“It comes to us naturally, whether it works or not is another
question. The pagan feeling might channel through the themes
we use, that have the underlying thought of not wanting to
attach our music to this modern world. It’s a kind of escapism,
in a sense that when we allow ourselves to be overwhelmed by
this kind of music, it makes the mundane life much easier to
cope with.”
How important is it for Havukruunu to use Finnish in lyrics?
“I’ve written stuff in Swedish and English also, so it’s not
mandatory. But right now I feel that the edgy timbre of my
native language suits the music best, so that’s what you will
hear. Also, we have established ourselves as a band that writes
in Finnish already, so I don’t see any sense in changing that
anytime soon.”
What do you see for the future of your band?
“Well, we’re currently working on our second full-length album,
so that’s the main priority right now. We have had great time
recording and arranging it as a band, opposed to “Rautaa ja
Tulta” and “Havulinnaan” on which I worked alone. Expect a
more dynamic and varied sound, since the arrangements have
been done by not one but three people, including our new drummer called Noitavalo. Also, the debut album “Havulinnaan” is
being released on vinyl (limited pressing of 200).

NOT IN A CAVE

Can you explain your process of coming up with an idea
for a song and slowly bringing it together into a release on
an album?
“I’m writing music all the time. It might be a little underwhelming to hear, that I write at home, and at our rehearsal place
in Helsinki and not on mountains at twilight, but that’s how it
goes. For albums and such, we just pick the best parts of what
I have recorded as demos, and work on it.
Hausjärvi is a tiny, tiny place. Do you think Havukruunu
would have happened as it did, or at all, if you had lived in
a larger city?
“It’s tiny in a sense that the population is really small opposed
to the actual size of the place. Most of it is just woods, you
know. Regardless, I’m pretty sure I would do this anyway, but of
course we are speaking of pure coincidence. Where I am from
plays only a little part of what I do. Maybe if my dad wouldn’t
have shoved Black Sabbath and Judas Priest down my throat at
a young age, then maybe I would be doing something else.”

ON THE IMMINENCE OF A
NEW ALBUM OUT, “RAUTAA
JA TULTA” STILL ECHOES IN
ITS PUREST BLAZING FORM.
HAVUKRUUNU REMAINS
UNDERGROUND IN ITS ESSENCE,
YET MULTI-INSTRUMENTALIST
/VOCALIST STEFAN
SORGHAMMER ASPIRE
GREATNESS TO COME...

Have either of you been involved with other musical
projects in the past? How did they turn out?
“Yeah we have played in many bands, and all of them had
different meaning and function to play on our musical career.
Some of these were more focused on performing live, and some
were just studio projects. Either way, I’m happy we have done
all these things, as now we are more mature and experienced
as musicians.”

DEAD BY DAWN...

What albums are you listening to these days?
“Mr Oizo’s “Lambs Anger”, Manuel Göttsching’s “Inventions for
Electric Guitar”, Kebnekajse “II” och “III” and stuff like that.
Also I’ve listened to a shitload of Tangerine Dream and other
kosmiche music in recent times, so not much metal, except
lately I’ve been really into the first Deicide album again.”
Except for the last song, the pacing of “Rautaa ja Tulta” is
very fast throughout! Have you gotten any more ideas for
slower songs?
“Well yeah it’s fast, or intense at least. I’m not really comfortable playing too slow. Mid-tempo heavy stuff is my comfort
zone. The emotions and thoughts we display have been of fury
and anger recently, so that’s the reason we play fast. Also it’s
great fun to reach for your physical limitations as a musician,
and exceed them. Our new material on the other hand is more
varied, though. There will be speed, and really fast and intricate
stuff, but it all has a newfound sense of dynamics throughout.”
Again, thanks very much for your time, gents, and for the
pleasure of listening to your work! Do you have any final
comments or words for our readers?
“Thank you for your interest. Look forward to our second fulllength album, and remember to give yourself some alone time,
folks.” c
“Rautaa ja Tulta” available via Naturmacht Productions
[www.naturmacht.com] / Havukruunu [www.facebook.com/
Havukruunu-433041490061411]

